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FOREWORD

It is the intention of the Vocational Education Study Project to
publish papers, accounts of inquiries, and the results of selected
research projects emerging from its work. 'These pdblications will bein
addition to the Interim and Final reports which the Education Amendments
of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) require the National Institute of Education.to
transmit to thePresident and the Congress on its study and evaluation
of vocational education.

These publications will have been judged to contain information and
viewpoints of utility to a wide-range of legislators, officials, admini-
strators, and practitioners concerned with vocational education policies
and programs and their implementation and consequences. To the-extent
that they'do, in fact, prove useful, they may serve to repay in small
part the large debt owed by the Study Project to. the vocational education
community for its sympathetic understanding of. the purposes and substance
of the inquiry and for the assistance its members have given the National
Institute of Education in facilitating its conduct.

Henry David
Study Project Director

Gerry Hendrickson
Study Project Assistant Director
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PREFACE

In the Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-462) tit= -Nowilordi an-
stitute of Education was given the charge of conducting el"thorvah
evaluation and study" of vocational education and relatecm0Ograms in the
United States. In particular, the Act mandated that theumwMertakinc in-
cluden

A study of the distribution of vocational educationf-tunt,s'- An terms
of services, occupations, target populations, enrolliers,m, and ed-
ucational and governmental levels and what such dtstr ,lion sumuld
be in order to meet the greatest human resources need -ler thenext
ten years;

An examination of how to achieve compliance with, an: el 3rt:ement.of
the provisions of applicable laws of the Uhited Stag

An analysis of the means of assessing program quail-4v tno0 effective -
ness;. and

A review and evaluation of programs funded under the itomoiliner and
Homemaking Education" provisions of the law.

In preparing for the performance of these tasks .and Aexcloping A
Plan for the Study of Vocational Education, transmittedicol.41cvngpress
on December.30, 1977, the Institute sought advic3 from a 'y of per-
sons and interest groups. Several approaches for securine sel,
guidance, and information were utilized: site visits to ma! educa-
tion facilities in various states, meetings with informs n Nnd
the commissioning of a series of papers treating differev ',iv-A% in the
mandated study.

This volume contains 14 of the 21 papers commissioned'
Institute of Education through the Center for Educationa'
Stanford University. A separate group of papers dealing
and homemaking education was also commissioned. Three c
published in a companion volume, The Planning Papers on
Homemaking Education Programs.

PleWational
4.,Irch at

consumer
se are being
Amer and

The planning papers speak from a variety of perspect F I on a diverse
set of topics relating to vocational education- Yet taken 4! a whole they
draw attention to several characteristics of the field. Waoational edu-
cation is &decentralized System with great differentiatAar 'n the type
and quality of local and state programming. Moreover, tiesytem vocation-
al education means many things to many different persons_amr4interest
groups. Indeed, the authors in this volume express vary*ngv7iews of what
vocational education should be. These characteristics are-mate more, com-
plex by the 'fact that, relatively speaking, it is the next -tv oldest
Federal grant-in-aid program to education.



ln-a commissioned paper-hot included here, "Policy Analysis for Ci-langes
in 14-1 Legislation," itelvin Barlow., P=rofessor Emeritus at the Grad-
uate .3mt-mg of Education, University of C..ti,-11.wilia at Los Angeles, documents
the iihi,lvement of various groups and issues finer time:

For eleven years the promoters crflarevocaticonal.movement in ed-
ucation studied the -need 'or the-development of vocational
education and arrived at foundation ideas , immediate directions,
and the basic princhales of the whrmeit. Ihwolveckin this pro-
cess were well-mnowmrpeople fromrbusinel, ividustry, educator,
the public at large.and organized woof l'uchl as the United States
Namber of Commerce.

lwe prime mover of -the vocational mica on movement was the
National Society for-the Promotion n17 ikastrial Education,
(now known as the American VocattahaI Association) which was
founded in 1906 with Henry S. Pritchett. president of the Carnegie
Foundation as its first president. Statte groups were formed
throughout the nation to get grass ramts inpmts concerning the
principles and goals of industrial _01ftcation. In time it was
apparent that the need in educationeisceeded by far the program
of industrial education, so agricuIttre and home economics wlre
added and the movement became known a vocational education
movement. Annual conferences were held by the Society from 1908
to 1917. Their reports of proceedtmv, special publications, and
related articles in professional journals comprise resources
which defined the basic principle= of vocational education.

While Barlow states "the introduction of vocational education into the
public school systems required adoption of _a_broader view of what public

tron should be," he also goes on to mique that recognition was given
to the task of offering a foundation in general education before special,
i:zed vocational training began. Moreover, tme early years of the movement
placed an importance on the equality in accem to vocational training.

Following the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. Congress passed additional
acts in 1929 and 1934 which provided increased funding for vocational edu-
cation. The George-Deen Act of 1936 not only provided additional funds;
it added the area of distributive education. Still more increased funding.
'rid money for vocational guidance came with the.George-Barden Act of 1946.
The next major changes in vocational education came with the Panel of Con-
sultants on Vocational Education, appointed by President Kennedy in 1961.
Barlow nbtes that an important aspect of sociail policy was established at
this time:

ti

Among the major changes recommended bmvthe Panel, and included
in the Vocational. Education Act of llEa, was a change from ap-
propriating federal funds on the basts of occupational need to
the appropriation of funds on the basis of service, to people...
The people to be served were identified as: (1) students in
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*HO school, (2) students in Postsecandols (but net
few year colleges), (3) students with speesail needs (disarm/an-
toped, handicapped, and the like), and (4) molts.

In 1966 Present Johnson appointed a committee to further study VOCE-
tional education. That committee's recommendationsreetame the basis or
Congress's Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

Changes coednue to occur in the vocational edeco#on legisl
Frain--a Fedemell perspective, there is increasing at an being pal _

the issue oe'veNoRional education policy as one of soperal human resources
policies. eilluimrP.L. 94-482 this notion appears at marious places,_but
its intent iS-110 more clearly indicated than in the clorge jointly gwen
to the Natiamm idmisory Council on Vocational Education and what was for-
merly called t+e-National Commission for Manpower Poi-icy, in Sec:
164(b)(4)(A),

ideettify, after consultation with the National Commission for
Manpower Policy, the vocational education and employment and
trair-mg needs of the nation and assess the extent to which
voca"ional education, employment training, vocational rehabili-
tat and other programs under this and related Acts represent
a c rsistent, integrated and coordinated approach to meeting
sud meedi.

What, tbeh, is vocational education? What is the role of Federal policy
in this enteePrise? To these seemingly - simple questions there are no simple
answers.

The present papers were originally designed to be used in the prepara-
tion of the study plan and not for publication- It became clear, however,
that many of-them could serve an additional purpose. The public policy
arena is filled with debate not so much over what policy to follow, but as
to what a policy under discussion is about. The commissioned papers il-
luminate a diversity-Of viewpoints and focus on significant themes. It
was therefore decided to publish a collectibn of the papers so that they
might reach a larger aadience for discussion.

The papers have been divided into four sections. The first deals
with selected features of a federal grant-in-aid program. The second
includes discussions of available quantitative-data sources. The third is
concerned with issues in program evaluation. The-last section treats se-
lected aspects of vocational education policy. Each section contains a
brief discussion introducing the reader to the policy issues raised. Since
the papers were originally intendea for a different purpose, they have_been
edited for this P ublication. Furthermore, the ideas and-opinions expressed
are those of the authors and should not be taken to represent the views
of the National Institute of Education or the members of the Vocational-Ed-
ucation Study Staff.
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SELECTED FEATURES OF__A FEDERAL GRANT -IN- AID PROGRAM

Federal financial, support of insta_ttional vocational education has
traditionally been carried out throughgrants -in -aid to the states. In-
return, the states have been-required to 'comply with various _regulations
established under the auspices of the-Vocational Education Act-of 1963 as
amended. The 1976 Amendments to that Act require that each ,state file
five-year plan .outlining prodedures by which it will seek to-achieve the
purposes of the federal legislation. Amending the earlier statute; the_-
Education Amendments of 1976 state that the purpose of Title 1,-Part A of
the legislation is

to assist States in improving planning in the use of all resources
available to them for vocational education and-manpower training
by involving a wide range of agencies and individuals concerned__
with the education and training-Within the State in the develop-
ment of the vocational education_plins. It is also the purpoie
of> this part to assiEc_them--

"-(1) to extend-improveand-where necessary;-Maintain
existing_ programs,of-vocatiOnal education;

"(2) to develop new prtigrams-of vocational education,

"(3-)-to-develop and_-carryout such programs of vocational
education-within each State so _as to overcome_ sex di scrim'-
not on and sex stereotyping in vocational education,

frog-rams4including programs of homemaking), and thereby
furniih-eqiial education Opportunities \i n, vocational -edu-
ciefonto--TersOns of both sexes;--and

"(4) -tO_-provitle--Part=_time employment for youths who need
he nings from such employment t continue their-voca-
ion ' aining_n afull - scale sis,

-so that :Per-sons of all'aget- in- all communities: of the State,
those in higts-chool, thoia-':who-tiive Completed or dThcontinued
their-fOrmaileducation_and are preparing to enter the labor-Mar-
ket, those-Who have--already entered the labor market, but need-
to upgrade their_ skill s o learn new ones , those with special
_educational handicaps, and -those in postsecondary schools,
will have ready access to vocational training 'or retraining...-
of high quality, which is realistic in the light of-actuaL,or
anticipated opportunities for gainful employments and which- is
suited to their_needs.,'interests, and ability to benefit-from

-such itraining."-ASec. 101). a.

The papers that follow address various_aspects of the interrelatio-n-
-,_ ships among Congressional intent and purpose, state implementation, and

the_Federal grant-in-aid process.



Thomas J. Anton explores-various problems asociated with the planning
process in his paper "On Implementing the Vocational -Education Amendments
of 1976." Anton examines the vocational education planning strategy-with-
in the context of the Fedrr, 1 grant system as a whole and 'speculates upon
how its outcome is likely be shaped by the specific characteristics of
the planning ,process, He also places the planning process within the:
political framework-,of educational organization.

For the reader unfamiliar with the subtleties of the funding process
,--in vocational education, the descriptive essay, "Distribution and Alloca-

tion of Funding for Vocational Education," by Jay G. Chambers and Susan
Sargen, will prove useful.-- The authors address some of the issues that
arise on the state level. They- also review-the general features of the

1 financing of vocational education and explore what they believe to be --

relevant policy questions for the success of current and alternative fu-
ture schemes for finincing vocational education.

Thejext paper, "Federal and State Governance of Vocational Educa-
tion': _Its RelAtfon,to Compliance with Federal Rules and -Regulations," by
Don K. Gentry, provides a Ascription of current patterns of governance
of vocational -education at the level. The various types and styles
of vocational -ducationadministratibin the states are as diverse as
the'fiel-d--itselGentry explores,theirriii-lidations of this fact for .

federdl -compl

The reSearCh-issues that arise out of compliance and enforcement of-Federal law are the topic of Mi-c4e1 W. Kirst'Spaper,-.--"Researck Issues
for-Vocation-al, Education Compliance- and Enfth-cement of `F.deral LawS."
He examines the effectiveness of compliance from several vantage points
and argues that

the 1976 Federal Act lacks theincentives ani sanctions to-bring -

about compliance with Federal intent in the next few, years-
There is some hope for a long run (10 ,years) compliance. I

would -content further that it is unlikely that federal influences
will ever be_sufficient- to reorient vocational education sub-
-tantially without drastic changes in the existing federal-state-
local delivery network.

This paper helps to clarify the issues involved in the establishmen
of federal intent.

9
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I

ON IMPLEMENTING THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AMENDMENTS
0E1976

Thomas J. Anton

Title II of the "Education AMendments of 1976"Fepresents-a sub-
stantial extension and modification of national vocational education
policy. Increased funding is authorized for the period fiscal 1978
through fiscal 1982 and a major new policy commitment to eliminate sex
bias in employment educatton is spelled out in detail. Perhaps the most
notable characteristics of the legislation, however, are several pro-
visions designed to simplify and rationalize administration of federal
grants for vocational education programs. Former requirements for
periodic submission of "boilerplate" paperwork are eliMinated. Eight

categorical programs are consolidated intoa single "basic" state grant,
reducing the number of separately funded progrms by half while freeing
state-local officials to set their own priorities in these areas. And,

in broadly-conceived but carefully specified articles, states are re-
quired to prepare five-year plant, modified annually through participa-
tion of a large number of affected constituencies, as a condition of
participation in the federal program.

Although not entirety new--planning requirements are found in the
pre-1976 legislation-- these 'simplifying- rationalizing provisions give
new emphasis to what may be thought of as a "planning strategy" for
improving federal-state-local delivery of vocational education services.
My intention here is to examine what this planning strategy means, how
it is constructed, And how it is supposed to work. In addition, by
placing the strategy within the context of the federal grant system as
a whole, I propose to speculate about some probable outcomes. These

lexercises, in turn, will permit me to suggest the kinds of issues cer-
Aghin to arise in any effort to monitor and/or evaluate the impact of
such ;a strategy.

At the outset, it ndy not be inappropriate to point out that the
issues raised by...this planning strategy have a significance that extends
far beyond the vocational.education program itself. After a decade of
unprecedented growth, federal grants to state and local-governments will
exceed $80 billion in fiscal 1978; such grants now constitute the largest
single source of state and local government revenue.' Furthermore, the
continuing fiscal difficulties of large cities, continuing high levels
of unemployment (often both cause and consequence of fiscal problems),
continuing inflation, and continuing intra-°and inter-regional popu-
lation movements,,all imply that federal support for lower-level public

,services will continue to grow. Under these conditions, the question
of how federal dollars are used once they leave Washington becomes more
pressing than ever before. Under these conditions, too, the effective-
ness of a "planning strategy" in achieving federal goals is an, issue
that has, and will continue-to have, widespread relevance.

Thomas J. Anton is Director, Ph.D. Program in Urban.and Regional
Planning, University of Michigan.:
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Program Design

Types of grants. Whatever the officially stated purposes of a
given aid program--the most recent Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assis-
tance lists some 1,030 different federal' assistance programs--policy
makers must determine the extent to which the program shall be con-
strained by various federal application, accounting, and reporting
requirements, typically referred to as "strings." During the 1960's,
when Democratic presidents enunciated hopes for major social reforms,

--the principal-vehicle for_ assisting in the achievement of such hopes
was a federal grant to which many strings were attached. State or local
governments were required to :And in thick applications, with twenty or
thirty copies; if approved by a federal agency the recipient unit was
typically required to set up strict accounting procedures to keep track
of federal funds received and spent; and a variety of initial, inter-
mediary, and final reports were required to be submitted to the rele-
vant Washington agency. More than 400 new programs of this,type were
created during the 1960's;2 because- they were available only for care-
fully limited purposes, they came to be known as "project" or "cate-
gorical" grants. Over time, the flowering of project grants led to
increasingly widespread and vociferous complaints against the enormous
quantity of paper and other procedural "red tape" generated by the strings
in such programs.

Program designers responded to these complaints by devising'what
'have come to be known as "block grants," the first of which was enacted
in 1966.3 Instead of tightly specified purposes, block grants are made'
available for broadly defined goals: "educational assistance" rather
than "support for third grade curriculum develdpment," for example.
Instead of multiple applications to secure approval from a federal agency
official, block grants typically make money available on the basis of a
statutory formula that cannot be affected by bureaucratic action. Instead
of multiple and continuing reports, block grants allow considerably more
discretion to state and local officials in utilizing federal funds and
usually require little more than an initial statement (a plan) and a
final report. Block grants, in short, contain many fewer "Strings" than
_categoricals, and presumably free lower-level governments from much of
the red tape generated by more constrained programs. -

Republican assumption of the Presidency in 1968 led to a period of
increasing popularity for block grants. Indeed, block grants became a
major element in the "new federalism," leading to programs in employment
training, social services, and community development that were initially
structured as block grants. The ideology of "less federal interference"
and "strong state and local government" that defined-RepUblican support
for block grants produced, as its logical extension, a program in which
federal strings were essentially reduced to zero: General Revenue
Sharing. This program, adopted in October 1972 and re-enacted in the
fall of 1976, distributes approximately $6 billion per year to all state
governments and all units of general purpose local government in the
country, according to a statutory formula. As originally enacted, ex-
penditures from the5e funds could be made only for eight "priority"
categories but, since these categories included all of the major functional
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purposes of government (except education), this federal constraint was
hardly, any constraint at all. Recipient units were required to publi-
cize and submit to the Office of Revenue Sharing (in the Treasury
Department) a "planned use report" before they received the funds and an
"actual use report" after the funds had been expended. These reports
simply certified that the federal dollars had been lawfully expended,
however, and were neither intended or treated as constraints on recipient
discretion. General Revenue Sharing thus was and remains an.essentially
unrestricted grant.4

At one extreme, then, is a tightly constrained grant program, in
which purposes are carefully set out, funds disbursed only after detailed
federal review of lower unit application forms, and actual expenditures
monitored through a variety of periodic reports submitted to Washington.
At another extreme is a program design that permits lower-level units to
expend funds with essentially no constraint on purpose and minimal re-
porting requirements. In between, there can be an almost infinite variety
of points, depending on the kind and specificity of constraints attached
to any given program. From a political point of view, the issue of con-
straint is important because its resolution in a particular' program de-
fines the extent to which a national purpose will be identified and
enforced in the distribution of federal funds. From an intellectual
point of view the issue is important because each package of constraints
can be thought-of as reflecting a theory of how the behavior of lower-
level units can be influenced by federal program design: each program
in effect states a hypothesis of how a given range of behaviors can be
achieved by a given program package. General Revenue Sharing reflects
no national purpose other than general financial support for existing
state and local governments: program purposes are not defined in a con-
strained way and no reporting or other strings are created to monitor
lower-unit expenditures. String-bound categorical programs, on the.other
hand, presumably reflect a more considered definition of national purpose
-and'a more clearly specified theory of what strings, will induce lower-
unit behavior that accords with 'the national purpose.

Distinctions between tight, loose, and no federal constraints in
program design represent no more than a beginning in understanding grant ,

policies. We shall observe shortly that-many designs'combine tighter '6

and looser constraints in ways that confound any easy classification. It

is also clear that political dynamics cause program designs to change
through time. A recent examination of HUD's 701 Planning Assistance Pro-'
gram, for example, has documented the transformation of 701 from a
tightly constrained, project-relate&program to a virtually,unconstrained
source of free money.' Similarly,: recent studies by the Advisory Com-
mission' on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR)' have,discovered a "creeping.
categorization" in block grants that transforms such grants over time into
programs that closely resemble project (or categorical) designs.6 Despite

these (and other) difficulties, it is nevertheless useful to try to see
the system as a whole. ACIR has made 'such an effort by attempting to
classify and observe the distribUtfon of all project (categorical), formula
and mixed grants for the years 1967 and 1972 (Table 1). The analysis from
which these numbers were drawn is deficient in several respects: data
from the two years are not identical, the categories represent a'



TABLE 1

federal Grant Program Design, 1967 and 1972

No.

1967

$ Percent No.

1972
$ Percent

Project Grants

Primarily to States 23 1,229 8 36 2,960 8
Primarily to Local 10 878 6 19 4,585 13

Formula Grants

Primarily to States 15 10,235 67 18 23,909 68
Primarily to Local 2 755 2

Mixed Grants 41 2,652 18 25 3,195 9

Total 89 14,994... 100 100 35,404 100

SOURCE: Adapted from ACIR, Federal Grants: Their Effects on State-Local
Expenditures, Employment Levels, Wage Rates (Washington, February 1(377),
pp. 27,30. Figures-may not add up to totals because of rounding.

"translation" of more than 1,000 programs (1972) into just 100 categories,
and the years shown here may be misleading in failing _to represent later
innovations such, as General Revenue Sharing;Or additional,block grants.
Yet the basic system dimensions revealed here Seem stable over this five-
year period and, for reasons to be explored below, it is probable that
those dimensions remain very much the same today. In particular, these
numbers reflect vast increases in federa .id and'also reflect the con-
siderable increase in categorical 'roject grant programs. Note, how-
ever, that while the number roject grants has increased dramatically--
to 55 of the 100 showg,h for 1972--formula grants in both years account
for, more than two-thirds of the dollars. Note, too, that in both years
most of the dollars and most of the grants go to state rather than local
governments. Thus although the dollar amount of federal aid has increased
enormously, and local governments have become importantrecipients of
direct federal aid,.the traditional American pattern of providing funds to
state governments, on the basis of statutory formulae, remains very much
TriErce. Since formula grants are less amenable to close monitoring and
control than more tightly constrained project grants, these numbers sug-
gest that both politics and theory at the federal level reflect a dominant
commitment to "loose" rather than "tight" constraints on lower-level
utilization of federal funds.

This dominant commitment to loose constraints is well illustrated by
the vocational educational grant program that developed during the 1960's.

16
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Between fiscal 164 and fiscal"1975 some $3 billion in federal aid was
distributed, in annual amounts that increased from $55 million to $482
million. Each state was entitled to a share of each annual fund allot-
Rent accordinglto a statutory formula based on age distribution and state
per capita income, with heavy emphasis (50%) placed on the proportion of
each state's population between the ages of 15 to 19. To receive the
federal funds to which they were entitled, state governments had to agrie
to match federal part B funds--the basic grant for secondary educational
vocational training - -w, a' dollar4or-dollar basis, and were required to
submit a state plan that satisfied the Office of Education every year.
Within each state, distribution to the local agencies providing the
training programs was to be made only after state approval of local proj-
ect proposals, each of which was required to meet .the requirements of the
federal legislation./

The pattern of formula grants to states followed by project grants by
states to kcal agencies was and remains,a popular model of intergovern-
mental assistance, perhaps because it *vides considerable freedom to
states to determine disposition of federal dollars:" Successive congres-
sional reviews of that freedom, however, led to efforts to impose tighter
constraints.. In 1968, for example, the 1963 Vocational Education Act was
amended to require state use of specific-criteria in distributing funds,
to mandate evaluation and planning improvements, and to earmark. funds for
specific groupspostsecondary, disadvantaged, and handicapped--whose
training needs had not been well-served by state agencies in their dis-
tribution of available federal funds.8 By the early 1970's, therefore,
the "loose" design implied by formula grants had become much tighter as
specific set- asides for categories of trainees were enacted, along with
increasingly detailed requirements for administration, planning, and
evaluation.

Criticisms of controls. The *loose controls typical of both the
federal grant system as a whole and the original design of the Vocational-
Education Act, however, are not easily modified, even ,by relatively clear
and "tight" requirements. A 1972 GAO study of vocational educational
programs at the secondary school level in four states concluded that
"all who need'vocational education were not*receiving it, funds allocated
for students with special needs were not properly expended, and evalu-
ation of the program suffered from a lack of management information. "9
In 1974 the GAO completed a morecomprehensive study; based 'on detailed
examination of seven state-programs and interviews with national govern-
ment administrators, that -made clear how loose the-program continued to
be, despite all' the tightening efforts.1O Among the more important find-'
ings of lkat study were:

Although federal funds are designed to provide a catalyst to
encourage states to increase their own funding and develop new pro-
grams to meet the needs of a changinglabor market, the ratio of
state to federal support has declined in 18 states, very large pro-
portions (up to 77 percent) of federal part B funds are retained by
state governments to:pay administrative costs rather than channeled
to local training programs, and "In many instances Federal funds
have been used to maintain existing activities year after year rather
than primarily to inttiate,new program options. .(p.9)
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. Although the 1968 amendments specifically required states to
use at.least 15 percent of the annual part B allotment, for programs
serving the disadvantaged and 10 percent.for programs serving the
handicapped, "annually about half of the States spend less than, or
only about', 15.0ercent for the disadvantaged, and more than half of
the states annually spend less than,'or only about, 10 percent for
the handicapped." (p.15)

"Some states, over a 3-year period,'have.spent no state or
local funds for the disadvantaged or handicapped but continued to
receive federal assistance for such prograMs.' (p.16)

Although federal vocational expenditures increased by.776 per-
cent and state-local expenditures increased by 818 percent between
fiscal.1964 and fiscal 1973, enrollments in vocational programs have
not increased proportionally: gin one state we visited the federal
expenditures.increased 1,188 percent from $2.6 million in fiscal
year 1964 to $33.5 million in fiscal year 1973--an increase of 829
percent in 1964 dollars. Enrollment increased 61 percent during
this same period...."

At no level in.the system is there evidence of the kind of need-
related_program planning required by federal law. Local vocational
educators report that "they do not regularly survey their communitiesto determine the nature and extent of need for vocational education"
(p.25). State officials neither attempt to verify 'local planning
documents (p.23) nor perform needs analyses of their own; instead,
"State, plans are developed around the amount of funds expected to
be available, rather than on the basis of relative needs" (p.24).
State program managers divide. federal funds between secondary, post-'
secOndary.and adult programs on the basis of "past practices and,the
particularinfluende of respective agencies" (p,24). The resulting.
'state plans "are prepared only for compliance with.OE requirements in
order to receive Federal funding. States do not use these plans for
operational purposes and they do not measure progress. against what
is described in the plan" (p.-23). Yet, "no state's funding. has ever
been withheld or terminated." (p.23)'

Without assessment of need, fund distribution is skewed: "Nation-
wide...only 51 percent of Federal funds used for vocational education
in fiscal year 1973 were dificted to metropolitan areas where 69 per-
"cent of the nation's population resided in. 1970 according to the 1970
Census. In one state we visited only-29 percent of Federal vocational
funds were directed to metropolitan areas where 66 percent of the
state's population'resided." (p.24)

Obviously, then,s"States have treated Federal funds as another
source of general revenue, and have used these funds primarily to
maintain existing programs." (p.28)

These findings are generally consistent with a number of other stud-
ies, before and since, ieportraying widespread neglect of the specific
Provisions of federal law.11 Taken literally, they amount to a thorough



condemnation of public officials whose actions Consistently undermine
federal policy and hinder the nation's ability to adjust to rapidly-
changing labor market-conditions. From an analytin rather than pro-
grammatic perspective, however, these findings represent simply another'
case, similar to hundreds of others, of loose constraints, or tight con-
straints that are loosely applied, or both. Congressional oversight
often focuses attention and blame on federal program administrators- -

the House Education and Labor Committee report in this case refers at
one point to HEW's and OE's "slovenly and irresponsible ways."1 It is
not always clear, nowever, that such remarks are aimed at the right tar-
gets. The 1974 GAO report noted (p.19) that "In early fiscal year 197.5
there were 32 people at headquarters and 33 in regional offices assigned
to vocational education." By 1976"there were another 29 people in the
Washington office, but the Education and Labor Committee of the House was
clearly impressed with, the inadequacy of this staffing pattern:

The Committee cannot understand why the Office-of Education
has cut back so drastically on the persons assigned to administer
the Act within the'last 10 years. The program has grown from having
an expenditure of approximately $260,000,000 in 1967 to an expendi-
ture of approximately $550,000,000 in fiscal year 1976. In this time
of fiscal restraint when we must, make every effort to get the maxi-
mum from each dollar expended by the Federal government, it seems
totally irresponsible to decrease by one-third the number-of people
who are to oversee the proper administration of a programr-in which
the Federal funds have more than doubled.13

Without knowing the details of these staff reductions it is difficult to
judge whether OE'is the right target of congressionalocomplaint. We do
'know enough about governmental budgeting, however, to'recognize that
staff reductions during a time, of'large-scale program growth are quite
exceptional. It is therefore conceivable--even likely-'-that staff re-
ductions were imposed on OE through .departmental, OMB, or even White
House intervention, in which case both the target and the meaning of the
complaint must` be given a rather different interpretation. An alternative
to crit'xizing program administrators for not doing'InoUgh, with enough
staff, to achieve stated goals, would be to point to 'another truism about
federal assistance programs, namely, that program goals are seldom clear,
usually unstable, and thus subject to constant political uncertainty.14
Knowing what provisiong of law to take seriously, or hoiq energetic an
enforcement program should be, is thus no easy task.

In the vocational education case, Congress stated program comi-t-
ments and annually increased appropriations until they reached verystub-
stantial levels indeed, but as funds grev(administrative staff personnel
were reduced. Program administrators obviously could read a variety Of
different signs in these events, including. signals suggesting that some-
one--if not in the Congress then in superior positions within the-Execu-
tive Branch--was content to allow loose, administrative enforcement of
legislative provisions. Nor would it be unreasonable to infer-tket vague
statements about what should or should not be in a state plan, or about
the criteria that should or should not be used in allocating flails,
represented statements of good intention rather than clear polity
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directives. Whether or not national administrators could have enforced
legislative. requirements for needs-based planning, use of federal funds
only for new program development, and special attention to named groupsthus may be a less significant question than whetiOnr they -should havemade more of an attempt, given what must have seed P, considerable amountof uncertainty in,the real objectives of the proc

Evidence of both program 'railure and admini ve indifference
appears to have been important in shaping the 19, _ndnewts. Althoughthe basic formula-funding-to-state-governments one ism was not changed,
the Congress met the administration issue head-o. en new senior posi-

-tions were mandated for the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education tofortify administrative leadership in enforcing the amended legislation.
Moreover, the Commissioner of Education is instructed to "assign 'to the
Bureau, by the end of fiscal year 1978, at least 50 per centum more,per-
sons to directly administer the

programs authorized under thiS Act than
were assigned to directly administer this Act during fiscal year 1976"
(Sec. 160(b)(3). A separate $25 million authorization to fund state-
level planning 'and evaluation activities was also enacted, along with
limitations on the proportion of federal funds that could be used for.
state administration. The lack of administrative concern for program
goals that had become so ,noticeable after 1968 was to be corrected, in
1976), by more personnel and more money for both federal and stateagencies.

More significantly, perhaps, these beefed-lip agencies were given an
expanded, and more detailed mandate for action- Consolidation of several
categorical funds into a single "basic grant' was accompanied by a far
more detailed statement of how. federal and state authorities were required
to use their new legislative discretion. To receive federal monies underthis program, each state is now required to preparea five-year-plan in
which current and' future needs for job skills in the state and (where
appropriate) region are ,,identified according to federally7mandated categories of information, a strategy for meeting these needs through specific-
courses-or other training is describid and justified in detail, and a
detailed statement of how federal, state, and local funds are to be used
in each of the five years is set-out. Borrowing a common European prac-
tice, the 1976 amendmentt etc) require that states update these five-year
plans annually, by preparing an "annual program plan and accoLintability
report." Among other required elements, the annual program plan must
"set out any updating of the five-year State plan deemed necessary to re-
flect later or more accurate employment data or., a different level. of fund--
ing than was anticipated," show "explicitly " 'how funds haVe been used in
the preceding year, and "show explicitly the extent to which--the State'
during-the ffscal year preceding the submission of: the plan and report
has achieved the goals of 'the five-year plan....",15'.

_ .

Analytic program design. "'Annually updated five-year plans targeted
on explicitly defined goals; 'adjusted on evidence derived from evaluation
analyses of the .extent to which goals -are being achieved, are elements of
the analytic-theory of program design that is one of two major founda-tions of the 1%76 anendments. Analytic behavior by state governments As-
enforceable by the Commissioner of Education, Who is prohibited from
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approving a state plan "until he has made spec-if-lc finctiings, in writing
as to the compliance of such plan with the promi_sions_of-_thi
Nor can the Commissioner approve an annual -polegram-pland-accountalrility_7_,_-

e report unless he finds, in writing, "that the annual plan --aiidre-potiovs_
progress in achieving the goals set forth in the five,_-3ear,--=-Stat-1-alte '.===----=
Instead of simply "signing off" cat anything submt-t&cft
ments--which appears to have been the case in the past-----the7-riner---
is now required to become the guardian of rational_paltqt:AnalysW ham=
states for vocational education-brient-------_-fincraly-s-Lis_
is taking place, the Commissioner is authorile-dh-ent-z-
non-analytic states.16

Representational program design.
the second major foundation of the 1976 amendmenWitlieffi:-
programs should be designed by affected constituencies -.-174-0-aYertiWea-aini
to testimony that many groups and/or_ organi zations_trvolVedAn:-__vocationt
education, are not consul ted in the-----r-T-----n-litr-process-;-_--ZongreSSAnsisted--that
development of five-year p__1__ans.----efAh-
sentati ves of secondary and post=s-dern-dary-±f_educatio-rgzcommurcalle_gesF-_---
institutions of higher educattoni-
tion teachers local school adniint_stea-torther-1.-&tate-:14ailizowerfSe--Kife--els
Council, and others. Each state_
ating' state programs and advisi----ng- e e merrtson
the adequacy of state plans_:-..--Ls~=tek-W-_lhele74-&-ra----,-mar
members persons. who are not eCti-diten--7stii-----7-acKiiiiii-e7a±ars fin the Meld of _
education" but mho instead represeitt00 pr-r_vate sectoi
organizations as well - fully-20Aiffereart-_ grntrps_are,*Dectftaill-flil
fi ed as en-tit-lad--Aoi__-Ireian-4A te-Stctlffitory Goun i T. he
legislation re= gn ,-Tantirgi4o-Alar.orps-fAsay_tbe.i rrecom
ci lab 1 e and thus__ as s gns- fi nalaresTions-Wg1,-e7=stAina
single state board
annual Progranf---P-learand----=Rtwr-tirtartahowny-Lo-f----tlie--7vairious
organi zati ons--_guarmateed--15articipati ef
board' s de cisi on-eectir-totth-eT,Commi--StA
de te rmi ne i f-the StateAz-aTtLt--;:tWcii
dence , as shown= i tr-the:- state ipl

ordsth ni ng - processes.atrre =prtic anon and -moo Ifer-authority,tail as a= °epresertats- onal- tky__of .program
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constitute another set of constraints contained in a general statementthat must be filed by every state. But the most interesting, and poten-tially most powerftl, constraints are the process constraints based onthe analytic and representational theories. Of program design. The-planning requirements are interesting because implementing them wouldimply drastic reform in existing processes of state decision-making.-The _representational requirements are interesting because they seem so-obviously-in conflict with the planning requirements. Rational policyrequires-clearly specified goals; agreement on such goals, how-ever, is bound to become more difficult as the number of participantswhose_tonsent is required increases. The program designed by the 1976amendments, in-sum, is a mixture of loose and tight constraints built ontwo clear but quite contradictory theories. Can ,such a design be implemerited? _

Thinking About Implementation

The politics of program change. I have lready pointed out that mixedprogram designs are not at all uncommon amon federal assistance programs,nor is it at all unusual to find programs bas d on conflicting theories,or aimed at contradictory objectives.. The rea on for these conflicts isthat, whatever else they may be, assists grams are designed toservice consti tuencies. As political conditions change through time,the influence of various constituency groups changes or -new constituenciescome into existence. When such shifts are recognized in national legis-lation in a piecemeal way, the result often is a program whose unchangedpreamble or statement of purpose may seem very different from the changedlanguage of the operative clauses. Programs- that endure are periodicallysubjected to thoroighgoing revision in order to bring some coherence tothe relationship between program goals and program operations. Comore-revisions of this kind always have an "up-front" intellectual andpolicy rationale, brut they are better understood as expressions__Cif----the-
_-_-:_current balance of power between the 'various constituencib-s Serviced bythe program..

Often enough, program changes take place shortly after-The recent shift fromiRepublican to Democratic_control of the-E-xecutiVe_-Branch, for example, leads to thanges in el i gitMlitty proviiions for EDA-_--grants, or changes in the distribution formula far 'Communfty--ifivAtinent_-_-_-__block grants, in order-to reflect expanded political -influence-of larger__cities. .But either piecemeal or comprehensive changes-also result - frommore normal processes of oversight or administrative review The Law _Enforcement Assistance Administration, whose pi-ogram history resembles _that of VEA in many ways, began as a block grant to states ------As-1-became_Clear that disproportionate amounts of LEAA funds were being-iliac-at-0 ---to police activities (in practice, the purchase of police hardware);
=other--law-enforcement constituencies became mobilized to lobby Congress_-:-for_prograntiadjustments. Changes in the const:tuency power balance can-bElife-asTire-ti-;;--OVer-time, in amendments that set aside specific amounts_from-LEAA-funds for the courts, the prison systems, and juvenile correc-tionprograms. This process, referred to earlier. "creeping categoriza-a rather different look to LEAA, but in each case program---=--dhange-s--aroe from political mobilization rather than changes in theory=or purpose.17
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1.--_= -------,._-, ------,_,
e---LEAk case, with` a--disi-gri -similar to that of VEA, underlines the--___diffictilty of 1;ring ii_i_g "planning' and "politics" together in the American- _=system sources of this difficulty are apparent in the his-.tory of-istate-local planning efforts during the past four decades. To,begin with---intimttin4lanningalways has been stronger in Washingtonthan in state e-capitols or munfdpalities. A few larger cities experi-.mented with planning during the early decades of this century, and stateplanning activities were organized by some states during the'depression,but these efforts wereneither Significant nor lasting. As World War IIdrew to _ -a close, postwar planning commissions were created by many statesin anticipation of large-scale unemployment following the end of hostili-ties. When these predicted economic problems failed to develop, theplanning commissions lost theittreason for existence and quickly dis-appeared.appeared.20

Meanwhile, a federal interest in local planning was beginning to.emerge in national programs aimed at the elimination of slums and therehabilitation of urban areas. When Congress created an "Urban Renewal"program in the Housing .Act of 1954, it recognized and stimulated thenational interest in planning by enacting Section 701 of the Housing Act,creating an urban planning assistance program. To be eligible for urbanrenewal funds, communities had to show evidence of a seven-part-"workableprogram," one of whose parts had to be a master plan to guide futuredevelopment. Recognizing that almost no communities had such plans., orthe capacity to easily develop them, Congress offered, in .Section 1010.to pay 50 percent of the cost of developing such plans, and allowed com-munities to pay their share in "soft" matching funds. Local planning toachieve eligibility for urban renewal funds was thus made possible atvirtually no additional cost to municipalities.

Section 701 stimulated an enormous volume of local planning, createdjobs for large minters of planning consultants, and led to the creationof planning programs in more than 100-universities-across the county. Asthe federal fraction increased (to two-thirds) and additional units weregranted eligibility for 701 assistance--state governments beaame eligiblein 1959 to pursue state and interstate planning--the constituency.ser-viced by the program was, broadened to include virtually all governments.By 1970 more than 6,000 of the nation's 38,000 units of general-purposelocal government had received 701 support, along with a myriad of othercounty, state, regional, interstate, and other organizationsincluding-Indian tribes.21

Studies of local _planning during the past two decades, however, haveconsistently reported the ineffectiveness of all this activity in eitherguiding physical development or promoting rational choice. Early cri--tiques often: emphasized the inadequacies of the popular "blue-ribbon"theory of planning.22-. Under that theory, decisions about future develop-ment were held to require independent, analytical, and nonpartisan judg-ments; the appropriate mecrlanisth to make such judgments, accordingly, wasa panel of distinguished-lbcal citizens who would sit as an 'independentcommission, with_no-formal ties to other governmental or political- mecha-niSms. The,..re-s-iilt of this structural separation, more often than not,turned-out to be political irrelevance: recommendations from commissioners
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o had little direct knOWledge of politiciani typically -faile-d,to dea
thAssues of-interest to the politicians and thus were typically

ignored. -Studies of planning through the 1950's and early 1960's are
dominated by images-of ineffectiveness. Plans are shown to have only
"shelf careers," and-planning to be done by individuals who understand
that the plan is primarily a justification for federal funding and thus
not to be treated seriously: In 1963 I personally examined one con-
sultant's plans for three municipal and one county government in subu--
ban Chicago, each of which had precisely the same format, the same convnt,
and very nearly the same recormiendation.

To correct this structural separation of planning from politics,
politicians were appointed to planning commissions, or commissioners were
given access to political agencies such as city councils, or the planning
function was, placed within the office of the chief executive Imayor or
manager). Studies of planning under these improved conditions, however,
have noted that improved access and communications do not necessarily
guarantee improved planning. For one thing, there' is bound to be some
strain between rational analysi-s--and, the imperatives of politics that
can lead to difficult personal relationships. Developing or defending
proposals Mr which there is no analytic support may be difficult for a
planner to do, but if he does not do such things, and do them well his
effectiveness is likely to diminish. Moreover, political changes are so
frequent among mayors and councilmen that planners can seldom anticiPate
that major project ideas will in faet be carried-through by the same
political leaders who initiated them. Finally, sudden social or economic
-changes in the environment -a natural disaster, los,s of a major source of
--local or regional- employment, a major new state or 'federal program, etc.--
may well invalidate most of all-of the assumptions under which some plan,.
was developed or planning process begun. :The increasing dependence of
local and.state governments on federal aid gives th-k last point growing
significance, particularly since some federal programs--Economic Develop-
ment Administration grants, for example recently; have elidnated plannin't,
requirements. Under these conditions; "planning", has not beeri, and is.
unlikely to be, very effective at the local and state level;\, although

-';'individual planners may have considerable influence:23

"Planning" incentives in VEA. Despfte the general absence of evi-
dence for " successful." planning programs, the federal,government con-
tinues to fund a variety of-planning assistance programs. The ACIR has
estimated that some 24 federal programs provide planningassistance and
that these programs have stimulated creation of more than 4;000 regional
or area-Wide planning units. According to the City of Seattle, any given
metropolitan area is likely to hdve > as many as 20 federally sponsored
agencies planning for various multi-jurisdictional prograMs:24 To the
extent that these agencies, together with the state agencies' required by
federal law to "plan", in order to receive federal funds, provide arenas
within which 'bargaining over fund distribution can take place, a useful
purpose is served. But dividing the booty is a long way from "planning."
If other planning requirenlentsjhave generally failed to deal-with polit-
ical turnover, socioeconomic change, and the driVe for constituency/
organizational survival, what-chance is there for the VEA program?



Recall that the Commissioner of Education is authorized to withhold
funds if state five-year plans do not seem to 11m to meet the purposes of
the Act or if annual program-accountability reports do not show sufficient
progress toward planned objectives. Perhaps it is worth recalling, too,
that similar authority existed prior to the 1976 amendments but was-never
used. --By expanding the number of required participants in the planning
process, the 1976 amendments increase the probability that appeals to-the
Commissioner will be made and thus increase the Commissioner's opportunities
to enforce national planning requirements. This expansion of oppOrtunity
appears to enhance the Commissioner's power considerably, but for several,
reasons it is safe to predict that this power will, be used sparingly, if
at all, with great care taken to avoid public confrontations.

Apart from a natural desire to maintain friendly relations with col-
leagues across the country and a political desire to avoid charges of
federal intervention in state affairs, thu Commis%ioner will have strong
incentives to avoid exerting all the authority assigned to him. One ts;
his knowledge that the grounds on which to base his intervention will'have
to be matters of judgment rather than scientific fact. Although at first
glance the planning sections of the 1976 amendments seek Specific, in fact
all the key terms are undefined. State pins must be based on needs
analysis and provide specific courses of action that are rationalized, but
the Commissioner-will have to determine...4W much detail will constitute an
"acceptablewlevel of specifiaty or explicitness, or how much of what kind
of argumentation will constitute.` an. "acceptable" rationalization of a pro
graM strategy. Annual program:plans must shoq "progress,"'but the Com-

7-missioner will have to decide how much of what kinds of action will demon-
strate sufficient "progreSs." The-Commissioner is not told how to make
such decisiOns because they are essentiallY=mtters of judgment, for which
he will be held responsible. Singe it is htsAudgment:that is on the line
in every Potential case of intervention, a .Commissioner will want to be
very sure of his ground and very confident-that-his judgment is superior` to
that of thestate people whose judgment he is contradicting. Moreover,
since it is usually easier to judge what is bad than-what is good, there

-will be a natura`lt. tendency to_acceot minimal,standards Without conflict
athet than define criteria that might-be inappropriate in other states.

Because,the Commissioner cannot be certain, he must be cautious.

:second set of incentives derives from the Commissioner's need to be-
responsiv- to the cOnstituericies-he serves. As a major Program manager and
an educational prefessional,the Commissioner has an inteest in advancing
the collective interests of constituencies that include both the,olderestab-
lishment and the-newer groups recently favored by Congress. Advancing those

-i nterests,means protecting or increasing the budget (the 1976 amendments con-
taivauthorizations for-five=years. but-appropriations still have to be voted
annually). To that=end alwaYs-,useful to be able to call upon various

"r-- groups for support during budget hearing particularly before Congress.
Obviously, denial of-fundS or other public confrontations would_be difficult.,
to reconcile with enthusiastic testimony supporting the good work being-done
by 'the Commissioner.--

\,
-- Fnally; any expet\ii enced, program administrator will understand that

_

he/she also has a congressional constituency, by state as well
as committee, and easilYarousd against bureaucrats who threaten any
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reduction in federal dollars flowing to the people who elected them to
office. Efforts to justify fund'Withdrawal by appealing to current legis-
lative' policy are seldoM as persuasive as they might appear to be, in part
because congressmen'understand that policy may -change soon, and in _part
because some resources badly spent can often be made to appear far better
than no resources 'at all 'A Labor. Department official.who threatened to
withhold Comprebensive Employment; Training Assistance '(CETA) funds from
the City of Detroit in 1976', on grounds that the city was using CETA money
to -rehire policemen rather tharr train unemploye,d wo ers, quickly discovered
that`` ds understanding of the-legislation was rfglit b his sense of poli-
tics was\..all wrong. Democratic mayor used a- ajor Republican
fund-raiSer and a Republican senator to intercede with a Republican Presi-
dent to countermand the Labor Department official,'Who was forced to accept
the city's practices..within 24 hours' of the pbint at which he had declared
them, in violation of congressional intent. The bureaucrat was right about
-congressional. intent, and right about Detroit's violation of that intent,
but wrong to.believe that he could withhold funds onnthose,,grounds alone.
Detroit was so hard-pressed to begin with, and so obViously in need of
whatever federal assistance it ,could find, that enforcing the clear intent
of Congress had to give way' before the hi gher p61 it' cal imperative (recall
that this was an election year) of giving aid. Such judgments are diffi-
cult to make, `but.,experienced administrators are "experienced" \\precisely

because they learn When to enforce and when to look the other way. Senators

and Representatives continue to profit politically from "bringing home the
bacon, they continue to vote on program appropriations, and, sensible
administrators keep these facts in mind when formulating judgments about
strict' or loose. enforcement.

If the. Commissioner's power to withhold funds is used rarely, with
great' discretion, and only after careful preparation of the congressional
flank, it .follows that the conversion to.analytic policy planning among
the states will be slow and that some states probably will not approach
that conversion within the time-frame of the 1976 amendments. This is .

'not to say that the withholding authority is unimportant. States, too,
have an interest in avoiding confrontation, if only to ensure an uninter-
rupted flow of funding, and they'will go to some lengths to satisfy the
Commissioner in order to avoid even the threat of funding interruption.
We can therefore anticipate that most states will organize planning pro-
cesses and advisory councils that will in fact represent Women, post-
secondary, community college,' and other previously neglected groups, and
that strong efforts will Le made to satisfy the resource demands of these
groups in order to prevent appeal to the CoMMissioner. When these efforts
fail and = appeals are made, or when the Commissioner reviews state plans,
we 'can anticipate that the Commissioner will adopt a negotiating rather
than enforcing stance, seeking to achieve improvement through reasonable
compromise. As the Commissioner's staff and informational resources
improve, and as he learns enough abbut the various state organizations
to judge, their levels of interest'in achieving national policy goals,
harder and softer stands may be possible, including a confrontation
or two to-establish the limits, of national tolerance. Both the initial

negotiating posttire and the 'potential for later °"toughness" are-thus de-
rived from the authority to withhold funds; if the Commissioner is willing
to treat;, that authority as s-a bargaining resource, he may be able to negoti-

.fate-cOnsiderable change in state systems of vocational education regard-
ss of whether or`.not he ever uses his withholding authority. The.



Commissioner is officially regarded as an "administrator," but the work he'
does will clearly require political skills of a high order.

Conclusion: Planning as.Politics

If the federal government seeks to achieve specified program goalsit hai several options. One is to create an organization to carry out thedefined tasks. In program areas that are national in scope or which are
thought to be traditional prerogatives of the Statessuch as education- -
this option 'has always seemed infeasible for political and administrativereasons. A second option is to provide federal assistance to the state
and local governments who actually carry out program activities. Withinthis option there are, in turn, a variety of ways to provide assistance.
Performance of certain activities can be guaranteed by specifying the
activities, setting up separate funds to support the activities, requiring
applications-which, if approved, constitute contractual obligations to
perform the activities, and ensuring performance through post-audit pro-cedures. These procedures roughly, resemble the procedt used in the so-
called categorical programs. Although likely to be efctive, they re-quire agreement on goals, which is difficult to achieve,, and they are
cumbersome in operation, producing a great deal of red tape. Funds can
also be distributed by formula to all states, or to states that meet cer-
tain eligibility criteria, with performance of desired activities monitored
by pre-funding plans or post-funding audits. Or, funds can simply be doled
Out to all eligible units without requirements for either planning or
monitoring. The last option is seldom seen to be,politically feasible,
while the categorical option has lost favor recently because of the redtape involved, although it is most likely to produce the results desired by
national policy makers. Formula grants .with planning-monitoring require-
ments represent something of a middle ground: less red tape is involved
but there is also less likelihood that national goals will be met.. The
1976 vocaiional education amendments stand squarely on this middle ground.

The long -run objectives of the 1976 amendments are clearly aimed at
developing vocational education programs more closely attuned to the
changing needs of the labor market, but the middle ground program design
seems, with equal clarity, to be based on two contradictory theories. At
first glance, a planning strategy seems prominent: statesare required to
analyze their developing labor market needs, devise explicit and detailed
Strategies to meet those needs, and explicitly state reasons for those
strategies. Each year, states must revise their five-year plans anthshow
how their programs are, or are not, meeting the stated goals. Along with
this planning strategy, however, the legislation requires that a large'
number of groups, previously uninVolved in state vocational planning, be
represented in the-agencies responsible for preparing and monitoring the
state plans. Since the established groups control resources desired by the
newly-represented groups, and since the new grou0s are guaranteed access to
both the planning process and the Commiss:oner. of Education if the results
of that process are unsatisfactory to theM, it is clear that the reore-
sentational requirements will conflict with the,planning requirements:
established groups such as teachers of homemaking or agriculture cannot be
expected to go along with "planning".analyses that show their activities
and their,existence to be unnecessary. The resultant disagreement over goals
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,,,DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOCATION OF FUNDING

FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Jay G. Chambers

Susan Sargen

The purpose of this paper is to identify and discuss major issues
concerning the.. distribution of vocational education funds and to support

related research strategies. In the first sections of this paper gen-
eral features of the system of vocational education finance and the
federal role in vocational education are highlighted. The next section
examines-available information on the current distribution'of vocational
eddcation,funds and the process by which these funds are allocated.
Finally, suggestions are provided for descriptive and analytical research
which can help policy makers assess the success of current and alterna-
tive future schemes for financing vocational education.

General Considerations of Resource Allocation

Assessments of the distribution of vocational education fUnds are
complicated by the need to recognize and accomodate three major features
of the vocational education system: (1) decision-making authority
concerning the 1661 and distribution of vocational education funds is
spread among three levels of government, (federal, state,- and local);

(2) vocational education funds support and are allocated among a wide
range of skill-developing curricula; (3) vocational education programs
can be provided by a variety of public and private organizations.
Issues concerning the distribution and impact of vocational education
funds have been raised in each of these areas, and the interdependen-
cies of the various decisions are quite 'clear.

It is important to be specific as to the distributional dimensions
at issue and the specific goals against which distributional patterns.
are being assessed. More generally, it is,- important to identify and
distinguish resource allocation goals which focus on the pattern of
resource use within the school system from those goals toncerned with

educational or employment outcomes. Within the context1of federal,
vocational education programs, these allocative objectives include,
allocating funds for specified types of students, curriculum services,
and educational units. Separate information about these distributional
effects of the vocational educational program is required for intelligent

Jay G. Chambers is Research Economist, Center for Educational
Research at Stanford University.

Susan.Sargen is an economic consultant.
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policy making. As Barro has argued,

The -best- designed educational treatment can have no
benericialieffect unless the means are available to
ensure its implementation at the local leVel. Under
our federal system, these means,consist manly of the
provisions of aid legislation that direct resources
to the intended places, pupils; and activities. . .

Moreover, - .findings about achievement,of the educa-
tional performance goals cannot be interpreted properly
in, the absence of information on the allocative effects
of the Federal grant programs, To illustrate with an
extreme case, a finding of "no significant effect" on
pupil performance would be entirely reasonable if it
were discovered, in analyzing,theallocative effects of
a Federal grant program, that the resources earmarked
for special services to certain pupils were actually
being diverted to other uses 'or substituted for state
or local revenue.1

Unfortunately, these research issues have received surprisingly
little attention in the vast literature related to vocational, eduoa-
tion.L' The lack of systematic analyses concerning the distribution
of vocational education funds and the effects of federal vocational
eduCation grants on state and local expenditure patterns greatly
hinders-decision making in these areas.

The Federal We in Vocational Education

The vocational education program occupies an important and almost
unique position among major federal education efforts. The program is
currently the,third largest program of federal support for education
with appropriations over $570 million in Fiscal Year 1977, and is one
Of the few programs to be targeted for the mast part toward,the
secondary-school population. Moreover, the program is state dis-
cretionary: the federal program controls the grant distribution only, to the state level, and the states then determine the, proper further
allocation of funds across districts and curricula within the state,
subject only to a few, federal restrictions concerning matching state
and local expenditures and set-asides for specific target populations.'

Historically the federal government has played a crucial role in
the development of vocational education programs and policies. The
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, by first providing federal aid fin..vocational
education in public secondary schools, significantly increased the
number of programs and students served: in 1960 almost four,million
students participated in, these programs compared with 160,000 students
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in 1918. These early programs were narrowly defined as courses of
instruction to develop skills for specific occupations so as to
maker vocational education distinct, fromgeneral education. The
passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 further stimulated
the expansion of-vocational education by substantially increasing
federa] funds for vocational education and broadening its focus to
include goals related to the development of human resources and long-
term employment. As programs expanded to more classes of people and
broader categories of program eferings; the goals and structure of
vocational education moved closer to those of general education.: The
1968 Vocational education AmendMents continued the expanded funding
and the emphasis on serving the needs-of-students.with specific
get-astde provisions for the disadvantagid, postsecondary vocational
education, and the handicapped.

In recent years, however, serious questions have been raised as
to the effectiveness of the present vocational education grant structure
in achieving-its pUrpose of "stimulating" and,"encouraging" state and
locarallocations for vocational education beyond the level that would .

have been undertaken in the absence of the federal aid. State and
local education agencies currently average more than sjx dollars of
spending on vocational education or every federal dollar received.
In programs for the disadvaotaged and the handicapped, however, this
ratio is significantly lower--2:1 and 1:1 respectively. Thus, at
present it appears, that the federal vocational` ducation dollars have
some impact on programs for the disadvantaged and handicapped but
that impact on the remainder of the programs is negligible. That is,
these federal dollars are not likely to produce allocatib-ns that differ
from those that would result from an equal amount of general aid.'

In addition, questions have been raised about the lack of federal
influence on the distribution of vocational education funds beyond the
state level. Once allocated.to the states, federal funds are commingled.
with state and local funds,so that intrastate allocations to substate
jurisdictions and across curricula are left to the discretion of state
policy makers. Concern has been expressed that state allocations may
not be consistent with possible federal priorities for 'Wiping districts
and student populations with the greatest need. Uneven patterns of
growth in vocational education among the states, discouraging enroll- -
ment patterns for disadvantaged and handicapped students, and question-
able relationships between allocationscto vocational education
curricula and local circumstances and employment opportunities all
indicate potentially serious problems in the pregent distribution of
vocational education funds. ,

The Current Distribution of Vocational Education Funds

c
While the problems can be sim;;;e stated, analysis of the distribution

of vocational education funds is quite complicated. To begin with, there
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are no explicitlyitated and agreed-upon distributional goals for
vocational education, although the specific sei-asides for prograMs i"

for:the disadvantaged, handicapped, and postsecondary/aduTt populations
---- (20, ICUsand 15 percent respectively) indicate-a federal priority for

including and-providing better.services to these special-need student
populations. Since 1968, traditional vocational education policy has
_changed so that states can no longer allocatd federal vocational
'education funds to local eduCation agencies on a uniform basis.
Rather, state policies and systeMs.of allocating these federal funds

-.must giveTorisIderation to,manpower needs, vocational education needs
of the district, the relative ability of districts to pay, and excess
costs. These criteria are not specific, however, and many questiont
arise as states define and combine these criteria. For example:

1. There is,no single measure of district fiscal need or ability
to pay, and different districts, will be identified as needy
depending upon the measure employed.

2. Manpower needs can be defined on a local, regional, or
national basis, with different tonsequenceslor vocational
education services and distribution.

3. Vocational education needs can be defined as a simple
enumeration of regular, handicapped, and disadvantaged
students, or they might also take into account such factors
as the minority composition of the student population, drop-
Out rates, and unemployment and, work force composition in
the 'district.

4. A wide yariety of definitions and methods can be-used to
estimate excess costs associated with vocational education
programs.:

Given the subjectivity and flexibility in these distributional
criteria,it is not surprising that state allocation methods vary
greatly. Lindman and &lain reviewed state plans for 15 states at
the beginning of the decade apd categorized ways in which the various
criteria=are operationalized.4 At that time 4 of the 15 states used
forMula systems which attempted to'quantify the allocation criteria
into objective data for each local educational agency. Formula com-
ponents such as ADA in vocational and nonvocational courses, a relative
mpasure.of unemployment in the district's area, property wealth, and
the cost of tha local vocational education program were combined in
different ways by the states to distribute vocational education funds.
The remaining 11 states used a far more subjective ranking system for
allocating funds, again with variations in weighting and combining
various criteria.
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There appears to be no systematic description or analysis of state
allocation methods in more recent years, -although individual states
have made major assessments of and improvenents in their processes for
allocating vocational education funds. 'In particular, many states have
reviewed the distribution of vocational educationcfunding as a part of
the planning and implementation of general school finance reform. In
this context, several states have used weighted student formula allo-
cations for vocational education such as those developed under 'the
auspices of the National Education Finance Project (NEFP).. Weights for
the various vocational education programs are derived by examining
cost differences between general education and exemplary programsin
vocational education.' °

Empirical studies of the distribution of vocational education
dollars are also fragmentary and insufficient to analyze these issues.
A study by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare analyzes
the fiscal effects of federal vocational aid for school year 1969-70
using the nationwide ELSEGIS sample'of school districts. As Tepor-
ted in Table 1, federal vocational funds are generally spread thinly
across all types of district's but tend to be somewhat concentrated in
districts withvedian family income in the lowest quartile range in
all regions but the West. Central city districts receive, on average',

:-more dollars per pupil imall regions but the'South, where rural
districts average the largest per pupil expenditures.. In all areas;
suburban districts report. the lowest per-pupil federal vocational
education dollars, and average per-pupil vocational education dollars
increase as property valuation per pupil increases. Table 2 from this
study contrasts the pattern of vocational education aid with that of
other major feddral programs aiding education.

No update of this-study is available for current years, nor are
systematic statistics comparing the distribution of total vocational
education dollars (from federal, state, and local sources) across
school districts of various circumstances readily available. The
characteristics of the vocational education student population cannot
be'related to district characteristics or state funding patterns.
National data which are available suggest that more attention
current distributional practices is ,necessary; For example, the Pro-
ject Baseline Report indicated that the percentages of disadvantaged
and handicapped students in vocational education had declined in
recent years, as had enrollments ig cooperative and work study pro-

',grams between 1973-74 and 1974-75./ More Onerally,uneven growth
variations among the states puzzle vocational educators and linkages
between vocational educational program distributions and labor market
conditions are not always clear.

Research Directions'

In addition to continued emphasis on set-asides for special popu-
lations, the federal government has sought to deal withthese problems
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TABLE 1

Average Federal Expenditures for Vocational Education
by -Type of- District and Region, 1970

(dollars per pupil)

District
classification National Northeast South

Median faiily income:
Low,, 25% 4.3 2.5 8.2
Middle, 50% 3.1 1.8 4.6
High, 25% 2.0 0.6 3.2

Average 3.2 1.6 5.1

Equalized property
value per ADA:

Low, 25% 2.5 1.2 4.9
Middle, 50% 3.1 1.4 5.5
High, 25% 1.1 2.3 3.5

Average 3.0 1.6 4.9

Degree of urbanization:
Center city '4.0 3.4 4.9

Largest
central city_ 3.9 3.5 4.5

- Suburbana 2.0 0.9 3.7
Non-metropolitanb 4.0 1.5 6.0

Average 3.2 1.6 5.1

Midwest West

4.5 2.6
3.5 2.8
2.4 1.7

3.5 .2.5

2.3 2.0
3.3 2.3
4.3 2.8

3.3 2.3

5.0 3.2

5.2
2.2
3.9

2.6
1.7
2.7'

3.5 2.5

SOURCE: Alan L. Ginsburg, Patterns of Federal Aid to School Districts
(Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Education,
DHEW, February 1975).

aIncludes all non-center-city metropolitan areas.

Includes rural and all other non-metropolitan areas.
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TABLE 2.

Federal-Expenditures on Education

(dollars perwil)

C.2

Title

I SAFAa

ESEA 814 46

Median family income Of district:

Low, 25%
, 39.91 '4.06 4.90 0.69 9.65

Middle, 50% 22.84 1.65 7.75 0.91 10.31

High, 25% 8.20 0.67 7.56 1.19 9.41

Average 23,45 2.01 6,99 0.92 9.92

ti') Equalized property value per ADA:

Low, 25% 22.91 5.01 9.00 1.84 15.85 2.54 0.84 1.55 1.09 0.19 3.66 6.20 8.05 53.01 8 6 61.81Middle, 50% 21.92 0.69 7.20 0.81 8.70 3.05 0.86 2.41 0.95 0.17 4.39 7.44 9.83 41.89 1.'8 55.87High; 25% 24.21 0.58 5.04 132 5.94 3.25 0.64 2,35 1.04 0.20 4.22 7.47 10,35 47.97 8 1 55.98
Average 22.74 1,74 7.11 0 95 9 80 2,97 0.80 2.18 1.01 0.18 4.17 7.14 9.52 49.19 8.20 57 44

State discretionary

All other

Title Title Title Title

Voc, II III III V-A

Total

fed.

Total educj

All fed. School school
ed. ESEA ESEA NDEA NDEA Total Total other educ. lunch lunch

4.34' 0,74 1.90 1.04 0.18 3.86 8.21 12.00
3.14 0.85 2.46 1.03 0.18 4.52 7.65 10.40

1.98 0.77 2.02 0.98 0.21 3.98 5.96 5,01

69.77 11.09. 80.86

51.21 7.96 59.17

2839 6.45 35.03

3.15 0.80 2.21 1.02 0.19 4.22 7.37 9.45 50,19 8,31 58.56

Degree of urbanization;

Center'city -32.59 0 84 7.66 0.15 3.95 0.96 3.22 0.96 0.17 5.31 9.26 16.95 69.04 7..Largest

central

city - 41.90 0.25 5.68 0.77 6.70 3.85 1.13 3.41 0.88 0.15 5.57 9.42 18.59 76.71Suburban° 10.96 2.91 8.28 1,1112.30 1.95 0,78 1.62 0,96 0.19 3.56 5.50 5.57 34.33Non-

metropolitanc 11.67 ``1.79 4.96 0.83 7.58 4.00 0.71 2.17 1.14 0.20 4.21 8.21

Average. 23.45 2:01,6.99 0.92 9.92 3.15 0.80 2.21 1.02 0.19 4.22 7.37

SOURCE: iinsburg, Patterns of Feder 1 to'SchilIistiicts i`19750

b
aSAFA: SilioolAssiitanielOr, Federilli-IliCteil-Aiga.. ,.
Includes -- i- - - - ,-

a11-non-tenter=cityletropelltanAreas. -'

cIncludes rural. andilllt
erlon-metropolitarareas.,

-..,
-......:::...-,,, '..' , '', --:^, '\'

s,.
,

-,N., :.,' ;7',N :, -', ,

8.59 56.06 1

9,45 50.19

69 75.73

.02 82.63

.44 40.77

17 67:23

.37 58.56.



by focusing on the planning and decision-making processes--in parti-
cular attempting to insure that thos$1 who might benefit from voca-
tional education programs have ample oppnrtunity to ihfluence decisionsabout them. In this context, little attention is given:to the inte-=
gration of planning with evaluation of current programs. Moreover,
it appears thatcurrent fundihg effbrts could be,- developing without
sufficient attention to substantiverplanning and evaluation of the
resulting distribution of programs -and their impact,on various studentpopulations if so, policy will continue to be developedin the
absence of an understanding oUthe features Ofthe'current and alter-
native Schemes 'for distributing-vocational education funls.and theirlikely conse9dences.

-

Considerable effort is required to mount.a cemnrehensi%.,
of vocational education Programs and in particular -,:o. evaluate alter-

-native schemes for financingand distributing'fUnds for vocational
education. :Suggested research areas are described below.

,°Rethinking the federal role in vocational education. GiV6 the
many issues surrounding the current system for financing vocational
educatfon, careful attention-must be given to determining the desired

. .

federal" role in vocational education and 'associated distributionalgoals. More generally, however, consideration must 'first be given todefining 4 federal role in secondary education and thendetermining'theplace otvocational education in this strategy 8

An this context, alternative federal strategies for secondary
education must be'-formulated and assessed. Possible options would
include concentrating funding-on programs for the disadvantaged which

,' tan coordinate and expand the heavy emOhasis on Title I injhe elemen-tary grades; supporting and encouraging programs assuring'cothpetence
in basic skills; assuring:a broad ".career " education program for all
students;-providing specific training :oriented to availablefjob
opportunities; or providing general aid.* Once these, priorities and

'Corresponding' target ,studentpopulations and curricula are decided,
the ways in whichAhese

programs are to interact with state and,local
programs and equalization efforts crust also be considered in designing
thersystem for distributing federal vocational education aid.

-Distribution of funds. Once the priorities are identified, the
current and alternative distributional schemes for vocational-education
can-be:,assesSed against these goals. In order toyionitor and evaluate
the success of distribOtion schemes, one kind of study which could be
'carried out wouldsimply involve detailed documentation of the dis
tribution of funds across individual school districts. At one level
this analysis could simply document formal methods used across states
for al'ocating funds4o,districts (e:g., this approach would involve
examinottion of weighting schemes and formOas for distributing funds).
In the final analysis., however; examination of the actual, distribution

.of revenues for vocational education should be carried out. .0f par-
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Clearly, with all of the difficulties in'assessing the 'outcomes and
technologies of the educational process, this information on current
practice is useful to current school administratOrs. and even. higher
level educational policy makers. However, this approach clearlY
involves some aa. priori definition of an . "exemplary" program.

/'
An. alternative and perhaps supplementary approach, to assessing cost

differentials is to examine the systematic behavior of school districts
in allocating budgets among school inputs. That is, school officials
,,probably have some reasonably good perceptions of the differences in
the combination, of school inpUts required to provide alternative kinds
of educational prograMs. Hence, one way to develop some inferences is
to examine systematic variations in the employment of certain school
inputs (e.g., teachers per pupil, teacher characteristics, instruc-
tional materials, and capital equipment) in response to variations in
'the enrollment levels of students in certain kinds of programs ceteris
paribus. Useful information can:be derived from such analysis ar7d
perhaps combined with the NEFP approach to yield data for determirAng
appropriate Weightings for7various kinds of educational programs.

Ultimately, if weighting structures are seen as a viable alter
native for distributing vocational education funds, it seems as though
one should. move beyond the level ,of analysis implied by the NEFP and
the' behavidral approach to define goals and Objectives for various :

school. prOgramt and to allocate yesources and determine educational needs
and costs based on outcomes, whether educational achievement (as would
bethe ,CAse in general edutation programs), increased earnings, ,or
improved `job -Opportunities .

n

. Unfortunately;:no matter how the weighting structure is deter-
mined-there;aresoMeproblems and issues which must be addrested.
,first;::weighting students according to the program's or .courses` in
which:they. enroll creates incentives for local school administrators
to encourage of.ttudents in high-cost programs. There are
tWO''reatOnS why; this may .ocCur. One circumstance will be' in the case
;*here. pupil:weightings determined ,by state policy makers overestimate
''the,Perceived.Costs of:-the prograMS to local administrators. In this
case, either:, higher nqual ity1.1.,programs will be offered or-the excess

be diverted to 'Other programs. :Secondly, to the' extent'
at strict allocation of funds is not monitored by the state, districts

ill O'0.- ;WI e::to. receive:, funds for one program and divert the funding to
1

the programs which may havehigher priority local ly. This will tend to
haVe%the effeCtiof5:...reduting:the quality of the. funded programs. A '

tecf0diliat,foproblem*,With weighting is that it ignores student charac-
Tter`ist:ics a weljhting structure is-indifferent to the types of .

students enrolling n :voCati anal education programs. If the goal of
thete.p.0§rari4:.,fs.tO;"give. :.high priority to- stOdents, with special needs,

wel-AKting,,.AFiproach=-MaY not tend to Achieve that, goal. Finally,
and not unrel atedi;pj' the_ lAst issue,,Weighting structures, by ignoring
PtiptIA)CharaCteristiCsV may well provide. a means for districts to get

.,,AtOt4nd,-,Ahe effOrtslitolequalize educational spending by developing and



encouraging enrollment allocation to, programs which will draw addi-
tional funds into the district.

Targeting funds to pupils. Given the particular federal emphasis
on targeting, vocational education funds to specific pupil populations,
one alternative that might also be considered involves a voucher
scheme. Thus far, recommendations seem to focus on developing distri-
bution formulas directed toward channeling funds to school districts
that have higher concentrations of disadvantaged or handicapped
pupils. Alternatively, we could think of redistribution of funds
directly to students with special needs and providing them .With pro-
gram choices.

The' advantage. of such an approach is that we could ensure that
the funds would go directly to the target populations. Moreover, it
is hoped that this approach might stimulate some competition among
local agencies which currently provides vocational education programs,
whether they be public high schools, community colleges, other public
agencies (e.g., manpower skills centers) or private vocational schools.
Moreover, this kind of, competition might even stimulate some of the
sought-after coordination and interaction between or among private

' and public agencies offering such programs.

Clearly, one important aspect of thi pproach would involve the
°establishment of information centers (per aps within local public schools
or other public agencies) to help counsel students regarding the choice
of programs and institutions. .Standards of accreditation-would have to
be established and fulfillment of those itandards. would have to be
monitored by the-state. It is.hoped that establishing such standards
and providing.for the monitoring of school activities would reduce the
_incidence of fraud and misrepresentation which some have suggested
characterizes the private market for vocational education.
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NOTES.

Stephen M. Barros, Federal Education Goals and Policy Instruments:
an Assessment of the "Strings" Attached to Categorical Grants in
Education (A Working Note prepared for the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, by Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.,

,

February 1977),, pp. 6-7.
,

2
For example, a search of ERIC files identified over 8,000 references

on vocational education butonly a small portion (considerably
less than one percent) on topics related to the distribution of
vocational education funds.

3
The LEAs are required to match federal dollars with state and local

funds on a 1:1 basis. Until the 1976 amendments to the Vocational
Educationi Act, there was no matching requirement for specific
set - asides for the disadvantaged and the handicapped.

4
Erick L. Lindman and Arthur Buchtn, "Financing Vocational. Education
,. in Public Schools," PlanninCto Finance Education (NationalEdu-
/ cational finance Project, Vol. 3; Gainesville, Fla.,1971). The

states included in the study are California, Colora6o, Florida,
Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, fiew ,Jrk, Ohio,
Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin.

.Erick.L. Lindman, Financing Vocational Education in the Public School:
(National Education Finance Project, SpeciaT Study No. 4. Graduate.
School of Education', University of California, Los Angeles, 1870).

6
Alan L. Ginsbdrg; Patterns of Federal Aid to School Districts (Office

of the Assistant Secretary for.Planning and Education, DHEW,
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Elementary and Secondary Education General Information Survey
(ELSEGIS), the 1970 Census, and a special studyof school district
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7
Arthur M. Lee et al., Learning a Living Across the Nation, Vol. V.

Project Baseline Fifth National Report, Part 1: Narrative Report
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8
There is 'often a tendency in the vocational education literature to

use the reverse logic.
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ComptrolleF General of the United States, General Accounting Office,

What is the Role of Federal. Assistance for Vocational Education?
Report to the Congress (Washihgton, D.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1975).

1°Ibid.

11
Lindman Financing Vocational Education in the Public Schools, 1975.

12
For a discussion of this approach as allied to '1 need (dis-

advantaged and/or handicapped,pupils 7-;seeJay . . Chambers, "School
District Behavior, Markets for Educational Resoijrces, and the
Implicaticins for Public Policy: A purvey," for4tbcoming in Douglas
Windham, ed., Economic Contributions to Education, to be published
by the National Academy of E4Ocatiop4
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FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNANCE OF "VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION: ITS RELATION TO COMPLIANCE
WITH FEDERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS

.Don K. Gentry .

71s.'

Knowledge of the vocational education governance structures is fund-
amental to an understanding of compliance issues'Yand an appreciation of
the variations in the ways states comply with federal mandates. The-fisue
of governance has been a continuing area of concern among vocational edu-
cators at the federal and state levels for the past decade and a half.
Since the Vocational Education Act of 1963 called for the creation of4
single state agency to administer or supervise the operation of vocational
education, state and federal agencies have struggled with the implementa-
tion of that mandate.

This paper will provide background information on the historical de-
velopment,of and present gbvernance-patterns for administering vocational
education. Four major areas of concern related to these governance struc-
tures with implications for compliance will be discussed.

An Overview of Governance

-;Since. the beginning of Federal involvement in vocational education
406- the 'Smith -Hogs Act of.1917, the states and the federalogoVern- :

meWhave-worked'in.partnership to provide vocational. education opportuni-
ties for the American people. -.This rel.ationship has existed'as a unique
arrangement between the,statesi which:have the constitutional responsi-:
bility to provide public education, and the federal government, which
has served as the initiator of.improved vocational education from a
national persepctive-

,1102

Twolundamental concepts pertaining to governance emerged in the
initial legislation. Recognizing the constitutional role of the states,.
.Congress in 1917 elected to establishes federal vocational education
initiative through the state public education systems and this,. early
legislation ,called for &single. agency in each stateto manage the voca-
tional-education enterprise:. These two decisions established the public
education system of the states as the sole agency respontible for voca-
tional education. While having the advantage of assuring vocationalism
a Place in the.educationsystem, these decisions also assured that-there
would be considerable variation in the means by which states- would-cOm-
ply with federal initiatives..

. Don K. Gentry is State Director and Executive' Officer of the Indiana
State Board of Vocational Technical Education, Indianapolis.



As of 1972, four basic governance structures were.used by the states
to meet the federal mandate that a single state agency be responsible for
the administration of vocational education:

1. A state board of education primarily responsible for elementary
and secondary e,.;ucation.

2. A state board or commission for higher education.

3. A state board with jurisdiction over all levels of education.

4. A state board separate from the elementary/secondary and higher
education boards.

The typical structure at that time was to place the responsibility for
vocational education within the state education agency primarily in charge
of elementary and secondary education (Pierce, 1973). The dominance
of this particular structure seems to'be related to the historical de-
velopment of educational management. Since the Tenth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution gave the power for proviCing education to the-states,
all state constitutions have provided for the creation of a state com-
mon or public school system. And, since the vocational education pro-
grams were operated as part of the public school system prior to 1963,-
most states have maintained their governance of vocational education in
the state department in charge of public schools.' This structure re-
sponded well to the federal intitiatives, since all federal legislation
concerning vocational education prior to 1963 provided for primarily
secondary and adult levels, both of which historically have been functions
of the public schools.

With the strong intitiative of the Vocational Education. Act of 1963
for postseCondary-level instruction, that area of vocational education
expanded greatly. This expansion accompanied the national interest in the
community/junior college movement. Departments of education in many

. states, in an attempt.to respond to this challenge, developed coordinating
councils or commissions for higher education during the 1960's and early
1970's. Expansion of postsecondary programs.and the mandates of federal
legislation were key factors prompting the modification of vocational
education governance structures.

Some other factors that affected the structure of vocational educa-.
iion at the state level were (1) the organization of the total education
system of the state; (2) the.historichl developMent of education and vo-
cational edUcation,in the.state; and (3) the role played by the.state
legislature and other political entities within the state.

Although.the structure for the administration of vocational educa-
tion.at the-state level is varied, there are some commonalities among
the states that are mandated by federal law. Some of these are as'fol-
lowt4 (1) each state must designateor create a sole state agency

4-.
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for the administration of vocational education or for the supervision
of administration by eligible recipients; (2) each state must have a
full-time state director of vocational education and sufficient staff
to perform the responsibilities as assigned by federal. law; (3) each
state must provide programs at the high school, postsecondary, and adult
levels as well at programs and services for special target groups (i:e.,
the disadvantaged and handicapped); and (4) each state must carry out
certain functions like planning, evaluation,.data collection, and the
use of advisory committees. All of these commonalities impo§ed by fed-
eral legislation have had an impact on the structure and organization of
vocational education at the state level.

Even with these commonalities, however, no two states have exactly
the same structures, scope of work, distribution of responsibilities, or
organization. Given these differences, the discussion of state govern-
ance structures for vocational education must be fairly general.

The most recent 'research (Gentry, 1975) identified four types of
state governance structures, which parallelled the tbservations of Pierce
in 1973. The followinglist shows the classification of 53 states and
territories by governance type. (Asterisks indicate states reporting
postsecondary or community college programs under the board's authority:)

1. State elementary/secondary board (35 states):

*Alabama Louisiana New Mexico
Alaska Maine North Carolina,
Arizona Maryland , Ohio
Arkansas *MicKigan Oregon
California *Minnesota South Carolina
Connecticut Mississippi South Dakota
Delaware Missouri Tennessee

*Georgia Montana Texas
Illinois , Nebraska . Vermont
Iowa Nevada Virginia

t Kansas *New Hampshire West Virginia
Kentucky New Jersey

2. State higher education board (2 states )f

Hawaii American Samoa

State board with jurisdication over all levels of. education

(8 states): a

Fl orida Pennsylvania Utah
Idaho Rhode Isl and Wyoming

New York Trust Territory

1 4[8,
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Separate state board for vocational

(kOklido'
Indiana,

Puerto Rico

Oklahoma
North Dakota
Wisconsin

education (8 states):

Virgin Islands..
Washington

The systeM under which thi state board of education serves as the
state board of vocational education has persisted asthe.dominant govern-
ance structure. It should be noted, however,,tPat several states may
have reorganized their, .governance plan at a result of the Education-Amend-
ments of 1976. ,

Little evidence exists to support the strength of any one governance
structure over the-other-three. According to Pierce (1973), although'

---o'pini'ons are exprested in the area of governance, little evidence actually
exists of the effectiveness and.efficiency of the various approaches.

In addition, thedifferences among states even within one of the
four categories are large. These observations lead essentially to the
conclusion that the administrative structures across 'the nation have de-
veloped in such complexity.that the sole state agency called for in
federal lefislation is virtually indescribable (Gentry, 1975).

Governance Patterns and Problems of Compliance

i.our major areas of concern are directly related tothe governance
patterns and to the quest on of states' compliance with federal mandates.
These areas are (1) varia ions in the composition of the governing board
and the board's executive officer, (2) organizational structures and
staff expertise, (3) scop of jurisdiction of the several vocational
education enterprises, and (4) the functions and services mandated in
federal legislation.

t
CoMpOsition'OUthe board and executive officers. Many .variations

occur in the Organization Of the state board education.
Some boards areplected by. the people, some are appointed b,Ythe 0*er- .

nors, and some-are elected by the legislatures. The length of term for
state bOard members varies from three'yeays in Delaware:,to 15 in New
lork'(Narris,:1973). .State'bOards alsia-mary it,number of...members and
iheirrepresentation. Some state laWs designate specifically who the
variOut'boatd members will represent, other board.membersirepresint dis-

'tricts'or.regions.of:the.14:tata*:andstill others. have Po.v.U40f10 ..

des .ignation
,

Another difference in organizaticin appears,in the make -up'of board
officers. According to a 1915 survey, the state board executive officers
were made up of 11 state directors cd vocational education, 30 chief state
school Officers, llcommissioners-of education for elementary, Secondary,
and higher education, and one President of the state's university system.

The chairmanshipof, the state boards for vocational education also
showed considerable variety. With 51 of the 53 states and territories

v



reporting, Gentry (1975) found that 11 of the board chairmen were appoint-.
ed_by the governor, 4 were chief state:school officers, 35 were elected
from the membership of the board, and one chairmanship alternated annually
between the state superintendent of public'instruction and the commission-
er for higher education. The variety in the organization of the board
increases the already large differences in the governance structures and
organization of'vocational education in the states.

What is the significance of these variations in board'chairmanship,
membership affiliation, position of the state director in the adminis7
trative hierarchy, and terms of the board's membership? Little or no
research has been cOnducted.to measure the impact of these factors; one
can .postulate, however, that important variations in compliance result
from these differences. Two problems in particular come to mind: (1)
the agenda priorities that each of.these members and executive officers
brings to the board and (2) the.relative position of vocational education
policy matters on the board's agenda.

The priorities that board members and executive bring
to board meetings can have .a large effect on the problems considered and
the decisions made. In systems where representation is the basis for
membership, one can assume that decisions.and 'policies will be molded in ,

large measure by the constituents of'or'views.held .by the executive of-
ficer andtoard,meMbers. These priority.concerns may not parallel'
closely or represent inclusively the federal initiatives for program de-
Veropment. Therefore,-although in compliance with the law and thi rules
and regulations in the narrow sense, the members May not have sufficient
interest in the federal initiatives to provide needed state leadership.

The scope'Of the governing board's authority may extend to management
of other programs besides vocational education. For example, a state
board of education must be concerned with matters of elementary and second-
ary education. In other states, boards are concerned only with vocational
education programs. Given the limited time boards have for deciiionmak-
ing and the wide range of urgent problems the former kind of boards Must
consider, it is likely that the problems and information dealt with will
vary greatly. Probably those boards with a comprehensive jurisdiction
will consider majOr;policy matters. only, leaving wide latitude to the
**executive officer ta form policy and to make critical operational d
cisions. Conversely, the board_with solely vocational education ma ters
to consider will ekert its leadership in a' number of operational de
cisions. Thus, th position oftthe vocational education system i 1 e -

educational hierar by may affeCt the'nafure and magnitude of.decIsio s
involving :a state' compliance with the federal initiatives.

Swanson (1967) reported that the position of responsibility of the'
State Director of'Vocational Edutation to the State Board for Vocational'
Education has an impact on the governance of Vocational education. In ,.

the states where the state director reported directly to the state board,



there was-a-greater'emphasis placed on adult than on secondary vocational
education programs. He found that 9 (18 percent) of the state directors
reported directly \to,the-state board for vocational education, 23 (46
percent)-teported-through,a chief state school officer, and 18 (36 percent),

reported through-one or more deputy or assistant superintendents. The po-
sition of the state director in the administrative ,organization also seems
to affect the policY-making level of the administrative structure. The
further removed the\state director is from the board, the more responsi-
bility for policy decisions rests with the director or staff and the
fewer policy matters considered by the state board.

Certainly, there\is insufficient evidence to contend that major com-
pliance problems are'the result of the variation in board membership,
length of term, selection process or position of the executive officer, Y.

or the relationship of the board to the'educational governance system.
It is reasonable to suspect, however, that variations in the states'-com-
pliance with the federal initiative are associated with these factors.

Or anization structures and staff expertise. Prior to the. Vocational
Edu at on Act of 963, most state staffs were organized around disciplines
or s rvice areas in vocational education, such as agriculture, industrial
educa on, home economics, and distributive education. The emphasis
change n the 1963 Act from programs to serving special target groups of
people b ought about a change in staffing patterns at the state level.

'Many other factors affect the size and organization pattern of staff
in the state vocational education agency. Some of these are (1) size
of the state, (2) number and type of institutions providing vocational edu-
cation, (3) relationship with other state agencies, (4) relationship with
other divisions 1i thin the agency, and (5) the desires of the state leg-
islature.

In 1975, 13 state boards employed separate staffs for vocational
education and 40 state staffs were drawn from the staffs of the state
department of educatioh (Gentry, 1975).

'Staffing patterns are now beginning to 4e-organized around the
functions,of the agency and the target populations to be served. The
following examples of staffing patterns will show the trend toward func-
tional versus program organization. Figure 1 showsa traditional staffing.
,pattern, typical prior to 1963, In this organization, individual program
areas covered the entire tcope\of activities performed for that program
with very little coordination with the other program areas.,

Figure 2 sho..s a typical staff\Organization used by many states in
the-early 1960's to implement the expanded responsibilities assigned under

--new federal legislation. Some coordioation between units was possible
with program-service functions being separate from the other administrative
functions.

L
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Fig.

Program Areas

Agriculture
Home Economics
Distributive Education
Trade & Industrial

Typical state organizational structure for vocational
education prior to 1963.

State Director.

of
Vocational Education

Program Service
Unit Chief

Agribusiness
Business Education
Distributive Education
Health Occupations
Consumer LHomemaking
Special Needs
Iechnical . t.

Trade & Industrial

Administrative Service
Unit Chief

Research
Evaluation
Exemplary.

Curriculum
Planning
Fiscal & Information
Professional Development

Fig. 2. TYlial state organizational structure for vocational
education resulting from tfieVbtational Education Act
of1963 and Education Amendments of 1968.
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-Figure 3. shows a staffin ern that is more broadly
representativeof a functional organizat' n. This plan is not intended to be ideal butto exhibit the d-Of the late 1970's under the Vocational EducationAmendme 1976.

------- Why is staffing a critical concern for the issue of compliance? Sev-eral factors seem to contribute: (1) the probable lig resulting from astate's accomodation to the federal mandates, (2) the expertise of exist-ing staff, and (3) the desire and capacity of states to reorganize theirgovernance structure.

An examination of federal laws for vocational education reveals sub-stantial changes in the types of federal initiatives. Clearly, the,legislation since 1963 has considerably overhauled the states' vocational
education roles. The rate at which this change occurred has had a dramat-ic effect on the states' governance structures and their ability to complywith the federal mandates. To go from coordinating program areas to plan-ning.and evaluating programs in relationship to specified target popula-
tions is a substantial change in the states' mission. While strict
compliance with the law can be achieved by realignment of staff and speci-fication of necessary duties, the real impact resulting from the federal
initiativeicannot be achieved without wide acceptance of the'new goals,careful pi ning and the building of staff capacity to carry out themistion. It requires considerable time to extend the'capacity of thestaff to this new level. The net effect is a serious lag between the time
when compliance is to occur and the time when the impact of this complianceis realized at 'the local level.

Second; the number and expertise of staff needed within the governancstructure to carry out the federal and state initiatives is largely re -ed to the goals of the agency. When these goals are altered, criti
changes-must be made. Twq,factors in particular inhibit the ra at whichthese changes can occur. Tirst, since most governance stru res are en-compassed within the state's bureaucratic systems, empl es are protectedagainst the events resulting from rapid change. Sec. , the staff current-
ly carrying out' the agency's goals were brought the agency because oftheir expertise and they must acquire new sk s and assimilate the agency'snew mission. These two factors combine, slow down efforts to achievefull compliance with the intent of'th ederal initiative.

Finally, a number of crit' 1 decisions must be made by the governing
agency to implement its pr ams. The staff realignment procets is clearlyrelated to the.type of ernance structure and can dramatically affectimpact of complianc An example will help to clarify.tnis'point. Theposition of the x fairness coordinator in the governance structure canhave a major pact on vocational education. Within a system where thestaff is igned with the elementary and secondary staff, the sex fairnesscoors ator may be assigned to the office of the department concerned witht enforcement of Title IX. A person in this position may have a radicallyifferent impact on vocational education programs than one assigned to theoffice concerned with vocational education program operation where the
office's concerns relate primarily to program planning.
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The expertise of the staff, the administrative organization necessaryto carry out the agencies' goals and the time required to alter the govern-
ance structure may all have a critical effect on the state's ability to
comply-with federal mandates. Although strict compliance with the law
can occur by the internal alteration required for the state plan, the
fundamental changes re fired need' sufficient time for staff to gain ,needed
expertise and for organizational structures to be tested.

Scope of jurisdiction. Most of the state administrative structures
were created in the early 1900's and have changed very little since, other
than in staffing patterns. Vocational education programs, however, have
changed vastly since the passge of the 1963yocational Education Act. The
switch from program-oriented to people-oriented activities-was the major
change that came about ,in 1963. Many additional functions and levels of
education were included in the vocational educition-system. With this
great expansion and the movement of vocational education from primarily a
function of secondary education to.all,levels through the associate degree,
many questions on the governance structures have arisen.

Can a board of education primarily responsible for elementary and
secondary education establish proper relationships with other state agencies
administering other levels of vocational education? For example, the op-
eration of public school programs and Postsecondary programs is administered
in most states by two separate boards; yet the Vocational Education Act and
Amendments call for coordinated program planning and require consideration
of specific funding. While many states essentially contract between boards
for program service, there is a critical concern for optimal program plan-
.ning and operation41der such a plan.

A second question to be explored is in the area of legal requirements:
Does this board (i.e., state.board of education), which does not have com-
Olete administrative control over the entire vocational education system.
meet the federal requirement for a sole state agency responsible for the
administration or supervision of local educational agencies and post-
secondary institutions?

.

Another question that must be asked is: Can these.state agencies
adapt themselves to meet the needs of an expanding program with increasing
responsibilities? The traditional governance context for vocational educa-
tion has been the public school. Yet the federal initiatives are increas-:
ingly targeted to special grounneedingunique educational programs.
There is some doubt that the present.governance structure can accomodate
these needs.

These questions are not new to vocational education. Several studies
and reports issued during the early 1970'S called for an examination of
the governance of vocational education. The General Accounting Office
Report (1974), Senator Pell's proposed federal legislation calling for the
creation of a separate state board for vocational education, and the
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reports and testimony of the American Association-of Community and Junior
Colleges all questioned both the coordination among levels of vocational
education and the equitable distribution of available resources among the
various levels. Although the Education. Amendments of 1976 call for a
considerable increase in the level of planning and interagency cooperation,
the fundamental issues raised byIGAO, AACJC, and others probably have not
been resolved. A state can comply with the rules and regulations pertain-
ing to select target populations (e.g., persons of postsecondary-level
vocational education) without major alteration in the state governance
structure. The extent, however, to which equitable treatment of all edu-
cational levels can be provided by a staff with major responsibility for a
specific portion of that system is in doubt.

The American Vocational Association's study, in conjunction with the
National Association of State Directors of Vocational Education, called
for the continuation of the sole state agency for the administration of

. vocational education at the state level. The issue is not whether a sole
state agency is needed but rather how to optimize such a governance struc-
ture to assure compliance with federal initiatives and provide for state
and local interests and preferences.

Functions and service areas. The functions to be served by the state
agency appear to be a basis from which to examine the problem of govern-
ance:. These functions have been subject to a number of studies. A review
of the literature on both the historical development and delineation of
functions suggests that states ought to assume as their primary missions
the following: (1) to'conduct long-range planning, goal setting, research
and development, and evaluation; (2) to identify educational needs; (3) to
provide leadership in communicating educational problems and recommended
solutions to the legislative 'and executive branches of state government and
to the public; (4) to assure statewide communicative and coordinative
networks; (5) to equitably finance education programs; (6) to develop
standards and regulations for the optimal operation of educational delivery
systems; and (7) to provide leadership for statewide planning and develop,-
ment (Bailey, 1962; Dochterman and Beshoar, 1970; Pierce, 1973; Campbell
and Mazzoni, 1974; and GAO Report, 1974).

7

More specifically to vocational education, the synthesis 'report of
the 1975 National Leadership Development Seminar for State Directors of
Vocational Education suggests that the sole state agency responsible for
the administration of vocational education should perform the. following:
(1) conduct annual and long-range planning; (2) determine state policy,
including rules, regulations, and guidelines; (3) approve and disapprove
programs for federal and state funds; (4) receive and distribute federal,
funds availablefor vocational, education; (5) distribute state funds avail-
able for vocational education; (6) review state fund budget requests made
to state legislatures and make.recommendations on state funding levels to
statelegislatures; (7) evaluate programs and activities; (8) certify per-
sonnel; (9) administer services to LEA't and:institutions; and (10) pro-
vide technical assistance or program services to'LEA's and institutions.
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Another basis from which to examine governance is the service-areas
of vocational education, i.e., the levels of instruction or distinct ac-
tivity areas in the field ofvocational education: From the perspective
of;-the state agencies concerned witkeoucation, service areas encompass
those'broad.programmatic thrusts (both content area and- target groups) to-
which the SEA and LEA have a distinct relationship. When considering fed-,
eral service area initiatives, the Educational Amendments of 1976 are
specific: '1(1) secondary vocational programs, (2) postsecondary vocational
programs, (3) adult vocational programs, (4) special needs or other special
target group programs and activities, (5) consumer and homemaking programsand activities, (7) guidance and counseling activities, (8) personnel
training activities, and (9) sex bias,and sex-stereotyping eliminatibn.

Most research studies on the governance of vocational education examineit from the perspective of the administrative system and do not document
what administrative functions are performed or what_the service area pri-
orities are. This failure is a critical defitiency, because the extent of
compliance may well be related to the degree of, correspondence between the
states' delineation and prioritization of functions and services and the
federally mandated efforts.

Several issues are important in this regard. First, a governance
structure may not have the capacity to carry out all the mandated functions
and services. Second, given the capacity to carry out these.functions and
services, the priority given to each of them will probably vary greatly,
resulting in much attention directed toward some activities and very limited
attention toward others.

Conclusion

This brief analysis of the state governance structures used to admin-.
ister vocational education programs has been-intended to highlight the
wide range of variation. Clearly, within the sole state agency concept
there -are marked differences in governance r tures from-state to state.
Additionally, several factors relating to govern ce that have major impli-
cations for compliance with federal regulations ha e been discussed. The
,,analysis of these factors leids to several broad c nclusions:

1. The governance of vocational educa n. has historically been
vested within the educational system, and variations-in ap-
proach largely reflect the states' efforts to accommodate the
changing federal initiatives within these separate systems.

2. Strict compliance with the letter of federal mandates' specified
in the rulesand regulations probably exists at a very high-
level. The essential concern, however, should be with the
states commitment to the spirit of these initiatives.
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. .A common problem associated with all aspects of compliance is
the states' need for time to .accomOdate their structures and
practices to-the federal initiatives.

4. There is some doubt that present governance structures can ac-
commodate' the expanded array of functions and services called
for in the Education Amendments of 1976.
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RESEARCH ISSUES FO!} VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL LAWS

-Midhael W. Kirst

This paper will analyze 'the Potential. effectiveness of several com

pliance strategies as background for suggesting-research directions. '-

Suggestions for a more theoretical. approach are in the conclusion. The

three compliance approaches are bottom-up, top-down, and public/private

dompetitiOn. Given the rigidities and loose coupling in thelexistlng
intergovernmental vocational edUcation delivery system, a combination

of all three strategies is desirable.

The Vocational Education Amendments .of 1976 seek to change existing

vocational edUcation programS,.beneficiaries, and -procedures.,- Moreover,
. the 1976 statute is much more precise in specifying federal purposks

than are earlier omnibus acts. But it will undoubtedly e.integfa ,d

with thc_existing vocattonal education political and administrative\

system. It is my thesis that the 1976 federal act lack the t, eh ives

and sanctions to bring about compliance with federal in nt wit in he

next few years. There is some hope for a long-run ( -year) CdMpliahce.

I would contend further that it.is unlikely that f eral influence wilt_

ever be sufficient to reorient vocational educa on substantially without

drastic changes in the existing federal-stat ocal delivery netwOrkk

! 4

The situation is not hopeless. Sey teal options suggest themselves.

States .could lead in the reorientation without federal stimulus other

than traditional USOE enforcement. This is now probable in a few states.

Another option is that vocational-education could be mountedtkrough
federal-local contracts with organizations that include but mostly trap-

sCend the public schools (e.g., MDTA skills centers). This is poiti-
tally unlikely, as is a third possibility: vendor payment arrangement

--to students for Grades'1047;.under which students could use the payments

at .eit ,
private or publlvocational education schools.. Most likely

is n incremental strength ning in the patchwork of federal sanctions

a'd ihcentives, using both. top-doWn and bottom-up Compliance strategies.
'uch an incrementakstrategy has worked with EgA Title I by gradually

choteasing compliance with the key Pfovisions.z Vocational education

ha0a;lot to learn from the strategies used to bring LEAs into substantial
copipliance with'Title I of.ESEA. 'In order to assess the likelihood of
tliese options, the paper begins with an analysis of past compliance

strategies.

F deral Influence- in the Current Vocational Education,System

Some quotations from our state study (Berke and Kirst, 1972) can

helRtonvey the.,flavor,of the existing influence network. From the

1 New York case by pfofessor Frederick Wirt:

Of all the federal school programs in New.York, vocational

Michael W. Kirst is Assistant Professor of Education at Stanford

University. He is currently President of the California State Board

of Education. 51 6 0



__education has been the most free from
themost resistant to urban claims`, and the mitt protective ofits long_estabTfified

autonomy within the N.Y. State Depart--- merit, (p. 359)

One official, asked abOut-the (New York). State Office ofOccupational Education's main constituency, did not say"students." but
"regional superintendenti" who are the di-rectors of BOCES, none of which is

urbanICeritered., TheState Office of Occupational Education's ''(OOE) position was ,that it was frees to use funds according to its own priorities;developed in-turn,by voc tional education
regional planning.'agencies. (p. 359)

This sense' of vested interest is reflected
. :in OOE attitudestoward federal cliessure. Because Washington provides onlyabout 10 percent of New York's OE funds, an OOE officialconcluded, "This is administered as a state program without. federal influence." (p. 362)

Wirt concludes that New York's
occupational education administration

is a "closed
policy-making system"--insUlated from significant ihflu-ence by parents,

students, state legislators, the hierarchy of the StateDepiartment of Education, and the U.S. Office of Education.' It, is alsolargely insulated from oversight by local school
superintendents, wholeave local policy-to their own vocational

education specialist.

Professor Iannaccone's MasSachusetts
case expressed the same view-point in different terms:

Unlike other federal programs in our study,
vocational educa-tion has a very long history and tradition of operations whichprovide the critical framework for recent developMents. Theexistence of federal

support from World.War I on has produced'in Massachusetts and elsewhere, a well established
politicallyactive constituency, and a close

informal relationship betweenlocal vocational
education directbrs and state officials....

The 1951 federal
vocational education act produced a state-wide constituency..:with

regional high schools as the keystructural units. (p. 21f)

Massachusetts -used an intricate project system to award vocationaleducation projects, with nonpaid outside reviewers. Twelve supervisorsreviewed the expenditure of $8 million in federal aid.

Vocational education not only has a close informal interest struc-:ure among
federal-state-local professionals, but it is,also the mostsolated'component of the State,pepartment of Education. My study ofexas concluded:

Vocational education is by far the most complex federal aid -program in Texas. This complexity has discouraged attempts
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r .;. .

_ to evaf41 administrative performante or reduce the dis-
cretion o the vocational staff in TEA who resisted compre-
hensi4e planning and continues to go its separate way., Warren
Hitt, the imajor TEA figure in federal aid, was reported to
have remarked shortly before his death, that-"someday L,would
like to find out what: is going on in the fourth floor Voca-
tiona division." Other TEA staff

91

refer to vocational edu-
cad n as a "separate barony." 'Indeed, a separate vocational
division has existed in TEA ever since the 1917 Smith-Hughes
Act....

Vocational education support!from the federal government is
indistinguishable in program concept from state aid. (p. 259)

Anthony Cresswell's paper drawn from our book put it this way:

From the way they described their activities, it was evident
that (State Agency.) vocational. educators had developed sets
of norms and behavioral patterns which established them as
separatelrpm the local administrators,-a functional group
in their own right. (State'vocational education administra-
tors) are not simply transplanted local administrators. This

.suggests significantly less professional, set Congruence for
the SEA and local administrators.3

In sum, vocational education is a state gram which receiveS'fed-
eral assistance. Vocational educators at all le operate with a high
degree of autonomy frog the rest of their respective education agencies.
They are frequently not just organizationally, but also physically; se-

Strong professional norms of vocational. educators-dictate that externay
parated from the rest of the SEA by location in a separate building.

(federal or state) regulation should not supersede peer regulation or
personal autonomy in the function of the professional. Evaluations of
the lack of impact of the 1963 and 1968 federal vocational acts demon-
strate that members of the same vocational professional group and "func-
tion set" should not be expected to police or reorient each other. Vo-

cational educators at all levels display remarkably similar educational
background, work experience, and patterns of socialization, i.e., a high
professional-function set congruence in Cresswell's terms. Like-minded
administrators at the federal and state levels are responsible for esta-
blishing program guidelines, cheding to see that proposals meet those
guidelines, monitoring programs, and evaluating their effectiveness.
There has been minimal independent auditing activity for example by HEW
or GAO, compared to ESEA Title I. Management and performance information
is so limited that administrative oversight and policy planning are
severely curtailed. -

A Review of Compliance with Federal Intent: 1963-1976

Experience with the Vocational Education Acts of'1963 and 1968
indicates that compliance with federal objectives has been limited
because of the s ructural and procedural factors described above. An

evaluation b gnum of the 1963 Act stressed how little management
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control data' was available:

Numerous examples of the'reportino system's' limitations canbe cited, bid a fewvirill suffice.. Though the Act's philoiophy
was to-refocus effOrts.on people rathor than occupational
giroups, there are no demographic characteristics beyond thesex ofthe students. In a day of concern with racial discrim-ination and poverty, data On age, race, education, and familyincome are not collected. Though groupv,with special needswere to receive special

treatment, there-ai-e-no data to iden-tify them nor describe the content of courses allegedlyAe-
signed lbe them. If the Act Was'successful in its intent toencourage training for new occupatiphs,there is no way toisolate them.4

Magnum concluded'that-the 1963 Act had failedlin galvanizing changetoward new federal purposes:
,

!

Expenditures have increased, but the has been largelyexpansionin old occupational
catdgories....Voca ional education is notyet adequately reiponsivelto the needs of the labor market.....

There is little coordination between vocational and generaleducation.

In 1974, the' General Accounting Office analyzed progress in meetingfederal' intent through the 1968 Act devised to overcome the deficienciesin the 1963 Act. Despite the expenditure of $3 Billion between 1963 and1974, the GAO review of seven states emphasized t e same problems. Thelack of longitudinal
incremental compliance progr ss is noteworthy andthe contrast with ESEA Title I is striking.. The it asons for this factwill be examined in a subsequent section. ;,,GAO sty ssed _that:

1. Persons with special needs (e.g &,,, handicapped, disadvantaged)have not been givenia high priority. 1

2. The multiple
administrative levels-rnational, state, local--operate in virtual isolation.

3. Data for evaluation and manpower needs planning is inadequateor unused.

4. Funds are distributed to LEAs without identifying relativeneeds.

S. Student enrollments have not been aligned with employmentOpportunities.

6. Job placement and guidance were inadequate.5

In 1976, the National Center for Education St stics reportedthat "traditional courses still dominate vocati. I education." A1977 review of vocational education data emp izekthat we have madelittle progress since Magnum reported a d de ago.8 As GAO noted,



"data that would be helpful in planning is unavailible, inadequate, or
unutilized" (p. 111). As a participant in California's 1977 state plan,
I lacked basic data on:

- services for the disadvantaged

- quality of teachers

- occupational needs

- comparisons of programs among cities, r:Tal, and
suburban areas t

- longitudinal studies of job placement and career impact.

Part of the compliance problem in 1963 and 1968 was the lack of
connection between added resources and new federal objectives. The new--
federal funds could be used to pursue old objectives as.well as
USOE never agreed with GAO's comment that the 1968 Vocation
Act envisioned a federal "catalytic role." Congress
purposes of-the existing acts but merely added
sistent) objectives. Consequently, 1976 st
(now Subpart II) could be used for old-
serve the disadvantaged. A crucia
designed in such a way as to
objectives. One unobtru
continue to be orga
categories sinc
that SEA or
(agric
th'

ones.

ducation
r repealed the

and somewhat incon-
allocations under Part B

e as well as new programs to
uestion is whether the 1976 At is

e LEAs toward the more recent federal
e measure would be whether state offices

d around the traditional vocational education
e 1963, 1968, and 1976 Acts. Magnum's study found

nation still featured the subject matter specialties
re, home economics, etc.) as of 1968. GAO found the same

in 1974.

Another possible measure of compliance activity would be the nature
and amount of USQE rejection of state vocational education plans. Tra-
ditionally, "state plan" has been a misnomer. The plan is merely a legal
agreement by the states to comply with federal laws in the use of fed- /

eral funds. Increased USOE denial of proposed state plans (or specific
Provisions) would indicate a change in the professional congruence be-
tween federal, state, and local vocational educators. GAO observed that
part of the professional norms between USOE and the states is "to hear ,

no evil, see no evil."

OE officials told us there is little analysis of the way
states spend federal funds, and that OE does not know what
the impact of f-pderal vocational funding actually has been.
They,(0E) said/ that states have treated federal funds as

eanother sOurclof general revenue, and have used these funds
primarily to mOintain existing programt.9

It is hardly surprising that recent attempts to assess major over-
all federal vocational objectives, such as reduction of dropouts and
higher earnings, are critically undermined by data gaps.10
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While much is written about s e governance patterns for vocational
education, very little of this ate over separate state ,vocational edu-cation boards and advisory uncils is informed by data on whether govern-ance structures make a fference in meeting federal,objectives.11 Giventhe overall lack o ompliancb discussed above, a reasonable hypothesisis that state ernanze structure does not make a,difference. The Berke/Kirst stud evealed that vocational education divisions within SEAS hadas muc utonomy as separatestate vocational education boards. Indeed,a rch of the literature reveals scant attention by federal authoritieso a basic inplementation strategy. It is not clear what governance ordelivery mechanisms federal planners expected would bring about compli-ance. Federal authorities assumed the state edvisory councils would becountervailing review groups, but these councils may be uninterested infederal compliance. There is no evidence that the advisory councils haveshaken state vocational education policy out of its traditional grooves.My experience in California indicates that the.new Planning Councils man-dated by the 1976 Act will be merely another layer-of bureaucracy. Thefederal theory that a broad-based Nanning Council membership will4love-vocational education, toward federal objectives seems naive. While federaldirect grants. to LEAs have not been tried extensively, GE's performancewith vocational eduCatiOn research and the pPevailing OE deference tolocal control does not give one much hope for this strategy. 12

.Implications for the Vocational Education Act of 1976

The analysis above suggests that the Vocational. Education Act of1976 will be absorbgd lin large part) into standard procedures for oper-ating and funding.1J The Act is swimming upstream against an extremelypowerful current of vocational professionalism and norms. Even the voca-tional education division at the university level reflects the same auto-nomy and separatism found at the federal- state- local' administrative levels.Most deans of university education schools know little about occupational
preparation and are content to let the vocational

education."experts"operate with minimal oversight. For example, the University of Illinois'offers 54 courses in its Department of
Vocationala0.Technical Education.Continuing education and adult education are subsumed under this depart-ment. The department offers the whole range of components in the usualeducation school course requirementsit is a mini - school of education,

including courises on histbry, philbsophy,
curriculum,.administration,separate subject matter specialties, evaluation, guidance, federal/statepolicy, and research. It contains separate courses on junior collegeand continuing education but is dominatedrby the elementary/secondarycourses.

In short, the closed and isolated system of vocational educationstarts from the university level and ends up in OE. Even the youth organ-izations like the Future Farmers of America are organized around tradi-tional approaches. OE has few instruments or motivation to exercise
much leverage on this massive structure. The ephemeral federal demon-stration project is viewed by the seasoned veterans in the field with a"this too shall pass" attitude. For example, career education was, intheir minds, tied to the limited tenure of Assistant Secretary Marland.
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There is not a state/local professional or political coalition
(governors, legislators, interest groups) strong enough or interested
enough to open up the closed system. There is no assurance that opening
up the system to general state government officials, business, or labor
through advisory or planning councils will change much. In the existing

system, bargaining and interest-group activity, is largely confined to
the competing claims of the subspecialties. such as vocational agri-
culture vs. office skills vs. retailing. OE's norm for administration
is deference to state and local autonomy.. If policies do notchange,

Subpart 3- funds will primarily support traditional activities with new
labels. Subpart 2 funds may flow in increased quantity to city schools,
but no one'will know what happens with intra-district allocations.

Some Strategies for Bottom-Up Compliance

In the mid-sixties, federal attempts to insure compliance with new
complex federal laws focused on top-down strategies--detailed federal.
guidelines, auditors, field reviews, etc. Before turning to these it

is useful to discuss some "bottom-up" compliance strategies that are
necessary supplements to top-down strategies. Vocational education des-

perately needs new and different full-time people wfib can bore from
within the professional establishment over time. This suggests starting

at the preprofessional level by supporting training in administration and
policy analysis within or outside of schools of education.

Many of the better university schools of education do not 'have
occupational departments. ' In part, vocational training is viewed as a 0

low-status endeavor forprest4ne schools. Some state universities might
welcome the chance to set up ,cational education training program

oriented to the cities and disadvantaged. Many universities recognize
the connection between schools and work as a growing area but are unde-
cided on where to locate it.- EStablishing a solid vocational education
_department would require committed dean, but even 150 new graduates a year
could provide aiternativevto the existing closed-system professional
mentality. The Great Society plan should teach us that compliance with
federal,objectives needs to be sustained by a grass-roqts interest group

structure. OtherWise, the' Vocational Education Act of, 1976 is diluted

at each successive adminiitrative layer in the federal process. The top-

down process alone is insufficient. Some committed professionals might
provide more long-run pressure than people who move in and out of the
field, such as NIE research officers. In the past, intervention of non -

vocational education reformers has been sporadic and the old-liners have
learned to "wait them out."

A professional),training strategy could be supplemented by some
sophisticated buttressing of the existing conflict in the system--e.g.,
in the competition among levels of education for the occupational train-
ing dollar. In many states the junior colleges and postsecondary tech-
nical institutes are dissatisfied with the share of the dollar they have
been getting. Intense bargaining has taken place over the distribution
between the elementary and secondary schools and the junior colleges.
Now various federal acts encourage the private proprietary schools to
join the battle. These competitors for funds might open up the vocational
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supplemented by drawing-upon parents and students,organized around the
disadvantaged and the newer occupations-

Top-Down Compliance: Can We Learn from Title I ESEA?

A recent SRI report Onthesiies and analyzes studies on trends in
SEA management of ESEA Title I, 1965-1976.16 They find dramatic improve-,
ffient on an incremental basis. Some of their conclusions are:

1. Most states have developed adequate to good procedures for
reviewing LEA applications for Title I funds.

2. At the LEA level, blatant misallocations of funds which "dearlyearly
violated the intent of Title I have been substantially reduced;.

3. As dollar exceptions have been reduced, increased attention
has been devoted to process exceptions, i.e., violations of regulations
which prescribe how programs are to be designed, studenei selected and
retaine,and,parents involved.

4. The overall conclusion of this study is that there has generally
been a quite positive trend in SEA Title I management.

If it can happen in Title I, why not vocational education? Which

compliance .z,trateglas and tattics workedin Title I? Can they be trans-

ferred or adapted to vocational education? These are the essential ques-
tions in NIE s mandate to examine how to achieve compliance with-and
enforcement" of Vocational Education 1976 provisions. Greater specifi-
city in-Title I leqislation, detailed federal regulations and guidelines,
and more aggressive program monitoring have produced,a new' pro-compliance
climate.17 This is a startling reversal from.the conventional wisdom of
the early 1970soihich held that a relatively low leveloof compliance with
federal legislative expectations had been achieved., Goetiel asserts that
"outright malfeasance and non-compliance are rare. More important, there
has been a general upgrading of the norms of administrative practice at
each level.

Syracuse University Research Corporation has recently completed a
-massive field investigation of Title I compliance. The conclusions of
their lead researcher merit quoting as a guide for an examination of how
to achieve_compliance with vocational education.

Federal actions also may have an important role to play in
-improving-state management practices.. Despite the bad repu-
tation associated "with the federal government's audit proce-
dures-4only $750,000 of an estimated $266, million of potential
violations has been returned to-the federal governmentmany
state officials apparently find it easier to enforce the re-
gulations,than to become involved in an audit exception:

P Similarly, the post-Watergate_concern with trust in govern-
ment apparently has also 'encouraged' state officials toen-
force-the,regulations.
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In sum, the top-down compliance strategy can work. Title I ESEA

is but one,exa le. Other federal programs that have displayed compliancetillp,\4

improvement from low base could be analyzed for possible adaptations

to vocational educ stion.

The Title I experience suggests increases in OE and SEA staff time

used for on-site monitoring and auditing. Vocational education regula-

tions would have to be precise in stating the.expected _standards for
state and local compliance. A possible method is to reduce other use of
staff time (such as reviewing paper in Washington) and increase the SEA

field review and audit staff. If LEAs know that it is unlikely that
anyone is going to come out to the schools and look, they are less likely

to comply. The impact of federal audits on SEA and LEA compliance should
be studied. When federal' Title I officials audited Mississippi and pub-
licized the violations, this had an .enormous effect on other Southern
SEAs, who feared that they might be next. It is Unlikely that OE or SEAs

will ever be able to tell from an application form what or how well the
LEA is doing.

More flexible enforcement.tools than disapproval of applications or
withholding funds are needed to deal with less-than-extreme noncompliance.
Federal officials need to.resolve lingering ambiguities and philosophical
differences related to vocational education. For example, should voca-

tional education money be used.to support ongoing activities for many
years?

Experimenting with Different Delivery Systems

A top-down strategy of regulation and auditing has its limits.
Earlier we discussed bottom-up compliance approaches. I6 addition,

research and demonstrations could focus-on alternative delivery'mechan-
isms other than the federal/state/local intergovernmental grant arrange-
ment. Such alternatives might accomplish the purposes of the 1976 Act
better and require a less elaborate and risky strategy.of compliance.
One such idea, for experimental R&D, is detailed below.

In his original. statement on voucher plans, Friedman suggested that
government provide loans to students for their specialized training, with
repayment related to the estimated extra income they would earn for having
received the instruction. Unfortunately; this laissez-faire approach to
the institutional structure under which training is provided may fail to
attack the problem of quality of training in sufficient measure. Let us

consider the problem in more detail..

What are the difficulties in the present arrangements for supply of
skill training in public, formal institutions?

1. Public institutions, especially those offering instruction above
the secondary level, are subject to extreme political pressures.. It is
a popular thing for a local authority to establish, say, a new junior .

college with 'a vocational wing in a district that has none. Yet proli- .

feration of institutions and of programs within institutions can quicskly.

lead to a Tow rate of utilization of specific courses. The 1976 Aoi."-
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run high-grade vocational education institutions only when those insti-
tutions can be made to operate efficiently. This means that courses must
be filled with the maximum number of students who can be taught effectively
in a given subject and that the dropout rate must be held to a low point.`,
Yet, as we have indicated above-, it is just. theSe kinds of efficiencies
that public institutions find difficult to provide.

The most common alternative to training conducted by public insti-
tutions is training provided by the employer in the work place. . Now,_a

certain amount of on-the-job training is characteristic of every human
economic activity. The question, however, is whether the employer should
bear the major share of the responsibility for the development of work
skills in the trades and in the technical fields. Apprenticeship is the
form in which this employer responsibility has been most clearly Jelin-

, eated.

On the face of it, training by employers would seem to offer certain
advantages.. The training would almost certainly be relevant to the fu-
ture work assignment of the trainee, because there would be no educational
vested interests to dictate otherwise and because employers would have
no incentive to provide Irrelevant training. The courses would probably
be flexible,'in the sense that their length would be determined by the
time needed.for a given group of trainees to learn a particular set of
Skills.' The program would be flexible, in the sense that courses would
be started up or dropped in close relation to.the current skill require-
ments.of the employer. These kinds of flexibility are possible to attain
because the employer can shift his senior staff from production work to
part-fime training of new workers and back to full-time production with
great ease. Under a system of on-the-job training, the trainee should
be less dropOut-prone in three respects: first,-he will feel a closer
nexus between success in learning new skills and immediate advancement
in the firm than he would feel if he were a full-time student in a pub-
lic training institution, wtere desire for success in learning is clouded
by uncertainty about how and where he can finally get a job; second,
because training is more individualized (which is possible, in turn,
because the trainee sends part of his time in production), the pace of
learning can be accelerated or slowed down in terms of the trainee's own
propessi so that-he is unlikely ever to become too bored or too discour-
aged with his instruction; third, he is usually paid.

However, 'there would appear to be certain disadvantages in shifting
the main burden of training onto the shoulders of employers:

I. If standards of labor productivity are low to begin with, bright,
young, eager trainees may regress to those prevailing low standards be-
cause they do not have any proper. models of performance,, if not of skill
standards, to look up to.

2. Only in the largest firms--and sometimes not even in them--can
the exceptionally good craftsman or technician find more than a handful
of'trainees to work with at any given point of e. He may have, per-

haps, three apprentices when he could easily be tea king the more bookish
parts of the craft to a group of twenty. On-the-job training does not
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commonly allow economies of scale in the use of the time of instructors.This is aritical shortcoming, given,Ahe scarcity of highly skilled
persons in 'operational fields in this country.

So there are disadvantages in relying mainly on publicly-adminis-tered training institutions and in relying mainly on on-the-job training.Some countries have tried to solve this problem by combining,the twosystems: to have, fOr example, apprentices receiving instruction in thepractical parts of their craft in the work place and simultaneously re-ceiving instruction in .the more analytical aspects of their trade in
publicTy-administered training institutions (on .a part-time basis).Actually, this solution may preserve the worst features of both plans.The public institutions may still be staffed by not-so-good instructors,on account of the low pay and status that working, in such institutionsimplies. The trainee may still tend to regress to the,low,standards ofproductivity he sees about him in the work place. The problem of attain-ing efficient utilization of training skills,the producers' goods of thehuman resource industry, would still remain.

Fortunately, there is a "third way" to skill and technical training,namely, to have most of the training performed in institutions which areseparate from the work place but to place those institutions under thefinancial and administrative control of consortia of employers. Thisplan was adopted in France in 1930, has Worked well in Latin 'America
(e.g.,'the Servico Nacional de Aprendizaje - SENA - of Columbia), and
was taken up in Englana in 1964. High school students could receivevouchers or vendor payments from the state to attend this institutionmade up of consortia of employers. They could also use the vendor pay-ment for private proprietary schools that .are licensed and inspectedby the state. Such a vendor payment scheme would provide competition.It would prevent high school vocational education people from constrain-ing the student's choice to leave the school and seek training understate-approved institutions outside of LEAs,. What are some of the pos-sible advantages of the "third way "?

1. The system would provide flexibility in-the education and train-ing system where it is more needed. Contrast, for example, the planningof programs for medical professionals with that of programs for skilled
and-technical workers (e.g., machinists, foundrymen, draftsmen, loom fix-ers, electricians, computer programmers). In the former case, decisionsare essentially judgmental: How many doctors per 10,000 of population'shall the country have at fixed dates in the future? Once this decision,is made, planning of programs for the training of doctors is,relativelystraightforward. In the latter case, one-is dealing with-many differenttypes of skills, many of:which are substitutable one for the other or withrespect to capital. Demand for specific skills is subject to short-termshifts in output markets: Plainly, one should seek a flexible system oftraining for craftsmen and technical workers._ Employer-administeredtraining institutions can provide, such flexibility, because employers canmove their own craftsmen and technicians into teaching service on short-*term assignments, if need be on apart -time basis,'

2. At the same time, the training institutions would allow economies.
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of scale to be achieved in the utilization of time of the trainers. The
number of persons a given trainer was instructing could be determined
more closely by considerations of pedagogical and.less by accidental con -'
siderations of how many apprentices, sky, a given plan in a given firm
happened to have at the moment.

3. If the training institutions were financed'by a payroll tax,.
then'the institutions would have an elastic.source of revenue and one
under which the volume of funds flowing to training activities -would be
functionally related to the degree to which management was substituting-
labor for capital and higher grades of labor for lower. The stop-and-go
characteristics of training when it is strictly a responsibility of indi-
vidual employers would be ended (after all, private training programs are
generally the first casualty of a downturn in profits in a firm).

4. The training institutions would have the financial resources and
the access to data to deal with a number of important topics of applied
research, such as the following: What are the strategic learnings from
general education necessary to learn specific work skills? How quickly
can operational skills'be taught to workers of 'different backgrounds,
and what are the cost-effectiveness relations ihvolved in.acceleration
of training, selection of applicants for training, and the provision of
remedial education? Is a quantitative or analytical set of mind-impor-
tant in developing a high-productivity employee and, if so, how is this
way of thinking best developed?

5. Other, somewhat more specific, advantages are the following:

a. Insofar as the training institutions.required a permanent fac-
,ulty, they should find themselves blessed with the-financial
resources and the prestige to attract competent teachers.

'b. Students would benefit from having the intellectual discipline
of theclassroom, but at the same time they would have been
placed in a new, work-oriented setting, different from the
public educational institutions in which many of them had
previously suffered failure and lost commitment to learning.

c. The structure of the training system could easily recognize
regional differences in hill requirements and in caliber of
students..

Individual training institutions coula incorporate different
levels of instruction (remedial, standard, advanced) and dif-
ferent forms (full -time, sandwich, evening).

e. . The program could imcommodate high school, students, high school
leavers, and high school graduates, thus offering an inceritive
structure consonant with the formal education aspirations:of
different youth.



Summary-of Research .Issues

It is not clear what strategies and tactics Congress had in mind toinsure compliance in the 1976 Act. How did they differ from the 1963 and'1968 approaches? Some interviewing of Congressmen and their staffs onthis issue would be an appropriate starting point. A number of researchissues are suggested by the preceding,analysis:

1. Why has compliance been so inadequate in the past? Some overallcauses advanced in this-paper include: 1

- The lack of an implementation
or political strategy to overcomethe "closed governance system."

Ambiguous.guidelines and leg4slation, e.g.,, is the act design dto support "new" or "old" training programs?
r

- The lack of an information system for
oversight and evaluation.:

- The norms of professional vocational
education favoring state/

localautonomy.

- Failure to create a bottom-up lobby for compliance, including
,legal intervention and parent/student groups in poverty areas'
and emerging occupations.

- The failure of'federal audits to galvanize substantial change.

- The lack of aggressive enforcement by OE.

Researchers could probe which of these causes
the past, the ways in which the 1976 Act dealt wit
effects on compliance to be expected from alterna
ably problems in compliance with difierent provis
and 1968 were caused by different combinations of
problems listed above. These specifics need to be

have been crucial in
them, and probable
c approaches. Prob-

ns of the Acts of 1963
ese major compliance
plored and linked.

2. Do governance changes or structures make a difference in com-pliance with federal objectives? Some subtopics:

- What impaCt have advisory councils had?

- Do separate state boards of vocational education help or hinder
compliance?

- Does oversight by governors and legislators help or hinder
compliance?

- Does increased corrpetition for funds among interest 'groups
such as community colleges versus elementary/secondary enhancecompliance?

.

- Do states'who allocate most of. their Subpart 2 money to area
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F.

vocational education schools display more or lets compliance
than the average?

3. Can compliance strategies that worked with Title I ESEA be trans
ferred or adapted to vocational education? What is the compliance poten-
tial of more frequent audits, 0E/SEA management.reviews, clarification,
andiconsolidation of regulations/guide/ines? Is there incremental movement
toward compliance? (This suggests longitudinal compliance monitoring
thatAoes not anticipate-sudden and dramatic improvement.)

4. Do radically.different delivery systems such as employer con-
sortiums have promise for compliance with such objectives asp placement,
cost/effectiveness, and training geared to labor market needs?

5, Previous studies (i.e., Berke/Kirst) have discovered wide vari-
ation among states in compliance with federal laws (although Berke/Kirst
found a rather uniform low level.of compliance with vocational education
legislation). Assuming there are interstate differences, what caused
these differences prior to the 1976 Act? Has the 1976 Act increased or
,decreased the interstate variation? -

This analysis requires separating state compliance issues from com-
pliance problems primarily oriented to the LEA level. Again, 'any compli-

ance study must begin by asking what specific compliance issue or statu-
tory provision we are. concerned with and which level of government has,
primary enforcement responsibility.

6. Compliance will vary for different parts of the 1976 VEA. For

example, soc equity will probably come slower than set-asides for the
handicapped. Criteria should be established to select key provisions
and follow them on an intensive basis. The differences in compliance
among various provisions can provide some insight into general compliance
causes.

7. Vccational educatiowcompliance research should be merged with
the burgeoning literature and concept development in "implementation."20
A separate ,)aper could derive testable hypotheses from this literature.
Among the concepts that show some protise are macro versus micro imple-
mentation, mtation, implementation pissages,-and mutual adaptation.
Berman has concluded:

We cannot expect the development of a\simple or single theory
of implementation that is "context free" and that eliminates
uncertainty. A more modest, yet extraordinarily difficult goal,
is to,deyelop institutionally-grounded heuristics for policy-
makeri based on their setting.21

Berman hypothesizes that implementation can follow one of four paths:

(1) nonimplementation, no adaptation in project plan or in
deliverer behavior;

(2) coo?tation, no adaptation in deliverer behavior :, but adap-

tation in the project to accommodate existing routines;



(3) .technological learning, no:adaptation of the .0roject plan
but adaptation of routinized' behavior to accommodate'
plan;

,,

(4) mutual adaptation, adaptation of both the project and
deliverer behavior.

It would be remiss. not to point out that.the Rand study of
educational, projects foundlnO implementation that could be
described as technological learning; projects were either

-adapted to local conditions or not implemented at all. More-
over, the mly projecti that seemed to.produce effective
outcomes were those whose paths showed mutual adaptation.'"

We do not have.the information
on vocational education to judge which Othese outcomes 'is prevalent. The compliance studies we do have indicate.

that No. 1 is the most frequent. But a Compliance study using the Berman-
McLaughlin concept of "mutual adaptation" might be productive.

8. There have ben some attempts to apply utility theory to theconcept of compliance.a ..As in the.case of implementation, the existing.State of theoryneedt refinement before it can guide a study of VEA 1976.
Airiefly, Stover. and Brown demonstrate that the seemingly disparate liter-
ature'on compliance with law is consistent with the Principle of psycho-
logical hedonism, which is-the major premise underlying utility theory.

,They postulate that

people will fail to comply with law when-the utility (net
gratification) of'suCh action is greater than the utility
of employing their time and resources in the most beneficial

.

available.corfipliant activity.24

The explanatory and predictive potential of utility theory for VEA
1976 can be fulfilled only by calculating values and expectations. If
this information were complete and precise, one could determine Un-Uc.
Un is the utility of engaging in the most "profitable" available illegal
activity or activities and Uc is the utility of engaging in the most
"profitable" available legal activity or activities. If we had such
informationlor a representative sample of an SEA or LEA we could pre-
dict compliance (probably with regard to particUlar VEA proVisions).
'Also, it would be desirable to predict the effect on Uc and Un of dif-
ferent enforcement techniques such as audits, OE monitoring, or pressure
by disadvantaged groups. -Stover and .Brown illustrate this technique by
altering the certainty of,imprisonment for various crimes:q An alterna-
tive approach would be a Careful analysis of compliance rates for various
population sUbgroups.suCh as states, LEAs, sex, educational backgrounds,
etc. ,MoreOver, we could use survey research to measure the extent'to
which the groups mentioned above differ,with regard to particular values
and expectations related' to compliance.43 Obviously, theory deVelopment
is only beginning in this area and is of limited use for design of em-
piHcal studies,
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A Concluding Note

Vocational education is a major federal program with an established

constituency. In recent years, however, the growth of the program has
been restricted in part because of Congressional and Executive branch
concern over noncompliance with federal. intent. The Caker Administration
has recommended no increase in vocational education support. Consequently,

research on compliance is vital to the future direction of the vocational
program at all government levels.
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U. QUANTITATIVE DATA-SOURCES

One of the concerns of any policy inquiry is the extent to which
reliable data are available for analyses. This is a particular problem
with respect to vocational education. Once again the decentralized na-
ture of the field emerges. Differetit states have different means of wilt-

ing enrollments.' Program requirements also vary: Aggregating data is, at.
best, a difficult task. Indeed, the lack of a reliable vocational educa-
tion data base was of particular concern to the Congressrwhen the 1976 \\

Amendments were drafted. This concern is 'reflected, not only in the GA01
and House Committee Reports,4 but appears also in the legislation in the
charge given jointly to, the Cormrissioner of Education and the Administra-
tor of the National Center for Educational Statistics to develop a new \\
"nati onal> vocational reporting system" '(St'ic. 161.(a)(1)).

Elsewhere the importance Congress places on a reliable vocational
education data base appears with the charge, again*jOintlY given to, the
Commissioner: of Education, the Aciministrator of the National Center for
Educational Statistics, the Commissioner of Labor Statistics,,and the
Assistant Secretary of Employment and Training, for, the establishment of
a National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee to develop and,

an ocCupational information system 17*) meet the common, occupation- N
al information needs of vocational educettion programs and \

employment and training programs at the national, State, and
local levels, which system, shall include data on occupational
demand and supply base on uniform definitions, standardized es-
timating procedures, and standardized occupational classifica-
tion. (Sec. 161.(b)(1)(B)). -

The task,of establishing uniformity where diversity is the norm is
beset with problems. In this section two. papers discuss varying aspects

\.

of this issue.

In his paper, "The Vocational Education Data Base," Arthur M.' Lee
discusses the characteristics of data collection on the local, the state,
and the federal levels. He states;' that 'because of a lack of'\coordinatiori
among these :1 evel s no compl ete knowledge of the Vocational edkati on data

base exists. From 1972 to.1976 the author directed Project Baseline,ja
series of, annual kreports on,vocational education mandated\by Congress.
Lee's insights into the, problems of aggregating the data base are manY,'
for\`he haft. had, the experience of confronting the issues over the years.

In the next paper,' "Effects of Vocational Education Programs: Research
Findings and Issues,", John T. Grasso and John R. Shea review in detail

, available data from several national surveys that bear''upat the issues and
\

resulting' research findings:related- to' tne effects of vocational education
on program participants.
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THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DATA BASE

General= Characteristics

Skilled employment in the United ;:tares depends on a variety
of educational and training programs, public aid private, as unstructured
as the economy :itself. Included among them are both on-the-job and organ-
ized training- by most employers, a large number of private training
schools, the very substantial occupational training: proyided by the armed
services, apprenticeship programs in the skilled trades, public manpower
programs supported largely by -the= Department of Labor, and vocational
education-in the schoolS. Very little coordination exists either in the
training provided or in knowing what being done for whom and with
what-results _.=

Arthur M. Lee

Coordination of programs or information is/virtually nonexistent
at the national level . At the_state level some states have interagency
coordination among, publicly supported programs, and 1 icensure of private
training schools has-been glien tor_a= number of the slAte vocational edu-

_cation-a_gencies.. The most ..iffective coordination- that does take pl ace_
is at :the local community level usually-through vocational education-
advisorttormiittees. Even these, however', rarely include private train-
ingschools- or :'training in_ the armed services

Within this confused and in some respects chaotic situation,-
vocational' education has been -functioning for more than fifty years.
During:the past derafle and a half _a substantial amount of growth has
taken place, and 7.- nature of vocational education has-undergone con-
siderable-change. Yam states during the same period have increased
the_,_amount and kinds of data that describe their programs through the

_develotimint of automated infOrntionsystems, and numerous local- school
stricts- are--increasing the aiai 1 abil ty of detai I ed -information

. through-autoMated record keeping: At the national level , some of these
additional data_ have been assert-1bl ed and _disseminated by;Project Base-
line. But lack-_of -standardized definitions, the uneven quality of
data repotting, ftagmentation sources, and the almost complete

_absence of some kindsfof data make the entire data base far froM
adequate as---well as-difficult to use.

This_ paper AU ptesent-a description of that data base in
terms both-of its--cu:' 'nt and foreseeable usefulness and of its =short,-

,comings--.Anly that of occupational- training carried on in public
- secondary-'and postsecondary schools will be included. For the most part,

Arthur M. Lee_ is Director of Project Baseline at: Northern
AriZoria-AniversityAry- Flagstaff. This essay is excerpted from a more
..extenctedjaper prepared for the National_ Center for Research in. Voca

..tional Education.7_7Thellocational Education_ Study acknowledges with -

gratitude the-Center-Is _and the authOr't. permissions° to reproduce portionspo_
of hti ,Work 'het ,
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that is what is currently knoWn. as vocational education, but it goesbeyond what is usually reported to state and .federal agencies as voca-tional education. Those reports;- in turn, include many classes belowhigh school level which,---although recognized as vocational in federallegislation,_are of a pretraining-- nature and not included in this assess-ment of the vocational education data base..
Most of the data at the secondary level are confined, to gradeseleven and twelve, although this is -not readily apparent in most reportingsystems. In states_ where = secondary schools may, offer three- and four-yearsequential IPrograms, and in those where freshmen and sophomores may enrollin one- or-two-year _programs, it is- rarely possible to know the gradelevel (and thus the-comparative -maturity and approxiinate time for entering= the employment market) of high school vocational education students.

One_io.f_ themost confusing tfspects of _both secondary and post-secondary-data is-a total _lack of agreement-about- where_ to includeadults, In some-states they are all reported' aspostsecondary students,while in others adults who _attend -evening crasses in-high schoolfacilities are reported as-secondary students. _The problem stems from-the federal government's. insistence on considering adult vocationaleducation as a-separate_level rather_than a particular classificationof students:

thei pdstseciindarY. institutions-fare- of -two-kinds,=7 communitY6-1--Ieges:iatid Aechni-caljnstitiftes. There are a number of
colTe:gPs-f4fid--billiversities-offerl ng limited vocational educa-
therfi.:_arOso--iiiiFf=schoolSt="Where-.4radaatescan enroll in

postsecondary:ip_rw.ams,=but -.44ese--,--.Tare-rel i vely: few.- of insti-
tutional:iatrangements-at-beith_=the secondary7and postsecondary levelsvary from:- coinprehen_sile-_:aca-demie-:and voca tonal _combinations =on s.i ng' ecampuses to -a cirae-f-elfk-off-Separate Skill_ -centers organized within,:sfrigleor multiple -Sehott1S-_-and401Jolr.dis.tricts.--

No compfetelknovtled_ge-iof the viiCatioral_-educa-t-ion data-baseexists. ;Itt -charatter-istics --vari:Wi del y-_-_betweeir schools--with- automated_record systems and-those with- only -:paper files, betweenTlarge institu-
_

t,ions and smaller oneS, betWee-nurban__And ons and betweenSchoordistricts as well-Iras ---state govermonts-_haviiigidifferentoffitiar---
policies and practi cesliegardi ng 'schk1 -recOni- maintenance. - -The,respon-sibility: for whatever itrknown ard:44So _what =can be_ made available aothe public rests with 1 acalschOol:;boards-, schoolfadminisTratoit-4-'-'andstate ldgislatures. °

Spite efforts to s-tandardii.e (Tea 1--s chonl reCord-Ae-ep_ifig
nationally have been made-by- the Nationaljtenter for EdUcatio-nal_S tatis---tics in- its= educational rhandbook=serles:=- _The U.S. Office ofJEdtication(USOE ) and the National Associattort-79f-Chi-ef State School Office-es have
been working together- fur -miire than --a decade -tryi ng to obtain-a- degree_



of uniformity; first in the Bellmont Project, then in the Common Core
of Data, and currently through a subcommittee of the National Association =
of Chief State School Officers known as CEIS--Committee on Education and "v
Information Systems.

Very likely, the underlying cause of a lack of uniformity, and
this includes the vocational education data base, is the division of
responsibility noted above .among school boards, school administrators,
and state legislatures. Local boards have a tradition of autonomy,

1whether real or imagined--and this varies, too, among the different state's.
The exercise of that autonomy in adopting record-keeping and record-
handling policy (including definitions of data in the records) leads
naturally to a nonuniform data base within each state. School adminis-
trators may compound the problem through' their own differences in
exercising their responsibilities. State legislatures make their own
contributions to national confusion by establishing additional mandatory
requirements of their own.

The result is that, while certain kinds of data such as total
numbers of students by grade level and sex, and clock hours of courses, may
be uniform, other kinds are not.. These include instructional costs,
course titles and content, numbers of handicapped and disadvantaged
students, and-many others. A very serious element of nonuniformity is
added when local school administrators are asked to report data from
files that were not designed for that purpose. Even if sufficient staff
are available to do this with a high degree of accuracy, which is often,
notthe case, it is probably true that such data are supplied by most
schools on the basis of guesswork and estimates rather than actual records.
And when there is any question as to precisely what data are requested,

__ which happens in the use of printed forms and questionnaires distributed
--by mail rather than through personal interviews by trained researchers,
this approach can contribute to uneven data and to some extent unreliable
data.

At the state level there are literally.over fifty different
kinds of vocational education data bases. The only common core of data
is the set of gross statistics reported by each state to the federal
government;-and this is laced with definition and procedural inconsis-
tencies. Information about the state data bases comes-from several
sources; One is the set of federal reporting forms used to compile and,,
transmit stadent,_followup, financial, and instructional personnel totals
to the U.S. Office'of Education. Another, whichAs a multiple source,
consists of the-state vocational education directors and information
specialists in_each of the 52 states (50 states, Washington, D.C., and
Ruerto R.cotwith whom the Project Baseline staff have worked duringthe
past-six years. Several research projects in recent years have also
developed data-base information, notably the EDNEED study by North
Carolina State University at Raleigh and the Ohio State University Center
Study of-staternianagetent information systems.-
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Responsibility for each state's vocational education data baserests primarily with the state board for vocational education, an agency
required Under federal legislation. State board policy is administeredby a state director and his or her staff, who often exercise consider-
able responsibility of their own. Within the past decade, some of the
responsibility has alsa been assumed by the state superintendent of-
education under whose authority state directors function in all but afew states.

The most powerful element in the direction of national unifor-mity, and.to some extent:an encroachment upon the responsibility'of
state boards and state ditectors, has been federal reporting. Not onlyare the data required for this purpose the only common core of data that
exists at the state level, but in.a majority of states that data is
virtually the. only vocational education data bate. These data; of
course, are characterized by nonuniformity of definitions and questionablereliability, but they are much better than no data base at All.

A second major element that may lead to greater uniformity.ofdata at the state level is the development of automated informationsystemi. These too are. directly andAndirectly produced by federalinitiative and support. Many states developed their syttems with federa'r
vocational research funds within their federally create,Land supported
research-coordination units (RCU's). Mo.'e,recently the Research and
Demonstration Division of the Bureau of Occupational and Wdult Education(BOAE) has encouraged their further development with-'grants from'the
Commissioner's'discretionary.vocational research funds..

Most states, however, even with automated information systems,have not gone very far beyond collecting the data required in the
federal reports. It should have been necessary to have mere complete
data.bates at the state level in order to carry out the planning and
reporting functions under federal legislation since 1963, but the'staies
were not required to do so. In 1976 Congress land- down some new'require-w)qs.- A national vocational education data systee(VEDS) is tO'be.
established by the National Center for Educational Statistics ANCES),
using, standardized definitiOnt. Even VEDS will not be adequate at the.state level, because-Congress als_added Stringent new, .requirements fordata in each state's five-year-and annual plans and in annual acount-ability reports.

0.

Whether the intent of Congress is realized or not waits tobe seen. There are at least three obstacles: (1) an unwillingness by
'many states to let, the federal government tell them what data they mustprovide and in what form; (2) the difficulty that any federal agencyhas in designing and putting into operation a complex activity involving
all kinds of political ramifications as well as more advanced technology
than most federal agency personnel are familiar with; and, Most impor-
tantly, (3)' inadequate funds and staff to get the job done. Very 'serious and commendable ef ts are underway to accomplish what Congress6
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has called for, but a completely realistic assessment of the vocational.
education ddta base at the state level for at least the next several
years would suggest that no great changes are going-to take place.

Information about data available at the federal level comes
directly from the agencies involved, BOAE, NCES, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), the National Occupational Information Committee (NOIC),
and others in the Department of Labor and Commerce. Individuals within
those agencies who are working with the data on a regular and usually
full-time basis are particularly knowledgeable. "Additional information
is available in the Project Baseline files, six years ace mu of
many kinds of data too fragmented to have been published but neverthe-
less valuable in assessing data availability.

The data base itself at the national level does serve the purpose
of providing a little more information about vocational education than
is known of any other segment of education in the schools. Its inade-
quacies and flaws have been repeatedly pointed out by the National Advisory
Coundil on Vocational Education, by Congressional commttg,as, and parti-
cularly by the authors of Project Baseline reports over a period of many
years.' Some improvement has been shown in recent years as far as reli-
ability of the data is concerned but none whatever in the adequacy and
utility of the data being collected. In some respects utility has been
impaired through almost annual changes in reporting requirements. This
has been particularly true of financial data and student characteristics.

Responsibility for the vocational education data base at the
federal level has been for many years a function of the vocational
division of the U.S. Office of Education, currently the Bureau of Occu-
pational and Adult Education. This will change'in FY 1979 when NCES takes
over, Tegardless of the extent to which NUS will have succeeded in its
development of VEDS.

It is not, however, an undivided responsibility. Congress also
created in the 1976 legislation a National Occupational Information-
Committee, made up of members from the Bureau of Occupational and Adult,
Education, the Bureau of Labor Statistics; the National Center for
Educational Statistics and the Department of :abor=Office of Employment
and.Training. While the legislation is not clear as to the relationship
between NOIC and the NCES's national Vocational Education Data System,
in-practice NOIC exercises a limiting function. The most important
division of responsibility, however, is with the-Office-of Management
and Budget,(0MB), which by law must approve all data-colleCtion forms.
In recent years OMB has pursued this responsibility with increasing
vigor, subjecting any new collection of data to additional judgment,
and often to inordinate delay:

From these .obseryations it.is evident that resnonsibility is
notadeoqately centralized at my level to hold much hope fora completely
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satisfactory vocational educatiOn data base as long as that situation
prevails. :At the local level responsibility is divided among school
boards, administrators, and state legislatures. 'At the state level it
is divided among state boards of vocational education with their state
directors and staff, state superintendents of education and their staff,
and the requirements of federal reporting. At the federal level it is
divided between the, U.S. Office of Education with its Bureau of Occu- =
pational and Adult.Education, the National Center for Educational
Statistics, the National Occupational Information Committee, and the
Office' of Management and Budget. Improvement over the situation as it
exists now is certainly possible and can be expected. How long it takes
and hoW far the improvement will go without more prodding by Congress
waits to be seen.

Data at the Local Level

Vocational education course and program data are largely
liMited at the school district level to descriptive titles and brief
descriptions of_their content. Clock hours of instruction can be com
puted, and this adds a quantitative measure of possible student knowledge
and aills'attainment. 'The grade' level at which a course is taught is
an'indication Of expected student maturity, and when prerequisites are
listed a degrfie of advancement-is also added. In employment:training pro-
grams encompassing groups of courses, usually requiring two, three, or
even fours years to complete, it is possible to put together: composite
descriptions from what is known of the courses. But these are the only
data that are ordinarily available.

Actually, detailed course content is knOwn by teachers and
administrators at each school, but it is seldom a matter of record. The
knowledge and skills acquired by students who successfully complete a
course or program are equally undocuriented. Moreover, research on
commonalities in similar courses and rt.ovams in different institutions,
and especially in different states; Shown. extreme-variations as

:often as evidence of a common core .ct': knowledge.and skills. This point
needS tobe made in assessing the we,Itional education database, because
it rules out the' possibility, of obtaining more than skeleton data on the
scope of what is taught or what students who complete'vocational educa-
tion programs may be (pected to know.

Not even these program data are included on 'ederal report
fjorms; which contain nothing but federal .course number_ and titles. These
l'oorrespond to most,'but not all, of the courses offered by local secondary
', -Nand postsecondarrinstitutions. Some new and innovative courses have no

\....:federal equivalents. Not infrequently employment prepti%tion programs
',*\one, two, three, and four years are identified locally as industrial
'arts, general business, or by some other designation rather than as
vocational education. In other cases, vocational education courses and

7.
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programs are not included because they are not receiving federal support
and there are no compelling reasons to submit federal reports.

Student-enrollment data at the local level, on the other hand,
are mtvii more adequate than course and program data. School records
invariably contain, in addition to names and addresses, each individual's
age, grade level, sex, courses in which enrolled; grades, and nften
achievement-test scores. Names and addresses are used by, many states for
mailing out followup questionnaires, but in others they are protected
against invasion of privacy.

One element in the address does constitute a valuable addition
to the enrollment data base without invading privacy, and that is the
postal zip code. The Bureau of the Census has developed zip code socio-
economic profiles, which provide additional data aboutnstudents enrolled
in different kinds of vocational education programs in different kinds
of neighborhoods.

Because of a variety of federal and state programs for students,
with special needs, additional student characteristics are being iden-
tified in an increasing number of schools. -These include low family
income, presence of a handicapping condition, minority status, and
classification as gifted or talented. Most schools, however, still
.have only part or none of these data in their records, and their res
ponses to requests on federal forms and in research instruments vary
from 'airly good estimates to pure guesswork.

One of the most difficult problems with vocational education
enrollment data at the local level, as well as 'at every level above,
is in knowing whether the compilers of the data mean course enrollment
or program enrollment. Some states attempt, to restrict enrollments to
programs requiring two or more years of courses, but there is nothing to
prevent students from leaving programs with fewer than the required
courses, and many of 'them do. Some states make no distinction. Stu-
dents taking single courses as electives are often included equally in
the data base with those enrolled in two-, three-, and four-year programs.

.

When these data are mixed together the difference in total enrollment is
substantial, and the extent of preparation for employment by the average
enrollee loses much of its meaning.

Another problem is in knowing the occupational objectives of
students enrolled in vocational education. In the case of students en-
rolled in programs requiring a sequence of courses, their occupational
objectives should correspond to the employment objectiVes of those pro-
grams. In most cases they do, but a fairly substantial 'number of students
.take courses in more than one program. For example, an agricultural
student may take auto mechanics, and a distributive education student may
take a course in typing. This is perfectly all right for the students
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and probably gives them better all-round. preparaftion for the job market..
buehow are their occupational objectives identified in the data base?
In some case their career goals are part of-the- record, butusUally
programs and occupational objectives are assumed to be tke same, and_no
other data are available. In states where students taking,single voca-
tional courses are included:in the data base as enrollments,,it may be
only coincidental if their occupational objectives can be idtntified by
the courses they are taking at any given time. -----__ /

/The occupational objectives of-vocational students, become
important in relating enrollments as well as in relating completions to
eTployment market demand. Students, for exaMple, may be enrolled in
secretarial courses in numbeft great enoughLfo overbalance the need for
secretaries, while in fact many athem havO, no intention of going into
that field but are merely picking up skillsjto be used in quite unrelated
careers. Occupational objectives are alsoka'as part of the major
criterion in judging the success of vocational programs. If, after
completing their programs, students, are employed in the fields for which
they were trained, those programs are Budged to have served their purposewell. But this assumes that the occupational objective of each student
is a matter of record, and since ghat is not true the current basis for
evaluating vocational education is not as valid as it should be.

One unfortunate characteristic of local school enrollment data
bases is their lack of continuity. Same records are kept in permanent
files, but even where automatic data pro essing is used record storage
becomes a problem. Consequently, each ye r's data are for the most part
available only during the year when they a e current. Ifdata are needed
for prior years, quite often they are simply no longer in existence. If
data collection encounters any kind'of delay and requests' reach local
schools more than a month or two after the school year-has ended, more
than like4 the requests cannot be met. SuCh data can only be estimated,and even estimOes are possible only for gross data, not for detail.\ k

\ One remaining problem with the data base at the local level
shoUld also bilrecognized. School administrators are usually-reluctant
to prov-iue data about their students and programs, for a variety of
reasons:\The extra time. and effort required of themselves and-staff
personnel sil\hardly a welcome addition to'their responsibilities.' in many
cases, thei'e are problems of kinds of data.available having to be related.
to kinds of data wallted. If enrollment files are not automated, they
also-be'fragmented in more than one office. If they are-automated,
existing programming may not,be capable of obtaining the particular data
elements and compilations wanted.

More importantly,, school administrators are not ordinarily very
' comfortable in releasing data about their operations. This is particularly

89.
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true of data required by the federal gove'rnment beyond what is absolutely
necessary. -They-have been plagued by so many federal requests that a
defensive response is almost automatic. In the case of vocational
educatiod, not all schools are receiving federal or state support for
their programs,and those that do not .have no incentive to proVide
data. Schools that do receive federal support reAliZe-thlt it amounts,
on the average, to only one-sixth of what they have to pay to offer vo-
cational education. Many of theM quite seriously weigh the advantages
of that amount of support against the conditions under: which it is pro-

ivided--including constant demands for data--and wonder if it is worth
/ the effort. Some school districts have already dropped federal support

for this reason.
,r

So much for enrollthent data. What does the local vocational
eLcation data base have with which to measure benefits to students?

,

Not much, actually, but probably a reasonable amount of data are obtain-
,able through research. Followup data at the local level ordinarily in-

.

clude little more than what are collected for state and federal reporting.
'These are heavily job- placement - oriented statistics--coMpleters employed
in the fields for which trained or related fields, employed-in nonrelated
fields, unemployed, or not available for placement because of-continuing
their education at higher levels or for other reasons. Federal reporting'
requirements call only for totals by eight broad occupational areas and
by handicapped and disadvantaged. ,

Many individual instructors have more complete records of their
,former" students, and some states attempt to collect additional data from
all reported vocational education completers through mailed-out question-
naires. The availability of additional information,however, is so spotty
and uneven as to be virtually useless for national collection and
analysis. 1

The'most glaring omission in followup data currently 'aVailable
at the 1Dcal level is a measurement of benefits beydnd the first year
after completingoiocational programs. There are few datathat show job.'
success or advancethent or even placement after the first year for students
who were not immediately available to be placed. Almost'equally serious
is the absence of data showing benefits.. other than employment,. Contri-
butions of vocational education to student-maturity, communications skills,
work attitudes, And entry into., or success. in other careers not directly
related to thee - training field ire widely.Claimed,, but virtually no data
are available even et the local level to support or deny such claims.-

Also needed for adequate knowledge of vocational education
benefits, but rarely available, are even'the limited placement data re-
lated to student characteristics. Very few local schools, and equally
few states, maintain records of students employed or not employed who are
of one sex or the other, of one ethnic group or another, handicapped,
disadvantaged, or gifted. In most cases, no one butthe instructors-or
the students 1.!,ethselves know what vocational education has done for
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individual students. But it is this fact that open's up the possibility
of a greater quantity and higher quality of followup data through research.
Unlike course, program, and enrollment data, followup data are retrievable
long after the training has ended. Up to a certain point, the older the
data,the better. In this sense, the data base is no longer at the local
school; it is scattered. But the key to its retrieval is at the local
schools in the presently inadequate--but nevertheless usable--classroom,

program, and.sometimes school lists of former students and their last-
known. addresses.

Vocational education financial data .post local schools include
state and federal funds received, usually in a single combined total, and
gross expenditures such as equipment, supplies, salaries, and travel. They
do not ordinarily include indirect expenditure; uch as administration and
utilities, nor do they identify expenditures by course or program. The
smallest unit of cost accounting in the great majority of schools is

--- occupational area,such as agriculture or trade and industry. It is not
possible in these schools to know the cost per instructional unit, per
student clock hour, or for any specific training program such as farm
mechanics or welding. The records kept are based on a roughly national
set of guidelines adopted by most state legislatures or departments of
eddcation in which expenses are posted by category (instructional costs,
administration, maintenance, etc.) rather than by instructions: program.

What are greatly needed, and are available in'some schools, are
expenditure data by instructional unit related directly to income. These
figures require a complicated bookkeeping system and probably can only be
done by computer. With this kind of system, however, school districts
can readily obtain computer printouts showing total actual expenditures,
both direct and indirect, by class, program, occupational area, and,total
vocational education related to enrollments in each case and including
the percentages of each expenditure from federal, state, and local funds.
Federal and state percentages can be further divided into categories of
support such as handicapped, research and demonstration, general support,
or others. Dollar .amounts can also be printed out.

There are any number of systems in operation capable of producing
these data, not of them probably in large urban school districts and
postsecondary institutions, but not necessarily. The most widely used
system has been developed for postsecondary institutions by the National
Center of Higher EducatTon Management Systems (NCHEMS), suppc,ced by the
National ,Institute of Education (NIE). This system has 'also been adapted
to secondary schools andlay eventually bring instructional-unit-cost
accounting to all( secondary,. and postsecondary institutions.

A problem that has caused both the U.S. Office of Education
and state vocational education agencies a great deal of trouble is keeping
track of encumbrances and unobligated funds carried over from one year-to
to the next. It is largely .a state problem, but financial data at the
local level are involved. Its only importance is in accounting. for per
centages of federal funds legal-v required to be spent for categorical

.r
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purposes such as for special programs for the handicapped. Frequently
such funds are obligated to be spent during a fiscal year, but for 'one
reason or another they are not actually spent until the next fiscal year.
The state may then appear to have failed to meet its legal requirement,
although if the two years were combined the state would have done so.

Unobligated funds carried over from one year to another cause
a similar, problem. A state's total expenditure for one year, in which
substantial funds were carried over from the previous year and:very little
remained unspent to carry over into the next, may greatly exceed the
amount received from the federal government.. If the percentage spent for
one of the special categories is based on that year's federal grant, the
state may actually spend a smaller percent of total federal funds than
the legal minimum. 'Here again the problem disappears when funds are
balanced out over two or more years.

This has been such an issue, however, that the federal reporting
forms have been redesigned into a highly complicated financial-reporting
procedure. In redesigning the forms to solve accounting and legal problems,
the use of those forms for expenditure analysis has been largely ignored.
The result is that at the present time local school financial reporting
for vocational education does not contribute much of anything to a know-
ledge of program costs, and it is difficult to extract even the data that
are meaningful. At the same time most schools use a categorical bookkeeping
system, which adds virtually nothing to the availability of useful data
for vocationil education cost analysis. It,may be possible to find
enough secondary and postsecondary schools using automated instructional-
unit cost accounting to obtain generalizahle data, and this should probably
be explored.

Professional personnel data at the local level are usually
fairly good in providing such characteristics as certification, education,
experience in the field, age, sex, and courses taught. This is far more
than most states and the federal government collect. Two critical ele-
ments, however, are usually missing.. One is the extent to which knowledge
of technical practices in the field being taught is current, including
kinds of equipment and skilli needed by students far employment today
as compared to those needed when the instructor worked in that field. The
most conspicuous example is data processing, where several new generations
of hardware and-software have appeared during the past 10 to 15 years.
An instructor who had not gone back and spent time working in the field
almost annually would become partially obsolete in the knowledge and
skills deede&to teach the subject.

,k The-other missing element in most schools' vocational educa-
tion database with respect to instructional personnel, although it is
well known to-local administrators and teachers, is the availability of
new teachers. ;It is widely reported that vocational teachers are in
short supply, Out the extent of shortages iweach occupational area or
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program and in differeat geographical areas is ordinarily not known. Data
are available in trainiw institutions on numbers of new instructors being
prepared, although these data are often lacking in occupational detail.
Neither the supply side nor the demand side of the picture is adequately
established at the local institutional level, and this is where knowledge
of the supply, at least, would be most reliable.

Data at the State Level

Traditionally vocational edutation data of all kinds -- student
enrollment, followup, financial, and instructional personnelhave been
obtained by asking local schools to supply certain figures. ;These were .^ .

compiled by hand at the schools and sent to the state agencies, where
totals of all schools in the state were'again compiled. It was a manual
process all the way. Neither school totals nor state totals had much
documentation, merely the paper files from which they were a sembled,
and these ranged from teacher's class registers to mental ca culations
of placements based on memory, to the variety of recordt kept by state
supervisors of agriculture, distributive education, etc'. It Was a system
almost guaranteed to produce data at the state level with substantial
percentages of error, most of which would probably be unintentional,
but with such an open invitation to abuse that it would be"naive to
suppose none occurred.

In the past 10 to 15 years more than three-fourths of the
states have adopted some kind of automated data systems in vocational ,

education'reporting, but as recently as a year ago there were still 10
states compiling their data entirely through traditional manual systems.
Three of these were planning to automate, but the others were either to
comfortable with the way they have always collected their data to want
to change or they felt they didn't have the money or staff necessary to
do so. In most cases they have believed, correctly or not, that they
cannot affort to use computers. Some of the computer systems are
expensive, but both hardware and software costs hive been drastically
reducedin recent years. Until those states decide, to shift some portion
Of their funds into automating their reporting systems, they not only,
report data whose quality is doubtful, but they are \incapable of report-
ing more than just the few gross statistics required in the past by the
p.s. Office of Education. \

How reliable are the data from these states? Beginning with
student enrollment data, they are probably inflated by up to 30 percent
for those programs in the schools they intend to report. This is the s'ze
of the drop in ;total students enrolled found in a few states when they
converted their manual systems to automated. On the other hand, these
states may 'fail to include enough programs that :inflation of what they
do report is balanced by underreporting. And since these are all rela-
tively small states, neither overreporting nor underreporting would
significantly affect national statistics.
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Even though the number of states -still using manual reporting
systems is small, and they Have relatively small populations, by no means
do all of the vocational education data in the cther states come from
automated systems. Most states have only partly automated information
systems. Enrollments are usually automated first, but in many cases
only at the secondary level or only for part of the state. Only a few
states ;-,z1ve automated followup data systems, and the same is true of
financio' data and professional personnel data.

There are also wide variations among states in the kinds and
amounts of data they obtain through automated systems. Many of them
collect little more than what they are required to report to the federal
government. Even when they do collect additional data, they sometimes
fail to develop the computer progranming neeed to print out what they
have in useful tabulations and summaries.

Very few states dd much iii the way of enrollment analysis by
computer, printing outs for example, the percentages of students in
different minority groups who are enrolled in lower-paying occupational
programs compared to the percentages enrolled in training programs '

leading to higher salaries. A number of.them have this capability. 'There
are a few states with management-information systems complete enough to
provide great deal of information about comparative enrollments, place-
ments, cA costs among different school districts;-different geographic
areas, different socioeconomic areas, different kindS-of,students, and
different occupational programs. But they are stili a small minority.

u,, to from automaIed systems, while usually much more accurate
than those compiled by hand, still have very limited usefulness outside
of each individual state they represent.'Adnuniformity across state
lines is a serious problem even for the statistics required for federal
rloorts. It is no better, and usually worse, in data not required for
federal reporting. Followup data, for example, which include student
response to the training pr vided may vary from "Did your,training help
you to obtain your job?".t "Do you feel you benefited from your training?"
to."has your training helpe you iR other ways than getting a job?"
Occupational training other than vocational education may include only
advanced industrial arts an general business in some schools while in
others it includes. music, a t, dancing, and writing, and these varia-
tions among schools are car ied up to the state level where the voca-
tional education data base s broad enough to include data of these kinds.,

...

The problems with the automated state,systems that do exist are 0
almost entirely'pollitical, ot technical. 1.14t of those that are limited
to-only one or two kinds of

II
data, such as enrollment and followup, and

to few if any more c .cements than are required for,federal reporting,
could have systems i,., -ompl to as any other state. There is simply more
opposition', whether on grow ds of economy or policy.or simply lack of
concern, than support for

i

re complete information. 'Two arguments are



invariably heard in opposing a better data base at the state level, as
they are at the federal level also. One is that it costs too much, and
th other is that it can't be done.' Both are usually based on ignorance
an reflect either inertia or a proprietary attitude about information
t e public is entitled to have.. There are those who simply do not want
o make the effort to impro4 what they are doing, and some simply prefer
of to make any more information available than what they themselves

wish to make available.

With this variety of automated information systems, to what
extent are the data they produce reliable? 'The, answer depends, of
course, .frt the characteristics of each states system. Some of them
have verj high levels of reliability. Some are little better than manual
systems. But generally speaking, the data are fairly reliable within
the boundaries of what they represent. Enrollment data, for example,
are reasonably accuir e as numbers of students enrolled in specific
vocational programs i a state like Ohio, and they are also fairly
accurate as numbers\o students enrolled in all vocational, education
coursfa in a state l e Arizona. Reliability of data depends entirely
on what they are sup sed to represent.

One of the most important results of automation is that data
not collected by the U.S. Office of Education are now available in almost
every state with an automated information system, aild although this,fact
is generally understood, its significance is often overlooked. Most
states with automated systems, for example, were collecting sex and ethnic,
-data when USOE dripped its requirements to collect these for several !
years. Most states with automated followup systems usually collect
placement data by program or occupational objective,, whereas the feder1
reports only require these data within broad categories of,occupational,

areas.

The single most important category of data every state has'that
USOE does not collect are defihitions of the data they do:report. In-
cluded with definitions, which are known but, not alwaysiclearly estab
lished, is, what each kind of'data is supposed to represent. It is not
so much a matter of neglect by USOE in obtaining this information as it
is the inability of most states to reduce it to statements of fact.
There has been and'still is a serious,coMmunications gap between-those
in the states who collect the data,and compile them for federal reporting
and those in USOE who are responsible,for analyzing and interoretatinM,
these data for management Purposes, fat-nine by Congress, and for the
public.

Standardiied 6rms simply; have never succeeded iomaking,
availableat the federal level anlaccurate account of vocational eau-
cation as\it takesplace in each of the st,:tes,'and to depend, solely on
,this means, reporting, even with, the adthfional descriptive reports
that, have been requireo and the accountability reports reqUired under
the 1976 legislation; WoUld'Oerpetuate a.knowledge gap o'f'where each
of those data elementsoriginated, how theivere compiled, what they
mean, and ',,why they may be significantly different one yitir from the
preceding year. Vithout that knowledge, neither can an adeuate essess2
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ment,of the data bases in the states be made, nor can the data obtained
be adequately used.

The problems of data compatibility among different states also
illtjstrate the pbint made earlier that definitions of the data being
collected vary widely from one school district to another and from one
state to another. Secondary school enrollment data, for-example,
include students in grades K through 12 in some states, but are limited
to 6 through 12 in others, 9 through 12 in still others, and 10 through
12 in a few. Data on the disadvantaged and handicapped have always been
reported differently in different states. As noted earlier, secondary-level
data include adults in some-states and not in.others. All adult vocational
education is reported as postsecondary in some states. In still other
states, it is divided between the two. The National Center for Educa-
tional Statistics recently found 27 states using different definitions
of vocational education programs.

In some respecti the situation appears almost hopeless, but in
fact it.is not hopeless at all. For all of the variations in definitions
and in the quality and meaning of, the data collected, they are usually
not erratic. They possess a measure of continuity, of uniformity over
the years. There are sharp increases and decreases in individual state
reports each year, but there are almost always explanations that make
it possible to average out such inconsistencies over two or three years
or to recognize significant changes taking place in one or another of
the states.

It is possible also, by knowing' for example that expenditure
data are underreported by approximately 25.percent in one state and by
10 percent in another, to come fairly close to actual costs. Knowing
what each kind of data represents in each state leads to the national
analysis and interpretation of these data with a reasonable degree of
reliability. Conclusions based on the data are then sufficiently valid
to suppOrt policy and funding decisions at the national as well as at
the state levels. Very substantial improvements are needed in the state
data bases, but until they are realized it is not to be supposed that
those data bases are without a great deal of utilization value. They
are much more valuable than has been evident'in their limited use by the
federal government.

Data at the Federal Level

Much has been said about tne federal reporting system in voca-
tional education, most of it critical, but with all its faults the federal
data base has provided more information about this segment of American
education at the national level than can yet be obtained about any other.
It is full of inco zistencies, and the data can only be used with great
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cormiderableknowledge of what they represent. But with that
art in suite of problems and inconsstamoltes, the Office of

Education's data base of statistics from more than- -fifty states is fairly
substantial_ Thereare literally almost 3,000 T,Allis of data on four
forms coveing financial outlays, teachers and Wmcher training, student
enrollments_ and completions ana placements.

firr-rncial data are braken aut by leve (secondary, postsecon-
dary_ am expenditurt -For disadvantage( ayy level, handicapped
by 1Ee1_ _al.miruction by level, research by exemplary (innovative)
programs 7.7avel, car:sumer and numemaking by lf all and by depressed areas,
coope-,arive !programs by level and by disadvantapej and handicapped stu-
dents- wore-itudy by level and admirristraton, altif total expenditures by
legis.:8tive -purpose_ Teacher data are broken o iv level (full-time
equive3t -n seconsery and psmseconmary. full .-mme and part-time .in
adult; _mleservice and inservic- nrairing enro" -Notts, and preservice
and imertr,,ice camplercdons.

_-Jaent eirrollment am- zraxen DU,:f :, level (preparatory,.
suprieammaa_ and maorenticesriu, tne case cif citilts), cooperative,
ar&origno7--::L.. for ,&e-17.ti of 1S1 uCzupational orcimrams (many states use

_occ,oattons) plus: the same trreakOwts for disadvantaged,
cocAer ,,e, irk- stag studeimW froirrziepireg,,,ereas, handicapped, and
eacn groans. Cmipletions are aasmarazed at each level 5.er

eight ibro44_1=cupattor-t dreas,.asswell as nondicammed and disadvantageul.
Coc.-,:)%eAc ,are also teen out -n data by status unknown,
not.411v-;'db- 7or tiaeememt (ve-:n is f:I.ther -woken out by continuing
eduoat',,r 3r leveJ, ant =ther reasons). tmpilayed full time in
field tainem or a -rteated field, ;--moTaved seeking work, anal
other e merit oemplowment pmnritime only o, in a nonrelated field).

-1-.7.se reports are ,tied in different ways by different
station, 4*. r'Aited previously. 7'remncial, teacher., amd student-enroll-
ment forw are due on November ;',3 each year after the end of the school
year. ri'Toihrup form:; are due the following May 31. In practice, any-
where -wm a fourth to half of the states fail to get their November 30
repor.:.s ,nn or time, and all but a handful are late in getting their .

followiip newts in. The reports go first to the regional offices where
they ar@ checked for compliavce arid, if lacking something that might
have beer rlooked in their 'rparation, are sent back for completion.

Zn the BOAE in Mashlimiton the data are entered in a computer
and printetZut in a varieay cot" summary statistical tables for 'publica-
tion

state

tristribtuion. Tire aannial tables are printed long after all of
the stater-sports should .havee Moen received, so the data should be
complete_ when a state sly has not gotten its reports in, the
tables are printed with blaOlis far that state. It makes little difference
nationally if the missing data are those of a small state like Nevada,
but in 190-_,-4 California dai oat have its_financial data in when-- the
tables werverinted, and as aammsult USOE's national tables were seriously
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inaccurate that year. Act emery in anis case means simply reproducing
whatever the stases report_ Other inaccuracies occur virtually every
year l the Wbfl as a Ilicat of individual states amending their
reports, sometimes by suie0aotial amounts, too late for the BOAE to
make rdvisiltms.

The biggest singbe problem with the USOE data base has always
been its lack of quality control. Whatever the states put down, pro-
vided She proper cells on each form ar,2 filled in, is accepted. Even
if states make unintentione errors, trey are rarely noticed. If, for
example, a sate reports weasecondar/ vocational education students
than there are total students:in the secondary institutions of that
tate, no ore notices became the totaj number of secondary students is

not intrluided. If mare blach students reported in vocational education
am: the sievandary level tnan there are bMack students in all the high schools
of ten state, -Again no i motices. Thee are actual examples Project
BaselAne has encountered in the past.

Probably more criticism has beer directed at USOE because of
the arsiign and nature of its farms than any other part of its data-gath-
ering operdon. Although some of this criticism has been deserved,
=et of 4' *Icings elsewhere. The for ewe had and still gar have many
;tortiCumnigis, Ube fairly obvious, others more subtle. The aurae for a
o are in federal confection of vocatione education data mita
martioon01 data base 'vests withl t McitiAmmE:7 Center for Educational

Statistics and its conoressWesaly mandemen national vocation ail education
data system. VEDS, still in development. laws to have unit-besed data
in the system, that is, student-based enrollment and followup data and
instrortional-program-based financial data. At the present thine there
are Iwo possible obstacles :2D accomplishing Lrrib. First, most of the
sautes cannot ;apply such mate because their awn systems lack that
capakElity. ...vcond, those that do have tie capability will have to
restructure their systems =produce nationally compatible data. Neither
of these Obstacles need temernanent, but they -pose real problems for
LACES, ,problems that ICES remognizes will have to be solved on _an indi
vidual stalte-3y-state

The one 'teens by which NCE3 can solve these problems as well
as maw xrAers. soth as stomnardized definitions, quality control at
the lame and Mite levels, and shortening the time lag between each
school yea/rano that year's data availability. will be for Congress to
provide tip* funds xo do it. There is a provision in the 197 legislation
authorizlny 13,6 Oillion annually for the states to use for data collection
and other Asa,. and that full amount should be appropriated each
year and used solely for data-systems development and operation. In
addition, ACES should he funds for an adequate staff including personnel
in the start ee erritor-and trouble-shoot as well as to provide technical
assistance far-states in which the current capability to produce reliable
data does natemist.
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In addition to the annual collection of vocational education
statistics by USOE, the total current data base at the national level
includes several surveys carried out by NCES in recent years. A directory
of proprietary schooTS was put together several years ago, anda survey
of occupational education in postsecondary schools was made more recently..

A completely different kind of NCES data collection, and one
with much promise for vocational education, is the National Assessment
of Education Progress (NAEP). Several subject areas have been examined
in terms of the knowledge shown by a national sample of students at ages
9, 13, and 17. Included have been data on career and vocational knowledgg,
and the. results have been published in a series of four national reports.
These reports show only the general levels of knowledge of the total school
population, not just vocational education students, but that in itself
is a bench mark against which to measure future levels when NAEP
repeats the career and vocational testing.

Another NCES study that has produced some-significant national
data about vocational education is the National Longitudinal Study (NLS).
The data are from a national sample of the 1972 high school graduating
class, both during that year and at intervals since then. They cover a
broad range of questions, but the one of most significance to vocational
education is that of the employment of students who had some kind of
occupational training in high school compared to those who dtd not. It
is important to realize that the only way those who had had training
were identified was by their own statements. No effort was made to
find out if their training was called vocational education nr something
else, therefore the problem of selection of training according to schocl
or state policies was avoided.

No attempt was made to find out how extensive the training
was, its length, or the level at which it was received. Obviously
there are problems with this kind of loose identification. Nevertheless,
the results do have some significance and were published in a 1977 report.
Future reports from NLS using new cohorts (the classes of 1980 and 1982)
will be much more valuable, because problems of student identification
with institutions and courses of study are being eliminated. Courses and
contact hours will be directly relatable to student outcomes in terms of
employment from one to nine years after graduation.

Project Baseline has added another dimension to the national
vocational education data base. To some extent the Baseline reports
represent a synthesis of the data base, but'they have also added data
not previously in existence. The best example of this is the set of
statistical tables in which the data collected by the Office of Educa-
tion are displayed. These tables show various relationships among the
data, and they also relate some of the data to population and employment
figures, giving them more significance. And since Baseline was a longi-
tudinal study, the data collected each year were compared with these of
previous years to show trend lines and shifting patterns of performance.
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One element that Project Baseline has contributes -'- ,a national

data base and that has had bath direct and indirect effects -- L annual
reports and the data they contain has been a certain amount Of'valfty
control. Project Baseline had no authority to jadge any sdifte' , tea,
nor did it everattempt to do so; but_it did scrutinize tftse dada, and
when they appeared to have inconsistencies these were call-mad to Co
attention of the states submittingthem. In some cases .' strie4s tmen
recognized mistakes in their federal reports and filed armeoldect 'tiports

with the errors corrected.. In other cases there were exrDennations -fear
the apparent inconsistencies--as when one state last a ree, of data :die

first year it put its aetomated;,System into openntion--ant tihese emits-
nations were included as footnOtesin the Baseline Reports.

One of the most elementary steps taken bv!/ Projei
in quality control was to send *die data tables batx to ac ,Aate emem
they were assembled to allow state personnel,to see how t / =spared
with other states and with theirlOrevious performance. Ir Tigierly

several states each, year, when they saw the tables, faun: - -tam
which had been overlooked on their federal report forms. tnose
errors were always real or were merely perceived/as opoomaetiEt, to
improve the appearance of a state's performance/was not cqmocern

Project Baseline. The only requirement was that errors t* corlected in
only one way--by sending an official amended/repart to th' ''1,S.5_ Office

of Education. .

One additional contribution of Project Baseline Mat Ibeet to
keep the national data base current.'/States not infrequentVA amend
their reports as long as a year or pare after they are amONR4tted7. USOE
has had no way of changing statistfjcs after they are pr*"" +- 'or any
given year. Baseline did. Each annual report in the B. series
contained data from previout years.I When the data were after
one report was published, they were changed to reflect r maMmemt
in the next report. Any current Baseline report thus be bather
source of previous years' data than the documents publish -dr those
years.

Another Baseline product intended as a service
should also be mentioned as an addition to the national
the 1974-5 report was a statistical profile of each stair
longitudinal statistical summary covering five years.
profiles contain on a state-by-state basis the education
and employment statistics which show in fairly compact ei

and nature of vocational programs in operation. The lair -t

show this over a period of time. Annual national prof :let

were also prepared, as well as regional summaries compa-Ic
each region.
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Dati"-3maelmprovement

A number of immrovement in the 'Vocational Education data base
arrendermay at all leveiis,- the most important being under provisions

: -4,40ff TM legislation. Chief of the is VEDS, but each of the states
tea-:vabligations under that law to zuflect data not previously re-

and in mutt' greater-detail. Theimew data_art very explicit, and
tie/ are mandatory to meet-the new plannin* requirements and to prepare
usmow.1 accountability reports. Some cd:/Miestates have little diffi-
:..01,4j, in meeting the new data requirements., because those data are al-
llmithy in their management-Anformation5yStESIS. der states are no
immigbeginning to add them to their systems- MO0 much progress is
limiekoade and how soon 8.17 states will have th required data is not
immilmmAimt from spot checks in several status it would appear that
mummies is slow.

The one major seament of state deOe ktedetfor planning and
Jr. warm the educational agencies are demmndet mm the Department of

Latorrand state employment:services, is emgmmmentvarket demand. These
cat: in the past have been generally so unrklAlible that their use in
stateeplanning. represented Tittle more than 4mr exercise in futility.
Some .states, notably Oklahoma, have pioneerod the Mevelopment_of more
r:?Tlauale employment demand data, and the Department-of Labor has
hat pyrograms underway to improve this partf the data base. How much
inmmlmement has yet taken place is debatatitis 'Apparently there arp
efftm-s which are producing beneficial resuTts. The National Manpower
Insrl-tute, however, which first brought national attention to the almost
wortv,less employment demand data being provided at state and lower levels,
says ihe situation. is still far from satisfactory.

In efforts to improve the vocational education data base at
the national level,. whether by NCES, NIE, or any other agenCy, one point
is rairly critical. They must have the =operation of the state voca-
time' education agencies. Simply stater; this means that state directors
of vocational education not only must be consulted, their participation
must obtained. Surveys of total scholia populations like NAEP and NLS
can be:made without involving state diren=ort of vocational education,
although not without involving the chief slate school officers. But any
attempt to collect data within a state on vocational education programs,
students, expenditures,'and teachers, without the support of the state
director of vocational. education- -and either through or with that person,
the approval of the state superintendentwobld almost inevitably fail.

The reasons for this are simple. The .data local schools
usually have available are those reqUired .4 the state, and any additional
requests not endorsed by the state are likely to be ignored or at least
resented; data obtained under these circumstances will often lack the
attention to accuracy required to make their collection worthwhile.
Federal surveys in the past, notably the senundary and postsecondary voca-

.
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tional education survey of 19E2, conducted withe4;:.state-egency involve-
ment, have resulted in substantial quantities ofiadre which represented
simply figures hurriedly: pulled out of memory or ofessed-at in order to
complete 2he questionnaire. as quickly as possiblft.

he single most important improvement of -;rational education
data in theF4ast decade has been through the develmmment of state menage-
ment-infinemation systems using computer data processing. The great
majority of such systems use unit-)ased'Aata, whim enables them t=
identify -.:awdent characteristics ,A occupation -programs, completions,

placement., and in some cases cost. Thtre are nueemus other analyses that
can be mane mh unit-based data, and a few state= are making sores of

them. Thedr %.impability of doing so is increasinc. In adrlition tc77-far

greater amalriss capability, automated systems afinnat invariably result in
better.diaa. lore attention is given to quality ummirol in obtainimg the
data, arm errors in processing are reduced virtualTj to zero in prnmerly
operated sy%tfias

Ti s is repeatedly made apparent when states first adopt auto-
mated systems.. Their totals rarely show the same patterns that have been
shmn in prepAuus years when manual systems were used. Many sta es find

a marked der:cline in the number of unduplicated students enroll , result-

ing from the-r inability to obtain such a figure through manua systems

except_by guessing, and they almost always had been guessing t o ;nigh.
OccupationE area totals, such as agriculture and trade and i dustry,
usually ha sharp decrease or increases in the first year of automated
data prose,- :trig, as do those of special categories like handicapped and
disadvantalt-'1, work-study and co-op, secondary and postsecondary, and
adult.

-Ix a few states vocational education data have improved through
state auditing requirements. Ohio, for example, audits expenditures and
enrollments in each school in the state every five years. Kansas audits

followup data in each school, because state funds are disbursed on the
basis of-minimum placement percentages. Under the 1976 federal legislation,
state audits of expenditures and state evaluations of performance niist be
carried out in each local educational agency once every five years.) When
such audits and evaluations are strictly third-party operations by exper-
ienced organizations using established professional standards, there is
little doubt of the quality of the data being obtained. That these con-
ditions will prevail can only be.hoped for, not assured. Federal or

third -party monitoring of the state data bases will have to be performed
if the full benefits of periodic audits and evaluations are to be rear
lized in consistently high-quality data--not because the states are not
to be trusted, but because of the constant opportunity for human error.

Another very important reason for improvement in state data .

bases has been, and may be expecetd to continue to be; the emergence in
recent years of professional data spe;ialists. In some states these are
the individuals who have detigned the automated management-information
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systems and oversee their operations. In other states certain management
personnel have been given responsibility to oversee data collection from
local schools and to make them available-far state purposes and to others
including the U.S. Office of Education; ---tese people often become con-
scientious and expert in their work. Irria -few states this function is
still performed by the state director, amd sometimes the state director
has become more of an expert in matters arf data than an else -on his
or her staff. Whoever it is, this persom in many of the states-has
succeeded in bringing about substantial /murovements in the vocational
education data simply through giving a megmr part of his artier time to
working with those data and monitortmg tie=r quality. This person, more
than any other at the state level, is lime-y to know the sources of each
of the data elements, what those elements mean and what they do not mean,
what they represent compared with previous years, and how they change
from one year to the next. In most states, no assessment of the vocational
education data base at either the local or state levels can be made without
this person's assistance.

Project Baseline, as noted earlier, adopted a policy at the
beginning of its study of sending all chhta collected from each state
back to that state in the form in which, they would be published. The
states were then able to check the accuracy of their data as they were
to appear in the Baseline tables and could also see how their performance
looked compared with other states of similar size and location as well
as with the national norms. This procedure does add time to the-research,
but Baseline's experience has been'tha= the additional time is a small
price to pay for better data. It has Ted to the correction of numerous
errors and to additional checking of data by the states. The greatest
advantage gained from this practice was the confidence of the states in
the research itself.

The Data Base and Policy Concerns

.Certain issues have been endlessly debated by academic educators,
vocational educators, administrators, and sometimes in Congress. From
one perspective it can be argued that these issues all stem, in part,
from the nature of the current data base in vocational education. Lack
of uniform and complete information leads to ambiguity, which in turn
creates confusion for decision making. This point can be further elabor-
ated by considering some current policy questions in the field of voca-
tional education. The list presented is suggestive, not definitive.
It does, however, include important issues for which data is not pre-
sehtly available.

One of the first questions that needs to be asked is whether
federal support for vocational, education should be provided primarily for
the purpose of job training, as under current legislation, or for the
economic security of youth and adults regardless of whether they go into
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=gilds for which they are trained as their primary careers, or as an
mmeestment in increased productivity by those who receive vocational
emication (a new concept in the use of federal support) or for all three
4mmpases.

Job training can mean economic security for youth and adults,
tut it does not necessarily have to mean employment in the field for
which trained or even employment at all. Women, for example, who take
.secretarial programs, nursing, or anything else and who neither intend
to seek employment nor become employed but have successful married lives,
may contribute more to their families and to the nation's well-being by
knowing they are trained and can obtain salaried employment if they
want to or ha .,e to. And even when unemployed, are youth and adults better
off if they have employment skills (and, therefore, employment potential)
than if theydo not?

Another national interest in vocational education has been
largely overlooked altogether. Increased productivity in American
business and industry would restore some of the competitive position
American products once had with a long list of foreign manufactured goods.
Whether vocational education contributes to increased productivity or is
capable of making that contribution is something in which Congress would
probably be very much interested. :The.possibility does exist. A look
at the vocational clubs in each occupational area suggestt that it does.
There are other data to be explored that would contribute at least some
of the knowledge that is needed. To answer this question complete data
are needed on (1) skills (occupational and nonoccupational) and attitudes
possessed by vocational education students compared to the national pop-
ulation samples such as those in the NAEP survey, NLS, and national
public-opinion polls; (2) the characteristics of vocational club member-
ship which affect productivity rates in the occupations represented;
(3) economic studies relating vocational education ti.aining to levels of
productivity and effects on the GNP; and (4) employer evaluations of
.employees from vocational education programs in states and communities
where these exist.

This issue in turn leads to another. How much of the support
of vocational education is in the national interest as compared with
strictly state or local interest and, therefore, should be supported with
federal funds? Federal support is based on the existence of a national
interest, otherwise there would be no justification for the federal
government to be involved in this or any other educational program.
Sixty years ago the national interest was business and industrial expan-
sion, and from that evolved the need for trained manpower to help streng-
then and expand the American economy. In 1963 the national interest
included reducing unemployment through training and retraining the un-

employable. Without raising the additional questions of a broader national
interest, how much of a share in the cost of vocational education should
be considered adequate to support the existing national interest in



trained manpower for American business and in reducing unemployment?
The current ratio of federal to state and local expenditures is about
one to six. Is national interest in vocational education actually as

.little as this would suggest? If it be shown through hard data from a
sample of LEA's in each state that unemployment is reduced by several
percentage points for vocational education students, as current soft data
do show, is that worth only one-sixth of the cost of vocational education?
Is not a much greater cost incurred in employment,and training programs
administered by the Department of Labor for those' ho failed to receive
vocational education? The National Advisory Coun 1 on Vocational Edu-
cation has been raising this question for years.

The question of federal involvement and ck of data for
decision making also emerges in two areas, both dea ing with special-needs
populations. First, should federal support of vocational education be
restructured or redireted as a means of reducing inequalities among
groups and individuals in having access to high-quality employment pro-
grams? This question is related to the uneven nature of vocational
education performance among schools and among states, but it is also more
specific. For any number of reasons, some students have access to many
more kinds of occupational training than others, and this is only the
first of a list of inequalities. Some programs are offered in modern
facilities equipped with modern tools and machines, while others are old
and partially or wholly.obsolete. Some programs have better teachers.
Some programs are offered as single courses or for a single year, and
others for two years in sequence. Some students have vocational edu-
cation programs as near as their local high schools; others must travel
some distance to take vocational education in a central skill center.

Some of these inequalities are trade-offs; for example, the
need to travel every day to a skill center may be balanced by a much
larger choice of well-equipped and well-taught programs. Nevertheless,
a great many inequalities do exist for which there are no compensating
factors. Many students in the U.S. simply cannot enroll in the voca-
tional education program of their choice, or for which they may be best
suited, or for which the best opportunities are waiting in jobs and
careers, simply because where they live those programs are not available.
This situation is known to exist, but the extent to or seriousness with
which it affects youth and addlts (especially those who are handicapped,
disadvantaged, or members of minority groups) is not known.

There is a need, at the very least, to determine the percen-
tages of persons in each state (and of females, ethnic minorities,
inner-city residents, rural students, and the handicapped) who do not
have access to even a minimum number of vocational programs because
they are not offered in the schools they do or can attend. These data
would not be difficult to collect, and could be obtained either from
the analysis of existing program distribution related to population
patterns in each state or as part of the data collected from a sample of
LEA's in each state.
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Another policy question revolves around whether or not
accountability in vocational education should be weighted in favor of
serving the disadvantaged, the handicapped, and minority groups as well
as the earmarking of special funds for them. Congress, in its concern
over the less fortunate, has legislated and appropriated funds to help
them receive benefits from vocational education equal to what other
students may receive. But in doing so, it has perhaps unintentionally
retained a concept of accountability that penalizes schools and states
for enrolling students in these categories. As long as almost the sole
criterion for judging the success of vocational education is the number
of completers placed in jobs, the fewer students with handicaps or dis-
advantages are likely to be enrolled.

This accountability question will probably continue to be ignored-
as long as it is only a theoretical possibility. But for local schools it
is a very real situation, and while hard data may not be available to
establish its effects, the relatively low levels of handicapped and
disadvantaged enrollments in vocational education programs are certainly
thought to be related to it in some way. Thus there is a need for data
which would measure the relationship, if one exists. Through this kind
of research, a significant contribution might be made toward understanding
the persistently low percentages of persons in these groups to be enrolled
in vocational education. Decisions to explore alternative ways to pro-
vide vocat'.onal education opportunities for these groups could then be
made.

Indeed, all these issues lead to one overriding concern: Is

additional federal intervention needed in state and local data systems?
The 1976 legislation goes far beyond any preceding congressional mandates
for reliable information at the national level, and it spells out the
data needed by state agencies for their accountability in careful detail.
But it stops there as far as the states are concerned, leaving the imple-
mentation of state systems capable of producing the data up to the spates
and local schools. That is not entirely accurate, since an annual appro-
priation of $25 million is authorized to be used by the states for.this
purpose and since there is a provision in the NCES enabling legislation
authorizing assistance in establishing and operating automated data
systems in the local schools. But appropriations for the latter have
never been made, and the $25 million included other state administrative
costs. When a technical amendment removed the necessity to use that
authorization for costs other than data systems, the U.S. Office of
Education did not request an appropriation.

VEDS, as noted earlier, has been under development for over a
year. Its goal of achieving what is clearly spelled out in the 1976 legt-
lation will be difficult for a variety of organizational reasons men-
tioned earlier in this paper. -
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Why should anyone want to prevent free-flowing reliable infor-
mation from reaching the public or Congress? The answer is as old as
government. Whoever is given responsibility to administer a program
using public funds invariably feels that no one else is as well qualified
to report the results. Third-party reporting is a potential and often
real threat to administrtors. Periodic audits and program evaluations
are also forms of third-Nrty reporting, but they are only periddic,
and unless they take on the character.of an investigation, they are
rarely exhaustive. Reasonably complete annual data, on the other hand,
over which the administrator has no control' even to the extent of
selective use and summary reporting, are capable of indicating.adminis-
trative weaknesses almost as soon as they appear and of shOWing their
progression through the years.

Such annual data are also capable of revealing administrative
success, and many administrators know this. They have no objections
to, third-party, free-flowing reliable data and often welcome this as the
most convincing documentation of their own competence. But for every
administrator feeling confident in what the data would show, there are
several who prefer not to face the issue if it can be avoided. And
this is undoubtedly the situation in vocational education, just as it
would be in any other federal activity.

The constraints are many, complex, and interwoven. In the
end, policy decisions are-no stronger than the data on which they are
based. Yet some knowledge, some statistics are better than none. For
that reason, the most extensive possible use of the vocational education
data base, in spite of its current faults and gaps, shouv be considered.
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NOTES .

1Actually in many states, and to some extent in all states, local.boards

are autonomous more in concept than in practice. They exist only

as products of state constitutions, and their powers are often

prescribed by state legislatures.

2For example, in Hawaii. the Board:of Higher Educatidn.has been designated

as the state board for vocational education, and the state director.

is a member of the university administretive.staff.

3
Adult Work $kills and Knowledge, September 1976; The First National

Assessment of Career and Occupational Development: An Overview,

November,.1976;'Basic Work-Skills: Selected Results from theFirst
National Assessment of Career and Occupational Development,
January,1977; and the Technical Report, May 1977.
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EFFECTS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ISSUES

John T. Grasso
John R. Shea

Introduction

This paper contains a review of available data and evidence from se-

lected national surveys bearing upon vocational education issues. First,

a brief introduction to the national surveys. is presented, including in-
troductions to 'salient research reports that are based upon each In

addition,,because of its key role in this review, the identification of

the high school curriculum of respondents in the national panels is dis-

cussed, revealing shortcomings-and weaknesses that have indeterminate

effects upon findings based on these data. Also, the case of female vo-

cational students is discussed, suggesting that the vocational programs

in high schools should be interpreted separately by sex.

Next,,the review of empirical'work commences, with findings present-

ed on the high school, students themselves: curricular differences in

students' backgrounds and aptitudes, in attitudes toward school,,in educa-

tional aspirations, in occupational goals., in occupational information,

and on career development issues. Next, beginning with a cautionary note

on- methodological problems that arise from the fact that students change
curriculum during their-high school years, the review turns to topics

concerning curricular effects in basic skills, on retention in high school,

in transition to college and on educational attainment, and in acquisition

of post-school training.. Finally, the review closes with discussion of

the effects of curriculum and training upon post-school labbr markdt and

psychological or' attitudinal outcomes.

The National Surveys
; #

This review and synthesis of data and evidence c cerning vocational

education concentrates on work stemming from the four major national

longitudinal,surveys of-American youth conducted within the past twenty

years: Project Talent, Youth in Transition, the National Longitudinal

Surve s (of Labor Market Experience; NLS), anethe Longitudinal Study

of Educational Effects (LSEE; also known as the National Longitudinal

Study of the High - School Class of 1972). .Following is a brief introduc-

'tion to each project and the major studies that are based on each.

John T. Grasso is Research Associate, Office of Research and Develop -

ment, and Assistant Professor, College of Human Resources and Education,

West Virginia University.
;

John R. Shea is Senior Fellow, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies

in Higher Education.



According to theibandbook issued by the Project Talent offices atthe American Instituterof Research:

Project Talent represents the most comprehensiVe effort to date
to investigate the personal, educational, and experiential fac-tors that promote or inhibit the development of human talents.A longitudinal study of over 400,000 Americans who were in high
school,in 1960, Talent grew out of an awareness of the need for
sound information about the processe3 by which men and women
develop and use their abilities (Wise et al., 1977, p. 1).

Beginning in 1960, information was collected on the 400,000 respond-ents in grades 9 through 12 ontheir aptitudes, activites, interests,backgrounds, and school experienceg, including information collected di-rectly from their high schools. Also, aptitude and achievement tests .were readministered three years later to those members of the originalsample who were attending ninth grade in 1960. In addition, follow-up
surveys Jf all the high school classes were conducted by mail in the first,fifth, and eleventh years after each class graduated from high school. At-trition from the original 1960 samples has been substantial: only, about.49 percent responded in the first year after high schooland even fewerat the later follow-ups (i.e., about 33 percent'at the.fifth and about.23percent at the eleventh). However, all the sampleg haVe been'reweightedto permit use of the data. Project Talent alSo includes samples otherthan the 1960 high school probability sample: for-instance, there arespecial samples of 15 year-olds not in high school in` 1960 and of nearlyevery student' in grades 8 through 12 in Knox County, Tennessee: A completedescription of the Project Talent data collection has been compiled byWise et al. (1977).

Although. Project Talent data have been utilized for research in manysubject' areas, they have not been used extensivley with respect specifical-ly to vocational education. The major usage of Talent data in this regardis-a study conducted by Howard Vincent (1969) for the U.S. Office of Ed-ucation, Office of Program Plannihg and Evaluation. Although the studyaddresses questions about the effects of vocational education on reten-tion in school and on post-high school work experience, it could not bedescribed as-a comprehensive
or remarkable study, and it has not enjoyedwide distribution.

In addition to Vincent's work, the other research using Talent datathat bears upon the substantive domain of this' review is discussed at
the appropriate time below. These include Combs and Cooley (1968), Cooleyand Lohnes 41976), Evans and Galloway (1973), and a few reports issued bythe Project Talent staff of the American Institutes for Research.

In terms of numbers of respondents, the'Youth in Transition projectconducted by the Survey Research Center, Institute for''Social Research atthe University of Michigan, is a far smaller project. It began with anational sample of about 2,200 Fall 1366 tenth- graders (but. only males inpublic high schools). Youth in Transition data include follow -up in
from interviews and mailed questionnaires for the end of the ,
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eleventh and the twelfth grades, and for the first and the fifth years fol-
lowing /he high school graduation of the class. Perhaps because the Youth

- min Transition mailed follow-up questionnaires included payments to resnond-,

ents, the latist response rate exceeds 70 percent, as compared with about
30 percent for the analogous Project Talent follow-up. A complete descrip-
tion of ;the project is presented by O'Malley et al. (1977).

To.date, Youth in Transition data have not been used extensively ex-
cept by the project's own staff. With respect specifically to vocational
education, there is little information available at this time. A staff
working paper entitled "Vocational Education--Its Place in Public High
Schools" was completed in draft form in 1972 by Joseph A. Johnston and
Terence N. Davidson; reportedly, the major focus of the paper concerned
the counseling received in high school and its effectiveness for youth
from various high school curricula. Although its authors plan to revise
and extend the research, this study has not yet resumed, nor is the original
working paper available. Some information about this study's findings was
included in a report to the U.S. Office of Education, Bureau.of Research,
by Bachman (1972), and additional information has been generously supplied
in private communications with Bachman and Davidson.

Beginning at about the same time as Youth in Transition, the National
Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (NLS) includes informatidn
on over 5,000 males aged 14 to 24 in 1966 and over 5,000 females aged 14

to 24 in 1968. This project is Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Labor
and is conducted by the Center for Human Resource Research at. The Ohio
State University and the Bureau of the Censu
have been conducted to date with the sample o
females; additional follOw-ups are being planned 'a
as the drawing of new age-sex panels. For both the
special mailed survey of their high schools was also
The field work consists primarily of personal intervi

Eight follow-up surveys
s,'and seven with the
this writing, as well
hales .and females, a
`conducted in 1968.
ws conducted by the

Census Bureau field staff, and attrition,has been low. Of tHe 5,225 young .

men interviewed initially in Fall 1966, 76 percent were interviewed in

1971, and 77 percent were reached for '..elephone.interviews in 1973--the
sixth follow-up Of the 5,159,:women interviewed initially in early 1968,

t 90'percent were reinterviewed in 1972--the fourth follow-up. Another

ure of the NLS should not be overlooked. The initial sampling design
i cluded provision for oversampling the black population to facilitate
analysis within or between whites and blacks. More complete information

on the NLS is contained in the data bank handbook (Center for Human Re-

source Researeh 1977)

Usage of the NLS data has been extensive, particularly by economists,.

.and includes three major studies concerning vocational education. The

first bf these was completed by Stromsdorfer fdr the National Planning
Association (1972), and results are also reported in Lecht (1974). This

study confined attention to males and touched upon retention in school,
transition to college, and post-school economic outcomes. The other two ,

NLS studies (Grasso, 1975; Grasso and Shea, forthcoming) cover the same



issues and additional topics. In Grasso (1975), attention is also con-fined to males, and a review and critique of Stromsdorfer's economicanalysis is included. In Grasso and Shea attention is paid to both males
and females, and also to both blacks and whites, with respect to curricular
differences in retention and, persistence in school, and a wide variety of
post-school outcomes. Because of its wide scope, the work of Grasso and
Shea figures importantly in the review below..

The most recent of the national surveys is a project of HEW's Nation-
, al Center for Educational Statistics (NCES). Significant portions of theproject have been conductedby Westat, Inc., Rockville, Md., the Education

Testing Service, and the Research Triangle Institute. Perhaps because ofthe diffusion of project activities, the project is seldom identified by
its initial title, the Longitudinal Study of Educational Effects (LSEE).Frequently it is called the National Longitudinal Study of the High SchoolClass of 1972, inviting confusion with the NLS project of the Department--of Labor (DOL) described above. In 1972 a' national, sample of over 18,000
high school seniors in over.1,000 schools were, administered questionnaires
and/of.test batteries; special questionnaires were also completed to col-lect information about the high schools and their counseling programs. Inthe follow-ups conducted by both mail and personal interview in 1973-74,1974-75, and 1976-77, response rates have been high. In the first follow-
up, the sample was actually expanded (from about 17,000 who completed theBate Year Student Questionnaire to over 21,000), and over. 90 percent ofthose in the first follow-up also participated in the second.

Despite the recency of its inception, the LSEE enjoys a moderate de-
gree of use as described in

a recent annotated review by Peng et al.,(1977): Indeed, a numbee of very recent studies bearing on high school
curriculum and vocational education are presented-there that could not beobtained for use ,in this review. Among those/that are included are sever-
'al reports produced by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) on curricular
differences in student characteristics, aspirations and plans, and educa-'
tional and early economic outcomes (Creeth, 1974; Echternacht, 1975;Freeberg and Rock, 1975; Creeth et'al., 1977). In addition, private com-munications have elicited information on a study now in process by David.
E. Wiley (CEMREL, Inc.) and William H. Schmidt,(Michigan State University)
that examines the effect of high school programs on academic achievement,
as well as issues in the.curricular

classification of high school students.Of the studies not included in this review, a few reportedly. contain re-search on curricular effects upon college entry, retention or withdrawal'in college, and initial post-school labor market experience (see Peng etal., 1977.

Of course, there are many other national panels that include current
or former students in vocational education programs, some' of, which have
already-:been used in studies concerning vocational education. These in-clude data on students and alumni of proprietary schools (from a projectby the American Institutes for Research), on 15 -year follow-up of high
school sophomores (Johns Hopkins' Explorations in Equality of Opportunity
(EEO)) on high school seniors in ten states (Project SCOPE), and on 32,000
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eighth- through eleventh-graders and 23,000 twelfth- through thirteenth-

graders (American College Testing samples, ACT from the Career Assessment

Program). In one project, the National Institute of Education attempted
to manage some of these diverse data sources by organizing the files under

the supervision cf Ivan Charner. In another, the U.S. Office'of Education

Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education with William C. Conroy,.Jr.,
reorganized portions of Project Talent, an American Council on Education
file on postsecondary students, and LSEE data. Although it was not pos--

sible to review all of these files for their utility in future studies on

vocational education, the following review includes some information from

completed studies that used some of these data.

High School Curriculum

The identification of the high school curriculum of respondents in

the national surveys is problematic. In Project Talent youth were asked

to select,from a list (i.e., General, College Preparatory, Commercial or
Businest; Vocational, Agriculture, Other) the curriculum most like the one

they are taking or had expected to take. This asks for a combination of

current status. and intent. In addition to this ambiguity, the "General"

program was interpreted for the respondent as "a program that does not

necessarily prepare you either for college or for work, but in whichyou
take courses required for graduation'and many subjects that you like,'

This characterization may have influenced the responses, for both maThs

and females were significantly less likely to associate themselves with a
general` program in Project Talent than in the NLS or LSEE (see Table 1).

NLS respondents were asked whether their curriculum was vocational,

commercial,. college preparatory, or general, and, if vocational, to name

the specialty. A classification problem arises in the case of NLS males,

where there is no entry,for auto mechanics, automobile body repair, or

agriculture among the coded specialties produced by the Census coders from

the open-ended'respones, despite the national popularity of these special-

ties, This thwarts utilization of detailed curriculum categories in any

analysis of these data. Neither did the NLS High School Survey ask for

information from the school concerning the'student's program, which-might

have corroborated the,respondent's answer.

In LSEE both respondents' and schools were asked to describe -the pro-'

gram of study. As might be expected, responses are not always in agree-

ment with one another (see Table 2). The LSEE also contains detailed

information about'actual courses taken, permitting an independent categor-

ization of the programs. In the ongoing Schmidt and Wiley study, mentioned

above, such work is underway. For example, they'clasOfy programs as oc-

cupational provided that they contain more than one year& what appears

to be vocational courses. In personal communication, Schmidt reveals that

there are subttantial disagreements,among all three schemes--the school's

report, the student's report, and the course-based coding system. Schmidt

indicates that neither the administrators' nor the students' reports ade-

quately describe the pattern of courses.
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r. TABLE 1

Distribution of nigh School' Seniors. by. Curriculum
and Sex, from Three Naiional Surveys

Curriculum
1960a ' 1966, 1968b 1972c

Males Females Males Females Males Females

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

College prep. 45,5 32.4 45.8 43.1 45,3 40.5

General 26.5 20.7 40.1 34.6 34.6 31.1

Vocational 28.0 46.9 15.0 22.3 20.1 28.4

Bus., off.,
coniel.

7.7 41.8 3.3 18.9 5.9 20.9

Other 20.3, ,5.1 . 11.7 3.4 14.2 7.5

aData from Project Talent, derived from Flanagan et al., 1964, p. E-2.

bData from the National Longitudinal Surveys: males in 1966, females
in 1968. 5'

cDatafrom the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class
of 1972 (LSEE). Fetters, 1975, P. 21. Figures are based on self-
reports.

TABLE 2

LSEE Curriculum Classifications
r

Student's own classification

Survey administrator's

classification
-ACademfc General Vocational

Tofala 100.0%
,

100.0% 100..0%

Academic 78.2 19.9 7.6

General 17.7 59.5 26.2

Vocational 4.2 20.6 66.1

Source:- Fetters, 1975, p. 4

!IDetail,may not add to.100 percent because of rounding.
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The reader who is familiar with the possibilities will not find this

information surprising. The basis of adMinistrative classification varies

from place to place. The student's self-report is a function of his self-

perception, his future plans, his peer group, and--in the case of thv AS--

his reaction to the experience of a personal interview.

In the absence of any br.tter alternativ the analyst who'wishes to

;undertake research with the national surveys ioneiew take account of

the possible effects of the problems in. cur, _r identification. Only

with LSEE and Project Talent will he know a g about the intensity

(i.e., the number of courses per year) or di. A (in years) of the pro-

gram taken by "vocational" students. Only w LSEE will he know whether

the student participated in a formal cooperu, 3 or work-study program..

He will not know ±o they the "general". curriculum refers to attendance at

a single-track high-school, or whether the student has taken courses in

"general business," "general industrial arts," or other practical arts

subjects not associated with the federally-aided vocational-track. In com-

nection Wi,th this last point, it is noteworthy that Todd's (1969) study in

Cicero, Illtnois, employed this distinction and discovered that general

industrial ants graduates earned.more per month after one, three, and five

years than didthe other groups of high school graduates in the study, in-

cluding vocati nal graduates. Although Todd's study was limited to a,

smallgeographi area, its research strategy appears to be sound, and

its findings merit attention owing to their potential educational impli-

cations.

What are the implications bf-the foregoing for interpreting work that

is based on the national surveys and that uses self-reported curriculum?

On' one hand, self- reported curriculum appears to be inappropriate for

investigating effects of the program of study,, as long ;as the program is

cOnceived,to signify the content of a series of courses. On the other,

self reports may be used aslong as the program of, study is conceived

to signify the student's orientation to the high school experience.

This latter conception is more compatible with the purposesof some

types of basic research than it is for.evaluation of the effects offed-

eral dollars expended for vocational education. The student in the Midwest

who takes k federally aided program.in vocational agriculture, with the

intention of entering' tollege in a school of agrictulture,as well as the

student in the South who takes federally 'aided typing courses for use in

college, are examples of individuals whose self-report may be "college.

preparatory." In these examples, whatever benefit:is derived from the

federally aided courses.would not typically be associated witkfederally

aided vocational education programs by analysts using the students' self.

report (i.e., "college preparatory," not' "vocational"). Or, the benefits

of taking non-federally'aided general industrial arts for the purpose of

developing vocational competencies may be mistakenly attributed to the

vocational program by analysts using students' self-reports (i.e., in this

case, the students may be reporting "vocational," not "general").
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At the same time, the use of self-reports is likely to influencethe findings of research. Factors such as socioeconomic level, aptitude,college plans, and self-esteem may be more closely related to the students'
orientations than to the patterns of courses actually completed. Analysesof the correlates and consequences of alternative high school curriculamay show, for example, stronger relationships using self-report than usingcontent, owing to the common dependence of self-report and other social-mythological factors on other attributes. Hopefull,, Schmidt's use ofLSEE data on misclassificationomy

illuminate the factors that are asso-ciated with discrepancies in the classification of high school students.

Female Students

Reducing sex discrimination in education is not just a gOod thing todo: it is required by law. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972provides, that "no person...shall, tm the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, or denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrim-ination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financialassistance."

In fiical 1972, 6,422,115 female enrollments in vocational programs
constituted-56 percent of the total enrollment. Consumer and homemaking
accounted for two in five female enrollments in fiscal year 1975, and
the vast majority of these were to prepare for nongainful work in the home.Relatively few of these enrollMents (one in den); were-for gainful, employ-
ment, as_with dietician and daycare aide-programs. ,,'

Within the federal-state
vocationaleducation statistics, enrollmentsare tallied-in 130 instructional program a eas: Ninetpfseven of these

specialties in 1972 were dominated by am s x (i.e., at least three-quar-ters were female). Women were a majority in 3 wage-earning-program areas- -nearly all in office work, distributive education (sates and related), andallied health (Steele, 1974).

, \
Sex segregation is evident in data on enrollments =by major programarea. Although women accounted for about half of ill enrollments in1972, the only major program reflecting this division ty--sex'was distribu-

tive education (see Table 3).

Sel segregation is also shown in more detailed pata on enrollments
by specialty,area. _A-review of the 15 largest-instructiolial-programs-formales_andfemalesin 19721sKows that, except for certain business and
.commercial programs,- the'-largest programs for women- -- arm - related almost
one-to-one with the occupations where women are concentrAted in large num-
bers (seeTale4).--The-specialty areas with substantial numbers of men
contain; inTiost-instances,-only negligible proportionsof women. Thesedata are viewed with alarm-by those who notesubstanttafl-earnings dif-
ferences-between:male-,and female-dominated occupations in thereconomy =It seems logical-toshy0Othesize

that vocational education-contributes to
sex inequalities in "the labor market through sex segregation in--enroll--Ments', which leads to-otcupational segregation and earnings differentials.



TABLE 3

Enrollments in Vocatienal Education
Programs by Sex, 1972

Program

Total

Enrollments

Vertical Percentages
Total Female Male

Agriculture 896,460 7.7% 5.4% 94.6%

Distribution 640,423 5.5 45.3 54.7

Health 336,652 2.9 84.7 15.3

Home economics 3,445,698 29.7 91.6- 8,4

Office 2,351,878. 20.3 76.4' - , 23.6

Technical. 337,069 2.9 9.8, 90.2

Trades and ineduttry 4397,968 20.7 ,11.7 88.3

Special proms (disadvantaged,
handicapped, etc.-) 1,304,619 11.2 44.7 55.3

SOURCE: U.S. Office of Education, SUmmary Data (1973i.



TABLE 4

Enrollment in Vocational Prograw Areas
by Sex, Fiscal Yeir 1972'

15 largest
instructional
program areas

Total

enrollment,
men and women

Total
number

Percent
of total

Women

Steno., secy. & related 550,686 528,863 96.0%
Typing and related 628,414 500,517 79.6
Filing & office machines 398,226 327,454 82.2
Accounting & computing 351,861 210,255 59.8
General merchandising 204,861 104,582 51.1
Practical (voc:)nurse 82,896 78,302 94.5
Business data-processing systems 156,748 76,763 49.0
Care & guidance of children 77,158 71,586 92.8
Nui-se (assoc. degree) 64,931 58,474 90.1
Food mgt., prod & service .77,594 58,359
Clothing mgt., prod., & service 59,524 56,818 95.5
Nurses' assistants (aides) 58,903 53,308 . ' 90.5
Cosmetology 48,810 45,870' 94.0
Textile ptod, & fabrication 51,238 42,210 82.4
Real estate 82,111

, 26,165 31.9
Total (or average) 2,893,781 2,239,526 77.4%

Men

Agri. production 564,155 22,581 4.0 %.
Metalworking occupation 291,662. 3,081 1.1 -
Mechanics, auto 228,364 5,299 2.3
Firemen, training 159,307 .3,321 2.1
Accounting & computing 351,861 '210,255 59.8
Typing & related 628,414 500,517- 79.7
Agri. mechanics 128,795 1,408 1.1
Drafting occupations 126,750 6,892 5.4
General merchandise 204,681 -) 104,582 51.1
Foremanship, super. & mgt. deVt. 120,820 98,258 18.7
Carpentry .-* 95,706 . 1,451 1.5
Electronic occupations .97,936 4,412 4.5
Electric41 occupattons 81,493 909 1.1
Business data-processing systems 156,748 7063 49.0
Woodworking 84,709 5,373 6.3

TotAl (or average) 3,321,401 969,406,

PURCE: U.S Office of Education, Summary Data (1973).
Enrollments 'exclude consumer and homemaking categories.,
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Studies on high school curriculum should therefore be designed to

accommodate the possibility that the importance and meaning of "curriculum"

differ among young men and women. As will be seen below, several studies

on vocational education gloss over these possibilities by employing analy-

ses of men and women combined. Such an approach reflects an implicit
assumption that the process being analyzed is the same for men and women,

which is inconsistent with many large bodies of literature.

Data from the NLS base year surveys are worthy of review. Among

high school seniors, for instance, 15 percent of men but 23 percent of

women say they were enrolled in either a vocational or commercial program

of study. Women are heavily concentrated in white-collar, clerical pro-
grams, while men in occupational areas are congregated in blue-collar

specialties. Relatively few males repbrt a white-collar curriculum, and,
for these few, the precise program #rea is.probably distributive education

(i.e., sales or marketing) rather than office or clerical work. Because

of these differences, as well as for ease of exposition, we use the com-
mercial designation when speaking of men who report such a program, and
vocational for the men in other specialties. However, for women we use

business and office in referring to women in white-collar, clerical pro-
grams, and vocational for women in.other occupational studies (see Table

5).

Interestingly, women in the NLS failed to report home economics as .a

program of study. In 1968, home economics had the largest number of

secondary-level enrollments in federally assisted vocational programs:
nearly 1.5 million (Simon and Grant, 1973, p. 43). However, a negligible

proportion of young women in the NIS report home economics as their cur-

riculum: 0.6 percent of, those enrolled in grades 10 to 12 in 1968.

Evidently many women take home economics courses without perceiving this

as their program of study.

Also on the basis of NLS estimates, approximately one million girls

in grades 9 to 12 in 1968 were in a business or clerical program, &num-

ber not dissimilar from the number of federally assisted program enrol-

lments in the service area designated as "business and office": 1.1

million°(ibid., p. 43). However, a substantial amount of training in

clerical skills--an area not eligible for federal aid until, the early

1960's-=mUst-have been occurring without federal aid. For in addition

to the wren reporting a business and office program, well over half of

the remainder of,female respondents--or over 2.6 million more high school

girls--reported having taken one or more courses in typing or shorthand.,

In fact, while_99 percent of high school business,or office seniors say

they had such courses, the same is true for about three-quarters or more

of the remaining senior girls (see Table 6).

Moreover, while black girls were less likely overall to take such

courses than white, nearly all of the difference by race is attributable

to (1) the lower-than-average probability that a girl in a general cur-

riculum has had typing and (2) the much higher proportion of black than

white, girls in a general rather than a college preparatory program (e.g.,

56 percent of black high school senior girls were in the general track,

as compared with 3.1 Percent of white).
1m



TABLE 5

Curriculum of Students 14 to 24 Yeari nid
by School Grade, Sex, and Race

(N in thousands)

Curriculum
Whites Blacks

10 11 12 9 10 11 12

Men 0966)

Na 840 1,493 1,475 1,315 153. 212 195 147

Percent:b

Vocational 5% 8% 12% 11% 6% 13% 18% 18%--Commercial 2 2 4 3 3 5 4 6General 57 48 42 ,39 82 64 48 50College prep. 36 43 43 48 9 18 31 26

Women (1968)

Na 1,488 1,780 1,420 1,164 215 229 176 180

Percent:
b

Vocational 1% 1% 2% 4% 4% 7% 2% 2%Bus. and office 8 15 19 5 15 18 19General 64 48 32 31 78 54 51 56College prep. 27 36 46 46 14 7.5 2R, 24

SOURCE: National Longitudinal Surveys.
a
Excludes those for whom curriculum was not ascertained.b
Detail may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.
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TABLE 6

Percentage of Women 14 to 24 Years Old Completing One sd.r.-More
Typing Courses, by Enrollment Status, Highest Year

of School CoMpleted," and Race,...1968:

Curriculum

Grade, enrol Ted..

Total
9-12 .9 10 11-

Total
2 DroPOUfs'-c.Graduitet::

All curricula (avg.)

Vocational
Business and office
General
College prep:

Whi fes

55% 18% 50% -72% 82%

67 bbb b'
85 4 82 99 99

52 0' 50 86 87

45 12 34 51 71

Blcks

83% 63% 87%

66
99
89
-79

-All curricula (avg.)

. Vocati °nal'

BO-fnesS and office
:Generil
Callege prep..

15% 42X= 68%, 65% 42%

h b- = -:b;'; ,b 48 b

b 79 : '-92 7.8

12- 312-.. 71 69 '59 '38

5 _ 42"-- 51. -742 66 tr

86
41'

47



Status andAbility Differences

Several studies using the national surveys' data contain information
on th:characteristics of studenti in the different high school curricula.'On the basis of Project Talentdata, Evans and Galloway (1973) report that,on average, the vocational student ranks below. the student in the general
track with respect to socioeconomic level and ability, and that the col-
lege preparatory student tanks highest of all., Table 7,Aerived from
published Went data, reveals that male high school 'freshmen, who were
pursuing or expecting an occupational curriculum ranked below their peers
in scholastic aptitude. However; in the data for females, young women in
,business and office programs do not'conform to this trend. While about .

'40'percent of girls in the general track yanked above the overall median
or the aptitude scale, this was true of about 45 percent of girls in busi-ness and office curricula.

.

Table 7

Academic Aptitude by Program of Study and Sex,
Ninth-Grade Students,, 1960

..\.S.

Percent-of students above total-population
median on Academic Aptitude Scale

Current or
expected curriculum Males Females

College preparatory 77.4% 74.4%
General 44.4 40.1 -
Commercial or business .23.4 45.3
Vocational 33.3 25.9
Agriculture 31.1. 7.9

Source: Project Talent dat in Flanagan et al., 1964, p. E-2
o

In other work with Talent males, Cooley and Lohnes performed dis-
criminant analysis in a "study of'the predictability of thcurriculum
that the student followed through high school from factor scores collected
in the ninth grade"_(1976, p. 112). Findings were that verbal knowledge,
scholasticism, and socioeconomic status are the best three predictors,
with maximum separationtbtained between the college preparatory students
on the'one hand, and the remaining groups, on the other (i.e., general,
business, and vocational, in that order).

Of course, as indicated earlier, Talent data include the self-report
atasks for current or expected curriculum and that involves a unique

t ification of the general track; Nevertheless, findings from the Youth
in Transition project- corroborate the pattern for males found by Evans and

1,2214



and Galloway: "Vocational education students came from lower socioeconom-
ic level families, on the average, than students in the lower curriculum

categorfes...:Similar differences were found in tests of intelligence,

reading ability and vocabulary skills" (Bachman, 1972, p. 26)..

Interestingly, data from the NLS and LSEE surveys show'greater sim-.
ilarity' between vocational and general students than that from Talent and.

Youth in Transition. Grasso and Shea analyzed NLS data-separately, not
only by sex but also by race, as follows.

Division by thirds simultaneously along dimensions of scholastic ap -.
titude (SA) and socioeconomic origins (SEO) generates a table with nine

cells. Approximately 11 percent of all respondents would be in each of

nine cells, if,the two variables_were uncorrelated. The actual pattern

diverges sharply--especially for blacks--from'this hypothetical distri-

bution (see Table 8). SA and SE0 are positively related to each Other,
and the overall distribution for black_youngs'-ers in high school is con-

siderably lower than it is for whites. For ,stance, while one in ten

white students is. in the lowest third on both SA and SEO, the same is

true for nearly one-half the blacks. At the other extreme, one in five

white youngsters is in the top third of both distributions, while only

about one in fifty blacks is so advantaged.

The college preparatory population is advantaged on both SA and SEO.

For example, among whites who are in the fop third of both SA and SEO,

over three-fourths are college preparatory students, while among those in
the lowest third on both measures,less than one in ten are college pre-
paratory students (see Table 9). Of course, this association between the
college preparatory program and family background and ability seems to

hold in all the national surveys. Interestingly, controlling for SA and

SEO, blacks are more likely than whites to be in a,college preparatory'
program, a finding'also reported by Jencks et al. (1972, p. 35) with data

from the Equal Educational 'Opportunity-Study (EEOS).

However, of the remaining NLShigh_school students, the distribution

of occupational students follows a-pattermso_varied that it defies ready

interpretation (seeTable 10).. Among white males, highest-ability

students are less likely than their peers to be in an occupational program,

except those from the lowest SEO families. Among the white females, with

the exception.of the high SE0 third, being in a business or office cur-

riculum is positiYelY,related to scholastic.AWtude, possibly a reflec-

tion of the-FP91jOilanguage and other,cognitiye skills'required by

curricula,qmphasizing typing, shorthand,:and bookkeeping. In any event,

Echternacht's (1975) analysis of LSEE,data also reveals mixed findings:

general students ranked slightly higher than vocational students in

academic ability, but the difference was statistically nonsignificant.

Attitudes Toward School

There are other dimensions in which curricular differences have

been examined, such as in Attitudes, education aspirations, and occupatfonal

23



TABLE 8

Percentage Distributtoniby Socioecopomic Origin'
(SEO) -and ScholaStic/A0titude (SA) Thirds, by
Sex and Race; Enrollment in Grades 10-12,

Base Year

Category
Whites Blacks

Hi

SA
Mid
SA

Lo

SA'
'Hi

SA
'Mid

SA
Lo
SA

Men (1966) .1

_N__(thousand )
b

3,745 (.100%)c 326 (=100%)cHi SE0 19% 12% 7% 1% 3% 2%Mid SE0 13 15 10 3 6 22Lo SEO 6 8 11 1 15 46

Women (1968)

N (thousands)
b

3,605 (.100%)c 354 (.100%)cHi SE0 20% 14% 9% 3% . 1% .3%Mid SEO 12 15 11 1 6 22Lo SE0 4 6 9 3 10 51

a
SE0 and SA thirds are approximate, and are trsed on all respondents in each

ksample female) for whom SEO and SA were ascertained.
"Excludes those for whom curriculum; SEO, or SA was not ascertained.c
Detail may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.
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TABLE 9

Percentage in College Preparatory Curriculum,a
by Socioeconomic Origin (SEO) and 'Scholastic

Aptitude (SA) Thirds, by Sex and Race; ,

Enrollment in Grades 10-12, Base Year

.Category

Whites Blacks,

Hi Mid , Lo Hi Mid Lo

SA SA SA ,SA SA SA

Men 11966)

Hi SEO 79% 54% 44% b b b

Mid SEO 69 40 .23 b, b 35%

Lo SEO 50 16 6 b 35% 13

Women (1968)

Hi SEO '76% -64% 40% b-

Mid SEO 59 37 10 b 69% 20%

Lo SEO 34 16 7. b 22 20

aExcludes those for whom curriculuM, SEO, or SA was not ascertained.
bPercent not shown;-base less than 25 sample cases.
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.TABLE 10

Percentage, Excluding College Pr'eparatiry Students,
in Occupational Curricula,"

by SocioeConomic Origins (SEO) and Scholastic
Aptitude (SA). Thirds, by Soeand Race;
Enrollment in Grades 10-12, Base Year

Category
Whites Blacks

Hi Mid Lo Hi Mid Ld
SA SA- SA .SA SA SA

Hi SEO:

Vocational
Commercial.

Mid SEO:

Vocational
Commercial

Lo SEO:

Vocational`

Commercial

Hi SEO:.

Vocational 0% 9% 0%
Business and office 16 25 27

Men (1966)

11% 19% 15%
0 . 8 5

b

b

18 27 b
13 3 b

24 15. 27
4 5 1

Women (1968)

Mid SEO:

Vocational 7 0 8
Business and office 38 36 28

Lo SEO:

Vocational b 7 1.
Business and office b 47 22

b. b

b b

b 21%
b 8

16% , 23
0 3

b

2%
39

0 7

49% 18

aExcludes those for whom curriculum, SEO, or SA was not ascertained.
Percent

,

not shown; base less than 25 sample cases.
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goals. Grasso and Sheafs work with the NLS suggests that, overall, occu-
pational Students may be less likely to "like school very much," but this'
is not due to their occupational courses.

In.the NLS base year surveys, the youth were asked about their over-
. all attitude toward high school: "All things considered, how do you feel

about your high. school experience?. Do you like it very much? Like it
fairly well? .Dislike it somewhat?' Dislike it very much?". Among the male
students, those in the college preparatory curriculum were more likely
than the others to say they "like it very. much": 50 percent; compared
with'40 percent of the general and 35 percent of those in an occupational
curriculum. (Only 6. percent of 'the entire group disliked high school
somewhat Or very much. The fraction of general students was 8 percent--.
somewhat'higher than for all of the students.)'_ White males in vocational
programs'were the least likely. to express high satisfaction: only 29
percent. Among blacks, only the small number in the Commercial area stood.
out as not highly satisfied:. only 32 percent, of the estimated 27,000-
black students in the commercial area liked school very much, but this
proportion was based on rather few sample cases. Among females, college
preparatory students were again more likely than others to like school
very much. However, differences.between occupational and general stu-
dents were slight.

Even so, when asked about Courses liked best and disliked the most,
very few males or females disliked an occupational course. Also, de-
spite the fact that not everyone takes an occupational course in high
school many yOUngstername such a course when asked: "What high school
subject have-You-enjOyed thermost?" AS one might-expect-,--students in
occupational areas were especially likely to name a vocational, com-
mercial, or bUsiness.or office course as the one they most enjoy: nearly
half the boys (46 percent) and girls (47 percent) in occupational programs,
compared with one-fifth in the general track and about one -tenth of col
lege preparatory students. At the same,time, among white males, the stu-
dents in the lowest third on scholastic aptitude were more iticlined than
the more academically able students to enj4 occupational courses. For

example; of whites in an. occupational program,-the proportions who enjoyed
vocational subjects the most were 40, 30, and 31 percent for low, middle,
and high thirds, respectively.:

These findings may be meaningful in light of the argument that, for
_nonbookish youngstel.s, "hands on" learning is especially congenial for
deriving value from school. Olson and Bruner (1974) suggest that schools'
convey knowledge mostly'thrOugh symbolic processes, which they also ar-
gue has "led to a deemphasis of and a restricted conception of the nature
and development of ability" (p. 126). They suggest that it is frequently
overlooked that providing'instruction primarily in nonexperiential modes
(i.6., through symbolic encoding and decoding of vicarious experiences)
probably disfavors those without well-developed symbolic skills. Since
many students attracted to vocational courses may be less, verbal than their
fellow students, and since vocational courses involve less symbolism and
more experience, they may find the experiential mode in the vocational
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program preferable to the alternative. Such a preference would be rein-
forced by differences in content between vocational and other courses,
for the experiential studiFf7i3E aspiring to college may perceive post-
secondary-education as more of the same (symbolic) experience.

.

This logicalsorelates to what Bloom (1976) has called.the.mlatent
,

curriculum." Independent of the manifest curriculum (i.e., reading,,math-..
_ematics, science, etc.),: the school's latent curriculum "teaches the stu-
dent who he is in relation, to others." In some-Cases this means teaching
the student that many of his peers perform better than h' in the tradition-,
al Mode. This. maybe important with advancing age: "Choosing what I want
to learn" is of increasing importance to students from grades'4 through
12 (Johnson, 1974, p. 110):

At the samettme, school personnel may urge these students both to
forgo the academic program and to choose the vocational-program. 'As
Bloom point'S out:

If studentS lack'or vary greatly in their possession of the
necessary cognitive entry behaviors (for the regular school.
program), there are a number of ways in which these gaps in
their preparation...can be approached. educationally....Per-

haps the most frequent method of treating the lack of necessary
prerequisites. in the past has beento advise the student not
to take particular courses (Bloom, 1976, p. 65).

Educational Aspirations.
.

.

Data on the:eduCationalaspirations of high school students indicate
that high4proportiont Ofthe total:student body are aiming for postsecond-
ary education. The overall picture is that 62 percent of the white NLS
males and 56 percentiOf the black NLS males say they "would like to get"
four or more years of college, and.the comparable proportions for females
are 48 and 50 percent (see Table 11). In addition, nearly one in seven
boys and one in four girls would like two years of College.

The data also reveal some interesting patterns by curriculum. White
vocational males and black bus'ness and office females are'relatively.
unlikely to desire four years of college, and white business and office
females Ire remarkably unlikely to do so. These low relative proportions
are seemingly consistent with the ostensible purpose of occupational stud-.
ieS. However, the proportions of young black men in occupational programs-.
who aspire to four,or more years of college is very high: 40,percent
among the-vocational students, 55 percent among the commercial:students.
These high proportions not only are seemingly inconsistent with enrollment
in occupational programs, but also may be unrealistic.'

Educational goals are fostered, in part at least, by encouragement
and support from parents, teachers, and peers. Young women in high school
in 1968 were asked about some of these influences. Those in the college
preparatory program seem to have received high levels of encouragement

1
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TABLE 11

Educational Aspirations, by Sex and Race;
Enrollment in Grades 10L12, Base Year

(N in thousands)

Percentage
b

Category
Na

. 12 "t College

or less 2-

College
4+

Whites:

Vocational
Commercial
General
College prep.

426
144

1,831
,1,887

,,,,,wm.

50%
37

40

-3

Men (1966)

23%
36
44
s91

-28%

27

17

5

Total or average) 4,40 24 13 62

Blacks: -..

Vocational 89 48 11 40

Commercial 27 '-- 23 22 55 -.

General 303 33 21 : 46

College prep. 135 8 6 86

Total (or average) 572 29' 16 56.

. Uomen 1968)

Whites:
, .

Vocational 96% c c c

Business and off.ke 751 52% 36% 12%

General , 1,663 40 30 30

College prep. 1,830 6 16 79-

Total (or-average) 4,364 , 8, 25 48

Blacks: -';

Vocational., , .- 22 c c c,

Business .and office- 100 , 35 38 28 .

General 312 35 22 42

College prep. 149 4 13 84

Total (or average) 584 28 22 50

.

a

b
Excludes less than one percent for whom aspiration was not ascertained.

Detail may noc add to 100 percent because of rounding.
cPercent not shown; base less than 25 sample cases.



and support in comparison with classmates. For example, 77 percent of
the white gi-ls in academic programs and 71 percent of the black reported
that they believed theirparents wanted them to achieve four or mare years
of college. The same was true of only 38 and 52 percent of the white and

_black girls in e general program, and of even tmaller proportions of
youngsters in occupational curricula. The same patterns of support are
reflected in the WS data on young men.

Occupational. Goals

As with.the data from_theother national surveys, NLS data also show
curricular differences in occupational goals. In the initial NLS inter-
view, young men were asked: "What kind of work would yoU like to be doing
when you are 30 years old?" Of those,enruiled in grades 10 to 12,, about
one-fifth indicated_"Doast know" or failed to respond to the question (see

°Table 12). Choiceof an occupational curriculueseemingly presupposes an
occupational orientation or career-objective, but while boys in a voca-
tional program are more likely than others to name a specific-occupational

'goal,-commercial students are least likely. Many commercial programsymay
follow .a cluster approach, preparing young men for possible entry to /an
array of business, sales,'or clerical-kinds of work.

Of the males who revealed a specific occupational aspiration, a clear
majority named one in the professional or technical area: 59 percent of
all -white male:students, 52 percent of the black. Students in occupational
Programs were least likely to- aspire to jobs at this high level (only about
one - third); college preparatory students most likely (nearly four-fifths).
The goals of general students lie between--closer to the pattern of thosein occupational than-academic programs. On the whole, the goals of yOung
men are-quite high, since only 15 percent of all-employed men work in
the professional; technical group (U.S. Dept. of Labor Employment and
Training Report,. 1977, p. 161). It might,be noted that the NLS males
who, were out of school in 1966 with 10 to 12 years of education manifest-
considerably lower and perhaps more realistic occupational goals., Of
this group, just over one-fifth of those naming an occupation aspire to
jobs in the professional or technical category, and only one in six .hopes
to be a manager'or official someday. Former occupatiOnal students, in -.
terestingly enough, are as likely (or more likely, in the case of blackS)
to have uncertain goals.

With reference to the group in school, vocational men are consider-
ably more likely.than,general to want a job, in the craftworker category;
commercial men oftenaspii.e to clerical or sales jobs. Within each cur-
ricular category, the aspirations of black youth are nearly the same asfor white:

You omen were asked about their plans at age 35. After a lead-in,
"Now d like toctalk to you about your future plans," the interview-
er asked:, "What would you like to be doing when you are 35 years old?"
If the respondent said "working," which was true of almost one-fourth of
white students and almost one-half of black, she was asked to name



TABLE 12

Occupation (Major Group) Desired at Age 30
(Age 35 for Women), by Curriculum and Race;
Enrollment in Grades 10-12, Base Year

(N in thousands)

.

Category Total .111,. Voca-.
(or avg.) tional

Whites (N) 4,439 . 429
. .

Prof.,tech. 59% 32%
Nonfarm mgr. 6 5

Craft 18. 43
Other 17 20
Don't knowc (20) (6)

.

Blacks (N) 574 89

Prof., tech. 52% 36%
Nonfarm mgr. 5 3
Craft,

t Other
19

24
41

20
Dun't know': (18) (17)

Whites (N) ' 4;364 96

Curriculum
Comm.
(or bus. :College
and off.). General prep.

-Men (1966)

126 1,842 1'2906......_

31%
.

46% 78%
11 5 .8.

15 . 27 4
43 22 10
(37) . (23) (20)

27 304 136'

.d 40_ ' 77%
d 5 1

d 20 7
d 28 15
(26) (21) (7)

Women (1968)

751 1,663 1,830

Prof., tech. 46% d 6% 33% 74%
Clerical 37 d. 80 40 16
Service 10 d ? 16 5
Other 7 d 6 11 5
Don't know

c
(25) d (20) (27) (25)

..N

Blacks
.! 584 22 100 312 149

Prof:, tech. 43% d 24% 35% 74%
Cler4cal 37 d 63 40 16
Service 8 . d i 1 10 8
Other 12 d 12 15 2
Don't know"' (24),,' d `(21) (24) (20)

a
N's include "don't know" and other non-occupationally specific plansLpercen
tages for occupational categories, however, are based only on those who
specified an occupational goal or preference,,and\may,not add to 100 percent

b
because of rounding. ,c

Includes .small percentage for Whim curriculum was not ascertained.
Don t know' and no data cases'for men; "don't know" and other nonspecific

APlans.(e.g. married and not working) are shown in the case of women.
"Percent not shown; base less than 25 sample cases.
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,the kind of work. If she.said "married, keeping house, raising a family,"
or the like, which was true of about two-thirds of whites and one-third
of blacks, a further question was asked: "Sometimes women decide to work
after they have been married for a while.' If you were to work, what kind
'of work would ydu prefer?" Even after this, some expressed no occupation-
al aspiration (e.g., "Don't plan to work ")'. .

The .pattirn 'of responses, conceived as.plans for work, was used, for
index of intentions to work at'age 35. Results with the index reveal sub-
stantial difgerences,betwwen the races, for young black women were clearly
planning for'work more than were the young whites. However, there seem
to be no differences by high schbol.curriculdm. This'suggests that, al-
though young women in vocational programs may be. conceived as having a
stronger orientation to a career than their peers, the effects of other
factors on plans at age 35 must be taken into account, such at higher ed-
UCation, marriage, and motherhood. At the same time, enrollment in a
vocational high £chool program may simply not constitute evidence of in-
tentions to work in theirthirties., For example, those in business and
office programs may be developing skills primarily for use in the'period
immediately following high school.

With reference 'to those female students who specified a type of'work
desired at, age 35, it is clev. that occupattonal goals differ by curricu-
lum. While 45-percent of all high school females desire professional and
technical work, inclirding teaching, this is true of only 9 percent of
business and office students but of over 70 percent of college prepara-
tory students (see Table 13). In addition, while 37 percent of ail high
school females desire clerical work, including secretarial jobs, this is
-true of only one in.six college preparatory females but of more than three
out of four business and office students.'

In view of these differenceti it is not-surprising to find differences
in measures that are related to .the occupational goals.. For instance,
business and office students desire jobs, that are stereotypically "female"
jobs: 69 percent 'of them desire jobs in which-over 80 percent of incUm-
bents are female, while only 57 percent of other vocational students and
only 54 percent of general students desire such heavily stereotypic jobs.
The jobs desired by business and 'office students are' also low-paying in
comparison with jobs desired by their peers: 88 percent 'of business and
office students. desire jobs paying less than $6000 per year, while the
analogous figures for other vocational and general students are 51 and 67
percent, respectively.

However, regardless of curriculum, the jobs desired by these young
women strongly suggest occupational segregation by sex. Occupational`
goals were coded in the NLS according to the 1960 Census occupational'
classification scheme. Although there are 297 possible codes, only the
nine shown below are needed to account for over two-thirds of the job
preferences of the girls in grades 10 to 12 in 1968:

/32
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TABLE 13 .

Occupation Desired at Age 35_by High School Curriculum:
Females Enrolled in Grddes 10,12 in 1968'

Percent in
selected
categories

N (in thousands)

Major category:

Prof. tech.,
kindred

Clerical, icindred
Service workers
All other categories

Sex-stereotypic:

Female jobs (80% or more
ofAvorkers inthe
occupation are females)

Median occupitional earnings:

$8,000 .or more ,

$6,000,to $8,000
$4,000 tO $6400
Under $4,000

High school. curriculum
Total Voca-' 'Business

tional and off..

College.
prep. General

4,978 119 861'. 1,989 1,983

45% 47% 9% 74% 33%
37 11 77 16 40
10 18 7 5 15
8 24 ,7 = 5 12

53 57 69 46 54

10 15 2 15 9
28 34 9 41 24
57 26 86 42 60
5 25 2 2 71



Secretary (Code 342) 21% Hairdresser (843) 5%
Teacher (182, 183, 184) 20 Sales clerk'(394) 4
Clerical and kindred,

n.e.c. (370) 9
Social and welfare

worker (171) 2
Professional nurse (150) 8

Total,- top 9xodas 69%

Moreover, despite great publicity about wclen's rolescin recent years,
these 1968 NLS data do not seem to be out,of date. As reported in a recent
Gallup Youth Survey, the top ten career pteferences of teenage gills still
include: 'secretary, teacher, nurse, social worker, cosmetologist/hair-
dresser, "other medical," veterinarian, fashion designer/model, doctor,
and business. By contrast the top ten choices of boys, in order, were:
skilled worker, engineer, lawyer, teacher, professional athlete, musician,
architect, farmer, doctor, and military (Gallup,11976).

Actually, the proportion of high school girls who expect to work out-
side the home may have risen over the past decade. In interviews with
high school girls in Pennsylvania between 1964 and 1966, Kaufman found
that approximately three-fourths said "housewife" in,response to a ques-
tioh c ncerning the type of job they would like to have in 10 years
(Kaufm n, 1975, p. 5; citing 1967 study). In a more recent survey of sen-
iors i several public high schoolsin Arkansas, only 23 percent of the
girls agreed that "most girls will become housewives and never work outside
the h e" (Roby, 1976, p. 187). In the national survey of'32,000 youth
spons red by the American College Testing Program (ACT) in Spring 1973,
75 pe cent of eighth-grade girls said they "would like help" with making
care r plans. Among eleventh-graders, 79 percent gave the same response,
sugg sting that most girls expect not to limit their careers to homemaking
(Pre iger et al., 1974, p. 99,.

Nevertheless, the occupational goals of girls are much more restricted
than boys' and mirror the present "reality" of the labor market., The ACT
stu categorized goals into 25 Hjob families" and reported that''Ser
hal of the eleventh-grade girls choose occupations falling in only 3 of
the 25 job families: , clerical and secretarial, work, education and social
serices, nursing and human care" (ibid, p. 100). Only 7 percent of the
girls aspired to occupations falling into the "technologies and trade"
cluster of job families,,where nearly half of the boys' preferred occupa-
tions were located. ,(SimilarV4 7 percent of the boyt'aipired to
occupatiohs in the 3 job families in which the girls' 'Oefitlences centered).

The ACT.study confirms a related observation--namely, that boys'and
girls differ in the kind of career exploratory experience they have while
growing up. The survey c'ntained 10 items dealing with such activities.
Sex differences were substantial for half the items. More.girls than boys
in the grade report that they never "fixed mechanical things a-
round home" (65 percent of the girls and 17 percent of the boys), "took
a machine apart to see how it operates," (81_god-30'percent), or-"did a



science experiment that was not assigned in class" (58 and 50 percent).
On the other hand,. more boys than girls say they never "wrote a short
story or poem outside of a class assignment" (51 percent of the boys and
29 percent of the girls) or "wosrked actively in a service group or as a
volunteer aide" (53 and 35 percent) (Noeth et al.,1975, p. 124).

Career Choice

It might be hoped: that' the.eOLgctional and occupational goals of
high school students are based on reasonably accurate' nowledge of the
labor market, such as information about occupations and their education
or training requirements, which should help them in choices regarding-ca-
reer directions, and the type and amount of ,additional schooling to pursue.
Students who choose .a vocational program in high school presumably have
above-average need for.,career-information. Such students are closer than
their peers to the time when they expect to leave school. Decisions to
pursue a vocational program involve considerable "choice." A prerequisite
for-Making sound gareer.decisions would seem to-be the possession of ade-
quate information aboutcareer possibilities.

In 1966, young men in the NLS were asked a series of questions under
the heading "Knowledge of the World, of Work"-(KWW). In a multiple-choice
format, each respondent was asked to idePtifYlthe Principal duties of
workers in ten occupations and _-to.. state-the tYPical -education_level of
the incumbents.* Respondents were then-provided-eigh -pairs of occupa-
IAOns-and asked to identify which one normallyyields higher earnings**

*The interviewer asked: "I'd like your opinion about the kind of
work that men in certain jobs usually do. For each occupation on this
card (show Flashcard I) there are three descriptions of job duties. Will
you please tell me which 'description you think best fits each job? Be
sure to read all of the possible answers before you decide." To illustrate,
:response categories for stationary engineer were: (1) "Works at a desk,
making drawings and solving engineering problems"; '(2) "Drives a locomo-
tive that moves can around in a freight yard ".; (3) "Operates and main-
tains such equipment as steam boilers and generators"; and (4) "Don't
know." For each occupation a probe asked:- "How much regular schooling
do you think usually have?"

**The introduction was: ,"Now I'd like your opinion on whether people
in certain occupations earn more, on the average, than people in other
occupations. By average, we mean the average of all men in this occupa-
tion in the entire united States." This was followed by:, "WhoAo you,
think earns more in a year; a man who is (1) an automobile mechanic, Or
(2) an electrician?" Space was provided for "Don't know."
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Answers: were scoredFrani zero ta:56 In 1969, young women were asked to
.-identifyAhe major .tasks performed by persons -1.1110 occupations ,frequently
held'by,WoMem.* :RespondentsWerescOred-On the:number of correct answerst.
(zero to '10)._:Within both sex'cOhorts;.1,1aCkS scored somewhat lower than '
whites. Male occdpational students scoredioWer than-their peers, but
female octupational.students scoredjligher than theirs.

. .

-Here are somehighlights of the results for young men. At one ex-
treme, more than nine-tenths-of all the male students were able to identify,
the principal tasks of an acetylene Welder, a draftsman, and a social work-
er (see. Table 14).. At'the,other extreme, only 13 percent knew, the duties
of stationary engifleers (i.e., most young men,selected "works at a desk,
making drawings'afid solving engineering problems"):' Students also fre-
quently misstated the eemcational ettainment of men in various jobs. For
example, overlialf the students thought draftsmen have-four years of col7
.lege, and 32 percent were' under the impression that social workers average
a high school diplomazor less.

Only on one test item did the male vocational students significantly
outscore their general.curricuium counterparts (i.e., on "machinists").
Commercial on the other.hand,,did about as well as those in the'
general track. Ifiterestingly the college preparatory students scored
higher than their general peers on most items, including those on hoSpital
orderly, machinist,-statisticalclerk, and'draftsman. Regression analysis
was applied to the test scores, with "statistical controls for scholastic

aptitude, socioeconomic,background, grade in school, size.of community
residence at age 14, and'previous work experience. Results reveal that for
whites (but not for blacks) the vocational-students scored significantly
lower than those in the general track on both the composit KWW indexas -

well as on the partscore for college items.**'For the nonCollege items
there was no difference between. general and vocational students in any of
the results.

*The interviewer asked: "I'd like your opinion about the kind of
work that women in certain jobs usually 'do. Foreach occupation on this
card (hand card to respondent) there are three descriptions of job, duties.
Will you please tell me which description you think best fits each job?
Be sure to read all of the possible answers before you decide." As an
illustration, the response categories for department, store buyers were
(1) "Selects the items to be sold in a section of a department store";-
(2) "Checks on the courtesy of sales people by shopping at the store";
(3) "Buys department stores that are about to go out of businks"i'and
(4) "Don't know."

*The difference in scores among white males on the composite was
stically significantsat the .1.0 level, and on the college pert-score

the .01 level. .
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TABLE 14

Percentage of Respondents Correctly Identifying OccUpational Duties
in Knowledge of the World of Work Test,

by Curriculum, Sex, and Race;
Enrollment in Grades 10 to 12 in Relevant Year

Category

,Curriculum
All Comm.-

curricula Voca- (or bus.
(Avg.) tional and off.1

Men (1966)

fork lift operator 70% 69% 65%
Acetylene welder 9i. 88 88
Hospital orderly 70 67 66
Machinist 64 70 69
Stationary engineer 13 16 18
Statistical cleft 81 61 84
Draftsman 94 94 94
Economist . 76 57 72
Medical illustrator. 54. 38 51
Social worker 93 86 94

ifwotriLUla

Assembler
.

74% 50% 74%
Key punch: operator 68 58 78.
Bank teller 80 .68 84
Department store buyer 73 83 77
Dietician' 80 54 80
Statistical clerk- - 44 27 42
Nurse't aide 92 100 94
Social worker 93 71 94
Medical illustrator 52 33 55
Quality control. girl

in a bakery ,

57 43 55

General
College
prep.

69% .71%

93 "92
68 74
59 66
14 10 .

76 90
93 96
72 .85
50 60
91 97

67% 83%
65 7n
73 89
65 82
75 87
40 '50-

90 9.5

90 97
48 60

55 61
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In contrast with the results for young men, for a young woman to
bein an occupational curriculum is positively related to KWW, control-
ling for mental ability and the other variables. Comparing business and
office versus general program students, the percentage of correct re-
sponses is higher for the former than for the latter in nine out of ten
'occupations. On the other hand, in only two instances is the proportion
higher for "other vocational" than general. As in the case of young men,
proportionately more college preparatory students were better able to
identify the occupational' duties of-nearly every occupation on the list.

Judgements regarding the appropriateness of curriculum; to occupation-
al goals are difficult, because assumptions are needed as to the level
and types of education and training implied by occupations. Using coun-
seling and guidance materials published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Grasso and Shea assigned each three -digit census occupation
to one of these categories: (1) occupations typically call for four or
mak years of college; (2) occupati:ins not typically requicing a bac-
calaureate but for which other preemployment training is often available;*
and (3) a residual category dubbed no special requirements," in the sense
that preemployment training or multiemployer apprenticeship is relatively
uncommon. In the first category are jobs such as professor, teacher,
physician, and engineer. The second includes actor, nurse, technician,
a variety of clerical, sales,: managerial, and skilled manual work, and
some service jobs (e.g., hairdresser). The last embraces a number of
occupations requiring little specialized preparation (e.g., file clerk),
as well as a number of occupations by and large restricted to a single
industry sector where training is often in-house (e.g., postal, clerk,
locomotive fireman).

To illustrate with data from the 1970 Census, all employed persons
are cross-classified by major occupation group and the measure of "pre-
employment preparation opportunities." A large proportion of those in
professional and managerial categories are in jobs for which a college
education is often required or preferred. Overall, however, only about
one-fifth of all jobs imply four or more years of college; two-fifths

- are such that other training off the job is available; and the remaining
two-fifths or so can be entered without specific occupational skills pe-
culiar to the job (see Table 15).

The training requirements and 'opportunities associated with; the oc-
cupational goals of students the NLS_are also presented (see Table 16)',
and several observations are worth making. First, the occmpational goals
of blacks (especially the males) call for levels of education and train-
ing that are higher than the U.S. average, but are still lower than one

*Sudh training may be provided in secondary schools (e.g., practical
nurse); in' various community college, preparatory school, or other
settings (e.g., apprenticeship); or in both.
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TABLE 15

Employment in Major Occupation Groups and:by Sex,
According to Level and Type of PreemplOyment

Occupational Preparation Offered,,1970.

(N in thousands)

Percent employed in occupations
for which..."

Major occupation
group, sex

N

a bacca-
laureate
degree + -

is normally
required

some other
preemploy-
ment prepara-
tion is
available

no preemploy-
ment training-
is necessary

.Total, all occupations,
both sexes

,

76,931 9% 42% 38%

Professional, technical 11,699.. 77 22
Managers (nonfarm) 6,315 88 8 .

Sales 5,432 3 93 4
CleriCal 13,994 47 53
Craftworkers

. 10,594. 4. 54 -'46
Operatives 13,493 55 45
Private household 1,168 100

Ather services 8,447 .40 60
Fang laborers, foremen 962 .100
Farmers, farm managers 1,426 100
Laborers.(nonfarm) 3,4317 100

Men, all occupations 47,915 22 39 39

Women, all occupations 29,016 15 48 38

ONCE: Derived from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1973).
Detail may not add to total because of rounding.

bLess than .5 percent.
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TABLE 16

Preemployment Educational'Requirements and
for Occupation Desired at. Age 30 (Age 35

'by Curriculum and Race;
Enrollment in Grades 10.12, Base

Opportunities
for Women),

Year

Occupation
Na requires

(thousands) college 4+

Percentb"
tether

preemployment
training -No special
available requirements

Whites:

Vocational
Commercial

404
79

25%

Men (1966)

12%
c

63%
c

General 1,421 39 49 13
College prepatory 1,528 77' 16 7

Total (or,avg.) 3,540 54 36 11

Blacks:

Vocational 74 25 54 21
Commercial 20 c c. c
General 239. 39 40 .21
College prepatory 127' 56 28 16
. Total (or avg.) 473 41 41 18

Women (1968).

Whites:

Nocational 96 c c . c
Bus. and office 751 6% 74t 20%
General 1,663 26 56 18

prepatory .1,830 58 35 7
.College

TotaL(or avg.) 4,364 36 51. 14

Blacks:

Vocational 22 c c c
Bus. and .office 100 :20 55 25
General '312 . 22 61 17
College prepatory 149 60 39 1

:Total (or avg.). 584 32 . 54 15

Ex6ludes.those who said "don't knoW," who plan not to work, And thote for whom a
bgoal was not, ascertained.

. ,

.:Detail may: not add' to 100 percent because .of rounding.
ITOOCent:bot:00wW:baselets '

432,' lt()
-: ,.
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might have assumed on the basis vf.theirrelatively high educational as;...
pirations. /Second, the occupational.. goals of black males in occupational
Programs are no higher than of white males, although this was not the case
in terms of educational Aspirations: the blacks held considerably higher'
educational 1441s. Third, many students.16:c011ege preparatory programs
often aspire-to:occupationsrequiring less than four years of college.
Perhaps they are more cautious or less certain of their ability to go
to college. Finally, as expected; students in occupational-programs
more often than their peers aspire to occupations associated with_tome
preemployment training below the baccalaureate, yet sizable fractions
(especiallyof black youth) have occupational goals implying either tom-.
pletion of-College (black males and females) or no special preemployment
training (women and black males). . Although it is difficult to derive an
exact quantification of the lack of consfstency'among. educational and
occupational goals and curriculum, the data appear to show'a substantial
degree of inconsistency.

Curriculum Change..

Before turning to any: discussion of.OUtcOmes, it is important to note
that curriculum isnot fixed. during the high school years. CurriculUm
change is observed for many reasons. In some. cases, change of curriculum
may be registered-as students leave the general track.to.enter vOcational
programs at various times', with some programs beginning in the. ninth grade
and others in the later high school years; however, hone .of the data from,
the'national-surveyt seems to include information on when the students,
could have elected to enter vocational programs. Other cases. ofchange.
occur as students elect to change programs, or are reassigned by the
school,. .

Data from the national surveys are confusing on the volume of change.
In personal communications, Rupert N. Evans, of the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, provided the following figures from Project Talent
on vocational seniors: about 42 percent had been associated with the same
cl.!:-.-iculum in the ninth grade; about 21 percent were with the general

track: and the remaining 37 percent were distributed among college pre-
paratory, commercial, agriculture, and other. (However, recall that in
Talent data the program in the ninth grade was based on a question about
the current or expected program of study.)

From Youth in Transition, Bachman noted:

There was, of course, a good deal of movement among programs
from sophomore to senior years....Over three quarters of those
in vocational programs at the end of their senior year had
"transferred in" from other programs (Mostly from the general
programs). A similar pattern occurred among those in business
programs. On .the other hand, more than two-thirds of the seniors
in the college preparatory prdgrams had been in those programs
consistently throughout high school (1972, p. 26).



On the other hand, Grasso and Shea note rather little movement from the
NLS. Between the,base year, survey and ,one year later, fewer than 10 in
100 students moved. The most mobile Were black malesin a college pre-.
paratory program: 10 percent shifted to an occupational curriculum and
'7 percent moved to the general,track. (It maybe noted that no black male
in the NLS sample entered a college preparatory program between the two
survey dates.) The gross movement within all sex-race categories,resulted
in a net gain to occupational curricula (see Table 17).,

Curriculum change in the NLS seems to be congruent, inveneral, with
the aspirationi, likes, 'and dislikes of those who switched. Youngsters
who shifted to an occupational curriculum had held lower base-year educa-
tional aspirations than those who stayed in a general or college prepara-
tory program. Even so, the "movers",had possessed somewhat higher
base-year goals than those in an occupational area two years in a row
(see-Table 18).

Men who shifted to a vocational or commercial program more often
raised than lowered their aspirations: 22 versus 17 Percent. On the
other hand, among the "stayers;" a definite sorting.-aut-process is evi-
dent. College preparatory men--85 percent of whom aspired to at least
four years of college--were more likely to raise than lower their already
high aspirations as a grbup. Just the opposite was true of men who stayed
in occupational program; On the other hand, among the young women,
"movers" to an occupational curriculum were more likely to lower than
raise their educational goals, and only among "stayers" in the occupation-
al area did more girls-raise than lower their goals.

Among both men and women, those who shifted to an occupational cur-
riculum had been less likely than stayers- -with the exception of boys
who remained in a general program--to say they liked school_"very much"
at the base-year interview. Associated with the change in curriculum was
a greater-than-average likelihood of reporting .a change in attitude toward
school, and most of the difference occurred"because a large proportion of
the "movers"--57 percent of the men and 44 percent of the women--said they
liked school more.

The possibilities for curriculum change during high school require
some caution in interpreting findings on the effects of curriculum that
are based solely upon the last reported curriculum.- For example, if the'
general program does not serve acertain student well and the student
transfers belatedly to a vocational programi.then a follow-up of this "Vo
cational graduate" may not only' conceal the shortcomings of the general
program, but also fail to reflect the reputed benefits of participation
in a complete vocational program. Similar pitfalls lie in the cases of
students changing'from college preparatory. to the general program, of
students changing from one vocational specialty to another, etc.

As shown below, curriculum change poses an important problem for
studies on the "holding power" of curriculum. The data show net movement

L.tf ,
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TABLE _17
.

CompaHson Of High School Curriculum by Sex and Race;
Enrollment -in Grades.9-11'in the Base Year
and.in Grades 9 -12 at. the First Reinterview.

Curriculum
Base Year

Number Curriculum, 1st reinterview'

thousands Percent
Voc. Com. or _

B & 0 Gen..
Co 1.
re .

Whites:

Vocational
Commercial
General
College prep.

Total (avg.)

Blacks: .

Vocational
. Commercial-

General
College prep.

Total (avg.)

Whites:

Vocational
Bus. and office
General ,-

College prep.
Total (avg.)

Blacks: ,

Vocational.
Bus. and office
General
College prep.

Total (avg.)

299
97

1,603
1,519,
3,519

.55

21

307
108,
4911'

61

596
1,920
1,604,
4,181

24
, 70

314
112,

520

(8)

(3)

(46)

(43)

(100)

(11

(4

(63

'(22

.000

(1)
(14)

(46)

(38)

(100)

(5)

(13)

(60)

(22)

(100)

98%
b

2

1

(10)

92
b

3

.8

(14)

b

0
1

1

(2)

b

0.

0

0
(5)

Men (1966 -67)

0%
b

1

96
(42)

0
b

0
84
(19).

b

1

1

(37)

b

4

0

96
(22)

Yx

0% 2%

b b

2 94

1 2
(4) (44)

2 . 6

b b

.4 93-
2 71

(7) (60)

Women (1968-69).

b b

98 1

6 92
4 0

(18) (43)

b b

93 3

1 98 _

3 1

(14) (60)

!Detail may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.
Percent not shown; base less than 25 sample cases.

l'Excludes those forwhom curriculum in either year was not ascertained.
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ComparisW of EducationalAspirations and. tf Attitude

Toward School, by SeXea.(T966-67)jnd Women (1968 -69)
JnrolledAn'GradeS 9-12 ikBate-Year and_at First Reinterview

(N in thousands)a

Category Total-

or
.avg,

b

Changed
to occu- ,

pational
curriculum

' , Same- curriculum,
both years

'Occu- .

pational General
College .

prep.

Men (N) 4. 273 128 454' : 1,838 1,567

Coll. 4+, 66 60% 44% 28% 49% 85%
Coll: 2, 66 16 16 32 18 . 9
H.S. 12 or less, 66. 24 40 41 33 6

a+
...

Higher in.1967
Lower in 1967

11

10
22
17

8
19

12

13

9

3

',. Liked school "very much," 66 40 30 39 2C 44
Liked school more, 67. 37 57 35 35 38
Liked school lets, 67 7 4 8 7' 7

,Women (N) 4,949 , 239 642c 2,070_ 1,619

Coll. 4+, 68 24% 11% 40% 81%
Coll: 7, 68. 20

. 36' 23. 14
H.S. 1?: or less, 68 .: 57 53 37 ,6

Nigher in 1967, 12 16 11 13.
Lotter 1969 16 19

-

Liked school "iie6Much," 68, 45 50 52 61
Liked school more,69- 44 31 36 36

_,Liked school less,-69. 15 ,. 10
,

13 18
.

a
Detail may not add to. 100 percent because of rounding.

bEncludes those I made other changes, not shown separately.
Business and ofIlce only; excludes other vocational.

14'1



from the general track to vocational programs during the high school years,
much of which maybe the natural articulation of students at varying start-
ing points for the vocational programs. This fact of movement may impart
a bias to follow-up data favoring the vocational program with respect to
high school dropout rates, because movement per se results in a positive

"`correlation between enrollment in a vocational program and the highest
year of high school completed. With this in mind,' we can now review re-
sults on the effects of curriculum on achievement and attainment.

Basic Skills

Clearly, achievement in basic skills should be an important education=
al outcome of, any high school program. Skills such as language comprehen-
sion, vocabulary and spelling, writing ability, and arithmetic are important
for vocational as well as other purposet. An automobile mechanic needs to
reason verbally, to diagnose difficulties based upon understanding why
things work, to read and comprehend technical manuals., and so forth.: Vo-
cational programs may fail 4o realize their potential if they do not
purposefully develop all of the competencies, for career establishment
and advancement. In fact, basic skills may be especially important for
vocational students with lower -than- average achievement upon entry.

Underdevelopment-in asic skills is a national problem. The Health
Examination Surveys of 1966-70 of the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics reveal-that of youth 12 to 17 years of age; 6.7 percent of males
and 2.8 percent of females cannot read at the fourth-grade level.. Among
blacks, the rates are 20.5 and 9.6 percent for males and females, re-
spectively.

Research on student achievement suggests that' he nature and exten-
siveness of the curriculum are important for explaining variation in
,test scores. Various studies point to the'following factors that affect
scores: total time in school, time on academic activities, ways of
spending academic time, and the amount of content covered (Rosenshine,
1976). Wiley and Harnischfeger (1977) relate declining time spent on
academic subjects to declining scores on standardized tests. They point
out that, according to the National Center for Education. Statistics,
students are taking fewer courses in traditional history, foreign lan-
guages, algebra and *geometry, chemistry and physics, than before. Fine"
(1966) points_out that a considerable number of underachieving schools
exist in the United Stites, where the bulk of class time is devoted to
administrative and disciplinary activities. He cites a study of one Cal-
ifornia school where teachers had reported that two-thirds of 'their time
went for these purposes, and only 15 percefit was devoted to instruction.

Vocational programs are implicated with respect to academic skills
because of their curricular emphases. Statements from two studies based
on Project Talent are-noteworthy in this regard:

At the present time many poor students who are just. barely able
to read are placed in vocational training courses -that give



very little emphasis .to reading and basic skills. it is probable
that a,large proportion of these students do not.end up with
skills that make,thenitittractiVe to employers; consequently
such people will be handicapped occupationally because of their
low literacy and low basicskill level. It is possible that
placing such students in general curriculum and raising their
basic literacy_slightly might do more to maximize their employ-
abilitY, than putting them in a specific very narrow, very low
level occupational training program (Flanagan et al., 1962.
P. 4-22).

The preliminary finding that reading-Comprehension improves in
high school somewhat more for students taking a lot of academic
courses than for students taking less of this kind of classwork
suggests that it would be worthwhile to focus attention on
research concerning the academic-versus-vocational-education
issue....It would be well to find out, through research designed
especially for the purpose, whether the boy or girl taking a
vocational program in high school will as an indirect and un-
sought consequence have less reading competence in adult life
than he otherwise would (Shaycoft, 1976, p.! 9-12).

V cational programs may vary in the degree to which they see to
develop verbal and other competencies. Many vocational instruc rs, un-
fortunate y, are probably less \1verbal" than other high schoo teachers.
just as mot academic instructors are not very competent in ocational
skill areas.

The ongoi g.study by Schmidt and Wiley u-sing LSEE data, cited,earlier,
may illuminate pis area of concern. They explore-the relation between
achievement (in mathematics, reading, and vocabulary) and the nature and
extent of the high\school program; statistically controlling for family
socioeconomic level Viand scholastic aptitude. Schmidt reports "large
effects" for time spent in academic subjects. Time spent in class is
found to-vary widely,`and the amount of vocational coursework is found to
be inversely related to \family status and scholastic aptitude. Still,.
Echternacht (1975) also t4ed LSEE data, reporting that vocational students
were distinguished from general students in being less alienated from
school, having less difficulty with school (higher percentile rank), and
giving their schools high ra ings for quality. 'Vocational students also
ranked higher, than ,general st dents in self;esteem, espeCially among blacks.
Taken together, these sets of indings suggest that a kind of "trade-off"
occurs in -Vocational education.

Other special work-study,and\tooperative programs are also implicated.

\\
Reviewing research on in- school` and summer Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC),
programs in "oe earlyand mid-19601s, Perry and his associates note:
' ...since enrcillees spent-time workin instead of at their studies, par-
ti ci pati on in NYC actually impaired grades of enrollees who had previously
performed adequately in their studies (at least a, C,,average prior tolen-

,,rollment)" (1975, p. 94). Stromsdorfer ( 9730. studied the outcomes of a



high school cooperative education program in Dayton, Ohio. After de-
vising a comparison group and examining both,academic achievement and
post-school experience in, the labor market, he found positive (or neutral)
effects of cooperative education on labor market outcomes. However, in
comparison with the control group, students in the cooperative program ex-
perienced a steady deterioration in academic achievement from freshman to
senior,

In his review of several studies, Augsburger (1974) called attention
to the fact that a number of investigators (Trueblood, 1957; Henry, 1967;.
and. Budd, 1956) found no adverse effect of part-time employment on aca-
demic performance at the postsecondary level. At leaseone (Henry),
however, reached a conservative conclusion regarding freshmen in need of
financial aid--namely, that they need not sacrifice academic achievement
if they are employed 15 hours per week or less. Two other pieces of re-
search cited by Augsburger (Hay, 1969; Baker, 1941) revealed adverse
effects on academic performance for students who worked over 15 hours
per week on their jobs. These findings are not dissimilar to another re-
view by Oscar Lenning and his associates at the American College Testing
Program (1974). Based on published data in the 1960's, they concluded
that "extracurricular activities (including work) do not seem to inhibit ,

and may assist academic success if the activity is not concentrated to
any great extent. Overconcentration on an out-of-class activity, however,
can Interfere with academic progress" (p. 12).

- Cross (1973,.p. 18) mentions studies it the college level which com-
pared the academic performance among cooperative vocational and other
students. The first (Gore, 1972) revealed that students in a college of
business administration cooperative program had higher grades and scored
higher on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE). A study by Wilson and
L.Yons (1961) revealed higher GRE advanced' engineering test scores for co-
op students. Yencso (1971) reported higher grades of co-op alumni
compared with their nonco-op counterparts. Hay (1969) found higher aca-
demic performance among working students whose jobs were related to their
major field of study than among those with unrelated work.

Of course, it is also argued that academic performance may be en-
hanced by vocational programs that give "new meaning" to the academic
subjects. Career education programs are said to tap motivation in this
manner. Although in the case of many career education programs it is
too soon to see results, Bhaerman (1977) has analyzed findings from 38
studies, and concludes that career education programs are having either a,
positive impact ors academic achievement or at least not a negative impact.,
Thus, .if vocational programs possess career education (exploration) com-
ponents, they.may,have mixed effects on hievement: positive through
greater motivation and negative, through duped academic time. N\

Dropping Out

Evidence on the effects of high school curriculuM on reducing drop-
'out rates is difficult to interpret. In an early use of Project Talent i



data, Combs and Cooley (1968) report that high school dropouts were
more likely to have been associated with the general track at the time of
leaving high school than were high school graduates who did not enter col-
lege. However, this analysis did not control for the differences in
ability and socioeconomic level that were reported in the same study. It
was also shown that dropouts were more likely'to have been associated with
the general track at the time of leaving high school than at the ninth grade.
However, this actually involved a comparison between the current or expec-
ted curriculum in the ninth grade and the actual. curriculum upon leaving,
,and the inclusion of ninth-grade expectations makes it hard to interpret
the findings. It seems that Project Talent data are not very useful for
studying this question.

Research with Youth in Transition on the subject of dropping out
has been extensive, but the effects concerning curriculum are, agalp,
difficult to interpret. In Bachmam's major study,(Bachman et al.,'Ii71),
it was reported that college preparatory students were less likely than
their Peers to leave school early, and "the other programs of Study, general,
vocational; commercial, agricultural, etc., showed little variation in droP-
out rate" (p. 60). Actually, the reporf is not clear on(Whether this
finding is based on multivariate results. However, in Bachman's report
(1972) on the unpublished work of Johnston and Davidson, he states:

Given that the-vocational edtication students'were relatively
"dropout prone," the queition arose: 'Does being in the vo-
cational program increase or decrease the likelihood that a
young man will drop out of high school? The results of our
analyses clearly indicate that after adjusting statistically
for differences in faiily.backgrotibd, ability, and past school
performance, vocational students actually dropped out a bit
lessi...StudentS in the general curriculum dropped out more...
their adjusted dropout rate was about one-third higher than
[the other groups] 4. 28).

N-

Elmn so, Davidson his indicated. in personal communications that curriculum
change from one year'to the next-was not considered in their analysis.
Nor was this done with-Hill's (1975) work with the NLS,- which reported
thatthe vocational program improved the: -dropout rate among whites but
not among blacks.

The important role of curricultim change-is underscored in work by.
Graslo and Shea (forthcoming) with the NLS. multiple,Tegression
relating high school completion to .curriculum,,aPtitude,' socioeconomic
level, and type of community was performecon cross-sectional data for NLS
youth out of school'in 1973 (males) or 1972 (females) whofad completed
at least. tenth grade (i.e., in order to minimize the possibility of associ-
ating effects to the general track by default)d Results with such a

".model show'positive provams'(but only for whites)' and for other,vocation-
al programs (only for white females). AMong males of both'races, the vo-
cational,program effect is positiVe but nonsignificant,(see.Table 19).



:TAB": CI

1144h School' Completion: Regres-iiiint-Results On-iCrogs-Sectional -Data
for Males,-1973,- andFemales,_ 1972

;`:Explanatory
variables:and
statistics

White , Black White Black
males males females females

Scholastic aptitude

Socioeconomic origins

bVocational

CoMinercial (or
bUsiness;,offiRe)

College prepatory"

Ruralc

Small towns

L'arge city

Constant

R2
F

N

'cMean (V)cl
SD, Y)

1

a%Restricted to those out of school,who had completed 10-or more years of
4= schoO1-4 Standard errors in.parentheses.
b ..

Reference! group: ergm..al currialliim.-.-
cReference group: respondents living.sjn small city or suburb at age14.
dDependent variable is coded "1", fo.3(r those completing at least 12 years
of sOhol, and is cod d "0" for A 1 others.

**SigntfiCarit at .;10 1 vel ,(2-taired t-test except for SA 'and'SE0),.,

. 004**- .005**- .002** .0015
(.0004) (_.002) -(.0005) (.0012)

02** .03** -02** 03**
(.003)4 ; (.01) (.003) (.009)

'.O1 :08* ..04
(.02) 1: (06).', (.045) (.09)

. 06**- -.07 -.09**: .03
(.03) (-.12) (.02) (.04)
.03** ..13** .10** .11**

(.01) (.06) (.02) (.94)
*-.004 -.03 .05** .06
(.02)--, (.07) (.02) (.05)

.06. -.04** .01
(.01)1' (.07). (.01r (.05):
-.02 -.03 .02 -.05
(.02) (.06) (.02) (.04)
.32. .05 .40 .45

.10 .10 .09 .04
27.49** 5.35** 27.91** 3.94**
1,971 377 2,289 , 546

.93 -.78 .91 ---.85

'.25 .41 .28 .36,
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'Second, attention is restricted to those in grades 10 to 12 in base
,Years,-And rates of completion of that grade are estimated for each cur-
riculum separately. "Low" and "high" estimates are computed with different
at umptions about those not interviewed at the first follow-up (see Table
20).

.J, These "longitudinal" estimates conclude that, in comparisonwith those
students from a general program in the same sex -race groups, the dropout
rate 'for vocational men is higher; for commercial men,,lower; for business
and office women, lower; for co lege preparatory men iiiaWite women,
lower. (For black women, the data are inconclusive.) The basic conclusion
Naithese data seems to be that, in contrast to a general curriculum, (1)
occupitiOnal programs for men, onbalance, are associated with early with-
drawal from high school; and (2) business and office programs (at least
for black women and perhaps for white) enhance retention in school.

Thus, longitudinal evidence disagrees with cross-sectional evidence:
even concerning the direction of curricular effects on retention in school
of niales. With regard to females, the evidence is mixed only with respect
to the strength of the relationship. We attribute the discrepancy in find-
ings among males to the fact that the net flow of students toward occupa-
tional proyrams during the high school years, in itself, produces a°
'positive correlation between enrollment in a vocational program and the
grade of high school attained,, thus confounding estimates bated on cross-
sectional follow-up data. At the same time, the Grasso-Shea "longitudinal"
analysis is less than ideal in that it does not control for family, back-
ground, and other preexisting differences. From all of this we-conclude
that the issue of retention effects remains-an open question, and that the
available national longitudinal data are not well suited,for deriving an
answer.

Postsecondary Schooling

Many studies show that transition from high- school' to college is
strongly related to enrollment in the college preparatory high school pro-
gram. In the AILS aata for males who were twelfth-graders in 1966 and
reinterviewed a year later, 56 percent of the whites and 32 percent of the q
blacks were entolled in college. Among whites, the proportions by cur-
riculum were 16, 27, and 87 percent for vocational and commercial, general,
and college preparatory\students, respectively. Among blacks, the com-
Parable figures were 224 14, and 71 percent?

Such dramatic 6fferences between the college and other tracks
MO have had the consequence of diverting research attention from dif-
ferences between the general and 4ccupational°curricula. In spite of a
large amount of work carried out., the national sUrveys and other major
studies-do not investigate the full range of curriculum differences (e.g.,
Alexander and McDill, 1976; Hauser et al., 1976; Jencks and Brown, 1975;
O'Malley et al., 1977).



TABLE 20

Estimated High School Dropout Rates,bylCurriculum, Sex, and Race;
Enrollment in Grades 10=12 inthe Base Years .

(N in thousands)

CurriculuT,
base year

Whites Blacks-.
Lbw,

esti-
matea

High
estiK
mate" N

Low
esti-
mate

a

High
estiK
mate"

Men

Vocational q,429 10% .

_0966-67)

16% 89 12% _27%

Commekial 126 3 15 27 4 10.

General 1,842 6 16 304 7 13

College pi.ep,

Total (avg:)

1,906

4,439

1

4

5

11

136

574

1

6

5

13

Women (1968-69)

Vocational 96 c 'c . 22 c c

Bus. and office 751 3 7 100 1 4

General. 1,663' '4 7 312 6 6

'College prep.- 1,830 1 4 149 3 9

Total (avg..) 4,364 2 6 584 4 6

aNumber reinterviewed who were not enrolled at first follow-up and had

bcomplevad fewer than 12 years of schooling.
Number reinterviewed who were not enrolled at first follow-up and had

completed fewer than .12 years of schooling, plus number not reinterviewed

c
at first follow-up.
Percent not shown; base less than 25 sample cases.

?r,
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Differences in educational goals between occupational and general-
students were discussed earlier. Among youth who do not enter college
after high school graduation, NLS data also show small differences ty
curriculum in the stated reasons for not continuing schooling. The fact
that only 13 percent of .the occupational graduates cited "couldn't af-'
ford ,college, compared with 18 percent from college preparatory and
general programs, suggests the importance of aspirations. Looking at all
NLS males out of school with 10 to 15 years of education, the most strik-
ing difference is found hetween whites and blacks. Proportionately more
of the latter cited "had to work" for ending their education: 31 compared
with 16 percent of the whites.

Among NLS young women, pregnancy and marriage rank as significant
.reasons for ending (or, at least, interrupting) schooling. Grasso and
Shea examine NLS data for young women out of school in 1968 with a meas-
ure of the coincidence of the birth of a first child and schooling
termination. Over one-third of NLS female high school dropouts are ac-
counted for by this measure (see Table 21). Interestingly, college
preparatory high school dropouts are more likely to leave.school for
marriage and/or pregnancy-than are those from other curricula, presum
ably because they are less likely to leave for other reasons. At each
attainment level, the percentage of black women who bore a child within
one year of leaving school is higher than for whites. These findings
emphasize that pregnant teenagers and young mothers comprise a special
category of those with special needs.

The point is that many pregnant girls are advised (or required) to
stay away from school; poor options are offered (e.g., one hour of
homebound instruction per week).; and should a girl wish later to reenter
school, she is often rassigned to a School with a limited evening program
at some-distanCe- from home. Many of these young women have a very great
need to acquire education or training which will allow them to support
themselves and their children, but virtually no research with the national
surveys has addressed their special case.

In an attempt to ascertain whether curriculum (for one reason or
another) influences educational attainment, and at what stage that in-
fluence 'is felt,. Grasso and Shea regress, in turn, three attainment
variables on a common set of independent variables: scholastic aptitude
(SA), socioeconomic origin (SEO), and a set of dummy variables for both
area of residence at-age 14 and most recent high school curriculum. The
residence variables are (1).A14R, lived on a farm or ranch or elsewhere
in the country (2) Al4T, lived in a town or_small city of under 25,000
population; and -(3) A14CTY, lived ira--Targe city of 100,000 or more.
(The reference group is A14S, having lived in a suburb of a large city
or in a city of 25,000 to 100,000 population.) Curriculum is also rep-
resented by a set of dummy,variables: (1) VOC, vocational; (2) COM,
commercial; and (3) CP, college preparatory. (The reference category-is.
GEN, or general.)
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TABLE 21

'.
Percentage of Women Not.Enrolled in School, Base Year,
Who Bore a Child Within One Year of Leaving School, 1968

Curriculum

Highest.Year Cgmpleted

10 & 11 12 13 to 15

Whites (avg.) 35% 11% 16%

Vocational a a' a

Business and office 34 8 a

General 32 11 18

College preparatory 47 14 17

Blacks (avg.) 44% 28% 22%

Vocational a 32 a

Bus. and office 31 23 a

General 41 29 28

College preparatory a 29 21

aPercent not shown: base less than 25 sample cases.

, ......
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The dependent variables include two dichotomous measures: (1)
13+, whether a Person completed 13 or more years of regular schooling;
and (2) 13 + /TNG, whether the respondent completed 13 or more years or
had some post-school training. The third dependent variable is HSC,
highest year of school completed, measured in continuous form. Because
the sample is restricted to respondents who had at least 10 years of ed
ucation;-It ranges from 10 to 20.

The regression results are presented for men (1973)\and women (1972)
separately (see Table 22a, b). Three variables dominate the results;
SA, SEO, and whether enrolled in a college preparatory program in high
school. Each positively influences attainment.

In the results on the transition to college, the coefficients for
VOC are negative, significant,.and relatively large for both white and
black males: -.10 in both instances. In other words, taking account of
SA, SEO, and 'area of residence at age 14, having been in a vocational
program-reduces the probability of completing one or more years of college
by-at least 10 percentage poirits. "At least" is used because the sample
is restricted to those not in school in 1973; if general students going
to college attend a greater number of years than vocational, differences
based on later collections of NLS data will be greater than those reviewed
here.

The effect of curriculum on attainment of the young men--again
mnderstated, in all likelihood--is shoran in results with HSC (highest
year completed). The coefficients for occupational curricula are
uniformly negative, although only one (VOC for white youth) is statisti-
cally significant. -For them having taken a vocational program, other
things being the same, reduces the highest year completed by about half
.a year (-.52) vis-a-vis the general. program. The coefficient for black
youngsters (-.26) is only half as large and barely exceeds its standard
error.

With the young women, SA, SEO, and CP are again positive and in
nearly every case stecistically signfficelt. Concerning completion of
one or more years of college,' three of the four occupational coefficients
are negative and significant: -.12 and -.14 for B & 0 (business and of-
fice) among whites and blacks, respectively, and -.19 for VOC among young
black women. The net_Influence on highest year of school completed is
negative except for whites from a vocational program,'but none of the
occupational curriculum-coefficients is significant.

These results suggest that occupational programs may have an inde-
pendent, net negative impact on attainment of formal schooling, but two
other factors should be kept in mind. First, a reduction in educational
attainment should not necessarily be condemned. Indeed, it is possible
to argue that this should be applauded. Second, results from use of
the dependent variable 13+/TNG (i.e., some college or post-school train-
ing) should not be overlooked.' In comparison with the earlier results,

3
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TABLE 22a

Educational Attainment and Post-School Training:
for Men, 1973

Regression Results

-Explanatory
variables
and
statistics

Whites Blacks

Y=

13+

Y=

13+/ V=

TNG 'MSC

Y=

13+

Y=

13+/
TNG

Y=

HSC

SA .01** .004** .05** .01** .01** .03**
(.001) (.001) (.004) (.002) (.002) (.006)

SE0 .07** .04** .32** .05** .05** .36**

b
(.01) (.006) (.03) (.01) (.02) (.05)

VOC
73

-.10** -.03 '-.52** -.10** -.04 -.26

b
(:03) (.03) (.16) (.06) (.08) (.24) .

C0M
73

-.05 -.03 -.25 -.01 .02 -.08
(.05) (.05) (.26) (.11) (.15) (.45)b

CP .28** .10** 1.44** .21** .03 1.04**73
A.02) (.02) (.12) 1%06) (:08) (.25)

Al4Rc -.01 -.06** -.11 .03 -.02 .48**
(.03) (.03) (.14) (.07) (.09) (.27)

A14Tc .03 -.04 .07 .02 .01 .35
(.03) (.03) (.13) (.07) (.09) (.28)

A14CTYc .03 -.03 .17 -.07 -.01 -.45*
(.03) (.03) (.14) , (.06) (.08) (.26)

Constant -1.30 -.14 4.36 -.88 -.39 6.52

R
2

.39 .13 .40 .25 .10 .35
F 135.97** 33.17**144.75** 13.67** 4.95** 21.09**
N 1.719 1,719 1,719 329 329 .329
Mean (Y)A .49 .78 13.7 .25 .55 12.4
SD (Y) .50 .41 2.5 .43 .50 1.8

a
,Restricted to those out of school who had completed 10 or more years of
school. Standard errors in parentheses.

b
Reference group: general curriculum.
Reference group: respondents living in small city or suburb at age 14.

*Dependent variables are defined-in the texts
**S;dAificant at .10 level (2-tailed t-test except for SA and SEO).
Significant at .05 level. !
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TABLE 22b

Educational Attainment and Post-School Trgining:
for Women, 1972

Regression Results

Explanatory
variables
and

statistics

Whites Blacks
Y=

Y= 13+1 Y=
13+ . TNG HSC

Y=
Y= 13+/
13+ TNG

Y=

HSC

SA .006** .004** .03** .007** .003 .02**(.001) (.001) (.00) (.001) (.002) (.00)SE0 .06** .04** .21** .06** .05** .17**(.005) (.006) (.02) (.01) 1.01) (.03)VOC
72 .03 .03 .30 -.1.9** -.008 -.30(.06) (.08) (;26) (.09) (.12) (.30)BA072b -.12** .02 -.09 -.14** .02. -.24(.02) (.03) (.08) (.04) (.06) (.15)CP

72 .33** .24** 1.27** .26** .18** .85**(.02) (.03) (.09) (.05) (.06) (.17)A14e. .08** -.02 .35** .09* -.14** .32*(.02) (.03) (.10) (.05) (, "6) (.17)A14Tc .04* -.05* -.15* -.02 -.12* -.11(.02) (.03) (.09) (:05) (.07) (.18)A14CTYc .06** .04 .25** -.05. -.06 -.32**(.02) ( -.03) (.10) (.05) (.06) (.16)Constant -1.11 -.21 7.17 -.92 -.03 9.24
R
2,

.41 .16 .36 .29 .10 .20F
200.48** 45.51**134.75** 29.47** 6.91** 15.23**N A . 2,289 1,927 1,927 546 447 447Mean (Y). .40 .67 12.77 .30 .60 12.26SD (Y) .49 .47 1.76 .46 .49 1.35

aRestricted to those out 'of school'who had completed 0 or more years ofbschool. Standard errors in parentheses.
,Reference group: general curriculum.
"'Reference group: respondents living in small city or suburb at age 14.*Dependent variables are defined in the text.

**Significant at AO level (2-tailed t-test except for SA and SE0).Significant at .05 level.



the occupational coefficients here are smaller in size and arein no
case statistically significant. In these results the effects of SA,
SEG and CP are alsoless strong, suggesting that opportunities\afforded
by noncollegiate forms of postsecondary training lessen the otherwise ,

inhibiting effects of low SA, low SEG, and nonacademic 3tudie5 on attain -

ment.. The coefficients of determination (p2) are also noticeably smaller,
and the mean values for the dependent variables also point:Ao this con-
clusion. For example, 49 percent of the out-of-school white men. completed
13 or more years of schooling, but only 25 percent of the black.' The
comparable mean values for completion of college or some:'post-school train-
ing are 78 and 55 percent--about the same absolute gap but a smaller
relative one. All of these results suggest that,,first, postsecondary
activities other than formal schooling constitute avenues for attainment`
that_do not rely so heavily-on origins and scholastic aptitude, and that;
second,-accounting for these forms of attainment leadsjo results show-
ing no disadvantage among occupational program graduates.

Grasso and Shea also performed a parallel analysis restricting at..;
tention to those in the lnwest third of the distribution of scholastic
aptitude. Interestingly, results. with this subset show that commercial
programs for white males and business and office programs for white fe-
males influence educational attainment in &positive way. These results
suggest that some occupational programs may'add more to (or subtract less
from) the educational attainment off the lowest SA third than for students
of higher"ability levels.

Of course, none of the results reviewed immediately above includes
an explicit formulation of the role of educational aspirations. Since
aspirations vary by curriculum, the measured effects of curriculum may
merely reflect underlying differences in aspirations. Unfortunately,

faresolution
to this problem is not clear because educational aspirations

fare not necessarily "causally prior" to,choice of curriculum.

Using Project Talent data, Jencks designed path models to estimate
the effects of the college preparatory curriculum on college chances for
males and females combined. Using the hypothesis that aspirations. are
"causally prior" to choice of curriculum' produced a 25 percent reduction
in the measured effect of curriculum (Jencks et-al. 1972, p. 168, fn. 35).
Using the NLS data for males only,.and excluding young men in the col-
lege track, Grasso and Shea formulated two versions of an educational
attainment path analysis. In the first,'aspirations are treated as by
Jencks; this is the "goal-directed" model. In the second, choice of.
an occupational curriculum (versus the gsnera\curriculuni) is thought to
influence aspirations; this is the curriculum 'tracking" model, and is
consistent with the one used by Creech et al. with the high school seniors
in the LSEE (1977, p. 3.59). The'data used by Grasso and Shea pertained
to those who were in high school at the first. NLS'survey (when aspira-
tions and curriculum were measured) and who were out of school at the' .

1973 follow-up. A few results are worth recounting. (1) the negative
effects of an occupational program_on attainment are virtually the same
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whether controlling for aspirations or not; stated differently, of the
total positive effects of aspirations on attainment, only 3 percent are
indirect via the positive effect of the general curriculum. (2) The im-
portance-of curriculum for aspirations is confirmed for 'the "tracking"model. Choice of an occupational program reduces attainment, with 70
percent a direct effect and 30'percent an indirect effect through reducedaspirations. This seems to suggest the superiority of the "tracking" modelover the "goal-directed". model so far as the effects of occupational-ver-
sus-general curricula are concerned. (3) 'Reapplying the model to black
youth alone produces additional points of interest. (a) There is no
evidence of indirect effects of curriculum and' aspirations in either
version; these two factors operate independently. (b) Growing up in a
rural area has significant negative indirect effects on Mainment, be-,
cause rural origin is associated with lower measured ability (SA) andlower aspirations. The relationship with measured ability did not ap-
pear in the results for all young men or for whites only. (c) Unlike
the results for all young men or for whites, ability for blacks is 'posi-
tively associated with occupational programs, and there is a negative
indirect effect_of ability.on attainment through this association. Grassoand Shia speculate that, among black youths not enrolling in college
preparatory programs, those who manifest somewhat greater scholastic apti-
tude are encouraged to-enroll in occupational programs. The effect of
doing so is to reduce ultimately their highest year of school completed.

Although these results are intriguing, they are only suggestive and
require replication and elaboration. It is not clear, for instance,
whether any effects of curriculum on,basic skills play an important role
in the attainment process. LSEE data show that "of those who had made
formal application to some postsecondary institution, 66% were accepted
and attended their first-choice school. This rate was-about 61% for
male vocational graduates and about 57% for:female vocational graduates"
(Creech et al., 1977, p. 5.6.). The lower. ates for vocational Studentsmay be related to basic skillsor even- the ability to properly com-
plete the forms for appliation to a , sion--but this is, speculation.

Findings from the LSEE al that vocational students are not
particularly successful n realizing postsecondary education or train-
ing plans (see Table 2314) Of those planning to continue formal school-
ing or to enter apprenticeships after graduation, vocational students

-.are a, little less likely to have realized their plans thad are those
from general programs.

Post-School Training

Paying explicit attention to the relationship between curriculum
and the nature and extent of post-school training not only is valuable
in its own right, but needs to be done in order to interpret curriculum

'effects on post-school labor market outcomes. As indicated earlier in
findings from research with NLS data, while the vocational program may
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TABLE 23

Realization of Pogt-High School Plans by High School Curriculum:
LSEE data from October 1972 Follow-up

Activity Curriculum
Academic General- Vocational

Trade or vocational
school 59% 44% 44% .

Two-year academic 64 60 46

Two-year technical
school 49 42 44

Four-year college 80 57 53

Apprenticeship 30 34 19

Military service 43 46 31

PURGE: derived'-from Creech et al., 1977, pp. 4.8-4.9.
"Percent of those who planned as seniors to enter the post-high school
activity, who had actually entered by the first-follow-up survey.
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have a net negative impact on the amount of formal schooling completed,opportunities for post-school training may serve as-attractive alterna-tives, or substitutes for academic-studies.

Again, extensive work based on the NLS is worthy of review. In thebase year survey for men, those out of school were asked a series of ques-tions about the education or training they had received outside of regularschool.* Besides source, the interviewer askied about length of train-,ing (months); intensity (hours of week); whether the course or programwas completed and, if not, the reason; and whether the education ortraining was used on present (or last) job.

About two-thirds of the men out of school An 1971 who had completed10 to 15 years of schooling reported having received some post-school`training (see Table 24). About half of the
out-of-school women in 1972reported some training. Among men and women, both blacks and whites,high school graduates reported more training than high school dropouts.

With respect to high school curriculum and the likelihood of receiv-ing any post-school training, results are inconclusive for males. Datafrom 1966 show that a-greater proportion ofgeneral high school graduateshad received training than did the proportions of either commercial orother vocational graduates. Data from 1969, however, show that the re-verse is true; and 1971 data show virtually no difference. However, theresults do indicate differences by type and by source. Specifically, ofmen receiving training,
occupational graduates are more likely than theirpeers to receive "skilled manual" types of training and to receive "com-pany training." Commercial graduates are more likely than their peersto receive "managerial" training. College preparatory graduates are morelikely than their peers to receive training from a business college ortechnical institute.

The NLS data for men also show striking intercolor differences in1966, but the relative gap was closing through 1971. Black men with 12

*The sources measured in the first survey were "business" college or
technical institutes such as drafting, electronics training"; "a full-
time program lasting six weeks or more at a company training school";
"apprenticeship training or any other vocational or technical training
(NOT counting on-the-job training given informally)"; "additional general
courses in a regular school, such as English, math or science"; and (for
military veterans), training other than basic trainjng. The next-to-
last question was prefaced: "Since you stopped going to school full
time..." A common lead-in was used for the first three sources: "Asidp
from regular. school..." The 1968 questions asked of women were less pre-
cise as to source, such that

postsecondary proprietary training cannot
be distinguished from public or government-sponsored special training
programs..



Percentage of Respondents Reporting Post-School Training,
High School Curriculum (Most'Recent), Sex, and Race:
-Mlen (1971) and Women (1972) Not Enrolled in School

(N in thousands)

Highest Year
of school
completed

Whites
Percent.

with some
training N

Men

10 to 1T, total (avg.) . 852 58% 228.

12,.total (avg.) _gAsic . 68 324

. ,

Vocational 401 65 54

Commercial 136 ' . 67 9

General: ' 1,487 66 227

College prep. 489 78 34

.13 to 15,- total (avg.) 596 67, 45

10 to 15, total(avg.) 4,040 67 621

Women

10 to 11, total (avg.) 2,303 . 33% '661

12, total (avg.) 6,501 52 771

Vocational 129 42. 39

Bus. and office 2,061 54 160

General 2,844 46 '454

College prep. 1,354 64 112

13 to 15, total (avg.) 1,.643 51 141

10 to 15, total (avg.) 102* 48 1,573

Blacks
Percent y

with some
training

37%

69

51

b

,56
6 71

78

. 51 .:

38%

51

46

60

46
66.

66

47

a

b
Data Pertain to men 19 to 29 years old and to women 18 to 29 years old.
.Percent not reported; base less than 25 sample cases.
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a

to.15 years of eddcation made.especially rapid gains in terms of Post.-
school training. Indeed, among men with 13 to 15 years of schooling,
by 1971 the percentage of blacks reporting some post-school training
(exclusive of mtlitary) exceeded that for whites (78 percent versus 67;see Table 25). Mbreover, by 1971, average duration of training favoredblacks. In 1966, median hours of training (excluding military).for blackswith some training was only 71 percent of the figure for Whites;.by 1971,
this figure had changed,to 107. Exclusiie of military training, in the
latter year median hours' for blacks with10 to 15 years of schooling was '.392; for whites, 365. Almost surely, much of the improvement reflects (1)
economic expansion between 1966 and 1971 and (2) manpower training ef-
forts of both the public and private sectors.

As was tr e of the young men, young women received training after
. high school fr such sources as business and techniCal schools, adult
education, an °many-sponsored training programs. Nearly half of both
white.and black women (i.e., 48 and 47 percent,' respectively) with 10 to
15,years of school had done so by 1972.

Participation in post-school training varied with their level of

-

formal schooling. Among whites, for example, only 33 percent of high.
school dropouts had some training, while over 50-percent of, high school
graduates did,.and the same pattern obtains for black's (see.Table 26). .

Furthermore', the type of training received varied by, evel of schooling,
Among women of either race, those who had gone to college tended togain training outside college of a "professional or technical" nature,
While those with high school diplomas tended togain clerical or secre
tarial types.of training.

4 0

Among the high'sChool graduates who did not go to college, several
differences are related to curriculum. Women from college preparatory
programs were more likely their classmates to receive.some trainingand; among white at least, were more likelyto receive 'professional or
technical" or "clerical" training. Women from business and office high
school programs tended to get clerical or secretarial training, pre- .

sumabbe to supplement the skills gained in school. Among women from the.
general curriculum, there were no extraordinary differences in the amountor type of training received.

it.is also interesting to examine results for the general and col-
lege preparatory high school graduates according to whether they had
received any typing or-shorthand in high school. Surprisingly, thereceipt of typing courses during high school seems to be related to a
greater, likelihood of receiving additional training. In fact, the pro-
portions receiving post-school clerical or secretarial training are in-/ variably higherxfor those with typing or shorthand during high school

/ than for those without: for white college preparatory women the figures
' are 33 versus 21 percent; for white general curriculum graduates they

are 24 and .15; and the analogous figures for blacks are 56 versus 18 and
22 versus 17 percent. Thus, as was the case with the young men, in-
fOrmation on amounts and.types of post-school training received by young
Women suggests that training oft& high school may supplement the program
of study taken in school%
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TABLE 25

Percentage of Respondents Reporting Training QLdtside Regular School
(Excluding Military) High School Currimilum and Race;

, Men Not Enrolled in the Base year

(N in thousands)

Highest Year
of school
completed, 1966

Whites

N

Percent with
some training

N1966 1971

10-11, total (avg.) 852 27% 58% 228

12, total (avg.) 2,514 40 68 324

Vocational 401 36 -65 54

Commercial 136 30 67 9

General 1,487 40 66 227

College prep. 489 47 78 34

13-15, total (avg.) 596 .42 67 45

10-15, total (avg.) 4,040 38 67, 621

Blacks
Percent with
some training
1966 1971

20% 37%

21 59

23 51

a a

21 ;,, 56
18 71

39 78

22 51

a
N t calculated; base less than 25 sample cases.



TABLE 26

Percentage of Respondents Reporting Training Outside Regular School,
High School Curriculum (Most Recent), and Race;

Women Not Enrolled, 1972

IN:in thouiands)

Highest year
completed and
curriculuM.

Percent reporting
'dome Type
.training
(undupli- Prof.
cated

. tech. Skilled
count). mgr. ..':Clerical manual Other

Whites .

10-11,4i::.11 (avg. : 2,303 33% 5%
....._ 10%.

. : k

12, total' (avg',)
.Y.:6:501 52.. 16 '26.,

Vocational .121 42 11 14Bus, and office
'2Z4.61.. 54' 14 3UGeneral: -2,144. 46 12 , 22

wityPiP'4, shorthand,: .1-0/1 49 12 24-

6% 20%

7 18

3. 25
5 19
8 16

..-----Pr-' 19tii/0'.tYPIP9,:#0,70411V 768 36 '12
- 15 6 , 8.College,,Orep, 1,354 64 27 30 10 .20w/tYirlitiOrthantL 913 70 28 33 12 26:w/o typingshorthand 441 52 27 21 8 8..

,3-15, total (avg.) 1,643 51' 31 18 4 17"

Blacks

.- 10.711, total (avg.) .661 38% 8% 9% 5% 27%
12, total (avg.) 771 51 15 25. 9 18

Vocational.
Bus. and office
General

w/typing, shorthand
w/o typing, shorthand

College prep.
w/typing, shorthand
w/o typing, shorthand

3-15, total (avg.)

39
160'.

454
278
175
112 °

BO-,

46

60
46
45
46
66
72

50

9

21

14

14

13

16
17,

14

17

29'

20
22
18

45

56
18

3

9

:9

7

12

,9

11

3

27

22
15
14
18
18
15

24

141 66 26 33 7 30'



Despite the pervasiveness' of poSt-school training; of all the'young' ,

men who received some post-school training, only 43 percent of the whites

and 40 percent of the blacks indicate that the training was useful in

their'ourrent (or last) jobs. Training received by males in. the military

was especially unlikely to be cited as useful: In 1966, 26 percent of
the white young men and 14 percent of the blacks who had completed 10 to
15 years of school reported having served in the military service. Eighty-

five percent reported somepoit-basic training. The largest fraction

(40 percent) received training in the "clerical" area.- "Managerial" or

"professional" training was reported by 22 percent; military specialties
13 percent; and only 10 percent received training tn what the Census Bur-
eau classified. as "semiskilled manual" areas. Thus, specialized military
training does not appear to have duplicated the kinds of subjects studied
in high school. However, only 20 percent of whites and 9 percent of blacks/
who reported military training said it was useful on their civilian jobs /

(see Table 27. I

1
. .1

Of the other types of training received by the young men and women, /

lis

the most striking patterns in perceived use of t aining.rcceived outside
regular school are (1) much greater use of cOmpa y training (61 percent)
than of training received from other sources,-especially military (20 per-

cent); and (2) significantly lower perceived usage rates for blacks than
whites, especially for.company training for men' (67 versus 29 percent),
business college or, technical institute-for men and women (51 versus 31

percent, and 40 versus 26 percent, respectively), and for other voca
tional training,' such. as apprenticeship or government- sponsored programs,

for men (53 versus 16 percent).

In only one case--part-time non-degree-credit course work taken at
schools and colleges--are black males as likely as white to perceive
that training is used in their civilian occupation. In general, for

both men and women, the closer the training is to employment, the greater'
the likelihood that it is perceived as useful in the respondent's job.
Company training (except for young black men) stands out in this regard.

Despite-the overall pattern of relatively low perceived usefulness
of training received outside regular school, two factors should be kept

in mind. First, as will be reviewed below, phis same training,.on
average, nonetheless has positive net effects on wages and other measures
of successful accommodation to the labor market. Second, the NLS data on

perceived use of training are taken from the initial survey--conducted
in 1966. Later data may have shown higher rates of perceived usefulness.

Although the NLS data do not contain information on the perceived

ve.efulness of the high school curriculum per se, LSEE data do, Here,

the .vocational graduates were far more likely than their peers to in=-

dicate having received training during, high school\ Moreover,,of those

indicating receipt, vocational graduates are also slightly more likely
than their peers to say that-,their high school training was useful on

their jobs subsequently (Creech et al., 1977, pp. 2.45-2.47).
a
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TABLE 27

Percentage of Responders with Post-School Training Who Report
Using Their Tr ining on Current (Last) Job

Source and
type of
training

Men (1966) Women (1972)

Whites Blacks Whites Blacks

Military. training 20% 9Z b bBusineSs, college,
or technical

-institute .. 51 31 40% .26%Company training
. 67 29 69 62

Correspondence school .b b 30 25
Other.vbcatlOal

training 53
.

16 46 40, .

. Adult courses-.: 47 '48 28 22

a
Men not enrolled with,10-15 years of schooling; women not enrolledwith exactly 12 years of schooling.b
Not included in questionnaire as a specific item; such training is
included in "other" category.



. ,

By concentrating on students and those who recently left school,

ti foregoing section has not addressed the case of the older adult pop-

ulation. For any reasons, vocational educators are currently being

advised to devote greater attention to adults. Lecht states that "demo-

graphic changes in the next 'decade can be expected to lessen the importance
of the high school age group as the primary audience for vocational pro-
grams, and to increase the importance of adults with labor- force`

experiences as the source of enrollment growth (1977, p. 4)." This will

necessitate added flexibility invocational education offerings, whiCh at

the moment are usually offered in the scholastic gyleALpase. What is

meant by the latter term is the common practice of offering a variety
of courses, each of which necessitates a few hours a week--e.g., in night

school--over an academic term. This style is congenial for many young

adults and women without severe economic pressures. But it is often not

congruent with the needs and desires of those typically served in the "man-

power" mode.

For example, a person enrolling in night school for two semesters of
typing, may spend six hours per week over a 30-week period for a total of

180 hours in order to reach 45 words per minute. On the other hand,
proOrietary schools may be equipped to offer a course of equivalent quality
30 hours per week over a six-week period-and the client may prefer it in

view of the shorter time to completion. Unfortunately, the national sur-

veys contain little information that can be used to investigate the

relative merits or effects of alternative types of adult programs--e.g.,
CETA/proprietary versus adult vocational education for meeting various

kinds of human resource needs. .A few years ago, Gerald Somers. at the
University of Wisconsin undertook a detailed feasibility study of the
usefulness of the NLS for assessing the impact of manpower training pro-
grams, but sample sizes proved to be too small to permit analysis.

Although the presently available'hational longitudinal data do not
permit such studies, investigative' research or simulations might be use-

ful. They could illuminate such factors as the costs (of gaining train-
ing) to the trainee, the comparative instructional costs to institutions,
and institutional capacities to deliver training under various sets of

assumptions. Findings could be useful in roughly charting the terrain

for meeting adult needs.

Post-School Outcomes.

Research on the relationship between curriculum and labor market
and other post-school outcomes may be conceived as constituting the ma-

jor evidence on the effectiveness of vocational education programs. A

large body of work has been completed since the passage of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963. However, it does not provide compelling evidence

supporting the alleged labdr market'benefits of high school-level voca-
tional education.
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The usefulness of many of the earliest studies As limited by in-
adequacies in data or methodology, as several reviews of this literature
attest (Grasso, 1975; Reubens, 1974; Stromsdorfer, 1972). More recent
studies and study plans incorporate imprOved methodology for handling'
difficult facets. For instance, in connection with a series of evaluation
studies on occupational education programs in Newlork State (e.g., Fisher
et al., 1976), Fisher is trying to implement an improVed approach to
identifying "control groups" for ultimately estimating the impact of
BOCES programs on occupational students. Two control groups are envision-
ed: general students who resemble occupational students in terms of test
scores and sex, and general students conceived by school counselors as
being similar to vocational candidates on the basis of both academic andother criteria. These studies also attempt to produce separate estimates
for each of a number of conceptually distinct program effects: the ef-
fects of occupational programs on earnings'via "general" training, via
"specific" training, via labor supply, via the option value of the op-portunity for additional related post-school training, and via the
increased probability.of high school completion..

In another example, the forthcoming report of a national study of
cooperative education (by Applied Management Sciences, Inc., for the
Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation, U.S. Office of Education)
is based upon research designed to define and measure effects from a
variety of perspectives. Specifically, the study seeks to uncover costs
and returns for the cooperative programs' students, for the employers,
for the educational institutions, and for society at large.

Research using the national surveys on the labor market and other
post - school outcomes of high school curriculum reflects the same wide
variation in use of data and methodology that is found in the remaining
literature. Vincent's (1969) analysis of 'Project Talent data resembles
the early studies based largely on tabular analysis. Information on the
weekly earnings of male high school graduates (with no military service
or full-time postsecondary education) was taken from the follow-up survey
conducted five Yea s after graduation. Average weekly earnings for
graduatei from eacn curricular group were compared, butonly for males,
with these results: the mean weekly earnings for general, college pre-
paratory, and vocational graduates were virtually identical to one
another and very slightly higher than for the commercial and agriCultural
graduates. In addition, since the curricular groups differed by academic
aptitude, Vincent reestimated average weekly earnings for the nonvoca-
tional graduates by incorporating an adjustment for ability differences
(i.e., as if each other group followed.the distribution of vocational
graduates on academic aptitude). Curricular differences in earnings
were greater after the adjustment than before, but the gap between the
general and vocational graduates remained less than five cents in hourly
wage. Vincent also compared the occupational distributions of white and
black male high school graduates from the vocational, general, and com-
mercial tracks. Among whites, the commercial graduates were most likely
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of-all to hold-white-collar jobs, and the vocational graduates were
most likely to have blue-collar jobs, while the general graduates fell
between. Among blacks, all three groups were more likely than white&
to hold blue-collar or_service jobsisee Table 28).

At this writing, data from the'Youth in Transition project had evi-
dently not been analyzed with respect to the labor market outcomes of
high school curriculum. In the latest major report from this project,
O'Malley et al. (1977) report on the wages, occupations, and unemployment
experiences of males about 23 years old in the labor force. They found
that "wages and unemployment rates are notcnearly so predictable from a
number of variables including educational level, family-background, and
ability as is the status of their jobs" (p. 3-24). While occupational
status was found to have direct (net) associations with level of educa-
tional attainment, aptitude, ninth-grade GPA, and college preparatory
curriculum (i.e., versus any other program), wages and unemOloyment
were found to have weak (or no) relationship with these measures.

The authors explain that the lack of associations with wages or
unemployment is due to the fact that the respondents are quite young and
restricted to a small range of age. Indeed, the nature of the sample- -

males in the tenth grade in 1966-- could have been anticipated to produce
limited predictability for wages. In the follow-up data for such a sample,
the quantity of work experience and'the level of schooling completed are
related inversely to each other; indeed, in this panel the inverse rela-
ition'is a relatively strong one. Thus, although both-work experience

/and schooling are hypothesized in economic theory to be potent determin-
ants of wages, their strong inverse interrelationship gives rise to the
statistical problems of multicollinearity, making it difficult to measure
the net effects of either. Moreover, since Youth in Transition data also
contain few minority respondents and no females, even race and sex wage
differences are absent.

Analysis of data from the LSEE also reflects the problem stemming
from use of data on a limited age group, since the LSEE panel consists
of high school seniors in 1972. Creech et al. state:

Considerable variance in the hourly wage rates was.left un-
explained by the hypothesized model. It would seem that
characteristics of the individual as well as his or her en-
vironmental background have little to do with wages earned
in the first year out of high school. The only variable
possessing a large path coefficient is sex (1977, p. 3.85).

The Youth in Transition report cited earlier did not reveal anything
about the association between vocational curriculum and wages, but
Creech's report on LSEE does. Results from a path model applied to data
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TABLE 28

Occupations of Male High School Graduates
Five Years After Graduation

Curriculum Total. White collar
, .

Blue collar
or service.

Whites:

Vocational 100% 34% 66%General 100- 48 52
Commercial 100 63 37

Blacks:

Vocational 100% 22% 78%General 100 37 63Commercial 100 30 70

SOURCE: Project Talent data, derived from Vincent (1969, p. 41).--



for those working full time reveal positive effects of.the vocational

program on hourly wages, but the effects are negligible in size.* Un-

fortunately, it is also true that Creech had applied a single model to
all data for males and females, whites and blacks, combined. This in-

volves the implicit assumption that the processes under investigation .

are governed by the same relationships for each of these groups.i.. Accord-

ing to several large bodies of literature, this is a questionable
assumption to make.

Results from the NLS. show that, about. 10 of 'every 20 male respond-,

ents no longer in school were either working or seeking work at each

NLS survey; women, of course, present a different pattern. Many do not

participate in (or seek) paid employment because of family responsibili-

ties. Others work part time, usually by choice but sometimes because of

the work opportunities available to them. Such patterns, by level of

education and most recent'high school curriculum, are of interest in

their own right. In addition, they represent an important area for ex-
amining curricular.differences in economic outcomes.

NLS data for...1972 reveal that, by and large, the more education a

woman has completed, the greater the likelihood of her participation

in the labor force and of working full time rather than part time. The

participation rates of high school graduates with different curriculum
backgrounds were quite similar, but the percentage of employed women
working full time (35 Or more hours per week) ,was higher among former

occupational students. The full-time rate was especially high for white

women from "other vocational" programs and for blacks from business and

office studies. These and other differences reflect underlying varia -.

tion in marital and family status as well as the nature of employment

opportunities. ,For instance, white female business and office graduates

were more likely than-other whites in 1972 to be "married with children,"

but less likely to be:'!not married with no children" (i.e., single,

diVorced, widowed, without children). Overall, the-difference in labor

force participation rates between white business and office graduates

and white general graduates was only one percentage point. Black fe-

male business and office graduates were less likely than their general

peers to be "married with children," but more likely to be "not married

*Specifically, the findings are that "In Vocation Program" Nas a
small direct effect on hourly. wages (in terms of a standardized re-
gression coefficient of 0.04), a Wall indirect negative effect through

"Academic Achievement" (i.e., -0.17 to Achievement, and 0.08 between

Achievement and Waget), and a 'small indirect positive effect through

"Level of Education-Occupation Plans" (i.e.., -0.18 to Level, and -0.09

between Level and Wages). See Creech et al. (1977, pp:3.80-3.85).



with children "; the overall difference in participation rates amongblacks was only two percentage points. Even so, of women who work,vocational and business and office graddates are more likely to be fulltime than are general graduates (e.g., among whiteS the rates are 87,75, and 72 percent, respectively).

Youth Unemployment

In.1955, the average monthly number of persons 16 years of age andover who were unemployed was 2,852,000--or, 4.4 percent of the civilianlabor force, and youth 16 to 24 years old accounted for 30 percent oftotal joblessness. In 1975, the number unemployed (a monthly average)stood at 7;830,000
persons--or 8.5 percent of the work force, and youth---..,..a2eOunted for close to half (46 percent) of the total. Between thesetwo points in time, total unemployment nearly tripled (2.75x), whilethe number of unemployed youth more than quadrupled (4.14x).

Many persons perceive vocational education and training as .a solu-tion to both unemployment and seemingly related other social problms.,Funds for training have been seen as riot insurance., Tom Wicker wrotein the New York Times.(April
25, 1975) that "in New York, robberiesand assaults are often street muggings--again

suggesting the link tounemployment since muggers tend to be youths, and teenage unemploymentis now running at 20.6 percent [and] more than 40 percent for black
teenagers" (cited by Barton, 1976,.p:. 2). But this view relies uponassumptions about the

relationship between vocational- education and youthunemployment.

In some ways the hypothesized role of vocational education is based'on arguments similar to those promoting manpower programs to, stemunemployment. This has been the subject of 'some debate (see Hall, 1971,1972; Shea, 1973; and Feldstein, 1973). The logic advanced by. Hall andothers seems straightforward: if those without marketable skills canacquire them, if the match between aptitudes and interests and job re-quirements .can be impeoved, if those seeking work (or workers) can beassisted in making a transaction--then, both vacancies and joblessness
can be reduced without involving

substantial risks of greater inflation.

The only evidence available from the national surveys on the rela-tionship between curriculum and unemployment is based on the NLS.
(Creech et al., 1977, present results on "employment" and "unemployment"
rates, but their LSEE data do not measure employment and unemploymentin the traditional

manner. .Moreover, their analyses are based on stu-.dents-and nonstudents combined.)

One study (Grasso, 1975, Pp..148-150) reported no perceptiblerelationship between several. measures of unemployment and high schoolcurriculum among males. The findings, based on multiple linear re-
gression,canalysis of data on high school graduates up to 1969, controlled,for several background variables, including scholastic aptitude, resi-dence in 1969, and years of work experience. Froillpa second study,.

.



tabular figures (Grasso and'Shea), based on data for a longer period of
time (beyond 1969) and covering both men and women, show that results
vary-according to the precise measure being used. Using employment
status as of the various NLS surveys lc..dds to the impression that white
male vocational graduates and female business and office graduates may
experience unemployment less frequently than their general curriculum
counterparts. Using the total number of spells of unemployment between
1966 and 1970 among males shows that vocational graduates are aslikely

-(blacks) or more likely (whites) to have had a spell of unemployment
than were general graduates. In any event, general economic conditions
(e.g., the 1971 recession) clearly dominate the unemployment experience
of thete cohorts. Other research points to_a strong inverse relationship
between a-person's age and the probability of being unemployed, but chang-
ing economic conditions during the NLS survey years have clearly offset
the reduction one would expect from year to year as the cohorts matured.

Occupational Assignment

.Grasso and Shea's analysis of NLS data on males out of school in
1973 shows that the occupational distributions of graduates of the several
high school curricula resembled one another to some extent (see Table 29).

-Except for former college preparatory students who did not go to
college, over half of each curriculum group were in craft or operative
jobs. (Vocational graduates were most likely, with 67 percent of the
.whites and 73 percent of the blacks; and they were least likely, to be
assigned to white-collar positions.) Among the women graduateS, dif-
ferences by curriculum are somewhat greater. A very high proportion of
women from business and office programs hold clerical jobs (74 percent
of whites and 60 percent of blacks); so do black college preparatory
graduates (68 hercent). White vocational graduates were especially likely
to hold blue-collar positions.

. The occupations held by young men with differing levels of educa7
tion vary in several respects, but male dropouts.specially whites)'
with 10 to 11 years of schooling are distributed across the occupational
spectrum in a way resembling those with exactly 12 years (see Table 30).:
Nearly equivalent fractions of the two groups are in craftworker and
operative categories'. Those with 12 years of schooling are somewhat
more likely than those with 10 or 11 years to be in white-collar posi-
tions: whites (27 and 15 percent) and blacks (14 and,5 percent), while
dropouts are somewhat more likely than graduates to be nonfarm (and,
for blacks; farm) laborers. By contrast, a substantial difference be-
tween graduates and men with "some college" is found in the likelihood

of working in white-collar jobs: whites (27 and 50 percent), blacks

(17 and 41 Percent). These relationships by level of education-contain
other important findings. First, at each level of education, blacks, on
.average, hold lower-level jobs than whites. Second, additional years

of ,education (some college for whites., and high school graduation and
some college for blacks) make a difference for men of both races in

17.3
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Occupation '(Major Group) on Current (or Last) Job
by High.Sthool Curriculum (Most Recent)

N in thousands
Comm. or o egeOccupation Vocational bus. & office) General. prep.

Men (1972)

Whites (N) 564 194 2,085 897
Prof.,tech.

b
4V 8% '3% 8%

Managerial 5 9 .11 16
Clerical 3. i2 7 9,
Sales. .3 8 4 5
Craftsmen 36 22 31 29
Operatives 31 32 28 15
Service 4 7. 6 12
Farm 6 2 4 2
Laborer, nonfarm 7

6 6 5
Armed forces 0 0. 0 .0

Blacks (N) 77 .13 252 '53

Prof.,tech.b 2% 4% 6%
Managerial 3 4. 10
Clerical 3 6Sales 0

,6

4 2
Craftsmen 22 c 22 12
Operatives 51 ' 44 36Service 5

. 8 9Farm 0 2- - 0
Laborers, nonfarm 15 7 19'
Armed forces 0 0,. 0

Whites (N) 106

Women (1973)

8541,18q 1,384

Prof., tech. 5% 5% 5% 11%
Clerical 29 74 52 55
Sales 14 3 8 8.
Service 12 11 16 15Other 40 7 19 :11

Blacks-.(N) 16 98 233 56

Prof. tech
-.6

6% 2% 2%
-Clerical 60 41 68
Sales

1 2 0Service 18 24 5Other 15 31 25

a
Men and women not enrolled, but interviewed, who had completed exactly 12byears of school:
Detail may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.

cP.ercentaget not shown;. base less than 25 Sample cases.



Occupation (Major Group) on Current
(or Last) Job by Highest
Year of School Completed

Whites (

Prof.,
ech,a,b

Manager al
Clerical
Sales
Craftsmen
Operative
Pvt. H.H. orkers
Service
Farmers an

farm mgrs
Farm labore s

and foreme
Laborers
Armed forces

Blacks (N)

Prof.,.tech.
a ,b

-Managerial
Clerical c

Sales
Craftsmen
0peratives 1

Pvt. H.H. wOrkerS
'Service

Farmers and
..farm mgrs.
Farm laborer's.

and foremen
Laborers....

Armed forces .

Men (1972). Women (.1973)

10-11

years
12

years
13-15
years

10-11

years
12

years
13-15
years

602 3'411 1,738 532 3,597 4/t614

1% 4% 10% 2% 5% 30%

8 11 20 2 2 4

4 7 11. 38 60 43

2, 5 9 4 7 4

34 31 20 3 1 0

32 26 16 17 9 3

0 0 0 6 3 2

5 6 6 . 24 . 14 13

3 3 2 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 '0

9 6 5 1 0 .0

0 0 d c c c

173 394 118 149 408 163

1% 3% 10% 3% 2% 21%

2 -5 5 ,. 1. 1 2

1 6 21 .22 50 54

1 3 5, 1 1 '2'

12 20 13 0 '2 0

59' 44 26 24 20 -9'

.0 0 0 . -9 4 0

8 7 9 38 20 10

1 0 1 0 0 0

6 -1 1 0 .0 0

16 11 . 8 2 1 1

i
O.- 0 0 c c c

aMen and women not enrolled, but interviewed.

bDetail may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.

cCategorivas not included fOr women..

? Less-, than \.c.:'; perdent.
167
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gaining access to better jobs. Third, the-absence of much difference
between-high-school dropouts and graduates among whites is in sharp
contrast with the substantial difference among blacks.

The occupations held by women also vary by level of schooling. While
only 2 percent of women with 10 or 11 years of school hold professional
or technical jobs, this is true ,of 29 percent of those with 13 to 15 years
of schooling. And while 57 percent of those with 10 to-11 years hold
blue-collar or service jobs, only 17 percent of those with 13 to 15 years
held such jobs. Much of the variationreflects improved opportunities
for high school graduates over dropouts. The occupational distrib tions
of employed women by their level of schooling also reveal some interesting
differences by race. Among both 'high school dropouts and high school
graduates, blacks aremore likely than whites to hold blue-collar and .

service jobs, and are, less likely than whites to hold clerical jobs; how-
ever, this situation does not obtain among those with some college.
Here, blacks are more likely than 'whites to hold clerical jobs. However,
in every stratum, young black women are less likely than whites to be
assigned to professional or manageri41 work.

NLS data reveal few differences by high school curriculum among the
men in industry affiliation. Among the white men with 12 years of school-
ing, vocational graduates are more likely than their general counterparts
to be employed by firms in agriculture and other industries (11. versus
6 percent), in manufacturing (42 versus 37 percent), and in transportation,
communication, and public utilities (11 versus 6 percent).. Among com-
parable blacks, former vocational students are considerably more likely
to-be employed in manufacturing: 61 versus 42 percent of the generals.
The distribution of employed young women by industry group is materially
different than that of young men. Practically none of the women-is 'em-
played in extractive industries, construction, or manufacturing (except
for a small proportion of white vocational graduates). Busidess and
office graduates are somewhat more likely than their general peers to
be in transportation, communications and public utilities, finance, in-
surance, real estate, professional and related services (whites only),
public administration (especially blacks) and "other services," but in
no case is the difference more than six percentage points.

Grasso and Shea-also compared graduates on measures related to
occupational assignment (Table 31). Usage of their,classification cf
jobs according to preemployment requirements revealS\only mild differences
between the groups of graduates: male occupational graduates were
somewhat more likely than general graduates to obtain jobs dubbed, "no
special preemployment requirements," but this was not true among females.
Usage of other ratings of the skill level of jobs (i.e., the. General
Educational Development--and Specific Vocational- Preparatien--ratings
taken originally from the*Dictionary of Occupational Titles) also fails
to reveal substantial differences. Usage of the, sex typicality of the
occupatlans held by women (i.e., percent of occupational incumbents who
are female) reveals that, on the whole, female high school:graduates are
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TABLE 31
,,,, ... , .

Preemployment Educational Requirements aqd OpportUnities
'7. of ,, Occupation of Current: (or Last)..;...164.by.'Higt School. 'Curriculum"' Ift.In'-..thOusands) ''' ' .III .'

4 - r. ,,

//,'Category

t.

Total.

(or avg.,

CuriCulum most recent)
Conner-
41 (or Col lege

us. :and 0, prepar-
Vocational. Office) General atory

!.

Whites (N)
Occupation requires

college 4+.

ather preemployment
traihing available

No. special requirements

Blacks (N)
Occupation requires
college 4+

Other preeMployment ,

training available
tio speci al requi rements

Whites (N)
Occupation requires
college 4+

Other preemploymeOt
training available = 62: ,

No `special" requirenents 32

Occlipati6n. 0- 59% .fernal e 17%
Occupation- 607,79% female 23
Occupation 80-100% female 60

Blacks (N) 408
OcaUpati on requires

college 4+ 3%
Other preemPioyment

training, aVailable ' 60
. No special'requirements i 37

OccupatiOn 0- 59i7.fimale 22%
Otcupation 607,! 79% female 2/'

occupation .807.100% lernale 51.

3,441

15%

48

37

394

6%

45.

48

3,597

6%

-ken (1972)

564 -194

11% 18%

49 -34_

40 48

77_ .13-

4% b

45 b

51

Women (1972)

`106 1,180,

11% 4%

62: 64,

26 ; 32

35%1. .13%

18 I 22 r.

471 65"
I

161 98

b' .3%

70

28

25%
20
55

2,085 597

16% 19%

A8 48
36 33

251 53

4% 14%
..._ ,

49 35
47 51

1 384 854

8 %.

62 57
31 35

20% 19%
24 . 22
56 59

233 56

3% 0%

a and, women ..not enro`i led
wage, Or; salary .; workers :eMpl

,-; :;_ --

Percent not reported., . base,,

.1!

61'

37

25%
31

44

1-44

56

in school, restr cted in the case of women
oyed-: full time:

lesS'.--than 25 sample, cases...

ii



rather- likely -to be employed in sex-typed jobs. When this is compared
With- the-octupational goals held by NLS high school students in 1968
(Table 32), comparison reveals that college preparatory graduates were
more likely to hold stereotypic jobs in 1972 than were the college
Preparatory-students to_have desired typical jobs in 1968. By contrast,
women fraucthe-other curricula were '.:,1mewhat less so. In any event,
business-and office graduates-were more likely to hold traditional jobs
than Were general graduates.

Economic Outcome

in icated earlier, relatively little useful information on cur-\
_

in
.ricula0ifferences in wages or earnings has been produced from the national

stirveYS data.'with the exception-of work based upon the NLS. In the study
\,:brasso and:Shea,ailtiple regressions are performed for those employed
n 1971 or 1972 (males and femalei, respectively), separatelyrby. sex and
ace,'to:explore factors associated with variation in hourly Yates of pay,
nnual wage and salary earnings, and-two measures concdived as proxies
or Iong-ron labor market outcomes (the,Duncan or Bose socioeconomic index
f the occupation held, and the 1969 median earrings of full-year incumb-
nts).- Explanatory variables include measures cf aptitude, socioeconomic
origins, extent of wok experience, whether post-school training, whether

veteran (males onlY), tenure with the employer_-:and whether full-time
female onlY), and whether the wages-are covered by a collective bargaining

agreement. Also, in the regressions for woilen, a measure of the degree of
sex-stereotyping of her occupation is occasionally included.

Results of the analyses for men_indicate that participation in an
ccupational .-....:rriculum during high school makes for little difference in

_criteriahe
.

...tsures, as compared -with completion of a general program.'
Selected re.e.s.,on coefficients are-reproduced in Table 33.) In the
ole instance of a statistically notable finding, it seems that the com-

mercial program (denoted (Am) is associated with an advantage of almost 5
Points in the Duncan index, as compared with the general track, but the

. absence of supporting findings from use of-the other criterion measures
suggests that thi jobs of commercial graduates are not higher-paying than
those of their general track Peers. By way of contrast, participation in
post-school training programs outside regular school (including training
received in the military denoted "ING(IM)") is found to exert a positive
effect upon the rate of pay and annual earnings of the recipient. It'is
also associated with higher-status and better-paying jobs (via the Duncan
and typical eamlcs).

Moreover, 1,,'s A Grasso and Shea include the collective bargaining
variable (CB) in-the hourly-rate-of-pay equation, its coefficient ts
$1.03 for white males and $.46 for black males, both large and statistically
significant. 'The regressioncoefficients Of CB are also significant for
both races with annual earnings` It might be noted that in
neither case does the inclusion of. the CB.variable affect the curricular

_results. ,



TABLE 32

Proportions of Women Desiring
and Holding

'Sex- Stereotypic Jobsa

Curriculum

Whites (avg.)

Vocational

Business, office

College preparatory

General

Blacks (avg.)

Vocational

business, olffice

College pr4aratory

General

Proportton of 1968
students desiring

a stereotypic jobb

Proportion of 1972
nonstudents witt
stereotypic job"

.53% 60%

62 47

72 65

42 59

55 56

52% 51%

40%

61 55

54 62

50. 44

a
Refers to type of work desired at age 35 for students in grades 10-12
in-1968 and to current job for graduates not enrolled in school in 1972.

b
Sterotypic occupations are those in which at least 80 percent of
incumbents are female.

c
Percent not-reporte4 based on less than 25 sample cases.
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TABLE 33

Selected Understandardized Regression Coefficients:
Employed Male High School Graduates, 1971u

Explanatory Variablesc-

VOC .COM CP WEXP MLSVC TNG(IM)

Whites

Hourly rate of pay .10 -.28 -.14 .21** -.04 .40**
(.16) (.24) (.16) (.02) (.12) (.12)

Annual earnings 487 -.252 587 634** .-188 588**
;(431) (639) (440) (67) (332) (333)

Duncan score -1.82 4.96 2.54 1.17** -1.96* 7.01**
(1.92) (2.99) (1.93) (.31) -(1.43) (1.45)

Typical earningsb -140 434 65 148** -227 346*
(330) (514) (333) (53) (246) (250)

Blacks

Hourly rate of pay -.19 d . d .10** .17 .24*
(.25) (.04) (.12) (.18)

Annual earnings -376 d d 217** 385 417
(631) (108). (556) (484)

Duncan score A -1.15 d -.69 -.06 8.32**
(3.12) (.54) (2.52) (2.34)

Typical earniagsb- -324 d 8 63 ' 831**-
(421)

(7.3) (340) (315)

a
Regressidns control fOr-either variables listed in the text. Standard errors in'parentheses.
..

,Refers to typical earnings in the respond s-occupation: i.e., median 1969 earnings
male full-year workers in the:15ccupation, the 19.70= decennial Census.

and CP refer to vocational, commercial, and college.prepa atory

///
curriculum 'respectively; and regression coefficients represent the net mereebetween-each curri ulum shown and the general curriculum. WEXP is the number _
years'filnce leawing school, except for years spent in the military service. MLSVCis a dichotomous Variable denoting any-post-school military service. TNG(IM) is
a d }..hotomoUs variable denoting receipt of any post-school training, including
that received in the military beyond basic training.

Coefficient not reported; inadequate sample cases.
_

1Significant at Arevel (1-tailed t-test except for curriculum variables).

172 leoc Significant at .05 level.



The pattern of relationships is much the same with data for high
school and college dropouts as it is for high school graduates. The
occupational curricuTua regression coefficients are again nonsignificant.
Interestingly, post-school training-is found to add as much or more to
the earning power of high school dropouts as it'does for graduates and
men with 13 to 15 years of schooling. In order to test for "interaction
effects" of.curriculum with other variables, Grasso and Shea also regres-
sed hourly rate of pay on the explanatory variables, for each curriculum
population soparatey. Among the results: scholastic aptitude makes a
much greater contribution the pay of vocational than general (or,,in
fact, college preParatory) high school graduates; years of work experience
make little or no difference for black vocational graduates, and among
whites its coefficient is considerably smaller than for general or col-
lege preparatory ($.13 versus $.23'and $.30); and post-school training
has a slightly greater effect on the hourly earnings of vocational than
of former general students. The salience of the aptitude variable for
vocational students may suggest that the development of basic skiils for
vocational students should be regarded as a ',portant task.

Finally, the implications of curriculum for the.growth in earnihgs
over time were examined directly by relating curriculum to the actual
change in pay from 1966 to 1971. Results suggest that, if anything,
having been an occupational student reduced the growth of-rate of.pay
over time. Compared with a former general student, VOC subtracts $.28
from the five-year change in rate of pay (see Table 34).. Once again, the
data seem to point to lower pay in the long run Tor vocational graduates.
Among whites (but not blacks), medsured mental ability correlates rather
strongly with increase in rate of pay, A 10-point difference in-SA means
$.20 over the five-year period. Also, post-school training received be-
tween 1967 and 1971 ("TNG(IM)67-71") is associated with large gains in
wage rates: $.44 for whites, and $.61 for blacks, a very important find-
ing, for it suggests that manpower and other training outside regular
school have had beneficial effects on the earning power of young men.

In contrast to the results for men, the evidence for women strongly
indicates labor market benefits for vocational education in high school.
Results for the-business and office program show a $.27 advantage in
hourly wage for whites, and $.26 for blacks (see Table 35). The impact
on annual earnings is also great: $665 for whites, P.nd $683 for blacks.
Each coefficient is stat::Aically significant. Results for the measures
of typical earnings also indicate for white women (but not black) a posi-
tive effect. Unfortunately, the number,of other women graduates-from
other occupational curricula was too small tocpermit confidevA conclusions
on the effects of their high school programs.

As was true among the men, post-school training seems to pay for
the women, adding about $.10 per hour to rate of pay for both races
(though the coefficient is nonsignificant for blacks). The longer-term
consequence of training may be more substantial, since it is found to
exert a positive effect upon the Bose occupational index for both races.
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TABLE 34

Change in Hourly Rate of Pay, 1966 to 1971:
Regression Results for Menial

Enrolled in.1966 or 1971w--

Explanatory
variables
and
statistics

Arithmetic
change, 1966-71

Percentage
change, 1966-71

Total Whites Blacks Total Whites Blacks

SA .02** .02** -.02 .7 .7 -1.3
(.006) (.009) (.01) (3.5) (.4) (1.0)

SE0 .03 .02 .06 2.6 1.8 8.5
(.05) (.06) (.10) (2.6) (2.9) (8.4)

VOC71b -.28* -.22 c -5.2 .5 .-34.3
(.21) (.25) (10.S) (11,9) (29.8)

COM71b -.23 c c -20.0 -18.5 c
(.33) (16.9) (17.5)

CP
71

b
-.05

(.24)
-.02
(.27)

c -4.7
(12.0)

-4.4
(0.7)

-SOUTH -.67** -.69** -.27 -25.4** -29.2** -19.871
(.18) (.21) (.38) (9.1) (10.0) (30.9)

SMSA .52** .63** .41 21.3* 23.8** 20.271
(.17) (.22) (.35) (8.9) (10.3) (20.8)

TNG(IM)66 -.03 -.02 c -8.3 -3.1 -48.S
(.18) (.20) (9.0) (9.5) (36.7)

TNG(IM)67-71 .44** .44* .61* 23.5* 15.6 63.6**
(.20) (.24) (.34) (10.1) (11.2) (28.1)

VHR1515 -.52** -.53** -.35 -52.8 -49.6** -73.7**
(.09) (.10) (.22) (4.7) (4.9) - (17.8)

Constant
o

.89 .83 3.27 ,110.7 107.4 248.9

R
2

.13- .14 .1i .26 .26 .34
F 6.24** 5..06** 1.61 14.67** 11.53** 3.90**
N 423 331 78 423 .331' ' 78
Mean (Y) . 1.72 1.74 1.56 82.5 80.0 98.8
SD(Y) 1.65 '.70 1.30 91.1 '86.3 118.8

a
Men employed for wages or salary both years whose highest year of school completed
was 12 in both 1966 and 1971. Standard errors in parentheses.-

bReference group: general curriculum. c'fariable not included; inadequate sample cases.

*Significant at .10 level (1-tai/ad,trtett except for curricuum variables).

Significant at .05 level. ,174 8 ;),



TABLE 35

Selected Unstandardized Regression Coefficients:
female high school graduates, 1972a

Employed 28

Dependent
variable

Explanatory variables c

VOC B &0 CP WEXP TNR TNG

Whites

Hourly rate of pay .27w* .24** .10** .01** .10*
(.08) (.10) (.02) (.002) (.07)

Annual earnings d 665** 225 222** 25** 189
(4) (162)(181) (219) (J8)

Bose score d 3.34** -.03 .40** .01 1.31**
(.84) (.99) (.17) (.02) (.74)

Typical earnings
b

d 262** 198 32 1 -81'
I J (127) (150) (26) (3) (112)

Blacks

Hourly rate of pay d .20** d -:06** .02** .11
(.12) (.03) A.003) (.11)

Annual earnings. d 683* d -54 -'54** 64
(365) (81) (10) (340)

Bose score d -.30
.

d - .83**,_ .04 4.19**
(1.90) (.41) (.05) (1.73)

Typical earningsb d -182 -3 -5 -17
(216) (46) (6) (196)

- _a
.Regressions control for other v4fiables listed in the text. Standard errors in -.

parentheses.

bRefers to typical earnings in y respondent's occupation: i.e., median 1969
earnings of all female full -year workers in the occupation, from the 1970
decennial Census.

Cl/0C, B&O, and- 1 refer to vocational,business and office, and college preparatory
curriculum respectively. WEXP is the nunber of years since leaving school in

.

Which respondent worked at least 6 months. TNR is Lenure with current employer.
TNG is a dichotomous variable.denoting receipt of'aily post-school training.

d
Coefficient not'reported; inadequate_sample cases.

*Significant at .10 level (1-tailed t-test except for" m:riculum variables):

**Significant at .05 level.
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Among the women, the addition of the collective bargaining (CB)
variable added $.44 and $.11 in the hourly-wage equation for whites and
blacks, respectively; these are smal er than were found for men. Un-
fortunately, among the high sc ro uts and among those with some
college, the numbers employed in 197 were too small to permit analysis
of curricular differences among the Troups. This points to the im-
portance of adequate sample size in he national surveys, for analysis
of-subsets of respondents will invariably be desired.

Finally, it is interesting to note the effects on wages and earnings.
of women holding stereotypically female jobs. Of the high school graduates,
those from the business and office programs held such jobs and enjoyed a
clear advantage--in both hourly wage and annual earnings--over those from
other high school programs. Indeed, the results from the wage,and earn-
ings regression demonstrate that the impact of employment in sex-typed
occupations is not a simple.or straightforward matter.

As shown in Table 36, both wages and earnings are foundto rise with
the level of education, but the index of typicality of occupation is also
found to rise. For instance, the mean value of the index for those with
10-11 years, 12 years, and 13-15 years of schooling is 69.3, 74.8, and 77.6,
respectively. However, the relationship between wages (or earnings) and
the index varies by level of'schooling. This can be illustrated by tak-
ing a literal interpretation of ne regression results to derive estimated
effects of a change from a job in which 33 percent of all the incumbents
are females to a "typically female" one (i.e., 66 percent are females).
Among high school dropouts, this change would result in a loss of $.33
per hour and $639 per year. Among high school graduates, the loss 5n
hourly wage would be $.10 but there would be no significant difier,.:ce in
annual earnings. Among those with less than the baccalaureate degree,
there would be no significant difference in hourly wage, bu4. a gain of
$529 in annual earnings. Also, as shown in the table, the effects vary
by race. These results suggest that those who criticize vocational pro-
grams on the basis of occupational sex-segregation would be wise-to
carefully reconsider the alternative occupations available now or in the
future for the average young woman.

Psychological Outcomes

As indicated earlier, Echterecht's (1975) LSEE analysis of .youth at
the end of their high school programs (i.e., high school seniors in the
LSEF) uncovered the following differences between vocational and general
high school seniors: as compared with general students, vocational stu-
dents were less alienated f-om school, had had less difficulty with
school, and gave their schools and counseling higher. ratings. They also
felt that they had had more freedom in choosing their courses and ex-
pressed less concern over their post-school job placement. Some'of these
results may.be conceived as outcomes of programmatic variation. Likewise,
the finding that vocational students registered higher self-esteem than
did general students, especially among blacks, but lower "control of
environment,"especially among blacks, may be indicative of curricular'
effects.-
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TABLE 36

Effects of Employment in Stereotypically Female Occupations on
Hourly Rate of Pay and Annuaj Wage-and Salary Earnings by Women

. ,

CategOry t
c

Level of educatiin

10-11.

yrs.
12

yrs.

Results from wage regression:

Mean hourly wagea $2.25 $2.58

Mean perCent femaleb 69.3 74.8

Simple correlation -.305 -.049

° Partial regression
coefficient -.010 t4o3

(t-value) ( -2.94) (2.04)'

Regression N

-g,

80, 599

0.

gesults.from earnings regre:.,, ion:

Mean earnings c-

b
Mean percent female.

Simple_correlation

Partial regression __

coefficient

(t-va I ue)___ -

$3,215 $4,174

69.4 74.5

-.263 -.014

,

-19.2 - 2.9.

(-2.27) (-0.99)

13 -15' Whites, Blacks,
yrs. 12 yrs. 12 yrs. -,

$3.35 $2.58 $2.54

77.6 75.2 69.3

.009 -.062 .081

+.002 -.003 .000

4.0.3Q), (-2.05) (0.07)

171- 474 119

$5,510

75.5

.052

$4,158 $4,284

75-;.0 68.3

-.021 .063

1 9 -3.5 2.1

(1.91) -1.06) (0.33)

Regression N- 77 , 558 135 445 109

Estimated effeci.s of change of occupation from one
that-is 33% female to one that is 66%:

wage -.33 - .10

In annual earnings_._ --639. _n,s.

_Refers_to-hourlY-irate-of pay on primary job held during 1972 NLS survey week.
-- -

Refersi-tethe--Mean_of-the_ following: each_ respondent was assigned a value according_ .
_

_
to-her7-1972-occupation--namelyi the-I3roportiort,of all workers in thatloccupation who
are 1-thele sT-ta ken from 1970- Censusdata -,- ___,

. _
Refers .to total:7,'breg6-n'lslary-eaill -during the year ending in the 1972 NLS
surrey week

e=-4bbeinitiortl! efers to "n 'Significant difference."



However, since the first LSEE data collection occurred in the Spring
of the senior year, it is hazardous to interpret these findings as out-
comes of the high school program, because they also may be reflecting
preexisting differences. Youth in Transition data on males from their
sophomore through their senior years may be more suitable for analysis of
psychological curricular effects, but there is little available published
work bearing on these topics. From personal communications with Terrence
N. Davidson about Youth in Transition data, it appears that a reason for
male vocational graduates' high regard for their program is that they re-
ceived much information and counseling from their vocational teachers,
more than did the other students from theirs. Vocational students had
been given relatively little time with the regular school counselors, but
those who had valued it highly.

In the NLS base-year surveys, young people out of school were asked:
"Considering all the experiences you have had in working or looking for
jobs since leaving school, do you feel that not having more education has
hurt you in any way?" In three out of four sex-race groups, high school
graduates from an occupational program were less likely than their general
curriculum counterparts to feel hurt (see Table 37). Differences are es-
pecially striking among white men:. 28 percent from occupational programs
and 42 percent from general programs felt hurt. The comparable proportions
for black women were 50 and 65 percent. The contrary pattern holds only,
for black men: 69 percent of those from an occupational program report
being hurt, compared with 57 percent from a general program of studies.
The proportions for white women are uniformly low, and vary little_ by
curriculum. Four out of five male graduates who felt hurt offered as a
reason not being able to get as gOod a job as they would like, but dif-
ferences by race or curriculum in the reported reasons were minor.

Testifying, perhap_s, to the value ,society places on education--in
rhetorical terms, at_ leastan overwhelming majority of youth would like
to -haVe mord:education or training._ More-than seven of every ten respond-
ants _i.n eacKsex-race category responded affirmatively to a question: "If
you coUr-di, would you like to get more education or training?' Across the
boiard-, blacks were more =likely than whites to say "yes," and white women
were least likely-to-say -"yes " However, curricular differences are very
small.

henhigh school graduates do participate in postsecondary education
-_and training, the types of programs pursued are likely to differ, as shown
earlier in -this_ section, but-their satisfaction with the pOit-highschool
activity does not -appear to-differ by curriculum, according to data from
the LSEE--(Creech____et al., 1977,p. 3.61). Of those-who work, the evidenqe.

__varies-6n=theirelation-between thetr job satisfaction and 'their curriculum.

Data from the NLS base-year surveys for both men and women indicate
that occupational graduates were more satisfied than were general grad-
uates with their jobs, but the differences -far smaller in the follow.

(up surveys in the early 1970's (than in the Lase-year survey in 1966). By
I



TABLE 37

Perceived Adequacy of°Educutiona and Attitude
Toward Hiph School E;o5erience by

Men and Women Hot Enrolled
Who Had Completed
Exactly 12 years

of School

Item and

curriculum
Men.(1966) Wothen (1968)

White Black White Black

Percent who feel not having more
education has hurt:a

Vot.
,

and com. (or bus. & off.) 28% 69% 30% 50%
General 42 57 34 65
College preparatory 50 70 38 61

Percent who desire more
education or training:

Voc.-and.com. (or bus. & off.) OACU 97 69 93
General 8E 91 7Y vurut

College preparatory 89 100 79 97

Percent who disliked high school
experience:v)

Voc. and '-d-om. lc. bus. & off.) 11 0 5 2
General 7 3 10 4
Collegepreparatory 11 0 8 7

aSee text for precise wording of each question.
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then, the overall level of satisfaction had fallen, notwithstanding the
fact that the ca..)rts were older and had had more work experience. LSEE
data for 1972 show minor differences by curriculum (Creech et al., 1977,
p. 3.84) in joo'satisfaction measured in October 1972 (i.e., at the six-
month post-graduation follow-up survey).

Young men in the NLS were asked_in 1971 whether they felt they had
progressed in their work since .1969. The higher the respondent's level
of 'education, the larger the proportion who report they have "progressed"
in their work and the smaller the fraction who perceive themselve5 as
having "moved backward." The ratio of the two -responses exceeds ;0:1
for whites, at each attainment level. Among young black men, however,
the ratio exceeds'5:1. only for general program graduates, and is below
3:1 for high school dropouts. Fewer blacks than whites report progress;
more say they moved backward. Among whites, vocational graduates perceive
greater progress in their work than those from the general curriculum,
but the differences are relatively small.

Aikvarious interviews, NLS respondents were asked: "So far as your
overalrfinancial position is concerned, would you say you are better
off, about the same, or worse off now than you were at this time latt
year?" Even as the economy entered a recession, most young men and women
'felt better off in 1971'than 1970. A small number.of male graduates
(14 percent of the white and 11 percent of the black) felt worse off.
Differences by curriculum, controlling for highest year of school com-
pleted, are again min r.

In 1966, when they werel4 to 24 years of age, very few young men
in the NLS out of schoWweFe already in the occupational category in
which they aspired to,'W'OrkAt age 30: 28 percent of the whites with 10
to 15 years of educatiokinds11 percent of the blacks. Black men with
12 to 15 years of schooling re about 20 percentage points-more likely
than white to be in an up-ition dif -,nt from the one they would like
to have (91 and 71, pe cent). ong t color groups, the more educa-
tiona person has;=the..moreli ely he is to rate his chances of obtaining
his goal as l'excelleill" aiid the less likely to rate them "fair" or l!poor."
On the whole; blacks-at Kach attainment level feel their chances are
less good thar(Whttes. Black graduates from an occupational program are
the most 4esslmistic, while blacks from a college preparatory program are
amongthe MOSt-Animistic. Among white graduates, curriculum background
is essentialiy unrelated-to(either. (1) being in the occupation to which
one aspires-or (2); rating e,average chances of attaining one's goal.7

Summary

Thif4-4eview directs attention to research on vocational education
that is/based upon the several national longitudinal surveys of youth:.
Project Talent, Youth in Transition, the National Longitudinal Surveys
(of Labor Market. Experience; NLS) and the Longitudinal Study of Educa-
tion Effects (LSEE; also known as the National Longitudinal Study of. the



High School Class of 1972). More work has been completed with the NLS
than with the Other'dati, which remain relatively unexplored with respect'
to issues on vocational education. Nonetheless, there is a substantial
body of- available evidence in the. aggregate.

:-The_review began with a discustion of methodOlOgical,issues in the
classificatloreStudents,-im.the identificatiOn'of.voCational education'
students; and in the necessity to analyze -the experiences of male-And fe-,
male vocational students separately. Then, the review -ft-aged-on-evidence
concerning the characteristics of stUdents in the several major school
curricula. Among. males, Talent and - Transition data seem to show
vocational and geniTirstudepts:Aiffer markedly, with respect tofamily
background and scholastic aptitude, but NLS and LSEE data do-not show these
great differences: HoWever, the same was not true among females; the vo-
cational students are enrolled predominantly in (white- collar business
and office programi, and Talent, the NB, and LSEE all agree that there
are mild differences in background and ability between- vocational students
and their peers.

Evidence suggeststhat occupational students do 'not like high school
as much as other students, but that both occupational and other students
tend to like very much the vocational courses that they have taken, and
that the vocational students like their vocational.programs. Enrollment
-in an occupational high school prograth is associated on average with rela-
tively low educational goal(especially amongwhite female-business and
office students), but there Are exceptions; for instance, nearly half of
the black male occupational students in the 1966 NLS survey desired to
attain four or more years of college.

The occupational goals of high school students follow seemingly
logical patterns: male vocational graduates are especially likely to de-
sire to work in the crafts, female business and office students in clerical
and secretarial jobs, etc.. College preparatory- students are aiming for
professional and technical jobs. The goals of the students from the
gtneral program--some.of whom are desiring college and others are note--
lie between the occUpational students' goals and the college preparatory
students' goals. Interestingly, data from the NLS do not indicate a
stronger intent to work (at age 35) among female Vocational students than
among female general track students. However, female business and office
students are particularly likely to deisre jobs that are sex-typed and
that typically pay less per year than the jobs desired by their general
track peers. It may be said that occupational students desire jobs re-
quiring special skills, but so do their peers.

NLS data' on tests of the occupational information possessed by youth
show that male occupational students know less than their general track
peers about a variety of occupations; however, the reverse is true amonp
the young women. There is little evidence as to why, the vocational stu-
dents have enrolled during high.school in such programs; i.e., tne extent
to which "curricular choice" was volitional, was based on adequate infor-
mation about the _various alternatives, and so on.
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With respect to the outcomes of vocational education programs, the
review points to a problem in the national surveys' data: there is very
limited information on the duratior or extent of the "program01 and cur--
riculum transfers during high school are difficet to identify.' With
respect to educational outcomes, the evidence is not clear on the net ef-
fects of vocatidbal high school programs in the area of basic skills,-
There may be both (1) positive effects, such that vocational students arc
motivated to greater academic achievement bEcause they perceive the real-
world applicability of academic subjects, and (2) negative effects re-
sulting from less time being spent in school subjects that foster the
development of basic skills. However, vocational-technical and cooperative
proyAms may not have the same effects at the postsecondary level. There
is 147.tle available, documentation about preexisting differences between
the vocational student and his peers at each school level.

The evidence on the effects of vocational programs on stemming high
school dropout rates is mixed: results based on cross-sectional analysis
conflict with those from longitudinal analysis on,whether vocational pro-
grams help males achieve their sigh school diplomas. However, for females,
results suggest that occupational (i.e., business and office) programs do
enhance, completion of high school. With respect to the effects of voca-
tional programs on high school graduates' attainment of postsecondary edu-
cation and training, vocational,high school programs appear to have net
negative impact'on attainment of formal schooling. Moreover, results from
path analysis of the educational attainment process suggest that vocational
programs' net negative effects Persist even after controlling for education-
al aspirations.. It also seems that continued enrollment in a vocational
prcje Allas an independent negative impact on aspirations. SpeCifically,
amo,...9 the black vocational students who held high educational goals, attain-
ment is depressed owing to their enrollment in vocational programs du i 4g

0

high school'.

Nevertheless, after'completion of regular school, vocational grad-
uates receive training of various kinds (especially company training).
Graduates Of the general track seem to attain more formal school or
post-school institutional training (e.g, from bUsiness colleges or tech7'
nical institutes). Among womep, it is interesting to note that those who
had had some typing or shorthand in high school were relatively more
likelyithan their peers to repOrt additional clerical or secretarial train-
ing after high school _graduatidn (i.e., of those who did not go to college).

From all of these finding it is reasonable to conceive., of secondary-
level vocational programs as alternatives to the traditional academic
programs, and of all thecurridula as serving both vocational and Ear
vocational purposes. Postseccindary education and training programs of.

El

o arious kinds and the availability of employer-sponsored training consti-
tute, in the aggregate, a wide array of opportunities for developing and
.pursuing career interests. Th vast majority of NLS respondents out of
school expressed a desire to obtain additional education or training, and
this did not vary by high school.' curriculum.
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With respect to the labor market effects of the various high school
curricula, attention was focused on differenCes between former occupation-
al students and former general students. Findings relating to unemployment
expertence were mixed, in the sense that the use of alternative measures
yield conflicting evidence. Significantly, it appears that the single
most/important facter relating to_variation in unemployment among,young
eorkers during the period studied was the state of the U.S. economy.,

With respect to occupations held by high school graduates who did
t go to college, the occupational distributions for each curriculum are

ound to overlap one another to a great extent. This is illustrated with
data for young whites. Among males, 67 percent of former vocational stu-

/dents held crafts and operative jobs,,butesoldid 59 percent of former
' general students., Also, while 29 percent.oflformer commercial-students_
held white-dollar jobe, so did 25 percent ofiformer general students.
Among females 74 percent of former business and office graduates worked
in clerical and secretarial positions, but so; did 52 percent of their
generatprogram peers. Among both males and females, 5oth blacks and
whites, less-than-ba c laureate postsecondary education and training is'
associated directly i h the likelihood of holding professional and

--rechnicel jobs. !n iv ry level of education, blacks held lower-level
jobs than whites, and emales were far more likely than males to hold
clerical jobs.

With respect to wages and earnings, findings (based largely on the
NLS) differed by sex. Among males, enrollment in an occupational program
during high school was on average unrelated to rate of pay and to annual
earnings. (ft should be noted, however, that'analysis by specialty area,
sech as welding and automobile repair, was not possible.) Indeed, some
evidence suggests that vocational graduates enjoyed slowei- rates of gr owth
in wages over time than did general graduates. Among the females, business
and office graduateS were found to enjoy higher rates of pay ane annual
earnings than were general graduat6.

Postsecondary training appeared to p.'oduce benefits in wages and
eaeaings for high school graduates of either sex (and, significantly, for
'high school dropouts, too). Similarly, working in jobs covered by col
lective bargaining agieements had its advantages in terms of wages,
especially for men.

/
For women, it was found that-over half the raduates not going to

college worked in sex-typed jobs, in every curriculum group, but interest-
ingly this did not necessarily mean lower wages. Business and office
graduates were especially likely to do so, but they enjoyed a wage advan-
tage over their, peers. Among women with some years of, college (but 'less,
than a baccalaureate degree), those who worke6 in,"female" job-, enjoyed
an advantage over their peers. The results Suggest that,.during the
period studied; women working in non -sex-typedejobs Were not necessarily-any
better off than the other young women. The effects of holding,na trade
tional job varied,by, level of_schooling and by race, permitting no simple
conclusion to be drawn.
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III. ISSUES IN PROGRAM EVALUATION

A major requirement of the. 1976 Amendments is that the states and the
Federal government are to conduct evaluations of vocational education pro-
grams designed to impart entry-level skills.- To NIE has gone the task of

studying the means of assessing qualita and effectiveness. The next three

papers discuss the implications of such a mandate. In one of the unpub-

lished preplanning papers on evaluation, "Toward Quality Vocational
Education Programs," Alan Sheppard, Associate Professor of Education,
Virginia Polytechnical Institute, gives some thought to what "quality" and
effectiveness mean in this context:

0

Concern about the q;:ality of programs in education transcends
vocational education and the field of professional education.
The concept of "quality" is an illusive and ill-defined con-
cept.

Considerations of quality involve considerations about an end
product or resulting set of conditions, a setof specified
characteristics, or standards upon which judgements can be based.
In some cases, the matter of quality is a relatively simple one.
However, in vocational education we have no widely agreed upon
specifications and we have no clearly defined uniform standards.

It appears frequently that the widespread differences of view
about quality in vocational education programs are differences

about the process used to measure and/or document such quality.

Although the specificity and the exactness of intent are common problems
to evaluations in general, what Sheppard is saying has particular appli-

cation to the field of vocational education. The decentralized character-

istics of the vocational education enterprise intensify the complexity of

these issues. The authors in this section explore .11.e implications of

this problem.

W. Norton Grubb examines the assumptions of vocational education,
which he describes as vocationalism. His paper, "The Phoenix of Vocation-

al Education: Implications for Evaluation," argues-that throughout the
historY of the vocational education movement these same assumptions appear
in varying dress. He thus stresses the need for looking at vocational

education in historical perspective:

Rather than evaluating vocational education according to any
number of conceivable goals which might be set for it, a
historical perspectiiie provides a way of concentrating on a
few salient aspects of vocational education, those which can
continue to emerge whenever vocationalism has been promoted.

Grubb's argument is that quality and effectiveness have valences that are
not without political consequences..

0
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By contrast, Thomas M. Bogetich and Norma Phillips Lammers, in their
paper "The Effects of National Policy on Vocational Education Evaluation,"
look at the effects of national policy on vocational education evaluation.
They cite current problems as they appear from their perspective in the
administration of the legislation at the state and local levels and conclude
with a list of proposed solutions to the problems that they anticipate will
arise from the new requirements of the 1976 legislation.

This section ends with a discussion by John Walsh entitlpd "Vocational
Education: Education or Short-Run Training Program," in which he makes
the distinction between vocational education as a form of education.and
vocational education as part of a manpower or human resources delivery sys-
tem. Confusion over these two purposes, he feels, adds to the controversy
that surrounds vocational education evaluation. Walsh also directs atten-
tion to the degree to which federally funded vocational education is one
of several different human resource public policies.
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THE PHOENIX OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

IMPLICATIONS FOR EVALUATION

W. 'Norton Grubb

.Th .

Vocational education continues to be popular despite persistent
criticism and uncertainty about its value. Again and again it has
been attacked for failing to fulfill the goals whiCh have been set for
it. Yet every period of intense criticism has been an occasion for,
the renewal of vocational education, for a reassertion of its funda-
mental validity, and for a statement of confidence in its futUre. The
1970's are no exception. Despite distinctly mixed evidence on the value
of vocational education and continued fears that it leads to class,
racial, and sexual segregation, such doubts have stimulated further
efforts to correct the flaws in vocational education and to develop new
-approaches like career education rather than a dismissal of vocational
education as inherently flawed. Like the legendary phoeniX, at every
occasion vocational education rises from the ashes of its former self.

One cynical explination.for this phenomenon is that the vocational
education establishMent, particularly educators and researchers, -is by
now too powilrful to be eliminated easily. But the historical persis-.
tence of vocational education and the support which various. forms of
vocational education have received from outside the educational esta-*
blis0Olent indicate that there is more than self-interest at work.
Indeed, vocational education has been most insistently promoted during
periods of stress and transition--the Progressive Era, the 1930's, the

1960's and the 1970's. Vocational education has been promised to be
capable of solving .economic problems like those of-productivity and
unemployment, educational problems like those of the legitimacy and
purpose of schooling, and social problems like,the integration of
minority groups into the mainstream of society. Specifically, it has

.affirmed a particular--and ipolitically.charged--image of work And 'the
relationship between schooling and work. These are more fundamental'
reasons for the persistence of vocational education, reasons whose exam-
ination facilitates a deeper understanding of theole vocational
education has served .4

The core umptionS of vo ional education:which I will describe
as vocatio ism, have emerged in slightly different forms during the .

t past red years, from the manual-training movement of the 1880's" to
--) ,th Lareer-education movement of the 1979:s. Some commentators have

osenIto emphasize the differences iri:tharious forms-vocationalism'.
has

64

ken, but from a historical perspectiye the'similarities are what
sta/d out. .-
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I contend that the similarities, both, in the goals promoted for
.vo ationalism and in the criticisms raised against, it, are more important

the particularities of any one pieCe'of le4islation4)e\the idio-
syncracies of any one spokesperson, since these siMilarities \\describe ,

the most basic political appealof vocational education, 'aS\qQ, the most
persistent (but politically less powerful) criticisMs2

,Rather than evaluating vocational education accOrding, to 'any number
of conceivable goals which might be set for it,\ a hitorical perspectiye,
_provides a way of concentrating on a few salient aspects of\vocational\
education, those which have continued to emerge whenever vocational-1,W, \
has been promoted. I will initially summarize in brief the history \\
vocational education, in order to establish the similarities in purpose"

- and in criticisms over the past hundred, years. With those similarities
in hand, the implications for evaluation criteria will be straight-
forward. I will then develop (in a,preliMinary way) some questions,
which have been historically persistent yet never answered, about tKe
skills required in work and those effectively taught in school settings.
Finally, I will return to the issue of why vocational education has
beep so consistently proposed as a solution to a variet3 of problems,
as 'a way of indicating once again the political cons@quences of voca-
tionalism.

appearance of a new religion: a wide varieV of individualsbusinessmen,

Historical !B'ack'ground of Education

educators, social reformers,,and finally union leaders`supported it, all

The vocational.educatiOn, movement of the Progressive Era had the

for somewhat different reasons. vocational education'was the panacea
of the moment. Businessmen, eXtraordinarily active in the movement,
supported it because vocational training promised to increase the supply
of skilled workers and end, skill bottlenecks (situations where some are

. unemployed while there are openings 1n occupations requiring different
skills) and to instill the kinds of attitudes toward work that they
found appropriate, particularly (theyhoped) antiunion sentiments. For
educators, vocational education provided a way of reestablishing the
legitimacy and purpose of schooling, which had come under attack for its
irrelevance and ineffectiveness. Vocational education would make schooling
more -elevant.to adult life, thus more interesting and meaningful to'
studesAs; the serious dropout problem would be solved and the,efficiency
of the schools assured. Vocational education also could proyide for the
influx of lower-class and immigrant students into the high school;

, vocational courses would provide training better suited to their back -
''grounds and to their "evident and probable destinies" than would the
regular academic program." Social reformers, like settlement-house and
charity workers, joined educators in their enthusiasm for the social
consequences of vocational education. It, would reestablish the moral
componentof public schooling, provide training and thus employment for
the immigrants and, Southern blacks who were crowding the cities, and
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reduce poverty, shiftlessness, and causes of moral decay. ay preparing
pupils for employment, it would eliminate the "wasted years" syndrome,
the period between age fourteen (the usual limit of compulsory atten-
dance) and age sixteen (the age at which jobs were generally available),
and thereby reduce the problems of truancy, delinquency, and crime.

In the flush of enthusiasm, :Assent against vocational education
went almost unnoticed, partly because the dissenters were not very
powerful politically and partly because'the conflicts were local rather
than national in scope. The most intense conflicts involved capital
and labor andwho would control vocational education. Organized labor
feared most of all the possibility of extreme specialization in.voca-
tional courses. In seeking public rather than private sponsorship and
the participation of labor in all decisions, union leaders hoped to
avoid training for specific jobs which might then become obsolete and
to prevent the interests of the business community in more (and thus
cheaper) skilled labor from dominating the interests, of workers in
training which would reap benefits for them. At the national level,
organized labor joined the vocational education movement rather than be
left completely out, of power, but the suspicion that vocational edu-
cation was simply a way of providing a second-class education in the
interests of class stratification persisted, and conflicts 'at the local
level were sometimes protracted and bitter.

The depression of the 1930's focused attention on vocational.
education as a solution to.unemployment. Varidus New Deal programs--the
Civilian Conservation Corps, the National Youth Administration, and
the Works Progress Administrationdffered nonschool vocational training.
The George- Ellzey. Act (1934) and the'George-Dean Act (1936) increased
federal funding and extended the umbrella of the Smith'-Hughes Act of.
1917 to distributive education.- But the passage of the George-Dean Act
was accompanied by such controversy as to cause the formation of a

national committee to review vocational education. The report .of that

committee, the Russel report', had almost nothing good to say'about
vocational education.' By promoting, an overly narrow concept of voca-'
tional educatidn and by creating a' dual educational system,.the Smith-
Hughes Act and its successors were found°guilty of having trained
students in ways that were too specific and that denied them flexibility
,in.emPloyment and of having created a "caste system" in the schools in
which class and curriculum were related. And despite the narrowness of
training, there was substantial evidence that trade and industrial
training has no economic payoff, with training generally failing to
correspond to available jobs. Despite this list of indictments, the
Russell'report went on to reaffirm the principles of vocat4onalism,
though it recommended that vocational,education.be made more general
and flexible. The report itself had little impact, as vocational edu-
cation was caught up in specific-skill training for World War II pro-
duction. Bueit was significant as an indication of the failings of
vocational education in its first two decades and foe setting a pattern
that later reports followed.
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During the late 1940's and 1950's vocational education took a moregeneralized form as an aspect of Life Adjustment Education. Declaringthat the schools were failing to educate the 60 percent of youth whowere neither going to college nor being trained for skilled trades inexisting vocational programs, Life Adjustment held that the schoolscould correct this deplorable situation by redirecting all schoolingtoward practical ends, making all schooling stand'the test of relevanceto daily problem solving. But despite the seriousness of its premises,Life Adjustthent was too general in i.ks scope and offered little thatwas new; it soon became, a caricature of anti-iqellectualism in Americanlife and of the status quo in American society.''

Vocational education-emerged again in the 1960's. With highunemployment rates among unskilled workers and the specter of techno-logical unemployment, President Kennedy appointed a national commissionto review vocational education. As had the Russell report, the new,committee sharply criticized vocational education for its narrowness, Aits lack of economic benefit, its insensitivity to labor-market conditions.-TBut unlike the Russell report, it went on to affirm the value of voca-tional education,-particularly in addressing the problems of technolo-gical unemployment and the unique educational and economic problems.of
minorities and in resolving the institutional problems of dropouts ,andthe relevance of schooling. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 'Which
emerged from this review attempted to redirect vocational education bymaking training more flexible and general and by focusing its efforts onthose who had,beeh left on ,the fringes of the labor market, minorities .in particular.

But despite the fact that most vocational educators view the 1963Act as a major shift in vocational education policy, it evidently failedto make much impact on vocational practices. In 1968 the Advisory
Commission .oh Vocational Education reported that the two major objectives
of the 1963' Act, making vocational training more general and targetingtraining on minorities, had by and large been ignored. The issuesstressed in the 1968 report were almost identical to those emphasizedin 1963--the problems .which technOlogical advancement caused in the-form,
of unemployment ,and underemployment and, the failure of vocational edu-cation to serve the hard-core unemployed, again, primarily minorities.'"As 'happened after the 1963 report, these criticisms took the form of
new legislation, the 1968 Vocational Education Amendments, designedonce again to make vocational

education more flexible and to provide
commitment to the problems of the disadvantaged.

The cycle of criticism and reform in vocational education has been
repeated once more in the 1970's. Among other criticisms of poor
administration and lack of responsiveness, a 1974 review by the Comptroller.
General repeated the familiar judgement that vocational education programs
persisted in training individuals for nonexistent jobs and thus failed to
address changing manpower requirements, and that, despite the 1963 Act



And 1968 Amendments, disalvaniaged and handtCapPed students had not
been given appropriate attention.6 Mith the development since 1968
of a more extensive literature evaluating vocational education, the
doubts about its effectivenes, in preparing students for jobs have been
increasingly well documented. But the Comptroller General's report,
like its predecessors, stressed that vocational education should be
revised, revitalized, and, extended.

The 1976 Amendments to the Vocational Education Act of 1963 made
new efforts to extend vocational education, expanding eligibility to
include those seeking retraining in addition to the high school and
junior college students normally the targets of vocational courses.
To earlier fears that vocational education had neglected minorities
were added the charges that it also had perpetuated sexual stereotypes
and sex-based stratification and that it had neglected the special
problems of bilingual pupils. In response, a special effort was given
in the 1976 Amendments to eliminate sex stereotyping in vocational
education and to provide for bilingual vocational training. In .order

to address once more the charge that vocational programs provided train-
ing for nonexistent jobs, the Amendments also specified in greater
detail requirements for evaluations.

Inand around the developments within vocational education itself.
during the 1960's and 1970's has come a new form of vocationalism:
career education.' In many ways, career educatibn has also seemed like
a criticism and' rejuvenation of vocational. education, attacking the
schools for their continued irrelevance and urging them td 'measure every
effort againstthe canon of usefulness. Self-consciously subsuming

vocational education' within it, career education at its most grandiose
tackles every kind of economic, edudational, and social ill mentioned
in the past two decadei. Yet the claims are still familiar from
vocational education, and:-most of them date back to the Progressive
Era and before. The insistence that career education can solve the
"mismatch of workers and jobs" and thereby'reduCe unemployment and
employment bottleneck's, that it can motivate workers by giving them
a betterAnOerstanding of their jobs, and that it can upgrade the status
of manual labor which requires lower levels of schooling is familiar
from various stages of the vocational education movement. The claims

that career education can solve some of the pressing problems:of
education -- including the seise of the irrelevance of schooli, the
persistent' problem' of dropouts and "undereducated" youth, and the new
problem of "overeducaled" youth--are familiar from pgevious generations
of eduEators who have espoused vocational educatiOn. And the advocacy
of career education, or some program which integrates school and work,
by a variety of groups worried about the "youth problems" of alienation.
from school, poor 'mental health, and.increasing rates of juvenile delin-_
quency recalls the promise that vocational education could eliminate the
"wasted yeags" syndrome and ease the transition from adolescence to'
adulthood:
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Implications for Evaluation

By now it should be clear that the claims made on behalf of voca-
tional education, the arguments that proved politically persuasive,have displayed a remarkable simi'arity over the past hundred years.While some commentators have-stressed the special role of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 in reorienting vocational.education from narrowlydefined skill training to more general training'and to a concern with
minorities and others who are "educationally disadvantaged," in factneither of these ideas were new. A concern that vocational programsnot give excessive attention to specific skills existed in the Pro-gressive Era, as did a desire to have such programs, serve to integrate
immigrants and black migrants into the existing school systems and theninto the system of industrial production unfamiliar to them. And con-versely, specific-skill training has been diminished more in rhetoricthan in practice, as the continuing efforts to broaden the scope ofvocational education attest.

,To summarize the hiStorical record, there are four historical
continuities in the kinds of claims that, with minor'variations, havebeen made on behalf of the different forms of vocationaliSm. The firstis the use of vocational education to integrate various groups into theschools and then into the economy--immigrants and migrant blacks in the'Progressive Era, minorities in the 1960's, minorities, women, and pi-lingual groups in the 1970's. What such integration means, however, hasvaried depending on one's vantage. Historically, lower-class, minority,and immigrant children have been viewed as different in their capacities
to absorb education and in the kinds of occupations they would be likelyto follow (their "evident and probable destinies"), different from thewhite and middle-class children who had dominated the upper levels ofthe public schools until the Progressive Era. Thus vocational coursesprovided a way of ''including these "different" children within the public'schools while maintaining a distinction between the "masses" and the"classes." The continuous criticism that vocational education hascreated a dual school

system reflects the fear of this kind of strati-fication. But a somewhat different concept of integration has alwaysexisted, made explicit in the 19E3 Act. Under the assumption that
vocational education does confer some advantages (art least relative tothe basic education track), it aan be used to enhance the economic.
position of minorities, women, and others who have suffered discrimi-
nation.in schools anti in the labor market. But emphasizing vocational
education for those termed disathentaged is evidently double-edged: Ifthere is, in fact, a positive return to vocational education, then suchan emphasis may bejustifiable; but if the return is nonexistent or evennegative, then evidently vocational education amounts to a mechanism of
stratification, keeping minorities and lower-class youth out of the
curricula, generally the college--bound track, where there is any realadvantage.
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A second historical claim that continues to be made for vocational

education is that it can help solve certain economic problems. In

particular, the problems most urgent since the 1930's have been

related to unemployment and underemployment, including the Depression,

the presumed technological unemployment of the 1960's, the high rates

of unemployment of the 1970's, and the special matter of youth unem-

ployment. Even during the ProgresSive_Era, the focus on the unemployment
rates of the unskilled was as important a concern as the desire of

employers for more highly skilled labor. Thus, the claim that voca-
tional education can "match workers to jobs" has promised to relieve

employment bottlenecks and, particularly in career education, to
improve the efficiency of the labor market by improving the quality

of the informatiOn which prospective workers have.

Third, vocational education has consistently been promoted to
resolve some of the problems interni,1 to schools, especially to deny
the criticism that schools have somehow become irrelevant or useless.

The way in which vocational education could establish the legitimacy

of the schools has. not always been clear, but most concretely educators

have always hoped that vocational education would reduce the most
palpable. indications- of thezirrelewnce of ichooling--high dropout
rates and evidence of student boredom and alienation. The career-edu-

cation movement has added the further goal of reducing "overeducation"

(high rates of college, attendance despite evidence of a declining rate

of return from college).

Finally, vocational educatiOn has been consistently. advocated for
its presumed ability to deal with social' problems. 'The social _pathologies

which have been mentioned' in the claims for vocationalism vary tremen-
dously, from crime to poverty, from the disintegration of ,American

society.to the decay,orthe cities. But the most common focus of those
promoting a,clOsr connection betken school and work bas been the com-
pleA of.probleMs, now'thought of `as the "youth problem" (earlier, the

"wasted years syndrome"), i.e., the difficult-period of transition

'between school and adolescence to work,and adult responsibilities along

with the range'ofsocial pathologies associated with this period; like

juvenile delinquency, teenage pregnancy, poor mental' health among
adolescents, poor attachment tO the labor.force, and the tendency for*
many young people not in school to drift among dead-end jobs in the

process of looking for more stable employment.

At the same time that these four claims for vocational.education
have persisted, a' number of criticisms have dominated the periodic

reevaluations. First and foremost has been the contention that voca-
tional education. is usedto Stratify-the school system, to separate

lower-class and minority youth from their white, middle-class peers:

SeCond has been the continuing suspicion that vocational education has

no real economic value,-that it provides no long-term advantagein the

labbr market. Finally, there has been a constant battle over the skillS
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to be taught in vocational curricula, whether these should be relatively
specific or relatively general. In the more obviously political battles
of the Progressive Era, the'interests of labor were allied with more
general skills, while businessmen pressed for more specific skill
training. 'Since then the cnventional wisdom has been to espouse more
general training in order to provide the kinds of skills that can be
readily transferred among occupations in an economy that is constantly
transforming itself and changing the occupations which ,are in demand.
But the necessity to constantly reaffirm the need for more general
training--in the 1963 Act, the 1968 Amendments, and the career education
movement--indicates that in practice training tends more to the specific.

I contend, then, that these claims and criticisms form the core of
vocationalism as it has manifested itself in many forms, and that they
are important components of vocationfl education no matter what the
stated intent of a program might be." They, suggest four priorities
in the evaluation of Vocational education, along with a number of un-
answered questions about the nature of skill training which .I will
develop in the third section.

Stratification. First and foremost, vocational programs should
. be evaluated for their tendency toSegregate lower-class and minority
youth into tracks that are not only distinctly different from thoseattended by white and middle-class youth' but have .worse prospects for
future success. A Stmilar tendency to track women. into curricula that'are sex- stereotyped, as noted in the 1976 Amendments, should be of
.equal concern. But the problem of stratification by class, race, andsex is more .subtle than evaluators have so far i-ealized; indeed, the'
phenomenon of stratification is bound up with the economic returns to
vocational education. It isinsufficient to know, for example, the
representation of rinority and working=class youth in a particular
pr9gram;12 it is also necessary to.know.whether that program has high
or low economic returns relative to the alternatives immediately

The subleties of tracking mechanisms and the difficulties of
curriculum labels have been heightened by the existence .of a' basic
education track,_ustially considered to be of lower status than voca-
tional. curricula,_but which, in light of the indication that the
return to vocational educition,it often nonexistent, is not necessarilyinferior. There_ .are alwayS at least three tracks to consider: the
academib track, where students have a reasonable chance of continuingto college, the vocational tradk, and the basic education=-and all ofthem must be evaluated in terms of their economic returns. An over-

,representation ofj3lack students, for example, in a vocational program
with zero returns compared to the :basic track would be evidence.of
stratification, compared to the situation,where the vocational, programhas a. positive return .over the basic track and the academic program is
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itself mislabeled because it fails to send any of its -ktidents on to
college. Similarly, an overrepresentation of blacks i a %ocational

program when an available academic program has stibstar. . Whaler

returns may indicate that blacks arc being tracked ou- _ :he academic

program Evaluating whether vocational programs segr different
kinds of pupils is therefore a relatively complex task It it should

be clear that it cannot,he accomplished without simult usly investi-
gating the returns to different programs and the altern._ ves immed-
iately available to students, as well as the characteristics of pupils
in different programs.

Economic return. Evidently, the historically continuous anxiety
over the economic value of vocational education requires a continued
investigation of its 'economic return compared;with other curricula..
As has often been noted in reviews. of evaluations, the methodologies
used in the past have usually been poor. The state of the art is now
improving rapidly, particularly with the availability of longitudinal
data sets and an appreciation of the subtleties of controlling for
variables other than curriculum.- Some studies have analyzed dependent
variables other than earnings, andin view of the hiStoricall4persistent
dim that vocational programs can reduce the amount-of unemployment an
individual eZperiences, this should continue to be an independent
vartable of the greatest importance in future'evaluations.

If the evaluation of vocational programs can bear an.additional
complexity, it would be fruitful, in light of the questions raised in--
the following section of the paper, to investigate economic,returns
for different kinds of vocational,programs, rather than the conventional
manner of treating all vocational courses as equivalent. For example,
do programs for airplane mechanics consistently have high returns'while
programs in distributive education have consistently. zero returns? t.

Although the-results of such analyses could be variously interpreted,
they would be helpful in indicating what kinds of job-related skills
can be profitably taught in vocational programs and what, kinds of jobs
seem to require skills more readily developed in other settings.

Employment rates. In view of the'historical'concern with unem-
ployment amd the value that a closer-relationship between school and
work might .have in reducing certain kinds of unemployment, the'overall
employment effects vocational programs should receive closer
attention. Evaluating the effect ordifferent curricula on samples of
individuals addretses this Same issue in part; becaOse if there is no
significant impact of Vocational programs-on individual unemployment
experiences, as-several.researchers have found, then there can be no
aggregate effect on unemployment rates. But suchinvestigations are not
necessarily sufficient, because the finding that,a vocational program
reduces the incidence of unemployment for thoge in the program does not
rule out the possibility that others have experienced more unemployment
as a result. As will be clarified in the following section, to the
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extent that the demand for labor is price inelastic, then there can
be no reduction of aggregate unemployment through vocational programs;
any reductions in unemployment must come at the expense of othe,-
workers. The methods for examining the aggregate employment-effects of
vocational programs have not yetsbeen developed,,but efforts to
examine similar programs concerned with training-manpower programs in
particular-should be relevant.

Social benefits. It seems worth trying to evaluate the persistent
claims that vocational education can resolve certain kinds of social
problems. If we'take seriously the promise that vocational education
and career education can smooth the transition from school to work
and thereby alleviate some of the difficulties associated with the
"youth problem," then one way to evaluate this historical claim is'to
investigate whether this transition is in fact smoother for students
from vocational education programs than for others.. That is, such an,
investigation might be an appropriate proxy for examining the other kindsof social benefits which at various /times have been claimed for, voca-
tional education. Among the issues that ought to be analyzed are whether
initial periods of unemployment before'obtaining a first job are shorter
for vocational. education students, whether, spells of unemployment areless numerous and shorter the first few years, whether job-changes.are
less frequent, and whetherthe amount of job search among "dead-end"jobs or jobs unrelated-to the course of training are less'frequent.

Specific and General Skills: Unresolved Issues
13

Vocationalism in every one of its manifestations has stressed
the "integration of school and work," but-it is not always clear whatthis means, except at the level of rhetoric. Functionally, it 'appears 0to' mean that every vocational graduate should get a job in the area
he or she was trained-for, and conversely, that there should never-exist
skill bottlenecks (as -noted earlier, situations where some are unemployed
while there are openings in occupations requiring different skills).

.IK practice, vocational education seems to do rather poorly when measuredagainst these criteria: most studies have founckrather low percentages
of vocational education students in the areas they were trained for, andthere have been no real attempts toInVestiOte the extent to which
vocational eduhtion reduces skill.bottlenecks.

Yet there has never been much discussion of what kinds of skills
are required in the working world that can be readily taught in a school
situationt' The debate-within vocational education has-been over general

NiliNtuo

, and' specific kills, though these have been defined only rarely. Thecommon use of t words indicates that a specific skill is one which is
utilized in only 'ne narrowly defined occupation, while more general
,skills are those which can be utilized in several different occupations.The" call for more gerieriNskill training has been based on the, notion
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that our economy changes so rapidly and occupations wax and wane so
frequently that specific-skill training is likely to leave an indivi-
dual*without any saleable skill. The pressure,withun vocational educa-
tion has always been toward more general skill traiming, though in
practice, as the evaluations inditate, this has been passed over in
favor of rather specific skill training.'

There is, however, a slightly different conception of specific and.
general skills which has become common in economics. As developed by
Gary Becker in particular, specific skills are thosewhich are useful
to only one employer; 17 -an extreme example is the kind of skill needed
by the taster at' the Hershey's chocolate faCtory. -General skill's are.
those (like literacy) that every employer uses. The important difference,
in the human capital version,. is that an individual. will never invest
in specific-skill training .because the scope for its utilization istoo
narrow; the employer must provide the training and can recoup the invest-
ment through the higher productivity of workers with specific skills.
The employer need not pay such workers higher wages than those pre-
'veiling for unskilled laborers, since the-specific skills are 'useless
to any other firm, and there is no incentive for other employers to-bid
such workers away. in the case of general'skills., however, any employer
who provides general-skill training will find other employers ready to
pay higher wages for trained workers. As a rule, the wages for gener-.
ally trained workers must be higher than those for untrained'workers,'
but the workers themselVes must invest in the trainiim sinCeit will
never pay for a firm to do: so. These present 'extreme cases, of course,
and in practice skills viill'vary on a continuum-fromperfectly-general
to 'perfectly sgeCific.

The implications for.vocatianal-education programs can be outlined
with a simple analysis of supply and demand. Consider first::. the case

of the demand for a certain. kind of labor by.an individital firm and the.
supply of labor to that firm (S and D in Figure 1). If the skill

5

D-

S

S'

/,
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0

, Fig. 1. Relationship between supply and demand of workers In a specific skill,
' elastic-demand situation. S' equals supply of workers after introduction of a
specific-ski_ ll.vocational education program. .
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required in that kind of work is perfectly specific, in the Becker
sense, then the introduction of a vocational education program for thatskill will increase the supply of workers to that employer (to S'),
while.the.demand will stay the same. In this case, the amount of
employment will increase, but wages will decrease; the amount of
surplus ("consumer's surplus"). captured by the employer will increase,while the surplus to workers will decrease. The change in the total
wage bill will in general depend

on the elasticities'Of demand and
supply and on the size of the vocational program--that is, on the magni-tude of the shift in the supply curve. In the case of specific training,the benefits of the vocational program are distributed peculiarly:
while there is increased employment, it comes at the expense of decreased
wages, and employers capture most of the benefits of the program.It is doubtful that public subsidies could be justified in this situation.

In the case of general skills, however, the intrpduction of a. .

vocational program will have. somewhat different effects. _The product-ivity of generally trained workers will be increased; and in fact the
employer who wishes to hire such workers must increase wages to preventother firms from capturing them; thus, the demand curve shifts upward(to 0' in Figure 2). The supply of labor.to the firm will increase
somewhat, but only slightly; since.in the case of perfectly general
skills vocational education pupils will find-their skills in demand byevery other firm; the shift but in the supply .curve is smalTer than.inthe case of specific' skills. Evidently, from Figure 2, there is an
increase in the wage.and'in'employment

levels;-the surplus' that goes .toworkers has increased, while the change in the surplus to the employer
depends bn'a variety of factors and in general one cannot tell whetherit increases or decreases Ithough any change would probably be rathersmall). Thus, the distributiOn of benefits differs greatly frbm thatassociated with specific skills; workers gain in every sense, and theimpact on employert is,in all likelihood small.

c.

Fig. 2. Relationship betWeen Supply (S) and demand (0) of workers in a general--skill, elastic-demand situation. S' and 0' equal supply of and demand for workersafter introduction of a general-skill vocational education'program.
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Some of the conclusions change critically, however, as the demand

for labor becomes less elastic. This would be true, for example, in the

case where there is no possibility for increased production and thus no.
incentive to increase the labOr force (and production) in the event of
a fall in the wage rate, or where there is no substitutability between
labor and other inputs (as in a fixed-coefficients model). The assumption,

of inelastic demand is also similar in spirit to Thurow's job-competition
model, where the number of jobs are fixed and workers compete for posi-:
tions in 4equeue to gain access to jobs, rather than competing on the basis
of wages.'5 A complete model necessary here would require the inclusion
of product demand, the nature of the production function and the substi-
tutability among inputs, the degree of monopoly and monopsony power,
unionization, and other such factors:... As Figure 3 indicates, in the case
of specific skills, intlastic demand implies that not even employment is
increased. In the case of general skills with inelastic demand,-in Fig-
ure 4, the upward shift, in the demand curve:-has no effect, and the benefits

which would accrue to workers in the usual case of general skills would

disappear.

Q

Fig. 3. Relationship between supply (S) and demand (D) of workers in a

specific-skill inelastic-demand situation.' S' equals supply of workers af-

ter introduction of a specific-skiI1 vocational education program.

w
'S'

/
/.

Fig. 4. Relationship between-supply (S) and demand (D) of workers in a

general-skill' inelastic-demand situation. S' equals supply of workers'

after introduction of a-general-skill vocational edutation program.
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This simple analysis clarifies the importance of both the degreeto which a skill is general or specific ,and the elasticity of demand.
There are a number of further implications for evaluations of vocational
education as they have been carried out in the past. Nrit,,the absenceof any effect of a vocational program on the wages of its griquates is
not necessarily an indication that the program has been ineffettive.It may be instead, as in Figure 1, that the training has been specificand that the benefits have been captured by firms instead of workers.'Second, it is.possible in the case of a skill with an important general'
component to have distinct benefits, but for there to be no increase in
the wage rate; this would happen when both the demand curve shifted upand the supply increased as well. Thus, because the wage is a resultof both demandand supply, it is generally impossible to know whetherthe absence of any wage effect from a vocational prograj means that itis truly ineffective or whether it is effective-but ,fi s are Capturingthe benefits of specific skills.

Similarly, the employment effects of vocational p grami depend onthe elasticity of demand and the degree to which a skill-taught isgeneral or specific. From Figure 1, it is possible (at least when the.
demand is elastic) for employment to expand--that is, for there to be
a relatively good chance for.. graduates of a vocational program to beemployed in the occupation they were prepared for-yet for workers as
a group to lose, in terms of the aggregate wage bill, and the amount of
.surplus going to workers. One implication is that; since wage and'.
employment need not move together as a-consequence of vvocational
prograM, it is important to investigate both wage. and employment effects ;simultaneously in evaluating' vocational education, programs.

If the historical criticisms of vocational edUcation are accurate,
too many programs pass on specific rather than general skills--despitethe constant efforts of legislation to encourage more general skill
training'. Figuret 1 And 2 May indicate why: both specific and generalskills training may have substantial employment effects, but the employ-
ment atsociated with general training is not necessarily confined toparticular occupations. This frames the.dilemma of vocational edu-cation: specific skills are clearly distinguishable from the skillstaught in the academic'-programs of schools, and when they result in,
employment the link between work and school is clear and unambiguous.General skills, on the other hand, are likely to be less distinguishable
from the,academic program (eVen,As they are defined withinLthe contextof vocational education). When they result in increased employment,the relationship between school and work is unclear, and graduates fromsuch programs may well find,jobs in areas which appear uhrelated to thefield of their training. Thus, vocational education has always been
pressed toward more specific skill training, both 'to distinguish what itdoes from the academic program and to establish the lea4cambiguousrelationship between"training and subSequent employment. Yet the. iparadox is that specific skills are precisely those, least likely k



to be rewarded in terms of higher wages.- Perhaps most telling of all,

specific skills may be less amerlable to being taught in classroom and

school settings and may be more efficiently taught through on-the-job

training, work-experience programs, apprenticeship. programs, and the

like while the real advantage of school settings Comas in teaching

more neral skills. If this hypothesis is correct, it,explains,the

histori 1 ineffectiveness of vocational education: it attempti to

do what s odls do worst. .

These admittedly sketchy comments on specific and general skillS

are intended to illustrate the importance of a systematic investigation.

Given the historical persistence of questions about the proper balance

of specific and general skills within vocational education,-,the ,reluc-

tance of vocational educators to abandon specific -skill trainiog,, and,

the lack of any attention to what kinds of skills are most effectively

passed on in school settings, it seems necessary for any serious program

of evaluation to address' the' issues of specific and general sMlls.

Persistence of Vocational Education

In the past, the important evaluitions'of vocational education

have beemconkistent in criticizing .its failings, often quite harthly.

But they have been equally consistent in reaffirming the value of

vocational educatioh-, .
The result has been the legislative. and political

renewal of vocatinal,education--ln the legislation of 1963, 1968, and

1976, and in the career-education movement. This raises the' question.

of why vocational education continues tc be proposed as a solution to*

a variety'of social and educational problems despite its evident-Weak-

nesses. For the,future, it, raises the issue of what role ,evaluations

of vocational education do serve (or can serve) and whether in some'

sense evaluationt have been irrelevant to...the development of--.voca-

tional education..
s

The first answer to the question of why vocational educatibn is so

resilient is that, in periods 'of apparent crisis, Americans have shown.'

a strong tendency to turn to the schools for solutions, and vocational

education has beefl consistently an element in this approach to reform.

This is essentially'a conservative strategy,; by promising .solutions

through the schools, more fundamental reforms; particularly in the basic

economic and .political. institutions of our country,-can be effectively

postponed. The conservative implications of vocational education are

clear: in-a-period of high and apparently insoluble unemployment, the

promise thataocaional education can help correct the ",mismatch" be-

tween workers and jobs, promises a solution' (as did the manpower programs.

-which proliferated in the 19601s) ,, directing -attention awaY from the

structural inability oflate capitalism to provide enough employment.



A second answer is that vocationalism has always promised to helpresolve,a variety of economic, social, and educational problems, all atthe same time. Its appeal has alv4ays been widespread, and this hasobviously helped provide a strong political base. Ever since labordecided to support vocational e'ducation, its opponents have been-fewand relatively weak. At most, politically powerful groups appear to beindifferent :to vocational programs rather than 'actively opposed to them."
Finally, and'perhaps most powerfully, vocational education has asimple appeal (that obviously extends far beyond vocational educatortthemselves. In a society where work and productivity is so crucial toan individual 's sense of.accomplishment, it is immediately app'alingto turn to work and" work experiences as the appropriate way- to 'social izethe young. This aspect: of vocational' education speaks, of course, to?our most positive images of work; indeed to the assumption that workis a, fundamental expression of human nature."' But vocational educa-tion is caught in, a pntradiction, because while work and productivityin the abstract may be fundamental in American society, work as ,it isactually available to most Americans has a rather negative reality,.inspiring at best a Passive acceptance and at.worst active hostility.12This has been particularly true for vocational education, which hasprepared individuals almost exclusively for working-class jobs, ratherthan for the professional and managerial jobs which are the most re-warding. The reality of work and our ideals of what work ought to beusually conflict, and the simple-appeal of vocational education endsup foundering on this contradiction.

Whatever the superficial appeal of vocational education has been,vocational movements have been responses to severaLdifferent kinds ofemerging' contradictions within the public schools.4u In the firstplace, vocational movements have succeeded in restratifyingi.the publicschools by class and race, during fieriods 'when stratification mechanismswere weakening. During the Progressive Era the growth of the highschool meant that the "masses" and the "classes" were mingling, andvocational education provided the basis for curriculum and classroomdifferentiation which restored a stratified school system. Similarly,the growth of higher education after World War. II threatened to makecolleges more heterogeneous; the development of two-year colleges,particularly with a vocational foc47 provided a mechanism for thestratification of highe'r education. More generally, there hasalways been a tension between the role of the schools in reOroducingclass and racial statuS from one 'generation to the next and in pre-paring students for a labor market characterized by large amounts ofinequality in the. status and rewards of °different jobs, and its rolein promoting equal ity of opportunity. 'This tension has taken ratherobvious and increasingly strident forms in the past two decades, inbattles over integration and busing, community control, school-financecontroversies, compensatory education, open enrollment, and preferentialadmiSsions. Vocational education (along with career education) has
;
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promised to alleviate these tensions, by providing a mechanism and
'rationale for stratifying the schools in a way that appears to be
legitimate, because of the promise of a substantial payoff to vocational

education. But, as I noted earlier, if that payoff fails to materialize,
then vocational education amounts only to a mechanism of stratification.

Secand, vocational educatiorthas continuously restated a particular
model of the role' of the schools,'an image of work, and the relation/between
school and work. In arguing that school as well as schooling should be
"relevent," vocational education has also,posited a particular criterion
of relevance: schools should be useful in terms of the cognitive skills'
and personal characteristics required in the labor market. a, To be Sure,
the image of work embodied in vocational education nas'often become,out-

:

'modedoand has required periodic refurbishing: the domipanCeof trade and
industrial, education from the Pragressive Era became anatt' nistic with
the expansion of various forms of.white-callar and servicE work, and the

', continual broadening of vocational education and of career. education can

be seen as a way of stating a more appropriate image of work. .;tilt.despite,,

some, confusion about what work is like, the saals_of_education are clear
enough. 'The viewcembodied in vocational education is distinctly different
from the ,view that sees education as developing every aspect of human po-
tentialOncldding critical facilities and capacities for self-motivated

activities. This rather different conception,.associated particularly
with John Dewey and progressivism in this country,-has often been-sUspected
of creating dissatisfied,: unruly workers, disrespectful of authority, and
of encouraging'educational "frills"--art, music, and (in the words of Jerry
Brown) macranie.-' During those periods when ,the. school's have threatened to

:'become "useless," vocationalism ha's been ready to reassert a particular
model -ft' which a7! of schooling is evaluated by 'its contributions to an

economic system which itself is beyond criticism.

The .:reasons that vocationaeducation continues to be promoted de-
spitepersisteht criticisms, andthe functions it has historically played

yin the schools, are political: they have consequences for individuals of
different Class and racial backgrounds and for women; they embody values
and attitudes toward the nature of work under advanced capitalism and
values about what the role of the schools should be in a class society.
This is at least one of the reasons why the evaluations of vocational ed-

ucation in the past havelmtled to weakening support: decisions about

vocatiopal eduCatiOn arein part politiCal apd'value-laden, and as such

dre less likely to be altered by the'kinds of technical information avail,

able from evaluations. In formulating A-program of evaluation, it'seems

to me necessary to,corisider the political dimension of vocational educa-

tion explicitly, to judge what the role of evaluation can be in a political

context. Otherwise, the cycle of criticism and reaffirmation which has
.characterized vocational education's history will, continue to be repeated,

and that outcome should satisfy no one.
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NOTES .

On 'the history of vocational education, see the Introduction in
Marvin Lazerson and W. NOrton Grubb, American Education and
Vocationalism: A Documentary History, 1870-1970 (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1974). We have"updated this historyto include career education in "Rally 'Round the Workplace:
Continuities and Fallacies in Career, ,Education," Harvard
Educational Review, November 1975, 45pp. While the roots'of
vocational education extend farther back to the manual-training
movement of the 1880's, any discussion of manual training would
essentially duplicate material drawn from the'Progressive Era.

2
John Russell and Associates, Vocational Education, prepared for'the Advisory. Committee

on Education, Staff Study No,8 (Wash-'ington, D.C., 1938).

3
See the U.S. Office of Education, Life Adjustment for Every.Youth,

Bulletin No. 22; 1951. A major indictment of Life Adjustment
is Arthur Bestor, Educational Wastelands (Urbana: Univers'tof Illinois Press, 1953).

4

5

Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education, Education for a
Changing World of Work (Washington, D.C., 1963).

Advisory Commission on Vocational Education, Vocational Education:The Bridge between Man and His Work (Washington, D.C., 1968).See also Garth Mangum, Reorienting Vocational Education, PolicyPapers in Human Resources and Industrial Relations, No. 7,
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, University ofMichigan, 1968.

6
U,S. Comptroller General, What Is the Role of Federal Assistance

for Vocational Education? (Washington, D.C., U.S. General
Accounting Office, December 31,,1974):

7
The reviews of vocational education evaluations at best show mixedresults, with some studies indicating positive returns from

vocational education and some showing nonexistent or even negativereturns. The studies are generally flawed, hnwever, and thebest of them--like those based on the National Longitudinal Study--show no real benefit. For reviews, see Beatrice Reubens,
"Vocational,. Education for All in High School?" in James O'Toole,
Work and the Quality of Life (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1974);
Ernst Stromsdorfer-, "The Methodology of Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis and a Critique of the Methodology of Major Studies with
Illustrations," as summarized in Chapter 6 and appendix tables of
i.eonard Lecht, Evaluating Vocational. Education: Policies andPlans for the 1970's (New York: Praeger, 1974); and AppendixA of Assessing Vocational Education Research and Development,
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8

Committed on Vocational Education Research and DevelopmeA,
National Academy of Sciences (Washington, D.C., 1976).

The contention of Marvin Lazerson and myself that career education'
is an extension and elaboration of vocationalism, rather than
something entirely new, has not been accepted by career educators
themselves, though other obseryerS seem to have recognized this.
See, for example, the correspondence relating to "Rally 'Round
the, Workplace," in the Harvard Educational Review, May and
November 1976.

9
T e most-inflated claims for career education have been made by

Sidney Marland and those who have followed his lead; see, for
example, his Career Education: A Proposal for Reform (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1974). Others have been, more* modest in their claims.
In the work of Kenneth Hoyt and the Offide of Career Education,

-there is a tendency to downplay some of the economic effects-of
career education, and instead the goals for career education
appear to, be a catalogue of all-purpose ,reforms for the public
schools. See, for example, An Introduction to Career Education
(Washington, D.C., 1975).

1
°These include the Kettering Report and repor't known as Coleman II:

National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education, The
Reform of Secondary Education (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973 TT
Panel or, Youth, Youth: Transition to Adulthood,(Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1974). Even the authors of the HEW
report Work in America, having documented the adverse effects of
work, recommended that schools simulate won environments and
expand continuing-education programs so as to draw school and
work closer together.

11
For example, career education has been notably slippery in defining

its purposes; see, for example, Marlan's Career Education,
Chafers 6 and 7, in which he adamantly refuses to define what
career education is. Thus, when faced with the possibility that
career education may not pay off in terms of earnings, he can
claim (as in Chapter 3) that one of the purposes of career edu-
cation is to prepare the student for civic_and cultural activities.
I will ha've more to say about this tendency within careeedu-
cation to promote very general and nonwork related goals in the
third section.

12
See, for example, the section of "Characteristics of Studenti" in

Appendix A of Assessing Vocational Education Research and Deve-
lopment, and Chapter 2 of Leonard Lecht, Evaluating Vocational
Education.
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3
This section .is preliminary in the extreme; it is intended to out-line a set of issues which, to my knowledge, have never been

seriously addressed in connection with vocational education andmerit a more complete examination than I have been able to givethem here.

14
Gary Becker, Human Capital (New York: Columbia University'Press,1964). See also Walter 0i, "Labor as a Quasi-Fixed Factor,"'Journal of Political Economy, December 1962.

15
Lester Thurow and Robert F.B. Lucas, "The American Distribution of

, Income: A Structural. Problem," Joint Economic Committee,
March 17, 1972.

16
As evidence, the two vocational movements which have been the mostgeneral in their, focus--the manual-training movement and Life

Adjustment Education--have failed precisely because they havecome to seem irrelevant. There is within career educatioh thesame tendency to become general, and in fact this may dilute'whatever appeal career education may have, as the concept of
career education loses clarity.

17
In the case of career education, see Eleanor Farrer McGowan and

David Cohen "'Career Education': Reforming School through Work,"The Public Interest, Winter 1977.

18
"Arbeiten und leiben,," as Freud said. For the positive view ofwork, see the HEW Report, Work in America, Chapter 1.

19
For the negative aspect of work, see Grubb and Lazerson, "Rally.

'Round the Workplace." An insight into the role work plays in
a society can be gained from comparing school and work in China;see our footnote 50.

20
Wort. being developed by Henry Levin, Martin Carnoy, and the Centerfor Economic Studies has been helpful, in formulating this lastsection.

21
See Jerome Karabel, "Community Colleges and Social Stratification,"

Harvard Educational Review, November 1972.
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The same process of affirming the "usefulness" of education h'as
ocawred in the university as well as at the elementary, secondary,
and junior college levels.' Though my knowledge of thisliistory'is
rudimentary, at least two periods in which higher education has
been called upon to be more,"relevant".to future employment were
the period just-before 1900, and now in the 1970's with the
increasingly professional emphasis of college students. The pcint
is that the particular concept of "relevance " embodied in voca-
tional education has deen'true within the university as well,
although the similarity has never.been too apparent because of
differences in class positions for which the two prepared students
and because the cultural apparatus of the university is so much
stronger.
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THE. EFFECTS OF NATIONAL POLICY

ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EVALUATION

Thomas M. Bogetich, Norma Phillips Lammers

Evaluation of Data Collection and Analysis in Vocational Education:
The Current Perspective

The 1968 Amendments (P.L. 90-576) to the Vocational Education Act of
1963 provided very limited evaluation polity. The 1968'Act made available
categorical funding for vocational education programs, services,'and ac-
tivities including support to specific target populations: The Act rep-
resented a major departure from" federal policy, which had not Changed
si§nificantly from 1917.

A major feature of the Act was the establishmett of state and nation-
al advisory councils on vocational education to assist in the planning and
evaluation of vocational education. It apparently'was the intent of Con-'
gress to rely on these councils for the evaluation of the use of federal
funds in vocational education. The U.S. Commissioner of Education was,
giVen little direction in the Act relative to,evaluatiod. Section 123(a)
(17), for example, indicates that the-Commissioner is to determine evalua-
tion requirements and reports necessary to carry out his 6nction,
,including keeping such records as to assure the correctness and verifica-
tion of such reports.

Section 122(a) provided that funds could be utilized for the evalua-
tion of vocational programs without any specific reference to expected
outcomes. The only item in this section that hinted toward expected,out-
comes was the following:

...and improved state administration and leadership, including
periodic evaluation of state and local vocational education
programs in light of information, regarding current and projected --

manpower needs and job opportunities (122(a) (8)).

A noble but weak effort was made in Section 123(a) (8) to effect a
cooperative arrangement between state educational and public-employment
service agencies to generate a supply-and-demand information base. In
order to support this charge, Section 103(a) (1) provided an annual au-,
thorization of $5,000,000 to be transferred to the Secretary of labor
from the U.S. Commissioner of-Education to finance national, regional,

Thomas M. Bogetich is Executive Director of the California Advisory
Council on Vocational Education, Sacramento.

Norma Phillips Lammers is a consultant to the California' Advisory_
Council on Vocational Education, Sacramento.
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state, and local studies and projections of manpower needs for use by
federal, state, and local officials and advisory councils. Implementation
ofthis proviso would have provided desperately needed baseline
data required fol....program planking and evaluation. Unfortunately, the
U.S. Commissioner did not provide,these funds to the Secretary-of Labor
and neither did Congress. Federal regulations regarding evaluation were
less than adequate. Evaluation design and outcomes were left totally in
the hands of state bocrds. Congressional needs and/or criteria were not
specified. Thus, any-changes:in federal policy would have to be made ,

without- the-benefit of evaluation data determined necessary by Congress.
Section 102.4(k), `for example, stated.

Evaluation of the results of the program of instruction shall
be made periodically'on the.state level by the State board
and the State advisory council and continuously on the local
level with the results being used for necessary change or n

improvement in the program through experimentation, curricu-
lum development, training-of vocational education personnel, or
other means.

Evaluation requirements were more fully defined in Section 102.36,"
which charged toe

. state board with the responsibility for program evalua-
tion, indicated that the state board should consider evaluatiOns conducted
by state advisory councils and lovileducational agencies, and mandated
that the state plan must describe the state's program for evaluating
state and-local programs, services and activities, including the frequency
of such evaluations, procedures to follow, and criteria to determine ef--
fectiveness.

;

.c.;)

The very nature of P.L. 90-576 and subsequent regulations resulted
in an inordinate amount of time spent by federal, stateland local agencies
in meeting minimum compliance requirements while ignoring evaluation needs.
Both federal and gate leadership was lacking or totally ineffective, as
noted in the 1974 General 'Accounting Office report ("Report to the Con-
grtss: What is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?").
Local educational agencies, burdened by the' complexities of categorical -
funding applications and reporting, paid little or no attention to the
evaluation requirements found in regulations.

As already noted, many deficiencies existed in P.L. 90-576 and
subsequent, regulations with regard-0 evaluation. More specifically, these
deficiencies included the following:

1. Policy.and regulations lacked specific criteria for evaluation.

2. Insufficiebt attention was given to the role and relationship of
evaluation in the planning cycle. For example, it was virtually
impossible to establish funding priorities based upon evaluation
data or results. Federal policy "rid regulations did not provide
direction other than to say: use evaluation data if available.
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3. Categorical programs resulted in major emphasis being placed on
development of-granting mechanisms and compliance; therefore,
evaluation efforts focused on administrative process rather than
on the: end products of vocational education.

4. Fiscal evaluation requirements were minimal; therefore even
when they were done, they had virtually little effect.

5. Federal and state planning requirements provided little or no
direction or incentive to establish evaluation criteria to deal
with unnecessary duplication at the postsecondary- .adult level.
(In the writer's opinion, such a requirement would be difficult,
since problems of unnecessary duplication are uniquely different
in each state and in regions within states.).

6. The evaluation role of the Commissioner and his staff was not
clearly defined'in statute or regulation. For all practical pur-

, 'poses, the CoMmissioner abdicated his responsibilities for
evaluation to state boards with little or no direction.

7. The federal compliance reporting system resulted'in data that
were virtually useless for evaluation purposes. Reports were
often published two years after the:Fact and contained many gaps
or incomplete information.

Baseline evaluation data for the purpose of establishing funding ,

priorities at the national level could not be obtained.

9. Not all vocational education programs were required to be eval-
uated. Periodic evaluation was the name of the game, and that
means little or none.

10.' Funding methodology resulted in piecemeal evaluation efforts.
Accountability reporting and evaluation were not mandated.

Prospects for the Immediate Future

P.L. 94-482, the 1976 Education Amendments, mandates new data-collec-
tion and analysis requirements for various local, state, and federal
agencies involved in the vocational education delivery syitem.

Local educational agencies (LEA's).,. Section 106(a) (4) (B) (ii) re-
quires that the state administration through the State Board of Education
provide assurances that it will distribute funds'on the basis of annual
LEA applications that link proposed programs to previous program evalua-
tions. This section is significant inhat it requires local educational
agencies to utilize evaluation results for,planning, a rational but never-

, theless previously ignored use of evaluation findings.
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State.bdards and state administration. Section 104 requires that
the Stae oard of Education 'gather), analyze, and disseminate data,per-
taining to th.status of men andwomen students and'emplOyees in
vocational education programs within that state (Sec. 104 (b) (1) (b));
review all vocational education programs in the state for sex bias (Sec.
104 (b) (1) (E).); and monitor the implementation of laws pertaining
to sex discrimination in all personnel practices relating to State vo-,
cational education'programt (Sec. 104 (b) (1) (F) In the context
of this. section "monitor" and "review" imply evaluation.

The state administration is required in, its innual.plan and account-
ability report.to show explicitly the extent to which goals were achieved
in the previous year and to determine' program effectivenets based upon
evaluation findings in terms of employment criteria. Again, the signifi-
cant mandate appears to be that descriptions of how evaluation results
are used to improve .programs must be included in the annual state plans
(Sec. 10 (b) (2) (A) and (C) ).

Thefederalcriteria for evaluation of effectiveness of vocational
education programs by state adMinistrations are clearly set forth in
Sec. 112 (b) (1) (B) of P.L. 94-482.

Each State shall evaluate, by using data collected, wherever
poSsible, by statistically valid sampling techniques, each
such program within the, State which purports to impart entry
level.job skills according to the extent to which program corn-.;

pleter and leavers

z

(i) find employment in occupations related to their
training, and

(ii) are considered by their employers to be well-trained
and prepared for employment,

except that in no case can pursuit of additional education or
training by program completers or leaverste considered nega-_
tively in these evaluations.

The,state administration is further required by this section to consult
with .the state advisory council on vocational education so that it may
assist-the state in,developing.and monitoring these evaluations.

Section 161 (a) (3)-(0-mandates the cooperation ofLall-fstates re-,
ceiving Vocational Education, Act (VEA) funds in\supplying information
requetted by the Administrator of. the National Center for Education
Statistics. The states are additionally required to conform their re-
ports to national data elements, definitions, and reporting formats.-
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State advisory councils. Section 105 requires state advisory
councils to evaluate vocational education programs, services, and ac-
tivities assisted by VEA funds and to publish and distribute such
findings (Sec. 105 (d)' (2) ). Specifically, the state advisory coun-
cils must submit an annual report to the commissioner evaluating the
effectiveness of vocational education programs, services, and activi7
ties in meeting program.goals as set forth in the state's five-year plan,
and annual plani and accountability reports, including a .review of state-
board-prOduced program-evaluation reports and analyses of distribution of
federal funds (Sec. 105 (d) (2) and (3,j ). This section tends to define .

the maximum scope:of state advisory council evaluation' activities, rather
than set any specific minimum requirements in terMs of numbers= or.,types
of programs and services to be evaluated. This leaves individual coun-
cils with the fleXibility to concentrate their evaluation on one
particular aspect of vocational education or to give general review to
the system. One specific activity mandated-for state advisory councils,
howevere is the assessment of the extent of coordination of vocational
education, vocational rehabilitation, and employment-training programs
and services (Sec. 105 (d) (4) (A) ).

Federal agencies. The Comissioner is required to review and analyze
each state's annual program plan and accountability report and transmit
that analysis with any recommendations to .the state board within four
months of review (Sec. 112 (a) (1) ).

The Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE) is required under
Section 112 (a) (2) to conduct a review of federally assisted vocational
.education in at least, ten states per fiscal year, analyzing the strengths
and weaknesses of Such programs. Though this "same section requires the
Department of Heal th, Education, and Welfare to conduct fiscal'. audits of
the same programs, it is still somewhat unclear whether BOAE evaluations
are to be results:.oriented or are simply to document what programs were .

provided.

For the first time, the Commissioner is required to submit to the
Congress an annual report of the status of vocational education, utilizing
data from national reporting systems and,evaluation findings included in
state plans. To ensure timeliness of the data, this report is due within
nine months of the end of the fiscal year (Sec. 1.12).

Though Section 161 lists some basic. elements to be collected, the
Commissioner and the Administrator of the National Center for Educational
Statistics (LACES). are to develop and define other information elements
necessary to a national Vocational'Education Data System (VEDS) that are
compatible with the,eiisting occupational-information data system. After
completion of the developmental phases, the Administrator of NCES is man-
dated to design, implement, and operate the VEDS. Though the system was
originally required to be fully operational by October 1, 197,7, it has
been postponed owing to delays (Sec. 161 (a) (3)- (A) ). This same section
of the Act establishes the National. Occupational Information Coordinating
Cornmittee and the State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
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/ and directs them to develop their respective occupational-information
/ systems to meet the needs of planning and administering vocational edu-
.cation and employment and training needs. This is a very significant
section in that it provides the data base necessary for future evaluationactivities.

The evaluation responsibilities of the National Advisory Council on.
Vocational Education (NACVE) require the Council to:

review the administration and operation of vocational education
programs under this Act, and other pertinent laws affecting
vocational education and manpower training. (including the ef-
fectiveness of such programs in meeting the. purposes for which
they are established and operated), make recommendations with.
respect thereto,_and make annual reports of its findings and
recommendations (including recommendations for changes in the
provision of this Act and such other pertinent laws) to the
Presideht, Congress, Secretary, and Commissioner.

In addition,'NACVE is charged with assessing the extent of articula-
tion among vocational education, employment training, and vocational
rehabilitation and communicating such findings and resultant recommenda-
tions in an annual report to the Cdngress,-President, Secretary, and
Commissioner (Sec. 162 (b)).

Under Section,171 (a) (2) (F)), funds are authorized for use by the
Commissioner in support of a national research center that,,as one of
its charges, may provide technical assistance to states and local edu-
cationgl'agencies in developing evaluation, methods.

Evaluating the impact of bilingual vocational training is noted as
an additional responsibility of both the Commissioner and the Secretary
of Labor in Section 182 (a) of the Act. In Section 523(a) the CoMmissioner
of Edudation also is required to evaluate the progress made in reducing
sex disc *gift and sex stereotyping in vocational education programs
and report these findings to Congress within two years of the date'

,enactment.'

The most comprehensive evaluation responsibilities are conferred upon
the National Institute of Education, in Section 523 (b) of the Act. The
Institute is mandated' to conduct a thorough evaluation and study of vo-
cational education programs conducted under the Vocational Education Act
of 1963; the CETA Act of 1973, or by the state postsecondary commissions
created by the Education Amendments of 1972. The'study must include:

A. a study of the distribution of vocational education funds in
terms of services, occupations, target populations, enroll-
ments, and educational and governmental levels and what such
distribution should be in order to meet the greatest human re --
source needs for the next 10 years;
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B. an examination of how to achieve compliance with, and en-
fortement of, the provisions of applicable laws of the
United.States;

C. an analysis of the means of assessing program quality and.
effectiveness;

Q. .depending on the level of finding available to the Institute,
-not more than three experimental studies to be administered,
by the'Institute, in cases'where the Institute determines that
such experimental programs are necessary to carry out the pur-
pose of clauses (A) through (C) and the Commissioner of
Education and the'Secretary of Labor are authorized,' notwith-
standing any provision of any other law, at the request of the
Institute, to approve the use of grants which educational or
other agencies are eligible to receive under such Acts (in
cases where such agencies agree to the uses of such grants),
in order to carry out such experimental' programs;

E. findings and recommendations, including, recommendatiohs for
changes in such Act or for new legislation, with respect to
the matters studied under clauses (A) through (E); and

F. a review and evaluation of the effectiveness of programs funded
under subpart 5 of Part A of the Vocational Education Act of
1963 (as such Act is in effect on October 1, 1977) and to make
recommendations for the redirection and the improvement.of pro-
grams. at all levels funded under such subpart..

These requirements could potentially result in'a comprehensive assess-
ment of the process, programs, and outcomes of federally assisted vocational
programs. The evaluation findings could. identify key national,, state, and
local priorities for the Vocational Education Act.of 1982. In addition,
they could provide a:basis for the establishment of state and local pri-

,orities by.identifYing,areas of unmet needs.

Strengths of P.L. 94-482

P.L. 94-482, as outlined in the previous section, will make a sig-
nificant positive,impact on evaluation at all levels in that it:

1. Sets forth.some spetific outcome or results criteria for evalua-
tion_of vocational education prograMsand Services, rather than'
concentrating only on fiscal, accountability issues.

2. Established timelines and reporting mechanisms to ensure that
evaluation findings are communicated upward from local to state
and national. policy makers while still relatively current so that
priorities can be developed and policies updated.
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3. Attaches reporting and evaluation responsibilities to specific
agencies or individuals, thereby ensuring their completion.

4. Places responsibility in various agencies to monitor, and re-
view, and assess the extent of articulated planning among
various vocational education, employment-training, and rehabili-
tation delivery systems. Such checks and balances could enhance
the variety of vocational offerings by reducing duplicatton.of"
services and empire-building.

5. Clearly sets forth the uses to be made of evaluation information
by requiring that (a) summaries of evaluations and analyses of
modifications made to proposed programs as a result of evalua-

.

tion information be included in state plans and local applications
and (b) funds be allocated ,on the batis of this 1Thkage.between
evaluation and planning.

This last point deserves further explanation, since therequirement
of this evaluation-planning linkage has positive implications. A rational
approach for planning human services may-be described as folloWs:

Needs

Assessment
Goal, Objective Program 1_, Funding and Evaluation'
Priority Setting Planning Implementation

T

The previous awarding of.federal vocational education dollars without
,requiring specific evaluation criteria or the use of these results in plan-
ning has led federal vocational &liars down the same path as other quick-
money programs. So-called planning efforts have frequently been a matter
of (a) identifying what the "feds" are funding this year; (b) adjusting
descriptions of existing or porposed programs to fit, these priorities;
(c) creating objectives that address the priorities; and (d) elaborating
on those needs that might mesh with objectives- -the, backwards approach to
planning.

The. requirements to evaluate programs and to utilize thatinformation
in planning, however, encourage agencies to go beyond mere compliance'
reporting. The-availability of the information automatically fosters
improved management decision making; informed allocation of resources, im-
provement of programs and services, and baseline information for setting
local,. state,and national priorities and policies-=the systems approach
to delivering vocational education. Additionally, with the government
trend toward zero-based budgeting, vocational education administrators ,

will be one step ahead with this systems approach.
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Problems' Associated with P.L. 94-482 -

Before discussing the gaps that still exist in national policy on vo-
cational education evaluation, some attention should be given to the
practical problems of implementing the evaluation requirements of.the 1976
Amendments.

To date, Subpart 1 has not been funded. .-This would be the most appro
priate fiscal resource for state and local evaluation activities. The
only alternatives are to pull the monies from Subpart-3 allocation or to
absorb the total cost of these new federal requirements in-state and lo-,
cal budgets. Taking themonies from the Subpart-3 program- improvement'
allocation leaves Tittle, if. any, surplus to meet the original intent if
that portion of the Act. Since evaluation is essentially a national pri-
ority, adequate federal funding has to be put behind it, if evaluation is
to be done and done well.

The new requirement that state administration costs can only be 50 per-
cent funded by federal dollars has had a substantial fistal impact on state
educational' agencies. It can be anticipated that in many states, the staff
will be decreased as a result. The increased paperwork and technical assis-
tance required to implement the mandated evaluation activities with no
additional fiscal resources make it difficult, or at least unpalatable, to
comply with the requirements. In fact, if the new regulations require on-
site evaluations of all vocational programs at-all school sites within the-
five-year period, this will be impossible to achieve without very high in-
creases'in manpower. Consider California, for instance; its secondary
schools have-numerous vocational programs at each location, and then there
are the community colleges and adult education programs.- The new federal
priorities cannot be realized without adequate federal dollars.

Shortcomings and Proposed Solutions

It has teem assumed, throughout this paper, that the intent of Con-
gress in P.L. 94-482 was to establish its,prioritie for vocational
education in terms of identified needs and to require accountability from.
recipients of federal dollars'in addressing these priorities. The evalua
tion components delineated by P.L. 94-482 fall short'of testipg the
effectiveness of state and local vocational education programt in meeting
federal priorities. In-this section, we will point out certain shortcomings"
in the existing, legislation and will identify possible legislative or
administrative Policy solutions.

Shortcoming: Failure to provide for evaluation of certain target
programs. Although the 1976 Vocational Education Amendments did add.tWo
specific employment criteria to measure program effectiveness, it failed
to.provide criteria or sufficient specificity to measure the impact of
other national priorities cited throughout P.L.-94-482. Programs for cer-
tain target populations, such as the diSadvantaged, the handicapped, and
limited-English-speaking/non-Enal4sh-speaking personsi-re'ceive substantial



attention and funding throughout the. law, but no mention is made of" meaS-uring the *pact or effectiveness of these target programs. .Vocational
guidan0 and counseling also. receive substantial funding in the Act,,but
the idea of evaluating the effectiveness of supportive services is notaddreesed. Although assessment of the progress.made.in reducing sex
stereotyping and sex discrimination is.referred to frequently, there:is
no requirement to evaluate the impact of different program approaches onthe desired'objective.

Proposed solution. Amendments to P.L, 94 -482 or future legislation
could include specific evaluation criteria to measure the impact of pro-
'grams:addressing those national priorities cited in the Act as the basic
reasons for federal allocations:. Such criteria should include the extentto which target populations. were able .to succeed in regular programs as
a result of federally assisted progrgms as well as measures ofemployment
success.

Shortcoming: Failure to support coordinated interagency effort.
Articulated planning delivery of services among vocational education, CETA,and vocational rehabilitaion agencies is required to be described in state
plans and reviewed by advisory councils in various portions of P.L. 94-482.No separate allocations or specific exemplary or innovative program monies,
however, are designated for this purpose in the Act. It would be unusual
for a vocational education agency to use-its federal research funds to paythe costs of CETA or vocational rehabilitation personnel to demonstrate
coordinated employment and training services. Since this national priority
has strong cost-benefit implications through reducing duplication of ser-
vices, specific-research projects should be funded at the national level 'to,
encourage-crossing agency lines at the state and local level.

Proposed solution. An amendment could be made to P.L. 94-482, Section
523, directing the National Institute of Education to conduct experimental
studies ih articulated planning and delivery of vocational training, place-
ment, and counseling services with several different agencies. Additionally,the new CETA legislation under development should require the CETA council to
produce annual evaluation reports, using criteria comparable to those of
vocational education.

Shortcomin Failure to sim lif -evaluation re uirements. The reporting
and evaluation requirements have already become so complex that state and
local educational agencies may have-to refuse federal VEA dollars because
they cannot accomodate the increased paper work and technical assistance
btirdens.

Proposed solutions,. One obvious solution is to increase the federal
dollars behind thiiiiluation activities. When the data elements and
definitions for-the Vocational Education Data System are agreed upon, monies
should be fOrwarded to states and local educational agencies to enable them
to fulfill their obligations.

Off-site rather than on- site evaluations could make the evaluation of
all programs amore realistic task for the states.
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Evaluation instruments could be developed at the national level, on
the basis of state and local input, to reduce the costs associated with
developing these,forms. This would have an additional payoff of data com-
parability among states--a necessity if the evaluation findings are to be
analyzed or utilized at the national_ level.

Serious consideration should be giveh to sampling programs for evalua-
tion. The design of the evaluation and the selection of the sample could
be performed at the national level through the Vocational Education Data
System. If one is dealing with a reasonable sampling of programs, rather
than all programs, a more comprehensive evaluation of the progress toward
all national priorities could be carried out; and it could be carried out
by NIE.

Shortcoming,: Failure to provide for eValuation.Of advisory- council
effectiveness. No criteria currently 'exist to measure the impact of state
and national advisory councils, a federal innovation receiving substantial:
fuhding. States. are only required .to make comments'to their advisory coun-
cil regarding any recommendations made in their, annual reports or other
evaluation reports. No further analysis or accountability is required.

Proposed solution. States should be required to include, in,their an-
nual'plans and accountability reports,,an analysis of those changes that
have been made in policy.or practices as a result of advisorp:cpunCil
recommendations.:

.

Shortcoming:. Failure to evaluate 'effect of funding change. P.L. 94-482
represented a shift from categorical funding to. a block-grant funding
mechanism. No mention is.made anywhere in the Act of assessing the.posi-
tive and negative effects of this shift.

Proposed solution. The National Institute of Education could be author-
ized to evaluate the impact of this change. The study should include an
analysis of the changes.thatnccurred, areas that were improved, programs

.

that had to be. deleted. The end result should be infor'mation about the
effectiveness of the blOck-grant approach and about transitional difficul-
ties incurred. Before another radical'shift occurs in any 1982 policies;
it would be.extremely important to. know whether. immediate or phased-in
policy changes are more effective.

.0__. .

Shortcoming:, .Failure to ietnational evaluation standards. Evaluation
findings should' infIuedce national pdlicies, practices, and prbgramsSet
forth in legislation.' But no national7level flvetyear.goals7or objectives
were setforthHin P.L. 94-482. The only effectiveness criteria set firth
in the law relate to employment; even though theAct states that vocational
education programs are in part designed to .assist students tq stay in
school and aid themjn Making 'occupational.choices. With mostlyAuantita-
tive data.coming in and employment criteria being the'sole effectiveness.
measure, what information will be available to. set national priortties in
1982 legislation?

.

-
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Proposed solution. National standards or criteria shoud be set, in-
struments developed and evaluations conducted to assess the impact of
'programs-assisted under the Act in meeting the intent of the Act. Uniform-
measurement instruments or designs will provide comparability and compata-
bility of data from the fifty states in all national priority areas,
including target populations and sex-stereotyping. The results of these
evaluations should be used to design 1982 legislation and to allocate re-
sources.

Shortcoming: Failure 'to provide for' reports back to state and local
levels. Even if adequate' funding is provided to state and local educational
agencies to support data collection and evaluation activities, the accuracy
of the data may be questionable since the data flow is totally upward. Re-
sults are, not funneled back to state and local administrators, so there is
no incentive for reliability.

Proposed solution. The Vocational Education Data System could provide
reports back to states summarizing progress made by that state in compari-
son to the' national picture. Such inforMationcan provide incentives for
states to improve programs as well as to provide complete and accurate in-
formation'.

The authors feel that adoption and implementation of the preceding
proposed legislative and administrative solutions would lead tu a cm-.
'prehensive and dynamic evaluation system that would provide, accountability
for vocational education and strong baseline data for establishing future
national' priorities.
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Introduction

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:.

EDUCATION OR SHORT-RUN TRAINING'PROGRAM?

John Walsh

Since the passage of the Vocational Eddcation Act of 1963, an Act
which was intended to expand, improve, and generally revitalize the
nation's system of vocational education, evaluatioh has become a topic
of concern to vocational educators and policy makers at the national,
state, and local levels. Considerable federal and state resources have
been.spent on assessments of programs mandated by the Act and its sub-
sequent amendments and of vocational-education in'general. State plans,
required by the Act and prepared according to federal guidelines, are on
fOle in the Office of Education, management information systems have
been installed at both the federal and state levels, and a small library
could be stocked with "assessments" of vocational education prograras con-
ducted since 1963. Despite this activity, evidence regarding the overall
effectiveness of vocational education as a system, and the relative suc-
cess of specific programs mandated by the 1963 Act and its amendments, is
at,best ambtguous and at worst nonexistent.

It is perhaps for this reason that the 1976 amendments to the Act
(Public Law 94-482) put even greater emphasis on program evaluation, and
spell out Ire precisely than ever before .the specific types of evalu-
ative activ ties that are to be conducted. The Act calls for evaluations
by states, advisory-councils, and agencies, including the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education and the National Institute of Education.
In addition:

Section 161 requires the Commissioner of Education and the
Administrator of the National Center for Educational Statis-
tics jointly to develop information elements.and uniform
definitions for a national vocational education reporting
and accounting system; and

Section 171 establishes a coordinating committee on research
in vocational education to "...develop an effective manage-,
ment information system on the projects funded...in order to
achieve the best possible monitoring and evaluation of these
projects."

These provisions of the 1976 Act not only are an indication that
past evaluative efforts have been inadequate, but constitute a Congressional
mandate'to improve existing systems for'the evaluation of vocational education
programs. This mandate,is made explicit in Section 523 (b) of the Act,
which directs the National Institute of Education to undertake a'thorough

Join Walsh is vice president of Research Information Center San
Francisco', California. -
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evaluation and study of vocational education programs, including
those conduCted under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act/(CETA)and other legislation, to includi the following:

1. A study of the distribution of vocational education funds
in terms of services, occupatioh, target populations, en-
rollments, And.feducation and government levels...

2. An examination of how to achieve compliance with, and enforce-
ment of, the provisions of. applicable U.S. laws...

3., An analysis of the means of assessing program quality andeffectiveness...

4. The conduct of experimental studies...

5. Findings and recommendations, including recommendations
for changes in legislation....

The InstitUte's report to the Congress and the President, due in 1981,should be one-of the major factors in' determining the future direction ofvocational education. However, if the Institute's study and other evaluation
provisions of the 1976 amendments are to be most effective, considerationmustbe given to the reasons why past evaluative:efforts have been less. than
adequate. 4he major question to be answered is the following:. "Why is it_that during an era when more information is collected on federally sponsored
educational programs than has ever been collected in the history of the nation,and more people are employed in collecting, processing, and analyzing educa-tiOnal program data than have ever before been employed at similar tasks,
answers' regarding the effectiveness of programs are so elusive? Thisquestion must be addressed before future evaluative studies are deSiqned.

What is vocational education? Two of the major problems which have
faced evaluators of vocational education in the past, and probably will
continue.to face future evaluators, are as follows: (1) There does not
seem to be any agreement among policy makers, administrators, and edu-
cators regarding the basic,purposes and.objectives of vocational educa-
tion; and (.2) there is confusion at the federal, state,and local levels
regarding federal purposes in supporting vocational education. The two
problems are actually.interrelated. Since the early 1960's, federal .

intervention in vocational educational and other employment and training
programs has,been designed primarily to help solve what'have'been-identified
as national,problems. From the Manpower. Development and Training Act'
(MDTA), four vocational education acts, the Economic Opportunity Act,
the Emergency Employment Act,.CETA, and the recently passed Youth Employ-
ment and DemonstrationAct, among others--have emerged a lengthy string

- of initialed, acronymic, or slogan-named programs mostly addressed to the .

legitimate end 'of bringing the structurallyjiemployed, disadvantaged, and
-other excluded individuals intothe mainstream of the labor market. In-
evitably the 'purposes and objectives of educational.programs both "academic"
and "vocational" have been lumped .together with-those Of short-run employ-
ment and,training programs (or what used to be known as "manpower pro-
grams"). Although the'two types of programs are related, their target
populations are quite different--one is for individuals who have not yet.

'
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entered the labor market; the other is for unsuccessful labor market
participants. It follows that the purposes and objectives of the two

.types of programs,.although sharing some similarities, would also be
quite different.

If future evaluations, are to be of maximum use to policy makers
and program administrators, tha distinction between an educational
program and a short-run employment and training program must be recog-
nized, and the specific purposes and objectives of the two types of
programs must be clearly delineated. This is particularly important
because the study called for by Section 523 (b) of the 1976 amendments
to the Vocational Education Act--a study which is to be conducted by
the National Institute of Education--includes both evaluations of
vocational education programs in general and those conducted under
CETA and other legislation. However, there is an even more important
reason for recognizing and defining the distinction between educational
programs, whether they be academic or, vocational, and employment and
training programs. One of the major reasons for contention between
educators and administrators of employment and training programs (CETA
prime sponsors, for example) is because the two 'types of administrators
approach problems from different perspectives. !f the distinction be-
tween educational programs and employment and training programs is recog-
,nized from the national to local levels, it can be anticipated that im-,
proved relationships between educators and the operators of employment
and training programs would result, if for no other reason than that
there would be a common understanding of the differences between the
two types of programs, and the program components required of each.

The key is in arriving at a definition of vocational education and
establishing specific objectives for vocational education programs which
are measurable, and which would provide the basic structure for future
evaluation of the program. Once such a definition and objectives were ,

formulated, vocational education participation in employment and train-
ing programs could be analyzed &Omn entirely different point, of view,
that is,.the effectiveness of vocational education techniques in helping
to meet the objectives of employment arid training programs. The purpose
of this' paper is therefore to .explore factors which should be taken into
consideration in defining and establishing objectives for vocational ed-
ucation in general, and for vocational education participation in employ-
ment and training programs. The remainder of the paper is divided into
four sections: (1) A review of the Federal Vocational Education Movement,
(2) Goals and Purposes, (3) Criteria For Evaluating Vocational Education,
and (4) Summary.

A Review of the Federal Vocal .aucation Movement

In order to gain some r ., on problems related to vocational
education which led to the r, tion.of the program throu.gh the
Vocational Education Act of J94J, a review of the origins of vocational
education in the United States--espeCially federal intervention in vo-
'cational education--is called for. Of particular interest is the eco-
nomic and demographic climate which existed When the Smith-Hughes Act
was passed in 1917, thus creating a system of education considered
separate and.distinct from "academic" education.
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Changing national needs. During the early years of the twentieth
centv4, as more and more youth were going to school, it became evident
that the traditional education program was not meeting the needs of all
youth. Few persons stayed in school beyond the.eighth grade, and many
dropped out at the end of the sixth grade. In the school year 1908-09,
for example, of all the persons in school, 93 percent were in elementary
school (grades 1-8), 4 percent in high school, and '3 percent in the
colleges and universities.1 At the same time, the nation's seemingly
insatiable demand for unskilled workers was beginning to decline, and
the demand forlligher-skilled-workers'was on the increase. These factors
combined to create a demand for a different type of education, one that
would prepare students for participation in the labor force--a function
that had never befdre been considered a school responsibility: The pre-
vious educational area of concentration was the "three R's," or the cre-
ation of a "literate citizenry" whose members could function in a democratic.
society. Training for, employment was considered-an employer responsibility,
either by means of on-the-job training or apprenticeship. Thus, the
target population for vocational.:education was the majority.of students who
were not expected to'remain i> =school- the eighth grade, a majority
which included-large numbers of immigrants and the children of immigrants in
urban areas, and sharecroppersInd tenant farmers in rural areas. The intro-
duction of vocational eduction was based on the existence of .a large "working
class," most of whom were not interested in or had no hopes of) advancing to
higher level's of academic education. -There was also a hidden agenda: by
integrating academic educational with vocational training, it was hoped that
students would remain in school longer, thus keeping them out of the labor
\force and, by so doing, reducing unemployment rates; and that students would
be prepared'in school to find entry jobs on their own without requesting the
intervention of ward bosses and other political leaders who were finding the
"job development" process a bit of a political headache. The proponents of
vocational education did not, however, propose vocational education as a
substitute for academic education; rather, vocational education was seen as
a supplement to academic training. The basic purpose of vocational educa-
tion was to' make the educational process more meaningful to the majority of
studenti who had no academic aspirations by integrating academic training
and vocational preparation. Looked at in this light, today's proponents
of the career:education concept are merely updating proposals made by pro-
ponents of the vocational education. concept in the early 1900's. Both
agree that one Of the purposes of education--but not by any means the
sole purpose-should be to prepare students for labor market participation.

Occupational areas. _ The original occupational areas selected for
.Vocational.education corresponded closely to the occupational areas in
which most working-class students would obtain employment after.leaving
'school and entering the labor mftet. These were trade and :industrial
occupations, vocational agriculture, and home economics. .Later, four
additional occupational areas were added: distributive education (1937).,
technical education,(1958), business and office occupations (1963), and
health occupations (1963). When vocational education came under attack in
the early 1960's, one of the major charges made by'critics of the system
was that the specific training available to students (within the seven
occupational classifications) was for jobs that were obsolete, and that
vocational education had not kept pade with the dramatic technological
changes that had occurred' in the economy since World War II. Yet, ten
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years after the passage of the Manpower Development and Training Act in
1962--an Act which was Supposed to expand training in new and evolving
occupations;,-an assessment of MDTA in meeting employers' needs in skill
shortage occupations found that 72 percent of all MDTA offerings were in
five traditional occupational areas: clerical, automotive; welding, metal
machine trades, and medical occupations.2 Why? Primarily because these
were the occupational areas in which there was a demand for workers and in
which the schools had been successful in placing students. What about new
and devolving occupations? Well, either nobody knew what they were (or if
they existed atoll), or entrance into the new occupational areas was con-
trolled by intermediaries other than the schools--proprietary schools, for
example, labor unions (through apprenticeship programs), or by employers
themselves by means of company-sponsored training programs (IBM, for ex-
ample). The study also found that no system had been established for,
identifying "skills shortage" occupations; in fact, no one could define
with any precision exactly what constituted a skills-shortage occupation.

In retrospect, it appears that criticism of vocational education
offerings was in reality an attack on one of the major foundations of the
system itself, that is, that a special type of education (considered infer-
ior by most academic educators) should be reserved for the "working class."
When the Smith-Hughes Act was passed in 1917, working-class families, in-
cluding rural farm families, did not expect their children to attend much
more than eight to ten years of school before becoming wage earners or
sharecroppers tn American industry and agriculture. By 1963, only the
remnants of this expectation system remained and vocational education
stood-oUt,as a symbol of the past. Yet, vocational education was pro-
viding training in occupational areas that were in demand. The problem
was that the occupational areas were considered inferior; it was inevita-
ble, therefore, that vocational education itself would be considered
inferior - -a type' of education reserved for those who were not bright enough

,-to make it in academic courses.

Student options. One 6' the purposes of the Smith-Hughes Act was to
increase the educational and occupational options available to 1917 students.
It was hoped, for example, that by integrating academic and vocational train-
ing, students would stay in school longer and thus become "more educated,"
and by providing training in "families" of occupations, their labor market
options likewise would be increased. However, the'educatlonal and occupational
options available to most 1917 students were extremely limtted. By the time
the average student of the period reached the age of 16, his or her
economic career was pretty much set; thus the training that students re-
ceived in' school, immediately prior to their entrance into the labor force,
could be of tremendous.importance to them in fihding work. Today, a wide
variety of options is available to, most students, and few young men and
women decide on an occupation by the age of 16. Thus, the training that
students receive in.school, although no means unimportant, is not quite as
crucial as it was to the 1917 student. Vocational education programs are
often judged on the basis of Whether or'not graduates are placed in "training-
related" jobs. This criterion may not be as relevant today as it was in the
Past, Certainly, if academic education were judged on the-basis of the
percentage of its students who graduate from college, the program would be
declared a failure. Garth L. Mangum notes: "eighty percent of secondary
school students are preparing to do what 80 percent will not do, that is,
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graduate from college. Approximately eight out of -ten of today's secondary
level students are enrolled in an education curriculum that allows people
to be prepared for work only after college attendance. Yet three out of
four of those who begin high 'school complete it, one-half of those who do
so go on to college, and one-half of those who enter college graduate."3

Original purpose. Thus,. the original purpose of vocational education
was to prepare working-class students for semiskilled and skilled jobs in
the nation's factories, mines, mills-and farms. ,Students -"who were refer-

. red into-the system were not considered "academically oriented," but "good
with their hands," or capable of being taught to work with their. hands.
Ywever, vocational education nevertheless was,thought of as a form of

education, not merely a tool to prepare studentslor labor market parti-
cipation. In fact, one of the stated purposes of vocational education
was to make the traditional education curriculum more palatable to stu-
dents, and more realistic in terms of the jobs they would be called'on
to perform after leaving school. What vocational education did, in effect,
was to add .a component to educational programs--preparation for labor market
participation.

Slow to change. World War II and its aftermath brought great changes
in American society--changes that had a tremendous. effect on the nation's ,..'

entire educational system, including vocational education. It was an era
of rising expectations for all classes of Americans, but partiCularly those
of.the so-called working class. The of Rights provided millions
of.ex-service merf.and women with the opportunity.to-attend college and
other educational institutions--opportunities they would never have had,
had it not been for the war. Rapid technological change in agriculture'
drove millions. of Americans, once entirely dependent on agriculture for
their living,. in search Of work in the nation's cities and metropolitan
areas. The application of advanced technology to industry made sweeping
changes in the very nature of work. The United States became the first
nation in the history of the world to have more people employed in providing
services than in the manufacture of things.

But perhaps. the change that had the greatest effect on vocational
education was psychological in nature. The expectations of individuals
wh6--only a single generation in the past- -would have seen themselves
locked into a way of life that featured little geographic, educational, and
economic mobility, Were raised dramatically. Ex-servicemen and women who
had attended college under the G.I. Bill of Rights fully expected their
own children to attend college. This meant that they had to be enrolled'
in the college preparatory or general education courses in high school.
Vocational education?-That was for the academic rejects--those who'had
no hopes of eventually obtaining prestigious jobs, jobs ,that allowed
individuals to "dress" for work, that required a college degree or, at
the very least, a high school' diploma, and jobs that were symbols of up-
ward mobility,, or movement up'from the working class to the middle class
or even,higher.

The educational theory of the period supported-the rising expectations
of the general public. It was during the 1950's, for example, that the
"track system" was introduced--a system that resulted in the separation
of "academic" students from those judged to have little academic ability..



EVen the National Defense Education Act of 1958, which emerged because
the Soviet Union was able to launch a missile into space (Sputnik) ahead
of the United States, was primarily concerned with the training of scientists
and engineers. Vocational education? It was the forgotten program. It

continued to receive appropriations from Congress each year, but little
attention was focused on it.' Its facilities and equipment were becoming

obsolete; it Appeared to be training a disproportionate number of students
in nondemand positions (such 'as Agrtculture), or in occupations that were
considered inferior (such as domestics through home economics courses);
arid, if it was thought of atall , it was generaTly associated with the
"third track," or courses for students who had no educational or occupa-
tional goals, little.motivation, and less academic ability. It appeared-

to be a program that had been left behind--a program without a mission.

963,reassessment. It is ironic that public attention was once again
focused on vocational education in the 1960s when the nation's priorities
shifted from the academically gifted to the "structurally unemployed," the
poor, the disadvantaged, the handicapped, and others who had "special"
problems in making the transition from school to work--ironic because

cational educators had always claimed that vocational education was
u ed as a "dumping ground" for academic rejects. Critics of the system,
on the other hand, blamed the stagnant state of vocational education on
"co ervative administration," which resulted in an unwillingness to
upda facilities, equipment,-and curricula, and an even greater unwill-
.ingnes to enroll the disadvantaged, handicapped, and others with special
labor m rket problems. The fact is that both were right. The administra-
tion of 'Vocational education was conservative, but it is equally true that
the system\wasunderfinanced and that vocational education administrators
resented the implication that vocational education was an inferior type
of education\reserved for "inferior" students.

One vocational educator put it this way: "For twenty-four years the
nati'on's -elite corps df educators and educational critics concentrated
on an elite corps\of students--the academically oriented, the gifted, the
college bound; vocational education was pushed aside, looked down on as
an embarrassement to\educators and students alike. Then, when the national
emphasis shifted to the disadvantaged, these same educators and critics
charged vocational edUcators with being conservative and elitist. "4

Nevertheless, with the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
vocational education was.dragged, albeit reluctantly, into the modern age.
Congress declared that the\objective of the Act was the employment prepar-
ation of four groups of people rather than the labor market demands of
various occOpatiOnaltegories (as its objective was in the past).
Spedifically;ihi-Act

..

.Pkdrisof all ages'in allcoMmunitieS of the State--those
in high school, those who have completed or discontinued their
formal educatica and are preparing to enter the labor market,.
those who have already entered,the labor market but need to
upgrade their skills. or learn new ones, and those with special
educational handicaps- -will have ready access to vocational
trainingor retraining which is of high quality, which is
realistic in the.light of actual or anticipated opportunities
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for gainful employment, and which is suited to their needs,
interests, and ability to benefit from such training."

Prior to the passage of the Vocational Education Act, vocational
education had been assigned respohsibility for providing skills training
and retraining for individuals enrolled in vocational programs under the
Area Redevelopment Act and MDTA. Later, vocational education would parti-
cipate in programs funded under the Economic Opportunity Act. If vocational
education had been forgotten in the past, it had entered a new era,, had been
assigned new and expanded responsibilities, and was now an integral ,part of
the nation's overall attack on poverty. ,

The problem was that vocational education was now expected to perform
two distinct tasks: (1) improve employment preparation for high school
students, or individuals in the process of receiving an education; and-(2)
provide remedial services for unsuccessful labor market participants. Con-
flict between vocational education 'reformers" and the vocational education
hierarchy resulted because the reformers--although recognizing the need to
improve: employment preparation fbr in-school youth--were primarily inter-
ested in an improved vocational education system as a partial solution to
so-called "structural unemployment" problems, e.g., the retraining of workers
displaced by technological change, whereas- vocational educators still locd(ed
upon vocational edidatien as a two-to-four-year educational program, pri3Obrily
for secondary-level students.

The result was confusion as to what the goals of vocational educationshould be: the reformers saw vocational education as a solution to short-
run problems, or the training of unemployed workers for jobs in "demand"occupations irft relatively short period of time, whereas traditional
vocational educators viewed the mission of vocational education as the
preparation of students for a lifetime of work in a dynamic economy.

Congressional mandates to set aside vocational education funds forspecial groups (the-handicapped,
disadvantaged, and, more recently, women)added to the confusion, ,as did Congressional set-asides for types of

vocational education (cooperative-education, work study, and home economics).

The growth of community and junior colleges, most with vocational-
edutation divisions, made it possible for high school graduates and, in
many cases, nongraduates, to enroll in vocational education classes, aswell as in courses leading to'flassociate" degrees. VocationiTidaationfound itself providing two distinct programs simultaneously and being .

evaluated onthe basis that the two types of programs had the same objec-
-tives. FUrthermore, federal evaluations focusedon the specific Congress
sional mandates, to Wit the effectiveness of vocational education programs .for, the handicapped and disadvantaged, orthe effectiveness of work education;.
cooperatiVe education, and:home economics courses. The result was piecemeal
evaluation and/or evaluations in Which the objectives of.specific types ofvocational education were. not well.understoOd or deltneated._

. .

Finally, the concept of "career education, ". which came into its ownin the 1970'S, appearedto question the validity of separate "academic"
and "vocational" education systems. 'Whereas, the original.prOponents Of
vocational programs advocated preparation for employment for some students,



namely, for.the "working class," career education implies. that all students,
regardless of the curricula or courses in which they are enrolled, should be
provided

:

with both orientation to the world of Work and specific skills.
,

The questiOn arises, therefore, that if the overall purposes and
specific goals of vocational education cannot be agreed upon, how it is
possible to establish criteria by means of which vocational education canT
be. evaluated ?.Can vocational education be defined? Is it education? Is
it merely short-run training for the structural .unemployed ?. Is-it both?
Is it a component of "career education"1. Is it main a program for the
least employable students and unemployed workers? Or is it a program fora
students and unemployed workers whoSe interests, talents, and abilities
are'in one or more of vocational education's seven'occupational areas?
Is it remedial? Or is it purely and simply preparation for employment? Is
it all of these things?

Goals and. Purposes

There is no.consensus.regarding.the goals of vocational education, and
anyone who dares put them down in black and white is opening.himSelf to
attack. 'Nevertheless,'for.the purposes of this paper, it can be ,said that
the goals of vocational education programs .(for students not ,yet in-the
labor market) and vocational education components of employment and train-
ing programs (for out-of-school youth and unemployed or unsuccessful labor:-
market participants) are different.

One overall goal that applies both to educational and. employment and
training programs is.to increase the efficiency of the labor supply by
preparing individuals for eniOlOyment. The techniques that can be used to
accomplish this goal include orientation to the world of work, career
exploration,'prevOcational training, skills training in general occupa-
tional areas or specific occupations; Work education; or any combination
of these techniques. Vocational education also can be combined 4ith basic
,or remedial.education, English as a second-language, counseling, and other
eduCational services: Regardless of the components of a vocational program,
its, ultimate purpose is to help prepare individuals for employment-in a
manner. that is accep,,ble both to participants in vocational education
programs and to emplivers.

There are differences betWeen vocational education as a component of
an educational program and the application Of 'vocational education tech-
niques to employment and training programs. Vocational education has
,educationalgoilsas well,while employment and training programs share an
additional goal that has no relationship to vocational education.

Employment and training programs: These programs, whether they.are
supervised btthe schools or other agencies; have two purposes: (1) to
prepare out-of-school youth and,unemployed or unsuccessful labor market
participants for employmentin as short a period of time as possible;'
and (2) to provide incOmeaintenance to program enrollees: The second
purpose, which is. not shared by yocational'education-prograMs, adds a
complication to the evaluation, of employment and training programs.
AdWinistrators and evaluators of employment and training programs must.
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face this fact. In addition, the goals of employment and training pro-
grams are much narrower than those of vocational education programs.
Their major objective is to place individuals in unsubsidized employment
in as short a period of -time as possible. Vocational education is usually
called upon to provide short-run skills training in "demand" occupations.
Such training fs.generally no longer than 26 weeks in length and has as
its immediate objective the placement 0 trainees in training-related jobs
as soon as their training is completed.

Education programs..,. According to Rupert N. Evans, there are three
basic objectives din any public school vocational education curriculum:
(1) meeting the manpower needs of society; (2) increasing the options
available to each student; and (3) serving as a motivating force to en-
hance all types of learning.5 Underlying these objectives, however, is
the overriding consideratibon, that vocational education for students who
have not yet entered the labor market'on a full-time basis is only one'
component of a total educational program--a component that stresses
preparation for employment. The immediate objective of such alprogram
is not economic,but educational in nature. The vocational component
should be viewed as an integral part of .a total educational program; it
should not be viewed separately. Students are.not paid to attend classes,
and in most cases (especially at the secondary level) students have not
made firm decisions regarding the careers they wish ,to pursue.

With this in mind, Evans' first objective--"meeting the manpower'
needs of society"--must be considered,in its broadest sense. It does
not necessarily suggest that students emerging from vocational curricula
should be skilled carpenters, electronics technicians, secretaries, etc.,
but that they should-have a thorough grounding in vocational and
,academic skills so that they can adapt themselves to'the demand's Of an
ever-changing economy. Indeed, if Evans' first objective were interpreted
solely asiskills training in specific occupations, hiS second objective- -
"increasing the options available to each student"--would be-rendered

Iimpossible. Training,a student, in a specific occupational area does not
increasethe student's options; rather, it limits them. Herein lies one
of the basic differences between yocational components of .educational
programs and employment and training programs: vocational training in connection
with em lo ent and training .ro rams should be in s ecific occu ational
areas which are in deman' in t e oca community, since t e imme late
objective of such programs is tojkace individuals in-employment in as
short a period of time as possiNik; vocational training in connection
with educational ro rams must. blew ood deal more ex lorator in nature,
because one of the principa oblobt ves o e ucationa programs is to
increase student options. Ws-dbles not mean that.studentSshould not
be trained in specificoccupations., such training is sometimes, advisable,
;especially for postsecondary level students,but skills training is not
the sole objective- -or, even the'most'important objective-0'6n educational
program witha vocational component.

Evans' third objective--"servinq as a motivating force to enhance all
types of learning --is purely educational in nature. The theory is, that
the integration of vocational training with academic training will result
in making the overall educational'program tore realistic and, therefore,"
more meaningful to students enrolled in all school curricula. The goal
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here, is to increase student motivation to learn by demonstrating the rele-
vance of school curricula to the world of work.

The-mix-up. This analysis suggests that past evaluations of vocational
education programs often have been less than adequate because they have con-
centrated on the economic goals of the program without glving sufficient
consideration to its educational, goals. This Wing is due primarily to a
failure to distinguish between the goals of. employment and training (or "man-
power") programs and those of educational programs.

Although it is true that one of the major goals of vocational education
is economic in nature, that is, to facilitate the labor'exchange by prepar-
ing students and out-of-work youth and adults for employment, it is also true
that the specific objectives of vocational education programs are different
from those of employment and development'programs. The accompanying tabu-
lation on the goals of vocational training summarizes this "difference.."

ducation

1. To provide full-time students
with vocationa' training over
a two-to-four-year period of
time,.which is integrated with
academic training, and which is
often exploratory in nature.

. To increase student options- -
options which include further
education as well as immediate
post-school employment.

. To serve as a motivating force to
enhance all types of learning.

'Employment & Training (Manpower)

1. To prepare out-of-school
youth and unemployed or
unsuccessful adult-labor
market participants. for.
employment in demand oc-
cupations in as short a%
period of time as possible.

2. To provide income mainten-
ance for program enrollees.

It follows that ifthe goals of the two types of programs are different,
separate criteria maybe developed for assessing their effectiveness. With-
out specificity, the criteria necessary for assessing both the overall pro-
gram and its specific components will not emerge, and without criteria, the
information necessary for performing evaluative measurements will be neither
identified nor collected.

Criteria for Evaluating Vocational Education

It is not the'purpose of this paper to set down d ailed criteria for
the evaluation of vocational education programs, but to suggest a framework,.
or a basii, for the development of evaluative criteria. This framework
should'distinguish between (1) the goals as opposed to the purposes of-vo-
cational education, and (2) the vocational components of educational pro-
grams as opposed to those of employment and training programs.

Federal set-asides. Federal set-asides for special target groups,
special educational, techniques, and efforts to bring about social change
have to do with the purposes of vocational education in helping to solve
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national problems--purposes that vocational education shares in common
with other programs and institutions. As such, they apply across the
board to all vocational education problems, both those that are -prim-
arily educational in nature and those that are designed to solve struc-
tural unemployment problems, or are economic in nature. Set-aside programs
for the disadvantaged, handicapped, and "regular" students, as well as
those for various types of vocational programs (work education, home
economics, and the elimination of sex sterotyping), can be considered
parts of regularly planned, statewide vocational education programs.
Additional criteria may be applied to set-aside components of overall
vocational programs, but the purposes of vocational education are suf-
ficiently broad to encompass the "special" efforts called for by Congress.

Evaluators, therefore, should be careful that the criteria developed
for the evaluation of vocational education are based on the program's goalsrather than its purposes.

Employment and training criteria. One of the purposes of employment
and training programs is to prepare unsuccessful labor market participants
for employment in as short a period of time as possible. The success
criteria for such programs are simple: (1) relatively high completion
rates; (2) low dropout rates; (3) relatively high placement rates; and
(4) high job retainment and promotion rates. The objective is to put
-the unemployed to work as fast as possible; the basic criterion for
assessing program success is the extent to which the unemployed are putt. work.

However, employment and training programs have an additional purpose--
income maintenance. Thus, even if program enrollees are not placed in jobs
following their participation in the-program, enrollees are nevertheless pro-
vided with allowances while they are in the program, thus fulfilling the
second objective of employment and training programs. Moreover, the training
they receive while enrolled in a program may be of future use to them, or
may increase.their geographical mobility, i.e., they may move to areas where
the skills they have obtained are:in demand.

This suggests that a criterion for 'assessing the effectiveness of
employment and training programs is the extent to which program enrolleesare placed in jobs, either immediately_or in the future, and either in theirlocal communities or in other communities of the state and nation. The
income maintenance aspects of the program are unrelated to the types of
services enrollees receive while enrolled in employment and training programs;they are in effect automatic. The fact that enrollees are paid to attend'
classes, however, may have negative effects on the overall success ofprograms.

...Educational criteria: Although. the same criteria outlined above canbe applied to vocational education programs, they are not by any means the
sole criteria, -nor are they necessarily the most important criteria for theassessment of educational programs'. To assess the effectiveness of voca-
tional components of educational programs; criteria relating to the followingalso mu:t be developed: (1) the extent to which graduates of vocational
courses are well grounded in bothacademic and vocational skills, thusincreasing their adaptability to alternatiye employment opportunities in
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a dynamic economy; 12) the-extent to which students are given the
opportunity to .explore various career alternatives, including clusters
of jobs within occupational categories, thus increasing the options
available to each student; and (3) the extent to which the vocational
component of an educational program serves as a motivating force to
enhance all types of learning.

Students enrolled in school on a full-time basis are still in a

formative stage; d tisions regarding their lives, including their choices
of occupations, are still in a state of flux. Thus, criteria relating
to placements, or placements in training-related occupations, are not
.necessarily as important to educational programs as they are to employment
and training programs. What seems to be more important is the extent to
which the vocational component aids students in exploring potential
careers and mastering nonvocational subjects, espcially basic education
skills.

Slimmary

The title of this paper asks a question: "Vocational Education:
Education or Short-Run Training Program?" The answer, of course, is
that it is both. Vocational training is a component both of educational
programs for secondary and post-secondary level students and of employ-
ment and training (or "manpower") programs. The crucial question is
whether the goals_of the two types of programs are the same or different,
and depending on the answer to this question, whether the same or
different criteria should be developed for assessing their effectiveness.

In explortng this question, the establishment of vocational education
in the early 1900's, the program's decline and rejuvenation in the early
1960's were traced. Selected aspects of vocational education and its
relationship AD employment and training programs were discussed. Impli-
catons for evaluation were drawn.

If future evaluations of vocational education programs are to be
of maximum use to policy makers and administrators, the various goals
of the program must be well articulated and-specific criteria for judging
the success of the various types of vocational education programs must be
established. It is particularly important that a distinction be made se-
tweenvocational education programs.for- students not yet in the labor
market and employment and training programs or short-run training programs
for unemployed youth and adults. The two programs have different purposes,
and different techniques must be employed in evaluating them.
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IV-. SELECTED ASPECTS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY

The commissioned papers did not address all the policy issues in
vocational education that have been raised and debated. For example, dif=
ferences between_secondary and postsecondary training programs and the
consolidation of funds under'the Education Amendments of 1976 were not
treated separately. On the other hand, several planning papers centered
on themes pertinent to federal vocational education policy, but have not
figured prominently in most discussions of that policy.

In one of these papers, "The Role of Vocational Education in the Na-
tion's Employment and Training'Programs," Gordon I. Swanson takes a
broader view of vocational education, examining its place in a national
policy of employment and training. He reviews this delivery system role
in current legislation, discusses contemporary themes in education, and
concludes with some observations on the capability of vocational educa-
tion for improving federal employment and training policy.

In "Vocational Education in Rural America: -Current Problems and
Prospects," Jonathan P. Sher presents an argument for increasing at-
tention to rural vocational education. He emphasizes the diversity of
rural education by noting that "one can'find evidence to support nearly
any characterization." He maintains that there is neither reliable nor
systematic research in this area on which policy recommendations can be
based. Thus, Sher feels that a priority needs to be placed on thinking
about strategies for edutation and training for rural America and how
best to fit alternatives to different communities. This, he argues, is
only a first step.

The 1976 Amendments show increasing interest in the issues associa-
ted with. equality of access to vocational education programs. Phyllis
McClure's paper, "Race and Sex Compliance Issues in Vocational Education,"
outlines the major civil fights compliance issues in vocational education:
She describes the available evidence, and its deficiencies,"regarding the
participation of women and minorities and the compliance issues that arise.
She concludes by offering suggestions for research and.data collection
on-these matters.

Related to issues of equality of access to vocational education is
training for the disadvantaged and the handicapped. In this area the
legislation mandates a set-aside funding pattern to establish federal
policy. Phyllis Hamilton, in "Vocational Education for Special-Need
Students," reviews tha existing evidence and gaps in research. She also
notes the-problems that arise in coordinating federal programs to meet
the needs of these populations.

To what use vocational education can be put to meet the economic needs
of Americans is a concern of Lester C. Thurow. Indeed, in an unpublished
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planning paper, "Policy Analysis and Suggested Changes in Vocational Edu-
cation," Roman Pucinski argues that federal vocational education programswill undergo greater challenges in the future.. One of these demands is
the training needs of a changing economy. Thurow places a challenge beforevocational education with his paper, "Vocational Education as a Strategy
for Eliminating Poverty." He examines the economic implications of vo-
cational education foundations and what its role in this context should be.Again, a view of federal vocational education as one of many human resource
policies is presented.
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. THE ROLE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. IN THE NATION'S-
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Gordon I. Swanson

In identifying the role of vocational education in the nation's
employment and training programs, this paper will first highlight the
policy context of such a role as expressed in recent legislation. -Second,
it will describe several of the principles that have guided the develop-
ment of a structure of delivery, systems. Third, 'it will highlight a_

number ,of concepts that are recurring themes in all public educational
programs and particularly in programs of vocational education. Fourth,

it will identify some of the capabilities that exist in vocational edu-
cation. .Finally, it will highlight some of the needed changes in all
efforts to improve the nation's employment and training programs.

Vocational Education and Trainin' Legislation,: 1961-77

Legislation governing such a complex set of problems as are .

embra6ed by vocational education cannot be expected to have much concep-
tual orderliness. Legislation is, after all, an activity involving
coalitions and compromises surrounding multiple purposes. It requires
administrative and decision-making responsibility distributed throughout
multiple bureaucracies existing at various levels of government. Passed
in response to the presumed needs of constituencies, its effect is often'
more dramatic in the constituencies it creates.'

Viewed in retrospect, legislation related to such activities
as vocational education and manpower begins to acquire a certain pattern
and character. But to say that such a pattern or characterrepresents
a deliberated policy orientation would be an exaggeration. The legis-
lation during the 1961-77 period appears as more of an exercise in
chronic frustration. Although credited with initiating activism and
social` protest in the late sixties, college students and other youth
may have been merely mirroring the frustrations which they were inher-
iting from Congress.4 Nevirtheless, the 1961-77 period provided some
baselines for current thinking and it now repays our attention to examine
it.

In 1961, Congress passed and the President signed the Area
Redevelopment-Act (ARA). Similar legislative efforts had already been

sidetracked by two presidential vetces.3 The Act was intended to re-

Gordon I. Swanson is President, American Vocational Association,
and Professor, University of Minnesota. This paper is adapted from, a pre-

sentation at the AVA National Workshops entitled "Vocational Education
Addresses Unemployment Program and Policy Alternatives."
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kindle the economic vitality of depressed areas by attracting industry..
In essence it was regional equality -of- opportunity legislation withtraining as a central feature and a visible attraction;

In 1962, Congress passed the first major manpower legislation,the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA). This legislation wasintroduced in March 1961 as a bill to expand vocational education. Itsinitial purpose was the training of the technologically unemployed, i.e.,the teOnicians and engineers who weresoon to be the casualties of
structural unemployment caused by automation--the crisis topic which wasappearing on every conference agenda of the time.

In 1963, Congress amended the MDTA to initiate an additional
emphasis, namely, youth training. The amendment reduced the requiredminimum age of MDTA trainees to 17 years old expanded thefederal shareof the costs of institutional training from one-half to two-thirds. Thefederal obligation for expanded youth training, including youth of highschool age, was thus launched. A new Vocational Education Act alsoappeared in 1963. New features included an_expansion of funding, someadded attention to planning, and an increase in categorization but with
a shift in categories from the substance of instruction to specific
target audiences. This legislation launched a trend of substituting
process for substance in vocational education.

In 1964, the nation diicovered poverty and President Johnsondeclared war on it. The major weapon wassskil'I training; limited
attention was given to job matching and job. creation. A conspicuously
establishment-threatening law, the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA), wasenacted in 1964 with a full-blown Set of youth programs combinea with
community action programs, including Adult Basic Education (ABE). TheJob Corps (residential) and its nonresidential counterpart, the Neighbor-hood Youth Corps, came into existence as added elements of concern forYouth employment.

In 1965, the MDTA was again amended by folding in the trainingelements of ARA and acknowledging
that clrtain.types of occupational

training required longer training periods. Training time as well asallowances were extended to 104 weeks, a doubling of the previously
established.maximum. Coupled with this extension of training time wasan emphasis on serving old0r trainees, which reduced the proportion of
training-slots available to youths (those under the age of 22) to

-one-fourth. This, did not mean a reduction in the emphasis on youth
training, since youth training opportunities had earlier been expanded
by the Job Corps and Neighborhood Youth Corps programs.

Also in 1965, Congress passed the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA), the initial step in providing general federal
Support to elementary and secondary education. As with much of the social
legislation of the sixties, ESEA focused on special target groups andgave very few options to local jurisdictions.
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In 1966, the unemployment rate was relatively low and it was
becoming clear that a change in the focus of training was underway, a
change to give much"more attention to-the disadvantaged. The,problems
of the technologically unemployed, which had triggered the MDTA, were
now in the background.

In 1967,-a new slogan, "off the welfare rolls and 'onto the
payrolls," began to appear. The Social Security Act was amended in an
Attempt to encourage economic independence on the part of AFDC recipients.
The program mounted was the Work Incentive Program (WIN). Although
the Departments of Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare, were given
joint administrative responsibility for the program, its-Subsequent
implementation drifted comfortably toward the more alert and aggressive
agency,--the Department of Labor. Program services included literacy
training, health services,and child care as well as skill training._

'The legislative events of 1967: and the related programHinit-
iatives represented a change of. course for the MDTA and for manpower
programs in general. In fact, the term "manpower" took on a new, derived
meaning. Now included within the term was the concept of an integrated
cluster of social services including such things as income maintenance,
health services, work incentives, child care, literacy programs, 'skill
training, and various extensions'or adaptations of public welfare. With

federal regulations being employed to set standards for health, housing,
nutrition, training,and income, the year 1967 can be seen as signaling
the acceptance of the existence of a , elfare state.

In the.same year, 1967, the Opportunity Act was

amended to create "special impact" programs- reated within the Office
of. Economic Opportunity were area development projects similarto those
created by the ARA in 1961, whote training elements had been incorporated
into the MDTA in 1965. The EOA AmendMents also created the Concentrated
Employment Program (CEP), which included features for coordination and
planning. The implementation of the CEP began the demise of the inade-
quately supported Comprehensive Area Manpower Planning System (CAMPS),
which had been established as an interagency'planning and co9rdinating
mechanism at the local, state, regional, and. federal levels.

In1968, Congress amended the MDTA and directed the Secretary
of Labor to create a computer-based information system for job matching
on a national, state,'and local basis.. This was among the first of a
series of 'congressional concerns directed at creating a data-based
information system for informing individuals about the job- market rela-
tionships related to employment arid training: Also involved in.the 1968
Amendments was a provision for establishing Manpower Training Skill
Centers._ To test the possibility of job creation in the private sector-
a job Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS) program was also
created by the Administration.°
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The Vocational Education Act of 1963 was amended in 1968 toprovide emphases which were largely parallerto the trends in manpowerlegislation. There was a renewed emphasis on special target audiences,a re-emphasis on comprehensive planning, and special interpretationsof decategorization (see below).

In 1969, President Nixon called upon Congress to establish aComprehensive Manpower Service System, to embrace a number of the con-cepts which had appeared separately in some of the earlier legislation.Included among these were the concepts ofdecategoriiation (a reductionin allocative decisions made at the federal level in favor of solutionswhich were better provided at subsidiary TkOls) and decentralization(a redistribution of decision making tb require more decisions at thestate andlocal levels). In most respects, the proposal was a call formanpower specialrevenue-sharing. It is not clear whether the proposalgrew out of a sense of frustration with previous efforts at the federallevel or a-sense of growing confidence in the ability of local govern-ments to deal with employment and training problems.

In 1970, Congress responded by passing a new Manpower Act.With unemployment rising rapidly, the congressional response provided-for a significant amount of public service employment. It contained toomuch, or at least too much to please the President, and he vetoed it:But the die was cast; the role of the government as the employer of'last resort had become an element of congressional intent for subsequentmanpower programs.

In 1971, the Administration
introduced legislation to establishmanpower revenue-sharing.

Congress responded by passing the EmergencyEmployment Act, which the President signed. This Act was the clearestexpression yet of welfare purposes within manpower programs. It createdthe Pliblic Employment Programs (PEP), which required the federal govern-ment to provide 90 percent of the funding costs with only a marginalemphasis on training or job development.
Eighty-five percent of theresources were required to be used for wages and employee benefits.

In addition, the Social Security Act was amended in 1971 toincrease the work requirement of the AFDC recipients enrolled in theWin program. The welfare orientation of congressional thinking aboutemployment problems was clearly in the forefront.

In 1972, Congress engaged to a flurry of activity focused on.problems of unemployment and the governance of programs to deal with it.Eight separate bills went to the stage of serious hearings. The-debatedissues were those which had arisen in the previous five-year period: ,decentralization of decision making,-decategorization of programs,private versus public sector employment aimed at reducing unemployment,the role of- income maintenance, and the unusual problems of special tar-get groups. Receiving little -or no attention, however, were the overarch-ing policy questions of longer-range significance: for individuals,the transitions from school to work and from one occupational ladder toanother, and for government, the transition from short-term programresponses to longer -term program planning.
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In 1973, the series of short-term programs authorized during
the previous six years culminated in new manpower legislation, the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). Its most important
feature was the creation of a network of local authorities called prime
sponsors and the-elevation of these authorities to a vital position in
order to accommodate decategorization and decentralization. The legis-

lation.was a fullaCcommodation of a manpower voucher plan, with prime
sponsors occupying the role of agency voucher holders.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act became law in
December, 1973, and much of the following year was devoted to problems
of its accomodation and implementatim Although Title II of the Act
contained provisions for public service employment, the Act was amended
in 1975 to add Title VI, a special provision for public service employ-
ment tied to the level of unemployment. The 1975 Amendment clearly tied
CETA to the rate of unemployment and thus identified employment and
training programs as dependent upon the forces, including fiscal policies,
influencing the level of employment.

In 1976, Congress passed and the President signed new vocational
legislation, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976. Its passage

had been preceded by the introduction of numerous bills over a three-year
period: Nineteen bills were introduced in the House and two in the
Senate before a compromise was reached on the legislation. The main

theme of debate in the Vocational. Education legislation involved adminis-
trative concerns and jurisdictional questions within the educational
establishment. This debate served to raise some fundamental policy
questions and it also served to diminish, but not to eliminate, the con-
gressional determination to continue moving toward decentralization,
decategorization and revenue-sharing.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1976,defined the respon-
sibility placed on state boards of education for demonstrating represen-i
tative democracy in the process of preparing state plans. Programs author-

ized under the Act.gave priority to special target groups,-with a great.
deal of attention focused upon various categories of the disadvantaged.
The Act calls for an elaborate data and information system, multiple
evaluations, and an extensive system of advisory councils.

Stability and Change in Legislative and Program Emphasis

Statutory change in employment and training programs has been
,an annual event since 1961.-- Exceptfor the MDTA of 1962, which was
enacted in anticipation of employment dislocations arising out of auto-
mation, none of the legislation was aimed at dealing with future conditions;

rather, it focused on a current problem or responded to previous situations.
Viewed as a series of legislative events rather than as single events, the
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legislation seems to reflect trial-and-error
responses to,frustrationat the federal level. Like public opinion, legislation does not anti-cipate events'; it merely reacts to them.

Looking beneath the many amendments to existing legislationand the appearance of frequent change, one can discern a number ofimplicit, unchanging assumptions upon which programs were based. First,there was-an unrelenting reliance on skill training. Somehow, thereappeared to be an unquestioned belief that skill training was the missingelement,in individual access to jobs or that skill training was the keyto the nation's problems of unemployment.

Second, there was a continuing strong reliance on the conceptof an, employment market and its capacity 41) absorb and allocate humanresources. There was concern about the imperfections of the market andabout the need to improve its information elements, but there was,contin-ued faith in the market as a self-regulating
mechanism for informing andmediating the flow of human resources. The language of vocational edu-cation, for example, was heavily preoccupied with the notion of marketableskills.

Third, both the vocational education and the manpower programs,were focused mainly upon entry-level training. The emphasis was notmerely upon entry-level skills, but also upon entry-level jobs. Muchof the training, therefore, provided preparation for occupying the bottomrungs of occupational
ladders and much of it, unfortunately, involvedtraining for the-shorter

ladders rather 'than the longer ones. A highproportion of the training programs involved youth below the age of 22.The consequence, therefore, was a massive 'exercise in training young .people to crowd each other off the bottom rungs of the nation's occu-pational ladders. This Oeoccupation.with limited boundaries for trainingprograms may have accentuated
the problems of youth unemployment whileattempting to alleviate them.

Finally, the legislation and the resultant programs from 1960onward were overwhelmingly
'concerned with fitting individuals to jobsand almost totally unconcerned with fitting jobs to individuals.' Theissue here is not one of job 'enrichment or job satisfaction. It is oneof creating job opportunities by approaches to part-time employment,revisions of job content.. to achieve higher productivity', or.the developmentof, entrepreneurial. skills to" match: technical skills. The relationship-ofindividuals to jobs has traditiOnally been seen as one in which the job-is a given and'the individual a pliant variable. The Manpower Developmentand Training Act, for example, led to a great deal of training and only amarginal amount of development.

The four influences mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs-makeup a large part of the "natural dynamic" or the '!forces at work" invocational education and manpower programs. Moreover, they do not operate'
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independently as separate forces, but collectively in a combined way.
To regard them as policies wouli be to elevate them to the status of
deliberated options to rejected alternatives. They have no such status.

In policy tenmS," they should probably exist as hypotheses to be tested.
Yet they continue to operate as part of extant reality and as forces
influencing the style and focus of the nation=s training activities.

Princi les Guidin the Structure of Deliver S stems

The principles guiding the structure of delivery systems for
employment and training programs are those related mainly to organization,
purpose, and standards. As with the legislative emphdsis of the last
several decades, these have not developed in response to an overarching
policy framework; they have emerged as part of a natural dynamic arising .
from multiple forces over a period of time. It may be argued that it
is the desirability of principles which justifies their existence. On

the other hand, it may also be argued that it is their existence which
justifies their desirability. Both arguments have certain merits, as
will be seen in the discussion which follows.

Organization. America's organizational preference in vocational
training programs is that they be institutionally based. The trend began
before the Revolutionary War, with the demise of2craft guilds, a demise
associated with the need for workers -o have multiple capabilities rather,,
than the single skills identified with Jild membership. The preference
for institutionally based programs was formalized by the land gran::
(Morrill Act) legislation of 1862, which institutionalized training pro-
grams whose counterparts in Europe. were not given an institutional frame-
work for an additional4m1f-century. More recently the institutional
preference has beenyewnstrated at every level of government--federal,
state, and local--b enormous investments in equipment and buildings for f..

secondary and postsecondary vocational education. .

What is the depth of the commitment, to institutional training?
While -there are no precise data on such investments, the-total can be
estimated to be between $25 and $30 billion in buildings and equipment
alone. Institutional training is the nation's primary delivery system
for vocational education, training, and employment.

Why hai the nation deClared its preference for the institutional
approach? First, such an approach can respond to the needs of individUals
as well as to the needs of industry. The opportunity for freedom of
choice among various occupational, ladders is a characteristlt of insti-

tution-based education and training. Although often criticized for serving
industry's need for obedient and pliant workers, institutional training has
been conspicuously organized to insure that the needs of industry will
not supersede the needs of individuals. Second, institutional training

has been a clear and unequivocal choice of organized labor. Labor repre-

sentatives have free access to membership in the governing bodies in charge
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of institutional education and training. Industry training, the majoralternative, does not offer the same access to membership'on governingboards.

America's organizational preference in vocational educationand training programs is also clearly on the side of public programssupported by tax. levies. The preference is for training activities inwhich the individuals who pay the costs are not the direct beneficiaries.The alternative is industry-based training, a situation where industryas the bearer of costs is the direct beneficiary. Such programs areextremely important to the nation's total training; endeavors. Oftenreferred to as private training, they are private only in their directionand purpose. They are financed by tax deductions rather than by taxlevies and are, therefore, a claim against the nation's public resources.

Why has the nation declared a preference for training programssupported by tax levies?. For the same reason that a preference has beendeclared for institutional
training, because elected boards of governancein charge of training

programs with close links to industry have beenregarded as preferable to training programs based solely on industry'sneeds. But there arCother reasons. 'Small industries, those employingfewer than 50 persont, are not active in providing industry-based trainingexcept as they link with institutions providing vocational training.

Pur ose. The employment and training purposes of vocationaleducation are all related to various types of transitions. The transitions'may be to other levels of training,..to differing types of employment, orfrom one kind of occupational ladder to another.. These transitionsareaccommodated most effectly if they are continuous, if there are nointerruptions between levels of training or from school'to work. It isclaimed that the purposes of vocational education are diminished by dis-continuity, a claim which
needs reexaminecion and restudy. It is possiblethat the purposes of _training would be best served if discontinuity werethe norm rather than the problem.

Standards. Perhaps the most important principle related tovocational education is one related to standards. Institutional standardsare established and implemented
through prodedures of accreditation with,,tests of accountability applied at federal and state levels. Pt-6gramstandards are established

in-specialized occupational areas by professionalgroups and also implemented
through accreditation procedures. Professionalstandards are established by states, and implemented through proceduresof certification and licensure.

Adherence to standards is even more extensive than can bedeseribed by institutional, program, or professional dimensions. Thereare specific 'standards established at the federal level-for_planning andevaluation. At the state level there are additional standards for reviewand approval of local programs. At the, local leVel there are standardspeculiar to the local scene, including standards of safety and health.
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While standards for 'vocational education may be partial, gr-

in some cases uncertain, the existence of numerous standards is indir

cative of an effort to demonstrate a principled approach to serving the

public interest.

,
It is not sufficient; however, to point to the existence of

numerous standards and to regard thei existence, albeit laudable, as

an unmixed blessing. .
It is useful tb recall the fallout quotation of

the general in the Foreign Legion,who said "We lost the mar, but we didn't

lower our standards. One cannot be sure that standards will lea:; to

thesanticipated success.

The most principled approach to standards is one that contin -.

uously reexamines their' adequacy and is constantly alert.to the need for

them to .be inf-:.med by review and, inquiry. This, too, is a role accepted

by the field of vocational education, as illustrated by the AVA's

recent decision to make accreditation a more sharply focused professional

.responsiUility.

?;mss Integral:to Vo:,-ational Education's Role in Employment and

It would be possible to list and elaborate an exhaustive array

of concepts which are important to vocational education's role in employ-

,ment and training. Thobe addressed here constitute a minimum list, those

which enter the daily discussions and decisions about such programs.

They include the notion of what is basic in education, the concept of

justice, and the concept of policies related to planning and'implemen-

tation.

The concept of the basics includes the question of what is,
basic to education or to preparation for work. - `A "back to the basics"
movement is a cyclical-phenomenon in education. There are pendulum-type
,moves from one type of emphasis to another, each claiming to offer what
is crucial, essential, or, to some degree, basic. Such cyclical phenomena
are highlighted by events such as Sputnik, andhighlighted even more by

such .programs as the "Right to Read" and the ease with 'which the educa-

tional community succumbs to the penchant for remediation. 'The inclusion
of Adult Basic Education (ABE) in the EconomicOpportunity Act in 1964
was an official recognition of the pcissibilities of remediation in "basic"

skills. The Claims of the Career Education movement have invariably
dwelt on the hope that student performance in reading, language; and
mathematics would be`as good,(or at least no worse) forstadents engaged

in career education activities than for other students.
o

Instruction is regarded as basic when it,,.has instrumental

Value, when it opens access routes to important goals,: The question' of

what kind of,instruction should be regaraed as besic fs simultaneously ae
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question of the availability of student time. If student time wereunlimited, there would be,no need to consider the trade-Offs between
alternative topics of instruction. But'student time is not unlimited,.and trade-offs are necessary. Nor would the questionof trade-offsbe as important if all students completed secondary schools or postsecon--dary programs. Again, not all students do complete. 'Approximately 25percent of students who enter the 5th grade do not complete the 12th.Of those who begin instructional programs at the postsecondary levels,more than half fail to complete or make significant alterations incareer goals. What may be regarded as basic, or preferably, instrumen-tal, may differ significantly between students or it may differ for thesale student at different age levels.

It is not easy to decide on an appropriate designation of theeducational "basics."' No citizen or educator would argue for diminishingV.v._ importance of the usual skills of literacy, including reading, writ-ing, and computing.' While such skills are necessary, they are notsufficient to open access routes to even more important basics, namely,food, clothing, shelter, and security. The, charge given to vocationaleducation is to provide instruction leading to these access routes.For youths who are unemployed and unskilled, these basics have no trade-offs.

Justice is an overarching
concept identified with all formsof vocational education and training.. The processes by which job,status, and rewards are allocated or rationed to members of a societyis a function of the society's interpretation

and implementation of theconcept of justice. The:statutes and rewards related to education andjobs are, understandably, the most easily observed area for discriminationand other manifestations of inequality.

But justice is not a stable concept; ' it is subject to varying
interpretations in different settings and under\differing circumstam,es.It is not a destination, it is a journey into new territory with chang-ing scenes. The most up-to-date interpretations\of this journey areprovided by John Rawls in A Theory of Justice (an \equal'ity argument and ,by Robert Nozick in Anarchy, State and Utopia (a freedom argument).`'
Taken together, they offer the most articulate desCription of the, conceptof justice since the Federalist Papers. In its role in ,the nation'semployment and training programs, vocational education has a specialresponsibility to the concept of justice in all of its interpretations --which influence the nation's work force.

Finally, there is-the important concept of policies related toplanning. Omitted here will be the governance issues which preoccupiedthe hearings of the Vocational Educational-Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482)'. Emphasized will be the public policy considerations involving-thedistribution and governance of public resources in order,to identify and
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develop the human resource needs of the nation's work force during the

next decade. Through its authorizing legislation at thefederal level

and its accommodation at state levels, vocational education can now

employ some powerful machinery for forecasting and planning manpower

resources for the future. This machinery has collaborative linkages with
other federal,and state agencies and there are linkages with an elaborate

network of local advisory councils.

It would be traditional to refer to this as a concept of'

planning. It would be incomplete merely to identify the urging which

Congress gave to state boards of education to deal more effectively with

issues of policy. The concept of policies related to planning is
sufficiently unique to be identified as a new role and a special obli-

gation to.the nation's employment and training programs.

Present Response Capabilities of the Vocational Education Systems

.
On the national scene, vocational education is best known for

its programs in school systems at the secondary level. .At the state

level and at many local levels it is best known for its programs at

postsecondary and adult levels. The capabilities here discussed are

mainly the latter.

Since its emergence on the national scene, vocational edu-
cation's most well-known capability' has been its responsiveness to

national emergencies requiring rapid expansion of skilled manpower. Such

emergencies have always been associated with preparation for war or

defense. Such capabilities are rarely difficult to demonstrate....Ordin-

arily they require an expansion of current-routines with a minimum of

new procedures.'

Second, vocational programs have also shown a capability for

responding to the force of the employment market. The capability is

greatest when the employment opportunities are close to the training

site and when there are few barriers between the vocational instructor

and the employer. The good instructor is invariably the best placement

officer.

Third, vocational programs have a high capability4for regional

and community development. This feature of vocational programs is not

well known or well publicized; it is not included in the data of required

reporting. Yet there are many dramatic examples of programs that have

generated business expansion and job creation. It is a capability of

considerable present and potential significance.

There are a number of areas where the response capability of

vocational" education is modest or' even low. Some of these will be men-

tioned in the next section.
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Needed Changes

High youth unemployment and lbw economic growth are frus-trating and demanding situations. Government programs created toaddress such problems are a continuing subject of debate. Vocationaleducation and training programs are central to much of the debate;

Skill training programs for entry-level jobs have .a demonstratedeffectiveness. -Continuity of such programs is a necessity, but they arenot sufficient. They do not serve the entire client system, the unem-ployed as well as the employed work force of the nation. As mentionedearlier, skill training which is limited to entry-level jobs may onlypiepare individuals to crowd each other off the lower rungs of occupationalladders. It may serve only to alter the conditions
of comparative advan-tage, resulting in the creation of an unemployed worker for every placement.

Needed changes require a reexamination of the assumptions andpremises that surround all public employment and training programs.It may be necessary to focus on different se4ments of occupationalladders (the higher.rungs), on worker productivity, or on the terms oftrade for employment and growth.

The needed changes are not likely to be those which flow fromgrandiose designs framed in gimmick language or in the recreation ofmassive fads. They are more likely to be the application of decentra-lized creativity and invention--a change in microcosm, but on a grandscale. The machinery for such an opportunity is now available in theplanning and policy provisions of federal legislation which links voca-tional education and CETA. The changes suggested below are offered for
,

' such a context.

Responding to new clients or new client systems. Human resourcedeficiencies within the nation's work force are not limited to the 15-22age group or to 'the entry-level employment opportunities within thework force. Indeed, a focus on the human resource deficiencies.of theentire work force may free-up the number of employment opportunities foryoung workers.

Building new capabilities. New capabilities are often gener-ated by designing
new configurations of well-known and successfulactivities. There are many of these in vocational education as well asin industry training. Cooperative education programs, worker sabbati-cals, youth organization projects,

entrepreneurial training--all of these'have existed independently in various settings. Combinations of theseare possible and available to those who have the courage to design newcapabilities.

A focus on inquiry. The most seriously needed change is afocus on inquiry.
Vocational education and training programs have
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functioned for many years as operating systems and not as-inquiring

systems. It is now necessary to do more than improve delivery systems,,

tinker with curricula, or-cnordinate competitive organizational styles.

A focus on inquiry merely .reflects the realization that problems will

not go away by themselves. It would be a,reversal of-the trend away

from inquiry during the past decade.

I conclude with an observation that may be familiar to careful

observers of history. America no longer has a "holding tank" for its

youth. In the late 1930's, the country created Civilian Conservation

Corps camps to drain off its unemployed youth. In the early 1940's,

World War II preoccupied youth. In the late 1940's and the early 1950's,

the G.I; Bill of Rights served to absorb millions of youth in transition.

In the late 1950's and the early 1960's, the Vietnam War became the

holding tank for youth. In the 1970's, the nation finds itself without

a holding tank. This is not to suggest that we need one; it is only to
suggest that tradition has not left us well, prepared to exist without one.

Here is another-reason why it is necessary-to depart from tradition and

to rely more on inquiry in addressing the nation's. problems of employment

and training.
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NOTES

1

This section of the presentation is adopted from an earlier policypaper prepared for the National Institute of Education.

2
In many ways, the activism and social protest of the 1960's wasbehavior similar to that which occurred in the 1860's. Althoughovershadowed historically by the events of the Civil War, thedecade of the 1860's

was similarly filled with national issuesinvolving training, education, and the distribution of justice.

3A study of presidential vetoes sheds Tight on the.reappearance oflegislation. The famous Morrill Act of 1859 was .vetoed, for example,by President Buchanan; reintroduced by the Congress after thesouthern states had seceded from the Union, it was signed by,.President Lincoln in 1862.

4
Interagency coordination and planning, an activity urged by Congress,was not renewed until the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976.

A'current counterpart to the JOBS program is the program effortmounted under the aegis of.the National Alliance of Business-men (NABS)

6
In England the recent move away from training organized by IndustrialTraining Boards was intended to indicate more concern for the needsof individuals. Similar movements have occurred in other Europeancountries.

7The Conference Board has recently published an analysis of the nation's
industry-based training.

8A Theory of Justice (Harvard University Press, 1971) and Anarchy, Stateand Utopia (Basic Books, 1974).'
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN RURAL AMERICA:

CURRENT PROBLEMS. AND PROSPECTS

Jonathan P. Sher.

Introduction

If ignorance is truly bliss, then what is currently known about rural
vocational education should invoke feelings of unbridled joy. In this

age of alleged "information overloads," the paucity of reliable data on'

vocational education in rural areas is nothing short of startling. Con-,

flictim, and seemingly contradictory, impressions and assumptions are
commonplace. Given the absence of any systematic investigations, specu-
lation and random anecdotes have-become primary data sources.

For example, one frequently encounters, the claim (made most often by
state and federal policymakers) that rural.areas receive far more than

their "fair share" of available resources for vocational education. Yet

discussions with local educators and community leaders tend to yield the
impression that rural students are being significantl Y shortchanged.in
the'distribution of existing vocational education funds. Similarly, while

rural vocational education is routinely assailed as being outdated, in-.
appropriate, and sorely in_need of reform, it is by no means unusual to
encounter very favorable characterizations of existing rural facilities,

and programs. Some sources go out of their watto berate the quality of
rural vocational education teachers while other, equally informed, sources
are fulsome in their praise-for these individuals.

Understanding both the validity and the persistence of these claims and

counterclaims may not be as arduous a task as it seems at first glance.
There are, in fact, two explanations which reveal these contradictions to
be more apparent than real. They are (1) rural vocational education, like
rural America,as a whole, is so diverse that ,one can find evidence to sup-

port nearly any characterizationland-(2) it is inordinately difficult

to distinguish major from minor t9ends and extraordinary circumstances,
from commonplace ones in the,absence of reliable state and national sta-

tistics and research.

Thus, it is likely that there is at least some basis in fact for all of

the conflicting assertions made about rural vocational education. Never-

theless, theihtstoric problem .has bey'- hne of discerning' not only the

extent to which any of these claimed -Aracteristics actually are present

in America's rural communities, but also one of identifying sets of cir-

cumstances which correlate with each of these characterizations. In other

Jonathan P. Sher is currently affiliated with the Center for Education ,

Research and Innovation, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

!lent, Paris,
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words, we need to know not only how many rural communities are served byexcellent vocational, education facilities, but also whether the presenceof excellent facilities is a function of local wealth and preferences,state policies and practices, federal initiatives to aid the disadvantaged,or some combination thereof. This kind of genuine understanding of ruralvocational education is all but nonexistent today.

! Before discussing current problems' nd -trends in rural vocational edu-'cation with greater specificity, it is important to understand the context.in which these efforts exist. Although there are some.factors unique tovocational education activities, rural vocational education does tend toshare both the constraints and the
opportunities-inherent in'all publiceducational institutions in rural America. Thus, presenting an overviewof America's rural communities and rural schools should be a useful exer-cise.

Identifying Rural Populations

We know in a general way that "rural" implies both small communitiesand low population density ratios. However, since "rural" is a relative'.term, all population and density-based definitions are inherently sugges-'tive rather than definitive.

The two most popular, definitions of rural America reflect this arbi-, trariness. Both are population-based and both define rural America interms of what it is not rather than what it is. Thus, the Census Bureaucarefully defines urban .(esientially all places having a population of2,500 or more), and then classifies all that remains as rural.2 Simi-larly, the Census Bureau has established
complex criteria for identifying'Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs), and then, by definition,designatos everyone and every place not meeting the criteria as non-metro-politan..5

Although these -two categorizations are the only ones commonly used tocollect data on rural America, it must be understood that neither is con-sistent with prevailing impressions of rural life. For example, theCensus definition of "rural" includes more than two million people living,within the boundaries of metropolitan areas. 4 Thus, a residential enclavewith a population of 2,000 located fifteen miles away from a city is "ru-ral" in Census calculations, while a community of 2,600 Teople locatedhundreds of miles from
any metropolitan area is considered to be "urban"by the Census Bureau. Likewise, the basic problem with the "non-metropol-itan" definition is that it includes some places having up to 50,000residents--a population concentration far higher than one normally thinks',.of rural.

This concern about definitions is more than academic. Depending uptin'the definition used, America's 1970 rural population ranged from 37.5 mil-lion to 65.1 million individuals.5 This represented between 18.5 and 32percent of the total United States pcpulation in 1970. Thus, it is important to be aware of the potential dimensions of America's rural
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constituency and the dramatic differences resulting from seemingly in-
nocuous alterations in the definitions used.

'One final note on definitions. Although they are equally arbitrary,
density7based definitions of "rural" may, in some cases, be appropriate
and useful to researchers and policymakers. Certainly, they illustrate
some striking differences in settlement' patterns and reveal the extent to
which genuinely "wide open spaces" still exist in the United States, par-
ticularly in the western region. According to Census data, urban popula-
tion density averaged 2,760 people per square mile '(including a figure of
67,808 per square mile in Manhattan), while rural population density
averaged 15 people'per square mile.b

Still, aggregate national statistics do not adequately reflect the
enormous variance in the size and significance of the rural population at
the state level. For example, Pennsylvania has more than 3 million rural
residents, while Nevada has less than 100,000. Mere than 67 percent of
Vermont's population live in rural communities, but only 12.9 percent of
Rhode Island's population is rural. Two states, (Wyoming and Vermont) have
no SMSAs at all, and 20 other states have more than half of their popula-
tion'in non-metropolitan.areas. Yet there are twelve states in which the
non-metropolitan population constitutes less than 20 percent of the state's

.total number of residents. ,California is.an interesting case in that it
has nearly.? million rural residents -(more than in 40 other states), yet
less than 1.0 percent of its total population is in rural areas (making it
"the least rural of the fifty states).

Population density statistics also demonstrate the treMendous dis-
parities existing .among states. At the extremes, Alaska averages one
citizen per square mile, while New Jersey has 953. 'As noted earlier, the _

western-states have the lowest population density, ratios, but there are.
33 states which average less than one hundred people per square mile.

More important than these broad population figures is the fact that
since 1970, rural America's population base has experienced a significant
resurgence. As one of the.nation's leading demographers, Calvin Beale,
concluded:

."The vast rural-to-urban migration of people that was the common pat-
tern of U.S. population movement in the, decades after World War II has been
halted and, on balance, even reversed. During 1970-73, non-metropolitan
areas gained 1.2 percent in population compared to only 2.9 percent for
metro areas."'

Beale goes on to state that:

As might be expected [counties adjacent to metropolitan areas]

have had the highest population growth since 1970 (4.7 percent)
and have acquired about five-eighths'of the total net in-movement
into all non-metro counties.. However, the more significant point
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is that nonadjacent counties have also increased more rapidlythan metro counties (3.7 percent vs. 2.9 percent)., Thus, thedecentralization trend is not confined to metro sprawl. Itaffects non -metro counties, well removed from metro influgnce.Indeed, the trend can be said especially to affect them.°

Thus, for the foreieeable future, rural America's existence as botha significant segment of the fi.S. population and a vital sector of thenation's economy seems assured.

Current Status of Education in Rural Areas

Like rural America as a whole, rural schools and school districts aredistinguished by their diversity. Despite increasing-standardization,rural schools still tend to reflect the pluralism found among the ruralcommunities they' serve.

Perhaps the most surprising fact about non-metropolitan schools isthe number of students who attend them. In 1975, there were more than15 million children (ages 5 throug07) enrolled in non-metropolitanschools including 13.6 million white children and 1.8 million black orother minority group children).9 In other words, 32 percent'of all chil-dren enrolled in pUblic schools in the United States are enrolled innon-metropolitan schools.10. In comparative terms, there are more studentsin non-metropolitan schools than there are in central city schools. Infact, the total number of non-metropolitan students is greater than thetotal population of New, York Cfty, Los Angeles and Chicago combined.12

Depending upon the definition employed, "rural education" includesmore than 39,000 Khools distributed among nearly 12,000 independent local,school districts." Thus, it encompasses everything from a one-roomschoolhouse in an Appalachian hollow to a western school district respon-sible for education within a
several-hundred-square-mile-region. It 'in-cludes both units with lots of students but very little money, and unitswith lots of money but very few students. The fastest-growing schooldistricts in the nation are in rural 'areas, but so are tLe ones experienc-ing 'the most rapidly, declining enrollments. Some rural schools are quiteself-sufficient and would be considered excellent by nearly any standard,while others are woefully inadequate and desperately in need of assistance.As a consequence, treating rural schools and school districts as if theywere a unified, monolithic entity would be a serious mistake. The "pri-macy of local circumstance" is as applicable to the 'formulation of ruraleducational policy as it is to rural communities in general.

Despite this caveat, it is clear that rural schools historically have'shared, several common-problems. For example, reducing student nonenroll-.ment and absenteeism, recruiting highly competent teachers and administra-tors, providing special education and other specialized services, securing.needed capital and operating funds, altering the historic patterns of low
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achievement in school, and compensating for the inherent isolation and
population sparsity of rural areas are all problems which have persis-
tently plagued rural school and remain largely unsolved even today.

Nevertheless, it is inaccurate to. portray rural schools strictly in
negative terms. Among the very diverse rural systems are many rural
schools which compare favorably in educational quality with their larger
and wealthier urban and suburban counterparts. The broad statistics
mask these successes and tend to divert researchers away from studying
the characteristics of outstanding small schools.

Much of what is unique about rural schools and school districts de-
fies quantitative analysis or statistical description. The slower pace
and less pressured environment, the spirit of cooperation, the opportuni-
ties for leadership development, the less formal interactions among
students, Staff and parents, and other similar qualities which nave long
been associated with rural schools are not easily measured by the tools
of educational research. This would be of little consequence were it not
for the fact that researchers and policymakers have tended to discount
that which they,cannot measure. Thus, when rural communities opt for
these "intangible" qualities (for example, by choosing to keep' their
community school instead of busing their children to a large consolidated
school having a bigger library or more sophisticatid equipment) they are
often labeled as "backward" or "reactionary," rather than merely different.

Efforts to reform education (including vocational education) in
sparsely populated areas must capitalize upon the strengths, as well as
correct the deficiencies, of rural schools. Historically, reformers have
either disparaged the advantages inherent in small rural community schools
or have taken them for granted. As a result, these advantages have often
remained as undeveloped potentials rather than fully utilized components
of the school program.

Rural Vocational Education: Current Status

In addition to providing a context for examining the specific prob-
lems and potentials of rural vocational education, the preceding sections
were intended to serve as a warning against making sweeping generaliza-
tions about this field. Refraining from stereotypes here is prudent, not
simply because the heterogeneity of rural America recommends it, but, more
Aportantly, because the previously noted absence of critical information

about the characteristics and performance of America's rural vocational
education system demands such restraint.

Any attempt to-describe the cum'ent status of rural vocational edu-
Aion in the United States is hampered by the availability of only the
3st rudimentary statistics on the parameters and components of this sys-

tem. Fur example, we simply do not know how many full and part-time
students, how many faculty members, or how many institutions combine to
make up our rural vocational education system. Similarly, there are no
existing national data from which we can accurately compa0 the programs,
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cilities, and characteristics of rural vocational education institutionswith those of their urban and suburban counterparts. Do rural teachers
ha\e salaries, backgrounds and training similar to Olose of metropolitan
vocational education teachers? How do the programmatic offerings in rural
and; urban communities differ? Do rural programs exceed or lag behind the
national average in placing graduates in jobs related to their training?How oo vocational education programs in the rural South differ from those
in rural New England ?.

A swering these questions with "hard evidence" (as opposed to specu-
lating upon them with rigid lopinions) is all but impossible at present.Nevert less, it wouldbe foolish to ignore the small amount of informationwhich d es exist on the nation's rural vocational education programs. Thus,using data generated by e 1972-73 survey, conducted by the U.S. Office ofEducatio , it would appear that the following characteristics can be attri-buted to ural vocational education in the U.S.14

In to s of students, the .USOE study indicates that there were approx-imately 1. millarT7WiT 'students enrolled in vocational education programsin 1972773.15 This"figure represents about 30 percent of all U.S. secondary
school stud nts enrolled in vocational education programs. Of this rural
vocational, ducation population, more than 350,000 (or approximately 20 per-cent) were m bers of minority grdups.16 The USOE study did not includeany "rural" data on student socioeconomic status, placement, sex, age, orother key characteristics.

In terms of programs offered, the conventional wisdom has long held
that rural vocational education programs consist almost entirely of _coursesin agriculture And nonoccupational home economics. For-example, in a re-
cent publicatiop.Ray Marshall .asserted,that "rural vocational educationhas been primarily concerned with training people for agricultural and
homemaking and less in the rapidly growing rural nonfarm job categories."17
However, if the .1972-73 USOE report is accurate, these opinions must nowbe revised.18 As Table 1 indicates, there were nearly as many rural' stu-
dents enrolled in'office/business and trade/industry. programs (760,292) asthere were in-agrIculture and home economics pros rams (832,027). However,there is no information given in these data as to regional differences,
program' content, or program distribution (i.e., do rural vocational edu-
cation institutions tend to be fairly comprehensive or do they concentrate
onsone or two program areas?).

Why is so little known about rural vocational education? Why havenearly two millionsrural students become "forgotten third"19 of
America's vocational,education system?

Discussions with a variety of relevant sources yield a host of possibleanswers. However, three answers recurred with sufficient frequency to
suggest that they may indeed be key factors in understanding the reasonsbehind the continuing paucity of reliable research on vocational education.They are:,

2
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Table 1

Secondary Level Enrollmeni in Vocational Education Classes,

By Selected Program Area and Residence of Student:

United States, 1972.73

Program Area

Student Dist Home Ec Home Ec. Office . Tech
. Trade/ Row

Residence' Agriculture Educ Health (Home) (DCCU) BuSine s Educ Industry ".,talc

Large No, 12,371 75,305 12,501 .169,395 40,788: 359,077 33,308 236.139 938,883
city % 1.9 22.0 16.7 11.0 15.5 22.1 13.7 18.1 15.6

Suburb No. 19,334 60,447 .9,621 248,064 26,205 262,062 64,981 164,956 855,670
of, city % 3.0 17.7 12.8 16.2 10.0 16.1 26.8 12.7 - 14.2

Small . No. 212,767 146,416 35,929 676,361 118,060 608,747 95,029 511,402 2,404,712
city % 32.9 42.8 47.9. 44.1 44.9 37.5 39.2. 39.2 39.9

Q1

h)

Rural No. 401,302 '59,025 16,518 430,725 76,203 384,066 46;261, J76,226 1,790,321'tri

area %. 62.0 17.3 22.0 28;1 29,0, 23.6 19.1 28.9 .A9.7

No No. 1,710 889 451 8,699 1,654 11 230 2,932 14,903 42,468
Answer t .3 .3 .6 .6 .6 1.2

.7

Column 'No. 647,485, 342,082 75,020 1,533,244 262,909 1 625:0 '244512 1,303,64 6 03246,0,:
totals % 1.00.0 100.0 ,100.0 100.0

. 100.0 1 T. , :000.0 100A 100.0

SOURCE: U.S. Office of Education, Vocational Education. Characteristics of Students and Staff, 1972
(Washington, D..C.; U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), Table 23A,
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1. First-rate research on vocational education as a whole ii
relatively scarce."Althoughthe lack of reliable statistical,andlyses mayhe most pronounced in the-rural arena, this is a general problem: in
ational education today: Thus, thehuge rural dea gaps may more. properly
beyiewed as an extreme example of a common probler rather than as anykind of unique occurrence.

2. There is a good deal of confusion as to the com osition of
the rural vocational,education system. The normal difficulties associatedwith identifying ruraLpopulations are exacerbated here kVthe-high
Prtion of vocational schools and programs which draw their students,
teachers, priorities, and resources from both urban and rural as well as
metropolitan and non-metropolitan populations. 'Thus, as Table 2 indicates,
nearly 30 perceryrof the "rural" vocational education students (approxi-
rmitely 340,000) live outside rural areas (including about 10,000 large
eity, residents enrolled in rural vocational programs). Conversely, the
majority vf vocational education students who live in rural areas are
enrolled in programs located outside those rural areas (including more
than 23,00a rural students enrolled in large city vOcatiooal rograms)>

This problem extends to more indirect indicators as well For in-
stance, inferences made about rural vocational education students fromdata on program areas must_be taken with a very.large grain of salt. Vo-
cational agriculture is a prime example: in 1972-73, 38 percent of the
agriculture program enrollees were nut from rural areas. Coupling this
figure with the fact that only 22 percent of all rural vocational educa-
tion students/were'enrolled in agricultural programs points up the
speciousness of trying to spolate population characteristics from
programmatic analyses.

3. There is: very low demand for aggregate state and national
statistics on rural vocational educatio-. In the abgence of any pressure
to compile and maintain accurate statistics and detailed information on
rural'vocational-idUcation, state and'federal officials have been content
to/ignore this population% Conversations with state-level statisticians,
s'well as staff members at the National Center for Educational Statis-

tics'',/,reveal that rural:data have not routinely been collected and/or
tabulated simply,oecause there has never been any reason to bother with
ithewit; Local officials and educators have not expressed a need for such
inf6rMation State and federal officials (who often-tend to be urban-
oriented)nave not complained -:)cut the lack of this data. Moreover, rural

ivocational education has,rare) been a priority, item among dither rural-
oriented' or education-oriente, interestgroups. Though largely
unintentional, this set of circumstances has had-the net effect-of masking
.widespread" rural deficiencies and allowing solutions to remain, at an adz-
ihOt case-6y-case level.

' Interest appears to be growing today, not only in rural education,
but also in the relationships between education and work in our society.
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Table 2

SecondarY Level 'Enrollment. in Vocational Education Classes,
hy Location cf School and Residence of Student:

United States, 1972-73

Location of school

StUdent -Large
Residence city

. Suburb
of city'

Small
city

Rural
area

No
answer

Large No. 833,906 61,206 26,296- 9,858 7,618
city 80.4 6.2 .9 .9 11.2

a

'Suburb No. .108,340
of city % 10.4

671,656,

68:3.
63,131

2.3
8,623

.7

3,919
5.7

Small No. 62,001 166,261 1,815,745 321,303 39,402
city 6.0 , l$.9 ,66.4 27.6 57.7

Rural No. 23,260
area 2.2

78,542
8:0

853,611 ,

30.7,

818,024
70.3

16,890
24.8

No --- No. ! 10,13 6,396 19,694 . 5,837 409
answer % 1.0 ,7 .7 .5 .6

0. rL

Column 'No. 1,037,639 984,062 2;178,476 1,163,666 68,238
totals % 100.0 100.0 100.0, 100:0 100.0

Row

totals

938,883
15.6

855,670
14.2

2,404,712
39.9

1,790,327
29.7

. 42,468.
.7

6,032,060
, 100.0

SOURCE: U.S Office of Education, Vocational,Educ'attOn::_Characteristics of Students
and, Staff,.1972 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing - Office, 19,74Y,
Tapia 24A.
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Given th-se concerns, it seems plausible that rural vocational educationwill'soon command (at the very least) a more concerted effort to under-stand the characteristics, programs, and policies which currently distin-gUish this area.of inquiry.

Rural Vocational Education: Major Problem Areas

Whenever-"hard evidence" is in short_suppy, informed opinions are
accorged additional credence. Thus, the best information about'the criticalissues facing rural vocational education today comes primarily from the
impressionistic portrayals rendered by those educators, policymakers, stu-dents, employers, and other interested citizens who are actively involvedwith rural vocational education programs in their own community or state.

Accepting the opinions of these participant/observers as conclusive
evidence would be almost as foolhardy as dismissing them out of hand. It
must be remembered that the problems noted here are neither equally appli-cable to all communities nor equally severe in, the communities where theydo exist. However, the fact that these issues emerge over and over again
in discussions of rural vocational education confirms their status as ma-jor concerns.

`,The problems besetting rural vocational education can be broken downinto two categories: inherent and circumstantial. As a. rule, the in-
herent problems are rooted in the nature of rural, life and, consequently,
tend to be rather intractable. Conversely, the circumstantial problemshave grown largely out of poor assumptions, planning, or'implementation,and thus are; at least in theory, far more amenable to the efforts of
reformers.

In one way or another, all the inherent problems of rural vocational
education spring from the most central fact of rural life: sparsity of
populatibn.- Three of these sparsity-related problems stand out as being
both reasonably widespread and serious.

1.. Lack of access. Considerable progress has'beenmade in this area
during the past twenty years. Today, the majority of America's rural high
school-students.do have access to some type of vocational education exper-ince: Two basic delivery.systems are common. Students in large, consoli-
dated, comprehensive rural high, schools generally receive vocational
instruction right in these institutions.- Students in smaller schools -,
seeking vocational training commute full- or part:time either to a compre-
hensive high school or, more Lften, to a specifically-designated regional
'vocational educational facility.

Still; access remains a problem. In very remote or isolated rural
areas, there are children who want and could profit from vocational educa-tion, for whom programs are not available. In communities fortunate enoughto 'have excellent vocational programs and facilities, sexual; racial, and
class discrimination in admissions are by no means unknown. Ironically,
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at the other end of the spectrum, rural communities with substandard voca-
tional programs and facilities tend to enroll disprdportionatelyohigh
numbers of poor or minority group students in the vocational track.

A more common problem is that rural vocational programs are often
severly limited in terms of the range of available offerings. Frequently,
there are only two or three existing program areas and the course-coverage
even in these areas tends to be superficM. Thus, while access to "some
kind" of vocational education exists, it is not necessarily access to the
type or level of training needed.

Fipally, it must be remembered that there is an enormous difference
tietween-access in theory and access in reality. Often, regional voca-
tional centers will include a very large geographic area in their official
description of their constituency. But the population they actually serve
tends to be a much smaller group clustered in reasonably c,0:,e physical
proximity to the regional center. For the more remote_rural students, simply
getting to and from thete regional units can be an arduous, expensive and
enormously time-consuming endeavor. These hardships discourage all but4
the most tenacious rural students from completing (or eves enrolling in)
vocational training activities. Thus, as a rule, the more rural (i.e.,

'geographically isolated) a student is, the Vets real access he/she has to
meaningful vocational education programs.

2. Diseconomies., The major stumbling bl:,ck to providing high quality
rural vocational education programs (however defined) and alleviating ac-
cess-related problems has been, and continues to be, financial.. Vocational
education, primarily because of 'the extraordinary capital expenditures re-
quired, has been an expensive venture everywhere. But in rural areas, the
general problems of enrollment and low per-pupil wealth combtne to
make urban-style comprehensive vocational education programs finkncially
inaccessible. After all, it is very diffIcult for a rural community which
can barely afford to provide children with a "basic education; to justify
spending $50,000 for the equipment and materials needed in one vocational
program i,rea which will enroll only five students per year. If the concept
of ecormies of scale is applicable anywhere in the field of rural educa-
tion, it would have to be in vocational education (and special education).

These rural diseconomies exist even if one puts aside the notion of
providing extensive vocational programs in each rural community, The
most common alternative--busing students to regional centers--is anything
but cheap in view of the high costs of transportation. Given rising ener-
gy costs-, this solution may soon.be prohibitively expensive. Other al-
ternatives, such as, apprenticeship programs or intensive short-term train-
ing at residential centers, have not been implemented enough to determine
their financial cusequences. But in any case, it is likely that the in-
herent diseconomies in this area will continue to be a formidable force to
reckon with in the effort to improve rural vocational education.
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3. Absence of supporting institutions. The last major inherent
problem in rural vocational-education lies in the fact that rural voca-
tional education programs and institutions, unlike their urban and suburban
counterparts, usually have to "go it alone." The network of postsecondary
institutions, state and federal youth training and employment programs, and,
private vocational education efforts which exists in every metropolitan
area is very rarely present in rural communities. This means that the
full burden of aiding rural Youth in the transition from school to work
falls upon schools and school programs which are ill-equipped to cope withsuch demands.

In other words, if the school doesn't provide something, chances are
it simply will not be provided at all. There are few rural equivalents
of the youth training programs offered by the Urban League, the YMCA, or
the OIC. Similarly, efforts to foster rural' work experience or apprentice-.
ship programs are crippled by the fact that there are so few businesses,
organizations, and institutions in rural communities where students couldeven potentially be placed.. Thus, rural vocational education reformers
should strive to alter the present situation in which rural schools (with
the least comprehensive programs) are saddle with the most comprehensive
responsibilities for serving their constituencies.

Lack of access, diseconomies, absence of supporting institutions--
these are the inherent problems faced by America's rural vocational educa-tion system. Together, they present more adversity than_anyone would careto face. Unfortunelly, however, these ane not the only problems plaguing
rural vocational education today. Most rural communities are also faced
with a range of circumstantial problems which must be overcome before ru-
ral programs can reasonably be expected to be cf long-term benefit to the
students served.

A review of the literature suggests that the overall poor quality of
rural vocational education is directly attributable to the following four
circumstances: outdated and irrelevant programming, migration orienta-
tion, job-specific programs, and lack of work experience opportunities.20
Each is described below.-

1. Outdated and irrelvant programming. This is most pervasive-
problem in rural vocational eduCation today. In the past quarter-century,
rural AmerIta has been subjected to a rash of major changes, including the
rise of agri-business (which substituted capital for labor in farm enter-
prises); the mass exodus of rural people, particularly rural youth, to the
cities; and the closing of millions of small farms. These changes have
radically altered both the structure of the rural labor force and, conse-
quently, the operative demands for rural manpower.21 For example,-in less
than-20 years, the.number of people employed on farms has dropped from 7.3
million to only 4.4 million in 1976.22 Yet vocational agriculture has
persisted (and in many areas been expanded) even-in the face of theseadverse farm employment trends: There is no doubt that vocations agricul-
ture deserves cor..4nuing strong support in rural areas. However:, serious
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problems arise when vocational agriculture is the dominant (and occas-

sionally, the sole) vocational opportunity offered to rural students.
Continuing to emphasize-a particular kind of training (for agriculture,
mining, fishing, or any other.field),because that is where the jobs used
to be, or simply because that training "has always been offered," does a
serious injustice to rural students.

2. Migration orientation. To try to rectify this obvious shortcom-
ing in the rural vocational education strategy, some "progressive" edu-
cators proposed, and ultimately implemented, Yocationa; programs aimed at
equipping students with skills relevant to the urban labor market. The
underlying assumption was that since rural-youth are going to migrate
anyway, schools should aid students in acquiring the skills necessary for
success in an urban setting. Oensley is instructive here:

The majority of the rural students will ultimately seek urban
jobs, therefore, curricular offerings must be broad enough to
prepare rural youth for urban employment and urban life...Rural
conditions are improving, but placement of rural youth in urban
occupations 'has been and continues to' be a necessity.23

This strategy was adopted with particular zeal by;the regional voca-
tional schooTs that emerged in the past decade. State education officials
in Georgia, for example, proudly described a regional vocational high .

school in the middle of rural,Georgia which focuses on training programmers
and ether computer personnel 24 There is nothing wrong per se with training
computer technicians. However, it must be remembered that rural youth
trained in this. field have no effective choice other. than to migrate to
the nearest big.city. Rather, the problem with this strategy is twofold:

First, it is defeatist in its attitude about the plight of rural youth
and rural communities. It takes outmigration, rural decay, and inadequate
employment opportunities not only as current "givens," but also as long-
term inevitabilities.25 Having accepted th's analysis, rural vocational
educators feel justified in promoting a '.r.' ..tegy which, 'by equipping ,

youth with skills salable bnlY in an urbeo ',ob market, serves mainly to
exacerbate all the current problems. TN. ',Ituation is reminiscent of the
policies of former Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz, who predicted that
small-farm decline and the loss of a million farmers by 1980 were "in-
evitable" and then prodeed, I to implement policies guaranteed to produce
these results. As Hightower properly notes, "This is known a- the 'inev-
itability' of a'stacked deck.'26

Seccind, for all its face validity, this strategy is not, in fact,
pragmatic. Youthful migrants (no matter what skills they may Assess) at
present constitute little more than a pool of surplus labor P.n already
overburdened urban labor market. Unemployment rates for urban adults (skil-
led and unskilled) are enormous, yet they seem small when compared to the
astronomical unemployment rates among urban youth.27 Williamson's descrip-
tion is insightful:
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Youth problems in the labor market represent yet another major
theme of public and professional concern over secondary school-
ing. Unfortunately, the most serious of these problems do not
appear to be so much a reflection of the current economic down-
turn as manifestations of an apparent long-term deterioration
in th'.. -elative position of youth in thenational employment ex-
perience. In the past several years the youth unemployment rate
has averaged between four and five times the adult rate. In 1930
unemployment of adolescents 14 to 19 years old was approximataly
one and one half times the national adult rate. In 1940, it was
over two and a half times the national rate. By 1960, youth's -

positiqn had slipped to over three times the adult average and,
by 1967, there was a further deterioration to over four and a
half times that rate...

The chronic problems of youth in the labor market are not con-
fined to a deteriorating employment experience. In recentyears,
the nation has learned the rude fact that it is indeed possible
to satiate the economy's demand for educated workers. The pros-
pect in the years ahead of massive youth underemployment (work-
ing at les than one's full productian capacity) is most dis-
couraging.'8

A vocational education strategy geared toward producing rural migrants
is not only bad policy, but also a cruel deception. Passing the buck to
urban America is a far cry from solving the problem of unemplayment among
rural youth.

-

3. Job-specific programs. Those rural communities uncommitted to
either outdated or migration-oriented programs have often embraced the
notion of providing job-specific vocational education. The idea is simple.
Analyze the relevant local-or area labor market, determine anticipated,man-
power needs, consult with area employers, and then design vocational
programs that will meet anticipated needs. While this in many respects'
is a perfectly reasonable strategy, its overall effectiveness is greatly
hampered by two unpleasant realities:

.

a. The relevant area labor market is often already saturated,
and consequently; the openings for new competitors (young or old,
specially trained Or not) are marginal at best.

b. Available job openings tend to be in the low-wage, dead-end
exploitative enterprises attracted by conventional rural develnp-
ment programs. If one subscribes to the belief that half a loaf
is better than none, this situation may be quite acceptable. Yet
for those who believe that half a loaf is not sufficient, or who
are concerned about the implications of transfarmIng Amerira's.
rural_population into a "servant class" catering to the needs of
urban tourists, resident professionals, §nd second-home owners,
this strategy is plainly unsatisfactory,4

Even leaving pragmatic, economic judgements aside, there is ample
ground for suspicion of this strategy on the. grounds of undesirable social
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and psychological impacts. As Grubb and Lazerson insightfully conclude:

Career education is not directed at resolving social- problems,
developing avenues of upward.mobility, or making school and work
more satisfying experiences.. It is aimed instead at reducing
expectations, limiting aspirations, and increasing commitments
to the existing social structure. The replacement of hazy edu-
cational goals with "realistic" vocational goals', while appear-
ing benevolent, actually strengthens the "cooling-out" function
of schooling. College graduates.are less satisfied, less con-
trollable, and less productive in menial jobs than workers
without higher education, and there are few non-menial jobs.
Career education attempts to attenuate this dysfunction by bring-
ing aspirations'in line with the availability of high-skill jobs,
by replacing high irations with lower ones, and by preparing
students in ways that make continuation to higher%education
more difficult.30

Job-specific vocational education may make some sense in communities
having first-rate employment opportunities, or at the very least, enough
jobs to warrant being specific. Such is normally not the case in rural
America today. Thus, this strategy's ucility in the rural context is
severly limited.

. 4.. Lack of work.experience opportunities. Work experience is an area
that deserves far greater attention in the developMent of improved rural
vocational education programs.\A1975 report by the U.S. Comptroller
General indicates:.

It is generally acknowledged that inclusion; of actual work ex-
perience in vocational education curriculum provides students
with valuable real-life exposure to work requirements and helps
assure they receive training appropriate to employer needs.
Such experience often.can betterprepare students for subsequent
placement -in jobF retated to thir training. The Congress has
recognized this need and, in Part G, VEA specifically encouraged
cooperative arrangements between schools and employers.il

Today, endorsement of the work experience concept is commonplace. For
example, Marland asserts, "Neither students nor their teachers can learn
what they need to know about the world of work only through a textbook."32
The National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education strongly recom-
mends grantfng credit for work experience.33 The new Coleman report on
youth nO only sanctions this concept, but urges an expansidn of its appli-
cation. Even the U.S. Chamber of Commerce urges that a wiek experience
component be a part of every high school student's progran Jo

However, in vocational education, endorsement and implementation are
two very different and often unrelated mtters. Despite all the laudatory
rhetohic,'painfuily %little use has actually been race of the work experience
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model in ongoing vocational education programs, especially rural programs.As :`.e Comptroller General points out:

U.S. Office of Education statistics for fiscal year 1973 show
that. about 508,000 students--fmir percent of the total enrol-

JlimmtilLasalimaledlotion7-were enrolled in cooperative
programs.

The absence of significant work-exPerience opportunities for rural voca-
tional students (as well as regular or college-bound students) is, as notedearlier, partly attributable to the lack of available recipient organiza-tions. In many rural areas, there are simply not enough businesses,
industries, or government agencies in the community able to provide suit-
able work experiences for rural high school students. This, however, is,only a partial explanation of a longstanding rural deficiency.

In, the fihal analysis, outdated, migration-oriented, job-specific
programs and the lack of meaningful work experience opportunities are onlysymptomatic of a more fundamental ill endemic to rural vocational educa-tion. Their failure is not simply the result of poor planning, poor
program design, or poor implementatioh (though there has been a substantialamount of each). Rather it can accurately be attributed to a pervasive un-willingness, or inability, to confront the necessity of directly creatingjobs as well as job applicants. To the extent that they have remained.aloo from the business of rural economic development, vocational educa-tors have greatly diminished their own potential for success. Yet it mustalso be understood that vocational educators have often been caught in the
unenviable position of being damned if they do emphasize migration-orientedtraining (or vocational agriculture training or training geared to the lo-
cal labor market) and damned if they don't. Unlike their counterparts inthe cities and suburbs, rural vocational educators are often forced by a
lack of resources (human and financial) to provide a far narrower range
of training than they know is desirable. This situation means, in prac-
tice, that one kind of training usually must be emphasized to an inappro-
priate extent while other equally valuable types of training are either
excluded or dealt with superficially.

Conclusions and Recommendatjons

. Despite the rather bleak portrait of rural vocational education
painted thus far, it would be a serious mistake to .write.off the reform of
rural vocational education as a bad, or worthless, investment. Although
significant changes are not likely to-come either quickly or easily, there
is every reason to believe that such changes can eventually be success-
fully implemented.

,Over and over again, rural communities have demonstrated a capacity
for survival and for overcoming seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
Rural communities do not embrace reforms hastily, but once they are con-
vinced of the reform's mgrits, small rural schools,.as Rogers and Svenning
note, "are in a unique position to gain community support for innovative
programs.37

0
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Nevertheless, it is apparent that major improvements in rural vocational
education will come very slowly in the absence of extensive outside as-
sistance. State and federal officials can play a critically important
role in fostering better rural vocational education programs, if they
choose to do so. At a minimum, there are two activities which should be
given'top- priority.by state and federal officials.

The first priority is to launch, at long last, a major data collec-
tion and analysis effort aided at understanding the t-',.re and character-
istics of America's ,rural vocational education system, Obviously,
information alone cannot solve the problems facing rural programs. How-

ever, it is.equally obvious that these problems cannot be effectively
resolved until their many .variations are identified and understood with
some degree of precision. We.are not'at such a point now, so this kind
of national data generation is an excellent and appropriate place to
.start the reformation process.

The second immediate priority should be to conduct a detailed pro-
grammatic and economic analysis of possible alternatives for delivering
vocational education services to rural populations. TWo conclusions seem
apparent here: (a) pouring new resources into doing "more of the same" in
rural vocational education is not .a productive strategy, and (b) these is
no single solution which is applicable and useful throughout rural Ameri-
ca's vocational education system. Consequently, there is a very real and
pressing need to start thinking creatively about.how we can provide rural
students with the kind of vocational education and training they want and
need. Once a range of potential alternatives has been identified or gen-
erated, attention should focus on examining the merits'of each proposal
in great detail'as well as trying to determine the particular kinds of
rural communities for which each alternative is most appropriate.

America's rural students deserve nothing less than our very best ef-
forts to redress our nation's long history of responding inadequately to
their need for first-rate vocational education. The two priorities noted
here are first steps which must be taken.
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NOTES

1The poInt is that rural America is far too heterogeneous and complex'to
be amenable to simplistic definitions or comfortable stereotypes. Remem-
bering that fishing villages in Maines, coal company towns in Appalachia,
farm communities in Iowa, Delta counties in Mississippi, recreation com-
munities in'Colorado, Indian reservations in South Dakota, small college
towns in Minnesota, migrant settlements in Texas, retirement communities
in Florida, and Alaskan native villages are all "rural" leaves one feel-
ing less than sanguine about sweeping generalizations. IP

It should also be noted that in contrast to America's central cities,
the heterogeneity of rural America exists primarily between communities
rather within them. Internally, the population of most rural communities
is actually quite homogenous. The exceptions here are in the southern
and southwestern regions of the United States, where many rural communi-
ties are polarized along racial lines or by ethnic origin.

2The official U.S. Census Bureau definition of urban and rural in 1970
as follows:

The urban population comprises all persons in (a) places of 2,500
inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, villages, boroughs (ex-
cept Alaska), and towns (except in New England, New York, and Wiscon-
sin), but excluding persons living in the rural portions of extended
cities; (b) unincorporated places of 2,500 inhabitants4Orsmore; and
(c) other territory, incorporated or unincorporated, included in
urbanized areas. An urbanized area consists of a more central city,
or twin cities, with a total of 50,000 inhah4tants or more, together
with contiguous, closely-settled territory en fringe). Certain
incorporated places are designated as "exteliued cities" because they
have one or more large pOrtions with' relatively low population den-
sity. These portions are classified as rural. In all definitions,
the population not classified as urban constitutes the rural popula-
tion.

3As of 1975 there were 266 SMAs, in the United States. In 1973, these
SMSAs had a total population of 152,473,000. For further information
see U.S. Bureau-of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United' States,
1976 (Washington, D.C..: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1976), Tables
11715, 16, 17, 18, and 21.

4In 1970 there were 16,412,000 individuals living in rural areas of the
i

SMSAs. In the same year, there were 26,318,000 ndividuals living in
urban areas outside the SMSAs. The figures here are from Statistical
Abstract of the United States, 1976, Table 16.

5The variance in the size and composition of-America's rural population
caused by the use of alternative definitions is illustrated by Table 3.
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Table 3

U.S. Rural ftpulation, by Definition, 1970
in millions)

RUral non-metropolitana 37.5

Expanded rural non-metropolitanb 49.4

Census ruralc 53.9

Census non-metropolitand 63.8

Combination rurale 65.1

SOURCE: Adapted from U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S.Census of Population,
Vol. I; also, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of
the United States, 1976, Section I.

alytil farms, open countryside And places of less than 2,500
residents outside SMSAs.' This is the most restrictive defin-
ition (18.5% of total U.S. population_in 1970).

b"All farms, open countryside and places of less than 10,000
residents outside SMSAs."This definition is used occasionally in
Congressional legislation (24.9% of total U.S. population in 1970).

c"All farms, open countryside and places of less than 2,500 resi-
dents, both within and outside of SMSAs." This, in simplified
terms, is the U.S. Census Bureau's definition (26.5% of total
U.S. population in 1970).

d "All farms, open countryside and places of-less than 50,000 resi-
dents outside SMSAs." This distinction (rather than urban-rural)
is increasingly. used' for analytic purposes (31.4% of total U.S.
population in 1970).

e"Census rural definition plus all non-metropolitan places between
2,500 and 10,000." Though rarely used now, this definition is
both the most permissive and in many respects the most reasonable
(35% of total U.S. population in 1970):
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6Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1976. Tables 16 and 23.

7Calvin L. Beale, The'Revival of PopulatioriGrowth in Non-metropolitan
America.. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Denartment of Agriculture, Economic
Research Service, June 1975), p. 3.

8lbid., p. 5.

9For further information see Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1976, Table 195,

10Ibid.

12The total enrollment in non-metropolitan schools is 15.4 million persons.
The total population of New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago com-
bined is approximately. 13.5 million residents. See Statistical

1

Abstract of the United States, 1976, Tables.195 and 23. Note: As Table
4 indicates, the rural youth population (under 25 years Fige) is
even greater, totalling over 25 million persons.

1k.S. Bureau of !.,e Census, 1972 Census'of Governments: Vol. I, Govern-

.

ment Organization (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing trffce,
1973), Table 2.

14U.S. Office of Education, Vocational Education: Characteristics of
Students and Staff, T972 (Wphington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1974). One °If the key drawbacks of these data lies in the
fact that inclusion in the "rural" category was based solely on stelent
self-identification. Consequently, they cannot be reliably correlat-
ed WO data on rural:communities drawn from any other source. Thus,
while these USOE data:are interesting and suggestive, it would be fin-

, proper to consider thm to be either definitive or Wholly reliable.

1

15Ibid., Table 24A.

18Ibid., Table 22.

17Ray Marshall, "Problems of Rural Youth." In National Commission for
Manpower Policy, From School to Work: Im rovin the Transition (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government rinting Office, 1976 , p. 246.

18
U.S. Office of EduCation Vocational Education: Characteristics of

Students and Staff, 1 72 ("--hington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1974.

.18Before endeavoring to an wer these questions, it is important to remember
tliat these rural students are "forgotten" only in terms of aggregate
state and nationatinformation sources. After all, the fact that these
1.8 million rural students appear at all in the existing data is evident
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Re ion

North

Central

North
East

South

West

Total

.Table 4

Rural Youth Under 25 Years of Age in the United States
By Region and Race or Ethnic Groups, 1970a-

Numeric Distribution and Proportions Among Groups

Total

Race or ethnic croup

White') Black
Spanish
heritageb

Native
American

1,400,329 7,287,110 63,237 57,314 43,683
(100.00) (98.47) i (0.85) (0.77) (0.59)

4, 94,545 4,314,846 17,698 66,263 ,6,3n

C

00.00). (98.18) (0.40) (1.50) (0.14.)

10 19,202 8,114,718 2,237,518 256,415 59,301
(100.00) (77.88) (21.47) (2.46) (0.56),

2,i99,872 2,546,675 ). 28,242 347,809 145,076
(100.00) (90.95) (1.00) (12.421 (5.18).

/

25,013',948 22,263,349 2,346,695 727,801 / 254,413
(100.00) (89.00) (9,38) (2.90) / (1.01)

-SOURCES: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "1970 Census of Populatidn Fourth Cont
Summary Tape," Processed at Texas A & M University Computer Center.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population:, Subject Re-
ports, Final Report PC(2)-1F, American Indians.

aThis
table was taken from a recent publication by Luis Jimenez, '"The

Ethnic Composition,of Rural Youth in the United States: General
PC4aracteristfts an&Recsional Comparisons. Departmental Information
Report No. 73-3, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Prairie View
A & M University, Prairie View, Texas. Percentages 'are shown in
parentheses.

, .

bSince most persons of Spanish heritage are also counted in,the'White
category, there is double counting; the'sum of the groups will be
greater than the total. A smeller number of Spanish heritage per-
sons are also counted as black,
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that they are already enrolled in some kind of vocational program.
The genuinely forgotten rural students are those who either want or
need a vocational education program, yet are not (for a variety of
reasons noted later) currently enrolled in such programs.

20
For a good summary of the literature, see B. E. Griessman and K. G.

Densley, Review and Synthesis of Research on Vocational Education in
Rural Areas, ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools
and ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education, December
1969. Other useful documents include: Laure M. Sharp, "Vocational
Education for Disadvantaged Groups," in Sommers and Little, Vocational
Education: Today and Tomorrow (Madison: University of Wisconsin,
1971); and Earl Carpenter and John Rodgers, Review and Synthesis of
Research. in Agricultural Education, ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and
Technical Education., 1970. For further sources, see Barry Stein, The
Biggest Little Conglomerate in the World: Community Economic Develop-
ment in Kentucky (Cambridge,. Mass.: Center for Community Economic
Development, 1973).

21
See especially Ray Marshall and Lamond Godwin, Cooperatives and Rural Poverty

in the South (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins Press, 1971).

22U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, 1977 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976), Table 605.

23KennethKenneth Densley, in Griessman and Densley, Review and Synthesis, p. 44.
As a reference for these statement, Densley cites the Advisory Council
on Vocational Education, Vocational Education: The Bridge Between Man
and His Work (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968),
and L. Burchinal, A. Haller, and P. Taves, Career Choices of Rural Youth
in a Changing Society (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1962).

24Based on author's interview with Oscar Joiner, Associate Commissioner of
Education, State of Georgia, 1971.

25Clay Cochran (director of the Rural Housing Alliance) labels this kind of
assumption as "metropollyana," which he defines as "the belief, usually
tacit, that sooner or later all of the people will move to the big city
and live happily ever after." (As quoted in Toward a Platform for
Rural America, Report on the First National Conference on Rural America
Washington, D.C.: Rural Housing Alliance and Rural America, Inc.
1975).

26Jim Hightower, Food Farmers, 2orporations, Earl Butz...and You (Washington,
D.C.: Agribusiness Accountability Project, 1974).

27For example, according to the latest Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates,
unemployment among ghetto youth (a category in which rural migrants
commonly find themselves oranges as high as 75 percent in many metro-
politan areas.
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28John N. WiI Scut,. The guest for Alternative' Route:: tc Actulthood"
(unpubl '.mted .:1.-dper, National Institute of Education, T975) p. 6.
f,Jilliamson clues the work of I. Berg, Education and Jobs, and
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RAU AND SEX COMPLIANCE ISSUES

DI WOCATIONML EMOTION

Rt Phyllis At lure

'eft paperidiscusses the apPlicattun of federal civil rights sta-
tutes 1,!7 :he polities and practices of nocational schools whidh have a

di5crielinatory effeCt on minority and female students. Vocational
trainhmg is:perpetuating the racial antsexual stratification in the
laborinarket. Women on minorities arei.overrepremented in courses lead-
ing tottheless-skillet lower-paying tams. It is the paper's thesis
that Melds conditnun it due not just to tudent choice out to discrimin-
atory whi chi mpulz be eliminatelt if civil rigtts laws were en-
forced i >y fame& Ind style officials.

Introduction

The year IFTTierka the 60th anninersary.of feneral financial assis-
tance to vocatiponeTecation. It be with the With-Hughes Act of
1917, which Provided -'or the promotion air vocation a- irreparation at the
secondary long& ix agriculture, he economics, an Ironies and indus-
tries, as well I§ the preparation of teachers in tame subjects. The
Act,establiamem a Tederal Board of Vocatiomal Educe=mm and-required
stales to .iemmnote a state board whiCh deed submi-7plans in confor-
mance with slanaarrds imposed by the Fedlerti Board. *feral funds were
appropriated torlhe three different satjects. Exile tunes for voca-
tional agriculture weretistributed on the basis of-the states' rural
population; fonds for trades amd industries and home econmmics were
based: on the-urban population; and teat:her training money was istri-
buted on the mash's of ti total populaWlen.

Between World War I afid abowid War-II, Congress passes three supple-
mentary vocatiomml education acts' whim increased the federal contri-,
bution, extender tederWy subsidized xmcational education to U.S. Terri-
tories,'Alaska, and the district of Cdfionbia, and enlarged the program
to include distributive occupations. In the 17 Southern and Border
states that operumed aliment/1 schools 1Nyrblacks and whites, racially
separate vocational programs were mainte#ned. Then in the 1960's fed-
eral support for-votiPtionmi edWcation was substantially expanded and
modernized to respond to the economic, technological, and demographic
changes that had swepi postwar America. The high level of unemployment,
especially among young people and minorities, was a principal motiva-
ting factor behind the new concepts.embodied in the Vocational Education
Act of 1963. That Maw redirected vocational education away from train-
ing in a few selected actneational categories to an emphasis on prepar-
ing both secondary anti amoomecondary students for their place in the

Phyllis McClure is uvula, r of the Washington, D.C. office of the
Division of Legal Infornmaiim and Community Service, NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund.
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world of work, regardless of occupation. Federal law for the first
time recognized that the special needs of some students--those with
academic, socioeconomic or other handicaps--prevented them from suc-
ceeding in regular vocational education programs. In another radical
departure from the old legislation, the 1963 Act authorized federal
funds for the construction of area vocational schools, for various an-
cillary services and activities, for research, for work-study programs,
and for the construction and operation of residential vocational schools.

-7----Tire-1568amentments built upon and reinforced tne''new directions
of the Vocational Education Act of 1963. Eight years later, Congress
again enacted significant amendments to federal vocational education
legislation. The 1976 law requires states to give ,priority in the dis-
tribution of federal funds to economically depressed areas with high
rates of unemployment and to programs which are designed to meet new
and emerging manpower needs and job opportunities. The Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1976 recognized for the first time the pervasive
sex discrimination in vocational education and included numerous manda-
tory prov-sions for eliminating sex bias and sex stereotyping in all
federally assisted vocational education.

While the legislation has changed dramatically, vocational train-
ing for minorities and women has changed little. Vocational education,
historically and presently, reinforces and perpetuates not only the pre-
vailing stereotypes as to the socially acceptable occupations for women
and minorities, but also the race and sexdiscrimination in the labor
market fostered by employer and union practices. Jobs for which women
and minorities are trained in vocational schools are still the lowest
paid, the most menial, the least skilled, and the most restrictive of
upward employment mobility. What is worse, a quarter of all secondary
vocatioa1 student., are being trained as homemakers, which gives them
no skills for gainful employment.2 If students in vocational guidance
and industrial arts are included, somewhat more than a quarter of all
secondary vocational school students are not being taught employable
skills.

Vocatitnal schoc,7s prepare minorities and women for their place in
the economic and social order. Evidence that this is as true in the
1970's as it was in the last century is presented here and elsewhere
in this paper. Vocational training has historically been an acceptable
form of education for blacks. Not only did it seem to be the training
best suited to the occupational possibilities of slaves freed immedi-
ately after the Civil War, but it was also less expensive. Agricul-
tural and vocational training offered at Tuskegee and Hampton Insti-
tutes enabled students to contribute to tl* own maintenance as well
as to the support of their school by the roVi§truction of many of-its
buildings. After the Industrial Revolution came to the Old Confeder-
acy, Negroes skilled in the old handicrafts--carpenters, masons, black-
smiths, and shoemakers--were no longer in demand. Skilled jobs were
reserved for whites. Negro schools prepared girls for domestic ser-
vice and trained boys in the rapidly disappearing handicrafts. Negro
postsecondary institutions, such as Hampton and Tuskegee, existed al-
most solely for the purpose of training teachers for the lower schools.
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rather than for the demands of modern industry. 3

During the 60 years of federal vocational education legislaticm,
the federal government has subsidized vocational education prograi WhiLla

have limited the access of blacks to the full range of available train-
ing opportunities. In the 1934-35 school year under the Smith-HIgmbn
Act, there were 260,826 students enrolled in federally assisted lona-
tional courses in the states that maintained racially separate sibecoviS.
Although Negroes constituted 211 of the population of these stateEi they
accounted for only 16% of the vocational course enrollment and raWlved
only 10% of the funds. White pupils were evenly divided among trot eree
types of programs: 36% in agrtculture, 34% in home economics, amcilrq
in trade and industry. But the-distribution of Negro pupils was n^" x-,
different: 55% were enrolled in vocational agriculture, 29% in ho,
economics, and 16% in trade and industry.4 In none of the three p
grams supported by the Smith-Hughes Act did Negroes have access tc
tional training equal to what an equitable distribution would haw
forded them. This was particularly so in trade and industry. Desiil

discrimination against Negroes in the skilled and semi-skilled tnaI;es,
the access provided Negroes in trade courses did not even approximate
the proportion of Negroes to the total number of skilled and semi--Wlled
workers in the states where racially dual vocational programs wen' main,-
tained.5

The distribution of federal vocational education funds was also
racially inequitable. In the states maintaining racially separate
schools in 1934-35, Negroes received 12% of federal funds for vscatiOnal
agriculture although they constituted 24% of the rural populatiam.;
of the expenditure for home economics although they constituted
the total population; and only 5% of the money for trades and inO
programs although they constituted 17% of the urban population.e
consequence, the small share of federal funds which was allocate
Negro vocational training was predominantly devoted to vocation
culture and home economics, i.e., to farming and the domestic sere ,

occupations to which blacks have been relegated. E. Franklin Flir-
charged that "the United States Office of Education has been respr

for permitting the opposition of southern whites to technica- -,m-

ing for Negroes to determine the distribution of federal funds ie

vocational education of Negroes."'

Only in relatively recent times has discrimination against
ties and women by recipients of federal financial assistance bee 7- J-
hibited. The same Congress that enacted the Vocational Educatia It

of 1963 also passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI of -wry : pro -

vides:

No person in the United States shall, on the grounds it--=%rae,
color, or national origin, be excluded from participaci-of
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discriniri-
ation under any program or activity rece.vimg Federal ftmar-
cial assistance.8

In 1972, discrimination on the grounds of sex by recipients of
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fedkrzel educatisr, %aids became Menai. Title IX of the Education Amend-
men: s crf 1972 1TrIlv,ra:

No ati-n- in the United States shall on the basis of sex, be
ext:aft4l4 from participation in, be denied /pare benefits of,
c OE- subjected to discrimination under any education program
o' vity receiving Federal financial ass ,smance .9

Resnomibfl At/ for enforcing both of these statutes has b,reen lodged,
with tme,aff-ze =Fa Civil Rights of thn Department of Healtt', -L,Aucation,
and Wel-trme. :46mrnistrative enforcement of Title together

erfforiesee*,11 in suits brought by the U.S. Gowermoent (1,1d' private:laintit, imp& vbstantially, although not coMpletei, 011-iimated the
.:se-jure imrially separate scmools in the 17 Soullown and Bor-r state 4ermarts of the dual system, including- mtmatto. al schools,
remain -tot ay "Pile IX enforcement is:only in its inffinco_ The-final
iiplementng --egutiatirms did not become effeCtive untf ii i 1E75, threer IX was enacted.

BaCA Ti gzE a:nd Titl

_tiny "re e Ef'd s,ex disc.
7-7.-Konar schoo wwiether

scrrmajnation Statutes
-he prom is, Noweve

as ar

e IX have far-reaching potemt71=1 for eradi-
nation in vocational school.. All voca-

or private, are reached Ay federal non-
receive any type of feeeral subsidy.
.'re has been virtually-10 enforcement
vocational education. 'he Office forvi l FOlgt=s (OCIF) did . issue any interpretation of the basic Title

replartons any c:,rWiance policies which are dtrEctly applicable
is vocational education until required to do so by court order. Data'
aroilecti on, comp iance reviews, and complaint investigations in the area

vocational education haVe been so deficient that -even the. most sus-
pect dfitscriminetery practices have not been found to be illegal_1°

Un4er Title IX, the Office for Civil Rights has developed and is-
s ed cPwomaiance policies applicable to sex discrimination in vocational
= loco1s,.I1 They :specifically address admission, recruitment, counsel -

1g, j placement, employment, and program segregattkon practices.. Vo-
time]. school officials are far better advised as -1= what steps must
taken to comply with Title IX than they are with respect to Title VI.
e ar e no' caparable compl iance pol icies for Title- VI.

The la'ck of Title VI and Title IX enforcement, including the area
vocational education, has required private. plaintiff:s to initiate
igation against the Departmentof Health, Education and Welfare

sewing to have these federal statutes enforced.12

In the Adams v. Califano case, the District Court -Pro the District
of Volumbia ordered OCR in 1973 "to implement without unreasonable de-
lay 4:121 enforcement program adequate to secure Title VI Jicompl lance with
_spec *_ to vocational and uther schools administered or coperated by
State ;separtments of Education sufficient to assure their compliance
with -711-tle VI, including reporting and on-site reviews.' OCR subse-
quently conducted a survey in 1974 of 1,507 area vocational schools.
Based on 1,000 responses, OCR found that 67 schools disclosed immediate
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compliance problems- All but three were.!totally ignored. Mars few
compliance reviews zand complaint investigations uncovered :32sorious
disproportion of mboarity faculty and adodnistrators, (2) waciaMy and
sexually identifiable vocational schools and course offerings, ;3) evi-
dencenf racial gerronondering of vocational school districts-.(4) voca-
tion] school admissbnin practices which had a racially adverse impact,
(5) -ftwt.aimpst total ',essence of minorities and women in apprentice pro-
grams Cmonductedin mocational schools With one exception, MR took no
steps rnmenforce tint law.

Jr May of 197Toxlaikftiffs in Adams filed a Motion for Sher Re-
flief moach assertedatiEW had "contemptuously defied" the-EE73 Order
4th .respect to staae-oonwated special-purpose and vocationar schools.
711Ne_diallenge to Oars -!.."441ure to enforce civil rights statutes culmin-
itee in a consent decree in December 1977 which requires the mgency to
0-Irellop policies aptylitcattle to vocational schools, to conduct 2 speci-

Anamber of complianwereviews, and to conduct a nationwide civil
ris-fts survey of vacat-onal schools in order to identify schools that
many ootentially be violating the law.

The Office for Cirvirl Rights is not the only part of the Department
of health, Education,antrWelfare which has responsibility for assuring
nonniscrimination in vocational education programs receiving federal
financial assistance. !n response to Congressional criticism of its
laci of monitoring ar enforcement, the Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Educ..ation in the Off*. of Education in 1976 and 1977 undertook reviews
of t-wz e vocational venation departments, called Management Evaluation
Reams for Complianok. (MERCs). Late in-the design of the MERCs, the.
Boreal decided to inClUde some Title IX questions. However, the Title
IX component' of theMIEEs is limited primarily to effiployment practices
of state vocationalcation departments, although one question is
directed at sexually-based admissions requirements to vocational cour-
ses. The MERCs as presently constituted do not examine the state agency's
responsibility for insuring compliance with Title IX in either state-
operated or locally-administered vocational schools.. Noticeably absent
from the Bureau's MERCs are any questions related to race. No'questions
covering Title IX compliance are asked. The Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education is oblivious to the issue of racial discrimination in
vocational education.

This paper is an attempt to outline the major Title VI and Title IX
compliance issues in vocational education which must be addressed by
the civil rights enforcement agency (OCR), by the program operating
agency (OE/BOAE), and by the National Institute of Education's voca-
tional education study. It does not purport to say which vocational
school policies and practices do or do not constitute a violation of
Title VI or Title IX. Rather, the paper's purpose is (1) to identify
the evidence regarding the participation, or lack thereof, of minority13
and women students and staff in vocational schools; (2) to define the
compliance issues which arise from the extent of minority and female
participation in vocational education; and (3) to offer suggestions for
research and data collection on race and sex compliance issues which
ought to be addressed by the National Institute of Education in its Con-
gressionally mandated study of-vocational education programs.
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Access to Vocational Education

To. what extent do minorities and women have access to vocational
schools, particularly those which offer high-quaitty, diversified pro-
grams that prepare their students for skilled and well-paid employment?The answer to that question is that most black an female students donot have equal access to the best vocational schocis nor to a full rangeof programs. The harriers are multiple. They intaude the location 7=schools, the creation of vocational school districts, raciatgerrymap-
dering,.dmal attendance zones, segregated bramches. program'differenti-ation, and admissions criteria. The factors whicr Letermine what kindsof students have access to which types of schools are variously deter-mined by financial' considerations, state law or state school board poli-
cy, school district wealth, local school board or administrative deci-sions, and educational practices. When any one or znmbination of these.factors has the effect of adversely limiting access to black or female
students, the result is a denial of equaleducatf:osel opportunity.

Geographic location of schools and districts.. One of the more com-
mon barriers preventing the access of black students to vocational edu-cation is the location of newer and more modern -FacilitieS outside ofurban areas with high concentrations of nonwhit& population. Federalassistance for vocational school construction has fostered the growth

iof area vocational. schools operated by consortia of suburbandistricts.
The.creation of regional vocational school districts has often dupli-
cated city/suburban attendance patterns.

The Advis6ky Council on Vocational Education reported in 1968 that.in the three years after the, effective date of the.Vocational EducationAct of 1963, 45 states had funded 689 construction projects. In the
years 1965 and 1966, 72 projects were identified as specialize highschools, 181 as departments of regular high schools, 113 as tc.:lical
or vocational schools, and 77 as departments of postsecondary schools.A major limitation, the Council said, was "that large cities tended to
be shorted in the allocation of construction funds relative to their
critical need for facilities."14 By the mid-1970's, the number of fed-
erally assisted area vocational schools had increased to more than 2,000.'

The Office of Education reported that in the 1972-73 school year,47% of the secondary vocational education classes were located in small
cities, 22% were in rural areas, and 16% were in large' cities. Of the
postsecondary classes offered by secondary districts, were located
in small cities, 27% were located in the suburbs of barge cities, and
12% were located in large Cities.16

More recently, the Massachusetts Advisory Council on Vocational-
'Technical Education conducted a study of minority and female access to
vocational schools in the Boston and Springfield Metropolitan Areas.The Council found that 36% of all schools in these areas reflected a
significant difference between the proportion of nonwhite students intheir service area. Schools with significantly higher proportions of
nonwhites were located in Boston and Cambridge, while three of the
eight regional vocational-technical schools had significantly lower pro7
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Portions of !Nonwhite students. Urban students in the Boston area,,the
Council ariOaded, do not have equal access to.newer vocational` schools
and more mermed skills programs compared to suburban students. The muni-

cipal scania., to which urban students have access are generally older,
spend less Per pupil, and offer fewer programs than regional vocational
1schools-11

-Nair school vocational enrollment at the secondary level in -cen-
tral cities is largely confined to comprehensive high schools with vo-
cationail departments, although high schools specializing in vocational'
and technical programs do exist. The vocational courses offered in
these comprehensive high schools are tyPically the traditional programs
such as auto mechanics, home economics, cosmetology, or wood shop, which
produce the least saleable skills or prepare students for employment
where there is the least demand. Proprietary schools offering special-
ized technical training are also found in large cities, but tuition
costs mould prohibit attendance by minority youth, .a large proportion
of whom are unemployed. Even if suburban vocational schools admitted
city students, the difficulty and cost of commuting effectively limits
their accessto high quality programs and thus to good-paying jobs.

While it is true that the enormous amounts of matching' funds re-
quired for construction in cities may have deterred the building of
new. vocational - technical` schools, financial considerations are not the
only reason that minorities have been denied access to good vocational
preparation. School systems have created regional vocational school dis-
tricts which have excluded cities and even systems with concentrations
of minority students. These districts are either established pursuant
to state law or approved by state education agencies which, as recipi-
ents of federal funds, are-subject to Title VI.

The-Office for Civil Rights uncovered an example of separate and
unequal vocational schools during its 1973 review in the greater Harris-
burg (Pennsylvania) area.18 The Harrisburg-Steelton-Highspire 'area vo-
cational Fchool was established in 1967 to serve the city of Harrisburg
(60% black enrollment) and the Steelton-Highspire School District(26% black).
Those two school/systems had-the highest black proportion in the metro-
politan area. In 1965 the Dauphin County area vocational school dis-
trict was created to serve six schdol districts surrounding Harrisburg
and Steelton-Highspire. The combined enrollment in these six districts

was 2.5% black. The Dauphin area vocational school's black enrollment
reflected:the proportion of black students in the sending schools.
Black enrollment at the Harrisburg-Steelton-Highspire school was 5%
higher than the black proportion in its sending schools.

The Dauphin school was located in one new and modern building.
Harrisburg's vocational facilities were scattered throughout the city.
Dauphin offered several pv.ograms which Harrisburg did not: chemical

technology, scientific data processing, air conditioning and refriger-
o ation, commercial art, textile and apparel trades, and carpenter and
machinist apprenticeship classes. A state official told OCR that. he
suspected that the reason why Harrisburg and Steelton-Highspire were not
included in the regional consortium was that white county residents did
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not want their children attending a school with a high black enrollment.

The federal government has undoubtedly contributed to the creation
of a system of separate and unequal vocational schools in America's ur-
ban districts. There exists, however, no nationally available informa-
tion that this is so. Between 1965 and 1973 approximately 16% of the
basic federal vocational education grants to states was spent on school
construction.19- The Office of Education gathePs figures annually on the
amount of federal dollars expended for vocational school construction,20
but it does not collect race or sex enrollment data on these federally
assisted projects.21 The Office of Education does not require state de-
partments of vocational education to conduct. an analysis of the racial -

impact of proposed construction or renovation so that OCR .could deter-
mine whether a TitleVI violation exists. Such a finding should imme-
diately result in suspending federal money.22

Segregation within school districts. Within a single school dis-
trict, the creation of dual attenctnce zones,.separate branches, and

_program differentiation has the effect of denying access to minorities
and women. Although some of these practices are remnants of the de jure
system of racial segregation in Southern states, there is evidence that
they are a Northern phenomeriOn as well. The 1974 OCR survey of area
vocational schools in Louisiana documents that there are 15 parishes
each of which is served by two or more vocational schools which still
retain their, racial .identifiability from the days of legal segregation.
Boston Trade High School has a 72.5% nonwhite enrollment, while the Bos-
ton Technical High School is Z2.8% nonwhite. The tenth through twelfth
grade population from which these two schools draw their students is
about 40% nonwhite.23 Philadelphia has three area vocational schools
which have service areas ranging from 33% to 65% nonwhite. The three
schools have, respectively, a 25%, 87%, and 93% black enrollment.

An Office for Civil Rights review of the Augusta (Georgia) area
vocational school found that the school had two branches, one 85% white
with a nearly all-white faculty and one 70% black with a two-thirds
black faculty. Five courses were duplicated at the two branches. A
third branch housed health and nursing courses which were almost exclu-
sively. female.24

The Gera al Accounting Office found a secondary area vocational
school that located all its clerical, health, and cosmetology programs
in one building and all its other courses in an adjacent building. The
female students interviewed by.GAO said that the courses they were tak-
ing did not necessarily coincide with what they hoped to do later in
life but that their training choices were limited because they were not
allowed to go into the "boys" building.25 Program differentiation be-
tween traditionally male and traditionally female courses not only cre-
ates sexually segregated schools,26 but it also restricts the access
of women to the type of training that leads to higher paying jobs.

Fifteen of the 17 municipal schools in the Boston area had 20% or
fewer female students. One 114d a female enrollment in the 31-40% range.
.One school was 77.6% female.2' Seven of the eight Boston area regional
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vocational-technical schools enrolled 30% or fewer women. The eighth'
school was 61%.female, and 87% of its female students were enrolled in
two prOgrams--home economics and office,occupatiOns.

Of the eight Springfield, Massachusetts area vocational schools,
seven had female enrollments of Tess than 40%.. One, the'Springfield High
School of Commerce, was 76.3% female because it offered typing, stenogra-
phy, office practice, business management, data processing, bookkeeping,
and business mathematics. Springfield Technical High School, one of the
two other vocational schools serving students-in the city, offered a col-
lege preparatory program and a technical prograw which included mechani-
cal drawing, architectural drawing, woodworking; graphic artseprinting,
auto shop,and machine shop.28

Program differentiation also occurs between majority white, and major-
ity black schools.. The courses which train for higher paying jobs are
offered in predominantly white schools. An Office for Civil Rights
analysis of Alabama vocational schools shows that there is a correlation
between the racial composition of state-operated schools in three majv
cities and the presence of an air conditioning prbgram (See Table 1).9

TABLE 1

Presence of. Air Conditioning Program in Vocational Schools

Schools Offering an Air Conditioning, Program

School City %, Black'

S. W. State Mobile 21

Shelton State Tuscaloosa 21

Jefferson State Birmingham 13

Schools Not Offering an Air Conditioning Program

School City % Black

Carver State Mobile 84

Tuscaloosa State Tuscaloosa 96

Lawson State Birmingham 99

SOURCE: Office for civil Rights
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Admission,criteria. Vocational schools are often thought of as
open-enrollment institutions. That is far from the case; especially
in the better vocational schools with the more sophisticated programs.
A host of admissions criteria confront students who seek vocational
preparation. They. include: (1)'previous academic record, (2) school
attendance records, (3) a record suspension or other disciplinary .

acts, (4) I.Q. tests, (51 aptitude test performance, (6) vocational in-
terest inventories,-(7)a high school diploma or its equivalent, (8) un-,
ion apprenticeship, (9) inqutries concerning marital status,- dependents,
and financial support, (10) pregnancy and (11,) course prerequisites. A
few criteria are sometimes required for state licensure and are there-
fore out of the control.of school officials. Some are required only
for specific programs. For applicants for traditionally female courses,
inquiries about their marital status, dependents, and financial support,
are 'outright illegal under Title IX.30 The problem with such criteria
as academic, attendance, and disciplinary records, and I.Q. and apti-
tude test scores, is that they have never been validated for successful
completion of vocational training. Where any of these criteria have a
racially or sexually adverse impact on vocational school admissions,
the result is to deny access to minorities and women.

In many districts, minority students are disproportionately suspen-
ded and expelled from schoo1.31 Minority students do not perform as
Well on standardized achievement and I.Q. tests. Not only will these
criteria have a racially adverse impact, they do not necessarily pre-
lict a student's deportment in a vocational school or his or her ability

acquire skills. The very-lack of motivation which is said. to a.c._ount
poor attendance, discipline, and achievement may be reversed by the'

P;?ortunity p learn skills which will lead to gainful employment.

The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), developed by the Depart-
ment of Labor for use by state employment services, is one of several
tests used in vocational schools. A nongovernmental user of the test
mustsign a Release Agreement Form' which includes a statement that the
GATB will be used only in'counseling. The counseling role of theGATB,
however, precludes its use as an admission requirement; a priority
assignment device for a program within a school, or as a screening de-,
vice for entry into specific courses. As a tool'for vocational coun-
seling and placement, as opposed to-the placement of trained applicants,
the use of the GATB has been called into question:

L

USTES (United States Training andEmployment Servicenepart-
ment of Labor) has presented no direct evidence to indicate
that individuals with high test scores'on a given test can
learn to do any job better than individuals with low scores.
In the absenCe of evidence to the contrary, the GATB subtests
Must be interpreted as-measures of ourrtat status and not
'ability to learn.32

-Once students are admitte , there may be other tests and prerequi-
sites required for course plac ent. Excess demand for the most popu-
lar course may result in students being required to demonstrate parti-
cular intere t and ability or to have the recommendation of a teacher
mcounselor.

.
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A different kind of admissions barrier 'is the quota that a regional
vocational school frequently assigns,to the several districts it serves.
Students in each sending district are therefore-competing for a finite
number of spaces. When in addition they must present evidence of good
scholastic attainment, exemplary deportment, and "interest," the compe-

tition becomes acute.33 Indeed, some vocational' schools are very elite

institutions. Sch6O1 administrators have the luxury of selecting the
students they believe, by their definition, will be successful. Minor-

ities and females who may be perceived to have "special needs" or to
be students who wilt not "fit in" to the school's elitist image of it-
self will be screened out.

Underrepresentation of minorities and women. Although Womer and

minorities nationally are overrepresented in secondary vocational

school enrollments compared to their proportion in'the high school pop-

ulation,34 they are underrepresented in some vocational schools. For

example, the Pennsylvania Human Relations Commission reports that wo-

-men constitute just under 50% of :all. pupils in grades 10 through 12 of

the state's high schools and make up 60% of the secondary vocational

programs in those schools, yet they represent only 36% of all students,

enrolled in the 65 area vocational technical schools.35 In the ilorida

study, only 36% of the area vocational schools'. enrollment were women.

The Massachusetts Advisory-Council found that 13.7% of all students

attending. municipal vocational schools and 26,3% of all students attend-

Ong regional vocationalschools in the Boston metropolitan area were

'women. Females constitute 36.2% of all those enrolled in Springfield

area vocatjppal schools. The Council's report concludeg that women were

the most unaerrepresented group of students included in its-study:i6 The

Advisoof Council on Vocational Education reported in the 1960's VIAt

limited information indicates that,, in large cities, a
higher proportion of Negro than white youth tends tolbe.
enrolled in vocational courses, while the opposite, is true

elsewhere. However, given their gross underenrollment in

college, the occupational training needs of Negro and other

minority youth are far greater'than these enrollments could

meet. Although there,a e no hard data, experience suggests
underrepresentation of Negroes-in vocational 'courses in

rural and small city schools and gross underrepresentation

in postsecondary vocational-education and.adult extension

courses.."

More than a decade later, there are still...no hard data on-which
to base an assessment of how the multiple barriers affect the access
of minorities and Women to which kinds of schools. But it is clear

that governmental actions at all levels, not just societal pressures
and personal choice, are responsible for erecting the barriers that
have an adverse,impact on the preparation of minorities and women for

the labor market.

Distribution of Funds

In 1974 the General Accounting Office reported on the basis of OE

statistics that "only 51% of the federal funds used for vocational
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education in the Fiscal Year 1973 were' directed to metropolitan areas
where 69% of the nation's population resided during the 1970 Census:Q8
Evidence of an anti-urban bias in the distribution of federal vocational
education funds is inconsistent. A Syracuse University Research Corpor-
ation study found that, except for Title I. of the Elementary andtecon-
dary Education Act, large cities were receiving less federal aid than
their proportionate share of the state's population would imply: The
50 largest cities with 21.3% of the pupil enrollment in their 'combined
28 states and 26.4% of the disadvantages Title I count received 15.9%
of vocational education funds.39 An Office of Education study, however,
reports no anti-central-city bias in the distribution of federal voca-
tional education money.40

Two studies of the allocation of fed/eral and state money in Massa-
chusetts do document discrimination agalnst vocational schools located
in cities. While only 11% of all vocational students attended regional
vocational schools in the 1973-74 school year, 53% of all federal and
state funds were allocated to these schools, which are located primarily
in suburban areas and do not draw their students from economically de-
pressed areas.41

There simply is no thorough analysis of vocational school finance,
but the evidence available convinced Congress that federal vocational
education funds were not concentrated where the need is the greatest,
that is in poor areaswith high youth unemployment. In many states,
such areas are also likely to hm413igh concentrations Of blacks -and
other minority youth. The 1976 Vocational Education Amendments soUght-
to redirect-federal funds to 'the area of greatest need and Tequired the
National,Institute of Education to assess the impact of this, as well
as imposing other requirements. In addition to documenting the geo-
graphic distribution.of federal and state dollars within.states, the
question of whether there is discrimination against minorities and wo-
men in the allocation of financial resources must also be examined.
,Intrastate and intradistrict funding patterns must be explored to find
out whether suburban, predominantly white, schools, spend more, about
the same, orles1 than city schools of comparable size. Per-pupil ex-
penditures for schools and _courses which are predominantly minority or

(female as compared to those schools and programs which are heavily white
and male should be documented. One can surmise that training in home
economics and office occupations might cost less per pupil than machine
shop-end other technical programs, that Masonry and food service programs
do not cost as much per pupil as air conditioning and aircraft mechanic
programs. But where the same or very similar courses are provided for
different racial and economic groups, are there disparities-in expendi-
tures? What causes them? If disparities do exist, a legal analysis is
required to determine whether recipients of fedgral financial assistance
are violating Title VI or Title IX in the distribution of vocational
education funds. If there are manifest race or sex disparities in the
distribution of federal money, the responsibility of the federa: govern-
ment must also be studied.
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Because so little concrete information exists about whether there
is discrimination against minortties and women in the distribution of
federal and state vocational education funds, this paper can only suggest
what the research and compliance issues are. The indirect evidence--school
location, quality of facilities, course offerings, enrollment and staffing
patterns, the provision of tither services to students--leaves no doubt
that there is a serious problem which awaits a thorough and comprehensive

analysis.

Within-School Patterns of Race and Sex Enrollment

Statistical documentation of minority and female participation in

different vocational courses is abundant. The problem is not finding

out what the facts are but rather determining what they prove with res-

pect to Title VI and Title IX.

The most useful source of race and sex enrollment data to date is

the survey of area vocational-technical schools conducted by the Office

for Civil Rights in the 1973-74 school year. That survey covered every

state and included a cross-section of secondary and postsecondary schools,

facilities in central cities, suburbs, small towns, and rural areas,

and state and locally operated institutions. It also:reported minority

population in the service area, the names of feeder schools, race and

sex participation' in apprentice programs,'and the minority and female_

composition of. instructors and administrators. Summaries of the data

for four states reveal the general patterns.42

Connecticut. Women made up only 10% of the total enrollment in the

14 state-operated schools surveyed, perhaps because those schools did

not offer marketing and distributive eddCation or business and office

occupations. Health programs were 97% female; home economics was 77%,

-female (all males were in food management); cosmetology was,99.5% fe-

male; trade and technical subjects had very few women. Nonwhite en-

rollment, which was 8% overall, ranged from 2% in Air conditioning,

to 8% in nursing and dental assistant-training, 8% in auto mechanics,

and.17% in food management.

Florida. Florida's area vocational schools are a combination of

seconiTaTia postsecondary institutions. and of local and state opera-

tion. Female enrollment was more than 90% of the-total in health and(

office occupations,and home economics; 52% in marketing (floristry

was over half female); 19% in technical programs; 14% in agriculture, and

11% in trade courses." The state's total minority population was repor-

ted as 15.8% and the black population as 12.2%. 'Yet total minorities

represented 22% and blacks 19% of the enrollment in area vocational

schools. Their distribution across broad occupational categories was

as shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

Distribution of Minority Enrollment, Florida Vocational Schools

Category All Minorities Black

,Office occupations: 32% 29%
Home Economics: 23% 21%
Marketing: 22 19

Trade: 18 15

Health: 16 14

Agriculture: 16 15

Technical courses: 12 10

SOURCE: OffiCe for Civil Rights.

Massachusetts. In 14-of the 23 regional vocational high schools
responding to the survey, the enrollment was 24% female. Business and
office ccupations, hoMe economics,' and health programs had enrollments
th ere, respectively, 80%, 88%, and 96% female'. 'The marketing cate-
g ry was 44% women overall, but when food services and distributive edu-
cation' were subtracted, the female-enrollment dropped to 3%. Techni-,
cal occupations were 11% female. Trade and industrial programs were
6% female, but 60% of these women were taking commercial art, cosmetol-
ogy, and quantity food preparation. Unfortunately; data on minorities
by program are unavailable.

North Carolina. The area vocational schools surveyed in this state
are all community colleges. Women represented 37% of the enrollment.
Blacks constituted 20% of the enrollment, just slightly lower than the
state's 22.2% black population. Women made up 89% of the enrollment
in health, programs, 96% in home economics., 15% in trades,:and 11% in
technical courses. Forty-two percent of the students in office occu-,
pations were women; men were concentrated in three programs - manage-
ment, accounting, and aata processing. In home economics, 32% of the
enrollment was made up of.black women. Black enrollment in trade occu-
pations was reported at 40%, largely because,black women in cosmetology
and art were included in this category.:

.

Texas. The female enrol*ent in the'area vocational schools sur-
mica was 34%, concentrated in the traditional prograths: health (84%),
home economics (83%), and office occupations (57%). It was extremely
low in trade (9%) and technical (4%) programs.

Table 3 shows the distribution of the minority enrollment
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by occupational category:-

TABLE 3

Distribution of Mfnority Enrollment, Texas Vocational Schools

Category All Minorities Black Spanish

Total Enrollment: 27.0% 14.0% 13.0%

Home Economics: 74.0 49.0 25.0

Office: 37.0 12.0 24.0

Trade: 28.0 9.0 18.0

Health: 25.0 13.0 12.0

Technical: 21.5 6.0 14.7

Marketing: 20.0 8.6 11.0

Agriculture: 5.9 4.0 2.0

SOURCE: Office for Civil Rights.

The OCR analysis notes that all minorities constitute 31.6% of the total

population in. Texas. Although,14% of the enrollment in, the schools re.

porting was black, 30% of the total black enrollment was found in one

Fort Worth school. Ninety-six percent of the Spanish-surname enroll-

ment was clustered in six Fort Worth schools.

The enrollment figures reported by broad occupational categories

from these five selected states do not reveal the often substantial mi-

nority and female concentrations.in certain courses within those cate-

Odes. The patterns do confirm, however, that vocational training

is perpetuating the racial and sexual stratification in the labor mar-

ket. Women and minorities are underrepresented in training leading to

higher-paid occupations. They are overrepresented in courses leading to
the less skilled and lower-pa/ing jobs. Within traditionally,male and

female courses, there are racial differences. In Louisiana area vo-

cational schools, for example, 26% of the'enrdilment in the health occu-
pations category was black; but while 51% of those in nurses' afd training

were black, onfly/26% of those training to be nurses were.black.

Although the factors inftuenctng a,student's selection of vocational

training are manifold, the central question is what role school officials

play. How much of the race and sex disparities is attributable to the
actions of principals, ,teachers, and counseloi-s?

It is not always easy to ascertain the effect of counseling upon
student course selection, primarily because other persons--parents°and

peers--also have, an obvious influence. Nonetheless, counselors do have
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a considerable influence, as, demonstrated by a study conducted by theNorfolk (Virginia) Public Schools and a report by the American Friends
Service Committee on Title IX implementation in six Southern states.43
Questionnaires were administered to 195 students at the Norfolk Techni-cal-Vocational Center. Fifty-eight percent of the students surveyedfelt that counselors influenced to some degree'their selection of cour-ses. Over half of the students had discussed specific courses withtheir counselors, with 88% of the students reporting that their coun-selors had encouraged them to pursue the courses in which they themselveswere interested. More than a third (38%) of the students said that coun-selors were the source of their first serious interest in attending vo-cational school. A questionnaire administered to senior high schoolguidance counselors revealed that 42% of them reported differentiatingbetween appropriate courses for men and for women.

The Norfolk study showed that counselors had a greater influence onblack than on white students. Students by each race/sex group were askedif counselors had "some influence" on-their course selection. Forty-sixpercent of the black women and 48% of the black men said yes, while only27% of the white women and 24% of the white men said yes. Affirmativeanswers to the question of whether
counselors had had "no influence" oncourse selection were as follows: whit(J. man 62%, white women 48%, blackwomen 25%, and black men 19%.

If black students are more heavily influenced by counselors thanwhite students are, and if black students are clustered in the programspreparing them for menial, low-paying, nor -union jobs, then questions ofTitle VI compliance'do arise. Similarly, when women face a greater bur-den of proof of their interest and ability in training which isnontra-ditional for their sex, such admissions criteria would constitute a vio-lation of Title IX. The difficulty of documenting the actions of coun-selors is not to be
underestimated..-However, OCR has not addressed thequestion of whether the racially or sexually adverse impact of counsel-ors' influence is a violation of Title VI or Title IX or whether reme-dial action. is-legally 'required.

Vocational Education and Work Opportunity

Actual experience on a job, during a' student's career in a vocation-al school is an important part of his or her preparation for, the labormarket. Almost one quarter of all secondary vocational students parti-cipate in work-study and cooperative education programs". Are blacks andwomen participating in thete programs in proportion to'their presencein the vocational ,.enrollment?. Do-they. share equally with white men theopportunity to earn the.equivalent.wages'and to work in jobs related tothe field in which they are-enrolled? The evidence is' that they.do not,but more detailed documentation of.this problem is needed. _

The data, meager though they are, show that a higher proportion.of
whites than blacks are participating in cooperative education and work-.study and that whites, more so .than blacks, are likely to be working in
jobs .related to their field of training in vocational schools. The plc..:ture for women is somewhat different. Approximately the same proportion
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of men and women are participating in cooperative education and work-
study, but men tend to work more hours a week and in'jobs mor., closely
related to their classroom training.44

Job placement services are yet another service vocational schools
may provide for their studehts. Whether job placement isdone informally
by course instructors or through a structured program, the issue is
Whether such a service is made equally available to minorities and wo-
men. Job placement programs must be investigated and statistics gathered
in order to answer this question, for no Such information is presently
collected by the states or the Office of Education.

Title VI and Title IX regulations clearly cover nondiscrimination,
in any service such as work-study, cooperative education, and job place-
ment provided by recipients of federal financial assistance.45 Voca-
tional schools must be cognizant of the equal opportunity record of em-

,

ployers to which they refer students. For a vocational school to say
that it does business only with equal upportJnity employers is not enough.
It must keep records by race and sex of those students referred, those
interviewed, those hired, as well as the type of job and salary obtained.
Vocational schools must decline to make their facilities and services
available"to emplbyers who discriminate in hiringdand promotion, whether
those companies are employing graduates of the school or work-study and
cooperative education students.

Apprentice Programs in Vocational Schools

Many vocational schools offer apprenticeshiprograms which a-.-e
operated by unions or employers- The school.may lease or make'avail-
able classrooms and shops at.no charge.- In some cases, the school may
even pay the apprenticeship instructor. Apprentice programs are an im-
portant part/of a vocational school's program because they lead directly
to well-paid, union jobs which` are_ the bottom rung .of the industrial
job structure.

Apprenticeship programs in area vocational schools are overwhelmingly
dominated by white males, as is'demonstrated'by the statistics taken,from
the 1974 OCR survey, as shown in Table 4.

The exclusion of,blacks from unions; especially in the construc-
(-:

tion trades; is. wellknown.46- Only recently have women begun to eger

traditionally male, blue-collar jobs in industry and construction.'"

The question for vocational schools is whether they may make their facil-

ities available to union apprenticeship classes from which minorities

and women are excluded.: While schools are not responsible forthe dis-

criminatoryconduct"of'unions or employers, they are prohibited by Title

VI and Title IX from providing any service, or other,benent, in their

facility that discriminates on the basis of race, or sex.4°

v.,
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TABLE 4

Proportion of Black and Female'Enrorment in Apprenti Programs

State % Black

Connecticut 5.0 a

.Florida 3.0 3.7

Georgia 9.0 0.0

Massachusetts 0.6 0.09

North Carolina 14.0 0.4

Pennsylvania 12.0 NA

31mAlirCarolina 22.0 7.6

Texas
10.5 0.6

Virginia 8.0 0.7

SOURCE: Office for Civil Rights.

ain Connecticut there was one woman apprentice, an apprentice chef.
k--.

-Ninety-eight percent of All Pennsylvania blacks in,apprentice
programs Wei,etn.one Philadelphia:. school. Althougn that school had a
93% black.enralrent in its vocational programs, only 23% of the appren-
tice classes were black.

The Office for Civil Rtghts has never issued ,a policy interpreta-
tion that thee. Title VI and Title IX regulations apply specifically to
vocational sch6oIs-that make their services available to unions which
exclude, minortties-Andrwomen. Nor has OCR stated what action vocational
schools musts take with respect to apprenticeship classes conducted intheir facility.

Employment!

Both,Title'VI and Title IX cover all employees in all vocational
schools rece4ing federal,funds.49 Forty-nine percent of allyoca--tional education teachers in secondary school systems are women, but
they are-prerwhelmingly concentrated in health and home economics.50

.
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Black teachers represent 8% of all teachers in these school systems, and
20% of these are teaching home economics.51

The OCR survey of area vocational schools, as well as the compliance
reviews and complaint investigations it has conducted, document serious
underrepresentation of minority teachers even in predominantly no,iwhite
schools. Women instructors are, by and lenge, teaching traditionally
female courses. In a random sample of 400 area vocational schools, 93%
of the:directors were found to be men.52 Even when presented with sub-
stantial evidence of discrimination in employment, OCR has failed to
enforce Title VI.53

Vocational education administrators contend that black teachers are
hard to find because wages in private industry are so much more attrac-
tive than the salaries that they offer. But if they can find whites to
teach at those salaries, why can they not find blacks? If hiring is

,donelocally or through state civil service systems, recruitment and,
hiring practices -which are discriminatory must be corrected.

Other employment practices--promotion, compensation, job classifi-
cation and assignment, and fringe benefits--must also be examined for
their discriminatory effects. For a field in which black students are
so heavily represented, there are both legal and educational reasons why
the number-of black teachers and administrators should be increased dra-
matically. -If sex stereotyping in vocational programs is to be eradi-
cated, women must be tratned and recruited to teach the traditionally
male-dominated courses so that female students will be encouraged to,en-
roll. Women have been severely disadvantaged in the award of grants un-
der'the Education Professions Development Act.54 As single=sex schools
are eliminated aneractally dual ones dismantled, women and black voca-
tional educators must not bear the brunt by being demoted.

Finally, the race and sex employMent patterns Of state departments
of vocational education deserve special, scrutiny. At present there are
only two women'and black state directors- of vocational education. Staffs
of state departments are predominantly white male. Women professionali
are almost exclusively home economics or business supervisors or the
sex ,bias employee required by the 1976 Act..

The entire area of employment in vocational education is one where
data are sorely needed and could be-collected by requiring the infor-
mation in the annual accountability report submitted to the Office of
Education. luff: more tmportant is the need for enforcement by OCR and
the establishment of affirmative action reqUirements by OE.

Recommendations for Research

The Nationnstitute of Education's mandate in the Education Amend-
ments of-19761s to conduct a 'study of vocational education, including
"an examination of how to achieve compliance with, and enforcement of,
the provisions of applicable laws of the United States." That study
must'include the two princiPal,nondiscrimination statutes, Title VI and
Title IX.

\\
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Five major research projects are suggested by the compliance issues
addressed in this paper. In each research area, NIE's task is twofold.
First, it must examine state and local governmental actions which affect
minority and female access to and participation in vocational education,
and report to Congress on the extent to which state departments of voca-
tional education and schools are complying with the requirements of Title
VI and Title IX. Second, the adequacy of federal enforcement of.these
nondiscrimination requirements by the Office of Education and the Office
for Civil Rights warrants NIE's attention. The 1976 Amendments have set
in place a number of planning and accountability mechanisms which could
be the vehicles by which civil rights compliance is brought about. Title.
VI and Title IX carry with them a potent weapon--the threat of losing
federal funds for failure to comply. The federal government must use
that sanction if the historic and pervasive race and sex discrimination
in vocational education is ever to be uprooted.

Vocational school finance. A comprehensive examination of vocation-
al school finance should be a high priority. Among the questions it
should explore are:

1. What are the patterns of distribution of state vocational edu-
cation money relative to geographic area, level and type of training,
minority_ population centers? Is the allocation of .state fundsdetri-
mental to districts or schools whose service area is heavily minority?
Analysis of state funding patterns, prior to,-as well as subsequent to,
the ,1976 Act would help assess the.impact of that legislation. The ex--
tent to whith federal requirements may affect the distribution of the
states' own funds should be investigated.

2. What are the differences in per-pupil expenditure among schools
and programs with varying racial and sexual characteristics?

3. Has the distribution of federal financial assistance by states
been disadvantageous to districts,or schools which have higher propor-
Mons. of nonwhite students?

Vocational school construction. What has been the federal contri-
bution, from all sources, to the construction or renovation of area
vocational schools? Such a study should answer these questions:

1. What has been the racial and geographic impact, of these ex-
penditures?

.

.

2. How many and what kinds.of federally assisted projects have
been located in utilan, suburban,'small town, 'and rural areas? How
has the construction or renovation affected enrollment patterns and
program quality in neighboring schools?

3. What are the factors that gOvern state decision making with
regard to location of new schools, additions to other schools,, or
renovation and upgrading of existing institutions?
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Vocational school governance structure. Has the creation of special
ovocational schoot districts, regional cons2rtia, or state-operated insti-
tutions had an adverse impact on minoritylnd female access to a diver-
sified vocational education curriculum?

'1. What, are the state laws, policies, and practices which govern
the establishment of regional districts and state institutions?

2. Has state action resulted in the creation of separate and un-
equal vocational training for minorities and women?

Cooperative education and work study. Because so little definitive
evidence exists of the extent to which minorities and women participate
in cooperative education and work study, data on this subject should be
gathered and analyzed. The study should determine the extent of partici-
pation for each race/sex group ofstudents relative to the type of em-
ployment, its relevance to classroom training, the wages earned, and re-
quirements for participation.

Admission criteria. There is a need to identify the more commonly
used requirements for admission to vocational schools andfor placement;

,-in programs. This project should:

1. Determine how the various criteria are used and assess whether
they are appropriate for their intended purposes.

2. Determine the extent'to which various criteria screenlminority
and female applicants out of vocational schools and programs.

3. tSeek out those requirements which validly predict successful
'completion of vocational preparation for different racial and ethnic

-.'groups and for women. 1

4. Examine academic and aptitude tests used by vocational schools
for race and sex bias.

30
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR SPECIAL-NEED TUDENTS

llis Hamilton

This paper seeks to pand the understanding of the problems of
special-need students in vocational education, primarily the disadvan-
taged and.handicapped for whom there are set-asides in vocational
education,legislation. Although the major emphasis of the paper is on
these above-mentioned groups, women are also included, since they too
'constitute. a minority group with special needs in vocational' education.
No set-asides have yet been initiated by'the Congress for'women in vo-
cational education, but sex discrimination is a majbr theme of the
Education Amendments of 1976, which require that state departments of ,-

vocational education expend $50,000 in a program that coordinates
women's

Many of the criticisms6f'vocational education cite its failure not
only to provide access tolvocational education in general, but also to
deyelop the specific types of programs that yould help to equalize the
life chances of students with special needs.' .One study found that nei-
ther public.nor proprietary schools had achieved much success in helping
minority students to overcome barriers of class and income.2 The re-
search found that only two out of ten minority graduates from both public
and proprietary'schools who choose professional or technical-level train-
ing ever get professional or technical-level jobs. No incidence of
upward mobility as a result of placement in vocational programs was found.

According.to a General Accounting Office report, 60 percent of the
'handicapped peopleTbetween the ages of 16 and 64 have never finished high
school. Few are receiving skill training to prepare them for employment;
in fact, less than 2 percent of the 13 million people served by vocational
educatibn in the U.S. in 1974 were handicapped.3

For women, the evidence also appears discouraging. One of the most
striking findings of employment statistics in the. U.S. over the. past
quarter century, is that women accounted for 60 percent of the total in-
crease in the size of the labor.force between 1950 and 1976.4 Their
occupations, however, have remained relatively static over the past 26
years; 56 percent of all working women are in clericaor.service occupa-
tiong.compared to 15 percent of all working men.5 According to,Eli
Ginzberg, these statistics lend support, to the view that the U.S. economy
has developed a-dual labor market in which white men have preferred ac-
cess to the good jobs while women and members of minority groups are
generally trapped in the poor jobs.6 It appears that vocational educa-
tion had done little to correct this imbalance; in 1974 of the 6.4
million women and girls enrolled in public vocational programs across
the country, 49 percent were being trained in home economics and another
28 percent in office practices.7

Phyllis Hamilton is a Behavioral Scientist at SRI International,
Menlo Park, California. 3/5
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The high expectation of the 1960'sthat the problems of students
with special needs would be met through vocational education does not
appear to have been realized. The Vocational Education Act (VEA) of

.1963 held the promise that all persons of all ages in all communities
would have ready access to vocational training that was of high quality
and stilted to their needs, interests, and ability to, benefit from such
training. Aware of the difficulties attached to meeting such goals,
the Congress specified in the 1968 Amendments that 15 percent of the ba-
sic state grant must be set aside fordisadvantaged students and 10
percent for handicapped. ;Thirteen years later, in the Education Amend-,

ments of 1976,Congress hiked the set-asides still further: 20 percent
for disadvantaged and 15 percent for handicapped.

Given these congressional mandates, what has gone wrong? What are-
the shortcomings in the vocational education system that have negatively
affected the life chances of students with special needs? What can be,
learned from Attie vocational education of the last decade to imilrove vo-
cational education in the future for disadvantaged and handicapped
students and to meet the new emphasis on the needs of women? These are
basic questions which the National Institute 'Of Education should address.

.

The Definitional Dilemma
-

.Any analySis of vocational education's failure to meet the nee
special-group,students must surely.start with the definitional probleAs
associated with the labels "disadvantaged" and "handicapped." The term
"disadvantaged" originated as'a euphemism for "poor people" and was ap-
plied to enrollees in the poverty-programs that started in the mid-1960's.
_Ultimately, the term became familiar to and was also adopted by vocation-
al educators, despite the fact that itwas not used in the VEA of 1963.

The difference between the poverty legislation and vocational edu-
cation legislation, howeyer; is that disadvantaged students in,vocatiOnal
education are selected on an individual basis ratheritLn by the target-
group forMula applied in antipoverty -0-ograms of the era. In fact, there
is some evidence'that vocational education legislation was designed to
overcome"the notion that the disadvantaged area monolithic group whose
problems can be addressed and presumably solved by a generalized group
progra0 The VEA Amendments of 1968 did permit the designation of tar-
'get areas or.grouos-for administrative purposes, but once such target
areas were identified, the emphasis still. had to be on the individdals
in need of remedial treatment.

In theory, the idea made, sense. In actuality, however, for most
vocational educators putting the idea-into practice was overwhelmingly
difficult..- 'Examination of state and local programs for the disadvantaged
reveals that the term "disadvantaged" has no common meaning; it varies
widely from state to state, from community to community, and from school
to school. John 'Walsh and Jan Totten found that the reason for the
legislation's emphasis on individual assessment was not well understood
at either the state or local level. In the absence of clear definitions,
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planning was extremely difficutt and programs were questionable:

Without clear definitions 'of the term "disadvantaged,"
and the application of individual assessment techniques,
planning -- except in a general. sense--was All but im-
possible. Planning was generally done on an, ad hoc basis;
that is,.the money was there to be spent, and projects had
to be designed to justify the expenditures. The types o.fr
occupational' training programs in which disadvantaged stu-
dents were being enrolled were few in number and of
questionable value.9

A common criticism of all community-level respondents interviewed in their
study was that the definition of the term "disadvantaged" was so broad that
virtually all students could bediagnosed as in some way disadvantaged. As
a result, the real disadvantaged were not being served.

Some see the problem of access as closely related to the inclusion of
the term 'regular vocational education programs " ,in the definition of dis-

.advantaged found in the 1968Amendments:

...persons (other than handicapped persons...) who have academic,
socioeconomic, or other handicaps that prevent them'from succeed-
ing in regular vocational education prograths. (My emphasis.)1u

Some vocational educators have construed this language narrowly to mean'
the set-aside funds can only be used for those who are in regular voca-
t I prograh.;.

Although vocational educators agree that, this aspect of the defini-
tion poses a problem, some are quick to suggest that there is a sound
rationale behind the creation of the original definition. As they per-
ceive it, since disadvantaged students in secondary schools are the
recipients of so many other services from federally funded programs, such
as Title I,thevocational education set-asides should' indeed be reserved
for those already in vocational education programs so as not to duplicate_
effort and federal expenditures.

Research evidence, however, shows that secondary and junior high
school students are receiOng mil,' a relatively small amount of Title I
funds. Throughout all regions of the country,. Title. I participation and
allotments have been concentrated in' the elementary grades: One examina-
tion of Title I funds found that approximately 81 percent of the total
participants and allotments were kindergarten, prekindergarten, and grades
1 though 6. Only 19 percent of the students'receiving Title I funds were
in grades 7 through 12. 11

Although handicapped students are more easily identified than dis-,
advantaged students, they too experience problems of definition. As
one study describes it:
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The very designation "handicapped" not only sets individuals
apart from the rest of the population but also carries with
it a strong negative connotation -of incompleteness and in,
competence., Even attempts.. to further classify the handicapped
into such categories as "educable mentally retarded," "speech
impaired," "hard of hearing," and "blind" are often arbitrary
in their failure to account for individyal"differences, and
are sometimes inaccurate or misleading. 12

This same study found that 'there was a trend, especially in rural
areas, to mix the handicapped and the disadvantaged in the same classes.
This practice was justified by some administrators on the ground that if
they did not mix the two together, there would, not be enough students in
either category for the school to qualify for state grants. In most
cases, however, the educational needs of. the two groups were quite dif-
ferent, and those classified as disadvantaged students resented being
placed in_classes with those categorized as mentally retarded.13

. An infestigation for Project Baseline also foUnd there to pe no
standardized criteria for including persons in either the disadvantaged
or handicapped categories. Lack of such criteria was found not only to
pose problems in identifying program participants, but also to impact on
policy and decision making, obscuring rules andregulations.14

Funding Patterns

An extremely important issue in vocational education is the manner
in which federal funds for special-needs programs are allocated among the
states and localities. One pf the few studies that attempts to trace
priorities and flows'for federal aid to the disadvantaged was conducted by
Michael Kirst and Joel Berke'who; in 19724 completed a six-state compara-
tive study of federal vocational funding.I5 The analysis focused-on the
state allocation pattern for urban disadvantaged.

The researchers found that the political culture and traditions of
state.education politics (different in every state) principally determined
state distribution and administration-of federal aid. Standard operating
procedures of state governments are disturbed only be federal regulatiOns
that signal a mandatory change. Federal money can be considered'a stream
that must pass through a state capital; at the state level, however, the
federal government is rarely able, through its guidelines and regulations,
to radically divert the stream or reverse the current. Several of the
studies vividly illustrated how state attempts to administer the 15 per-
cent set,asides for the disadvantaged were effectively defeated by
inadequate local implementation.

In many states, set-asides for the handicapped required by the VEA
of 1968 were viewed only as a legal and fiscal necessity; in some, the
requirements were believed to have been met by simply transferring
funds to another state agency more directly concerned with the handicapped.
Since this kind of transferral could be accomplished for the handicapped
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funds (as it could not be for the disadvantaged), it has resulted in
even less of a concern for the handicapped than it did for the disad-
vantaged.

Coordination and Linkages

Ifocational eduCation has experienced innumerable problems of
,coordination both within the educational system and external to it. The
importance of thii issue has been recognized by. the Congress; where pre-
vious vocational education legislation largely ignored the problem, .

coordination is a major theme of the 1976 Amendments.

The previously cited evaluations of the effectiveness of vocational
education for the disidvantaged and handicapped clearly express the im-
pOrtance of interagency-coordination. One stated that fragmentation of

, agencies is a major deterrent to programming for the handicapped:,

Thejragmentation of educational agencies, into special units,
each with its own private line to funding sources. at the
state-and federal levels, is one of the major inhibitors to
comprehensive educational programming. for the handicapped.
It iscunrealistic to expect divisions of vocational and
special education to initiate such policies.. They must
emanate from the highest levels of the educational hier-
archies.16

To appreciate the difficulty experienced in most attempts to promote
cooperation and coordination between vocational education and other a-
gencies, one needs to become familiar with the deep roots of separatism
that have marked vocational' education since its inception.

Although educators frequently discount the importance of an his-
torical perspective in studying educational needs of the future, I
submit that a review of the history of vocational education is essential
in understanding the problems, the field faces today, especially as it
endeavors to meet the needs of special groups; Some authors contend
that the introduction of vocationalism at the turn of the century es-
tablished the school system as ve know it today. In effect, vocational-
ism led to a reassessment of the meaning of eqUality of-educational
opportunity. Although hailed by its proponents as a democratizing force,
vocational education served to'reinforce social-class lines and to
perpetuate the hierarchical caste system of the labor force. As Norton
Grubb and Marvin lazerson describe it:

In essence, curricula differentiation, categorization of
students by future economic roles, and the adjustment of
the curriculum to the economic demands of the marketplace
became the defining characteristics of equality of educa-
tional opportunity. Only by these means could individuals
on the fringes of society--the poor, racial minorities,
the "manually motivated"--be integrated into the educational
system and then into, the labor force.'?
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John Dewey - -who fought a lifelong battle against dualism--en-
deavored to bring liberal arts and vocational educatiOn into.a
unitary system. It was a loSing battle, however, and he predicted in
1917 what certainly exists in 1978'S educational scene:

The question of industrial education is fraught with con-
sequences for the future of democracy. Its right developmert
will do more -to make public education truly democratic than
any other one agency now under consideration. Its wrong
treatment will as surelYaccentuate all undemocratic tend-
encies in our present situation, by fostering and strengthening
class division in school and out.lo

Thus, in 1917, the separatism that has marked vocational edutation
until the present time was legislated into existence via the Smith-
Hughes Act. This separatism starts at the federal level and continues
down to the-state and university levels, where organizational and de-
partmental barriers prevent coordination of programs: It invades the
classroom,-where coordination between vocational and academic programs
is the exception rather than the rule.

There has been little coordination among vocational education,
community agencies, and business-and industry. Although advisory councils
were established with the Smith- Hughes. Act Of 1917, these bear little re-
semblance to .the parent advisory councils of Headstart, Follow Through,
and other Title I programs that have frequently been effective in meeting
needs of disadvantaged students.

Personnel Development

Perhaps the major barrier in the category of personnel development
that inhibits the improvement of services for special-need students is
attitude. Again, a major inhibitor to changing attitudes of vocational
edUcators is the preservice preparation vocational teachers have received.
Most undergraddate preparation of vocational teachers still follows'the
1917 Smith-Hughes legislation in separate fields--agriculture, home
economics, trade and industrial. Since formal training mechanisms did
not exist in 1917, newly formed state boards enlisted the.services of
state-supported universities in developing programs of teacher training.

Generally, vocational teacher-training programs were not incorpora-
ted into colleges of educationbut rather into the colleges teething
theparticular occupations. As additional fields were added'under the

' legislation, teacher-training needs expanded. But; the general. tendency
to assign training programs to_whatever institutions or parts of an
institution specialized in the occupational skill persisted. Thus, vo-
cational teacher-training programs from thy start developed independently
and had little relationship to each other.'9 This-segmentation by,
vocational field has been further accentuated by almost total isolation
from schools preparing elementary and secondary teachers and was yet
further removed from the academicians in the liberal arts and sciences.
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RICalling Dewey, Charles Silberman claims that much of what ,is wrong
wlth,teacher education stems directly from this separation.4Y

In most states, workers from industry without pedagogical train-
ing can be credentialed-with a minimum number of hours of instruction
accumulated while they are teaching. The -,short hours required to re-
ceive thiscredential do not allow for mifficient training in the
unique problems of teaching disadvantaged and handicapped students.

The general-problem of fragmentation'in vocational education has
been somewhat reduced by the 1970 intioduction of programs under Part
F of the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA). Both preservice
and inservice training programs have been largely expanded tocut across
many vocational fields and, on occasion, to'work in concert with social-
science disciplines and-academic educators.: Yet a study of the lessons
learned through EPDA found that the inability of Part F to coordinate
personnel-development programs in vocational education with such programs
as Teacher Corps, Urban/Rural, and the Career Opportunities Program had
restrictedthe.training vocational educators received for teaching dis-.

adVantaged students.21

In all three areas of special need--disadvantaged, handicapped and
women--one of the largest problems in of personne development
is recruitment of appropriate staff. There are, of rse, documented
shortages of vocational education teachers.22 To ssist in meeting these
shortages. the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education funded a project
to develop a model.., for retraining surplus women teachers in vocational
education programs.23 The intent is for these women to serve as role
models for secondary women students who enroll in vocatiraial education
programs that traditionally have had a predominantly male enrollment.

Perhaps the most comprehensive docummt.on.vocational staff tra
for women is a set of training packages whrch are intended'for use
service training of vocational educators--teachers, counselors, and
administrators. All of the packages address the need to expand no -
traditional opportunities for students in vocational education, bu each
package focuses on a different aspect of this need. AS a group, th e

three packages describe the steps that may be taken to expand the voc
tional options of students, primarily women, the problems that may hav
to be overcome in doing so, and the legislation that calls for steps, to
be taken and for problems to be overcome.24

In the Olympus study previously dismissed, the major constraint
limiting the expansion of vocational programs for the handicapped was
found to be the lack of trained staff.25 Vocational educators have
generally gone through preservice training,in their separate fields with
little special instruction on how to meet the needs of handicapped stu-
dents. In some areas, attempts are being made to recruit handicapped
persons into teaching.positiens to serve c role models for others, but
this effort has met with considerable difficulty.

.
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Recruitment of ethnic-minority group teachers is a m jor problem
in vocational education. The study of EPDA Part F found that although
significant steps had been taken to make personnel devel pment more com-
prehensive, a major weakness was the lack of minority-gr up involvement.
In a statement made after five years of experience with fthe Part F pro-
gram, Part F administrators concluded that: ,

The basic problem is recruitment at all levels. We believe
further that recruitment of racial and ethnic minorities can-
not be accomplished without parental and community involvement
and that it requires, a plan for affirmative action.26

The Research Gap

Compounding the problems surrounding the vocational education of
.

special-need students is the lack of a coherent research base in vocation-
al education. Consequently, most vocational researchers were ill-equipped
to conduct: research on the needs of special groups. Again; the separatism
inherent in the educational system worked against any inclusion of social-,
science researcherS in vocational research. Yet leading figures in the
vocational'field had been calling foi. such un interdisciplinary effort.
Rupert Evans, for example, in 1963 had this to say:

We have at present no researchers concerned with the whole of
vocational education. Not Only must full-time,personnel be
allocated to the research function but personnel from the
various disciplines and professions must also be enlisted for
the task. Vocational education as a powerful social, economic,
and technological force can, only be the product of knowledge
originating from a research-team effort. Research--data and.,

-.methodology--must become interdisciplinary in nature, attack,
and application.27

Attesting to the difficulty in meeting the needs of disadvantaged
youth, Melvin-Barlow joined Evans in a similar plea for a cooperative
effort among several areas of education:

Education, in general, has failed to help the disadvantaged
youth and vocational, education has largely eliminated this
group by imposing selection devices.... But vocational edu-
cation alone cannot solve the problems. Several areas of
education must combine their effoggs and work-cooperatively
if effective action is to result.

In a vocationally oriented study conducted in 1971, Marjorie Kelley
examined social-science-studies focused on issues related to the "culture
of poverty. The study. found that in the light of more than a decade of
research in other disciplines, the assumptions with which occupational
educators had approached the problems of poverty appeared rather sim-
plistic. In an introduction to Kelley's report, Dr. John Coster claims
that the fundamental assumption of vocational educators appears to have
been that providing opportunities for appropriate training would somehow
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solve the problems of poverty and disadvantage. Yet, he states, these
problems appear to involve cultural and psychological factors that mag-
nify,them far beyond what 'occupational training alone can handle.

Kelley goes onto note that many of the notions about motivation,
levels of aspiration, and commitment to certain broad cultural values
have been challenged by empirical research. Experiences of the poor,
the study finds, have produced a different cognitive style or pattern
of learning. She recommends a future approach that emphasizes building
occupational-training programs on identification of potitive attributes:'

What is perhaps needed is an imaginative approach to tap-
ping' the latent 'motivations and aspirations that do exist
Among the poor and combining these with methods of skill
training that make optimal use of.lhe personality charac-
teristics that have been developed. as a result of living
in impoverished conditiOns.29

In-1974 the National Research Council, with USOE funding,-formed
a committee to review vocational educatiolLresearch and development
funded under the various vocational acts.iu Most of the findings re-
garding special-need students were extremelA, negative. Little research
was conducted for the'needs of the handicapped, and what had been done.
was found to bye of inferior quality. One commissioned paper focused on
research and development for women in vocational education, and a prin-
cipal finding was that until 1975, no,significant research in vocational
'education had been conducted for women's needs.31

Another commissioned paper focused on research conducted for the
needs of ethnic minority students under Part C, VEA of 1963, and Parts
C, D, and I of VEA of 1968. Among the findings these seem particularly

useful:

The small amount of vocational education research that had been
conducted for ethnic minority student needs has been under-
utilized in program development....

There has been little involvement of ethnic minority group rep-
resentatives in vocational education research for minority
group needs:

For the most-part, the research conducted for ethnic minority
needs was based on a social pathology model of cultural
deficit....

The negative image of vocational education held by minority
groups has been reinforced by labels such as disadvantaged....

Most vocational education research for ethnic\minorities has
been based on stereotypes of "cultural disadvantage;" few have
tried to identify positive attributes....
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Specific skill training was a major emphasis of vocational
education research for ethnic minorities; remedial basic
academic training was a minor emphasis....

A negative self-Concept was seen as the biggest block to
motivation; use of peer counselors was foundto raise self-mage....

Staff attitudes, expectations, and behaviors are critical
variables in providing effective vocational training to
minority students....

No research on recruitment was conducted, but the need for
classroom paraprofessionals was a major theme of training
activities....-

Little research for ethnic minorities had a focus of improv-
ing external linkages with bisiness and indintry....

Few attempts were made to improve -linkages with community
agencies and lay citizenry....

Exemplary projects for. Part D and research 'projects of FY 1974
show a'direction to more relevant career. guidance....

There is an emerging direction to a,bicultural emphasis in
vocational education research activity for ethnic minority
students....32

A Concentration on-Change

Despite its inertia and its 60-year tradition of fragmentation and
separation, vocational education is making small but important gains inthe struggle to'provide equality of vocational ;'education opportunity tospecial-need students. It is doubtful that these gains would have beenmade without the incentives federal legislation has provided-. That theyare being made is a tribute both to the congressional commitment and to ,the commitment of innumerable vocational educators who are sensitive tothe previous injustices and inequitiesthat have kept special-need stu-dents in a state of servility.

Achieving the goal of equal access. to high-quality vocation programsfor special-need students. is one of-the largest challenges vocational ed-ucation faces. New and innovative approaches to vocational education'
.research and development can help. Research funds should be made availablefor an intensive

process evaluation of some of the key programs now in op-eration. For example, the progress of a California project now in itsthird year of experimentation should be monitored. What makes this pro-ject unique is that for the first time in. California, vocational educationset-aside funds are being combined with compensatory education funds todevelop an integrated program for educationally disadvantaged youth in
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seven California secondary schools.

/ There are other promising experiments that vocational educators
should know about. The list of research needs could be endless. Based

on the issues discussed in this paper,,I have outlined but' a few of the
questions that I believe future research for vocational students with
special needs should address:

How do various definitions of educational equity affect funding
patterns in vocational education?

What levels of intervention have proved to be the most economical
in vocational educatiOn for students with-special needs? In com-

pensatorpeducation?

What are the important dimensions of coordination and how can
these be,applied to vocational education's relationships with other
school programs? With external agencies?

What are-the individual strengths of disadvantaged and handicapped
students? How can these be built upon for better educational out
comes?

How can preservice preparation of undergraduates in vocational ed-
ucation be *roved so that more benefits will accrue to special-
need students?

How can community-based paraprofessionals be recruited for, voca-
tional education programs,to assist in providing job skills as
well as cultural links with the community?

What are the best techniques for involving vocational educators
with research in other fields that has implications for special-
need students?

What are the most effective methods of.changing teacher expecta-.
tions for special-need students, and how do these relate to the
development of self-concept in these students?

.77

How does the effectiveness of industrial teachers compare with that
of public school'vocational teachers in meeting needs of special

students?

What methods are most effective in getting parents of special-need /

students involved in planning and participating in vocational
education programs?

What are the most significant societal trends that hold promise
fOr the education of special-need students? What are the
cations of_these,trends for vocational education?
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AS A STRATEGY FOR ELIMINATING pOVERTY.

*Lester C. Thurow

The Limits of Vocational Education

From the perspective of simple neoclassical economics,' vocational
education can be seen (and was seen 4uring the, 1960's) as the prime
government policy .for upgrading workers whose current earnings put
them belowthe poverty line. By augmenting the skills of low-income
workers, vocational education would enable them to sell their labor
for a higher wage and thus' escape poverty. Augmenting the skills of
low-wage workers would in theory have a powerful three-pronged effect
on the inequality in earnings. First, the low-income worker who
received the new skills would be able to sell his-labor at a higher
wage rate. Second; the supply of low-skill workers would be reduced
and hence their equilibrium wage wouT4 rise. Third, the supply of
high-skill workers would be increased and hence their equilibrium wage
would fall. As a result,.both poverty and inequality would diminish.

Under this model, the vocational education 'syStem would function,
in the following manner. Labor economists would make detailed projec-
tions of the labor skills demanded and supplied by the economy. These
estimates would be based on good surveys of existing vacancies and
would be projected five years into the future. Based on the differen-
ces between the supplies and demands for labor skills, vocational edu-
cation authorities would establish training programs to eliminate these
differences. By identifying the gaps and reorienting training programs
to eliminate them; vocational education programs would be providing
individuals' with highly salable skillS and at the same time increasing
society's potential output.

To make this procedure work, the elasticities of substitution (where
all relevant considerations such as availability are subsumed under the
price) between labor of different skills and between capital and labor
must be small in the absence of vocational education. If the elastici-
ties. of substitution are small, the concept of a vacancy can be clearly
defined, and existing and projected vacancies cane clearly identified.
Then training,can be specifically-tailored to eliminatethe vacancies.

If the elasticities of substitution are high, however, the meaning
of,a vacancy or projected shortage becomes much more tenuous and the
value of a particular set of skills designed to fill the vacancy be-
comes much more dubibus. Vacancies and projetted shortages in this
situation may simply serve as a market signal (via a rise in the effec-
tive price) to start substituting different kinds of labor or capital
and may not indicate, that a skill is highly salable.

The empirical magnitude of the elasticities of substitution depends

Lester C. Thurow is Professor of Economics and Management at the
Massachusetts, Institute of Technology.
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on the level of aggregation of labor skills. At some levels of aggre-gation the elasticities are low; at others they are high. Generally,the more aggregate the vector of labor skills, the lower the elastici-ties of substitution between different skills.. The' elasticities of
substitution between different types of electricians are presumably muchhigher than those between craftsmen and professional workers.

Vocational educational professionals often point out that there isa conflict between the accuracy and detail of skill projections whicheconomists are able and willing to make and the accuracy and detailof labor projections which vocational education planners need. Butjust as good specific training programs require low elasticities of
substitution, so do good labor projections. If the elasticities of
substitution are high, there is simply no method which will allow oneto make good projections of labor shortages. If accurate skill pro-jections are impossible at the level of detail desired by vocational
education; then something is wrong with the degree of specificity ofthe skills taught in vocational education and the model of vocational
education from which these programs spring. The same factors that
limit the detail that can be built into skill projections limit theamount of specificity that ought to be built into vocational education.

The labor economist should make his projections as detailed as theelasticities of substitution will allow, but vocational education can-not sensibly make its training any more detailed. To refuse to accept
projections because they do not furnish the desired detail is simply towish to plan for a world that does not exist. Thus, the failure of thelabor economist to make adequate projections for vocational education
may imply more than simply sloth on the part of the economists.

Leaving aside the difficulty of projecting skill shortages, thereis another piece of evidence that also points to high elasticities of
substitution. Few private firms bother to make-long-range projections
of skill needs, and those firms who do make such projections usuallymake them very badly. Why? Firms may feel that they are too small tohave any impact on the labor market, but even small firms have to think
about labor supplies if they have an internal labor market with limitedports of entry. Irrationality may ,be the answer, but the answer is moreapt to spring from the fact that firms realize that elasticities of sub-
stitution are so high on both the demand and supply side that it simply
does not make sense to make long- or intermediate-run labor force pro-jections. If it does not make sense for private firMs to make skill
shortage projectioni, then it does not ake sense for the government to'
support educational programs that depend upon the existence of such
projections for their success.

Vocational Education and On-the-Job Training

Td design a system of vocational education that can play an impor-
tant role in eliminating poverty, it is necessary to understand how mostskills are acquired in the United States. Vocational education is based
on the premiSe that one exogenously invests-in skills and then brings ,these skills into the labor market to sell in much the same way that one
Mould grow a bushel of wheat and then sell it. In fact, most skills in
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the U.S. are not acquired in formal education. or training;; rather, they
are acquired thrbugh on-the-job training fromcne worker to.another. .

The evidence for -phis statement is very Clear:in the American
economy..,.. In the 196es the President's. Automation Commistion under-
took extentiWsurveys on how workers learned the actual cognitive job,
skills they were using.' These sunyeysioundtliat2only 40 percent of
the work force reportedthatthey were using any Skill that they had
acquired in ,forma} ;training prograMS or in specialized eduCation.. *Most
of this 40 pertentiiyeported that some of the Skills they were using had
been acquired iMriformal, casual, on-thejob training. The remaining
60 percent-acquvred,All of their job skills through such training. .Even
among. college graduates, over two-thirds reported that they had acquired
coVrilti,v0skills+through7informe14_tatifal processes' on the job.-

Perhapi the mmost .con4 ing evidence.in this direction came when
the survey atked. workers to list the form of training that had been the
most helpful fin acquiring their Current.job skills.. Only 12 percent of
the work forde-listed. formal training and specialized education, and ...
some of this was carried on at their place of work and was directly
dependent-upon their havingbeen already selected.for the job in question.-

Although initially surprising, these results are not without an
easy explanation. Most job skills are best.taught in conjunction with
the job in question, since training and production are complementary
products. The sales of. goods and services produced in the process of
training can help to lower training costs. Only actual production .gen-

erates the'degreeie realism necessary to polish production It

is Also the only way to guarintee.that the worker will know everything.
he needt-to know without having. to lots of things- he does not need

to know. On- the -job, training, from one worker to another is simply the

cheapett method of training.-

As a result, the /abor market is not a market where workers with
fully developed skills bid for jobs. Rather, it is primarily a market
in which.supplies of trainable labor are matched with training opportu-
nities that are in turn directly associated with the number of existing
job openings. Training opportunities only occur when there is a job
opening that creates the demand for the skills in question.

One of the major advaniages of on-the-job training (OJT) is that
it allows the employer to gain some control over. the elasticity of
substitution in the vector of labor skills supplied as well as those
demanded. By'using OJT he creates 'a pool of partially trained workers
who'-can be easily upgraded when 'demand: requires.

the

creates a high
elasticity of substitution between skills, since the skill gaps between
the worker who now has the job and the worker who would be upgraded into
the job are small.. But it is exactly these high elasticities of sub-
stitution that undercut the conventional role for vocational education.

OJT affects vocational education in another way. To preserve the
incentives of the work force to train and be trained, employers esta-
blish,internal labor markets, in which skilled workers from the external.



labor market are not hired when vacancies occur. Instead workers alreadyin the work force are upgraded. This often.means that vocational edu-
cation creates skills that cannot easily be sold even when there are
job openings. Employers siniply do not hire at that skill level. Insteadthey establish job ladders with limited ports of entry. And these ports
of entry are typically at the unskilled level.

Because of on-the-job training and the way labor skills are acquiredand sold, vocational education typically rates very poorly when subjected
to the scrutiny of'cost-benefit analysis. Many graduates do not get to
use the skills acquired, and the lifetime earnings of vocational educa-tion graduates are not higher than that of those who do not go;,through
vocational. education.2

The Real Role for Vocational Education

All of this is not to say that vocational education should be
scrapped as an instrument in the war on poverty. It is simply to say
that vocational education's focus on the acquisition of cognitive jobskills is often the wrong foCus. As vocational education is currentlyset up, it is set up for a world that does not exist. But this is not
to say that it does not have, or could not have, an important role in
the world that does exist.

To make vocational education programs successful, it.is necessary
to ascertain where the conventional model of vocational education is cor-rect and where it is incorrect. There are areas in the economy (typing
skills, for example) where skills are typically acquired in formal train-
ing and then sold to a prospective employer. At the junior.college level
one could list other skills--dental hygienist, etc. These 'programs
should be distinguished from those vocational education programs whereit is traditionally difficult, if not impossible, to sell the skills
that have been acquired (machinist skills, for example). In areas where
skills can be sold, the name of the game is excellent teaching of the
desired skills. In other areas the goal is getting vocational education
graduates into the good job ladders of the economy. Skill acquisition
has a role to play in accomplishing this task, but it does not dominate
the game.

. One, aspect of. the way in which the market.for good jobs is struc-tured is that individuals compete for these jobs not on their willing-
ness,to work for less (wages are generally rigid in-the short run), but
on their potential training costs in the job ladder for which the employ-er is hiring. Inmost occupations;, there will be a queue of potential
workers and the employer will seek to hire those workers with the lowest

.

potential training costs in the sequence of jobs for which they will
become eligible. If vocational education-succeeds in raising the
relative position of its graduates in'that queue, it will have succeeded
in raising, their lifetime income prospeCts regardless of whether these
-graduates do oedo not actually use .the 'specific skills acquired in
vocational education. The key word in.the previous sentence, however,
is- the'word'relative." Vocational education must be able to demon-
strate that its graduate's are better workers (i.e., have lower potential
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training costs) than workers who have not been through its programs.

From this perspective -it is necessary to ascertain the factors that
influence potential training (upgrading) costs. Given these, factors,
it is then necessary to design vocational education programs that either
inculcate these background characteristics or -.flow students to demon -.
strate that they have the desired traits. While the desired traits will
differ depending upon the training or job ladder that is the specific,
focus of attention, there are some general characteristics that are
important in all job ladders which eventuallylead-to high-paying jobs.

First, the three R's (reading, writing, and arithmetic) are usually
an important ingredient in training costs. Low-literacy workers can be
trained, but the training costs are usually much higher. Literacy train-
ing, often a neglected value ofIvocational education, should be seen as
one of the prime values.. From this perspective the vocational aspects
of vocational education are the incentive or inducement that persuades
students who would not learn them in conventional college preparatory
courses to learn the three R's. In order to run the lathe, the student
has to learn to read the relevant specifications, and perform the neces-
sary arithmetic manipulations. Since vocational education graduates
will have to compete with graduates from conventional schools for jobs,
they have to persuade employers that they have literacy standards that
are as high, if not higher, than the students who come from the standard
educational paths.

This role is such an important one that a case can be'made for ei-
ther expanding or abandoning vocational education.simply on the grounds
of its 'ability to provide literacy training for a group of people who
will not get such, training on the conventional educational tracks. The
historical record of vocational education is not good on this dimension,
even after one corrects for the quality of the student inputs that have
been placed in the system. But one needs to ascertain what these stu-
dents could do if they were to realize that literacy training is probably
the number one goal of vocational education.

The second role for vocational education is in an area for which
there is no non-pejorative word--industrial discipline. During the
height of the war on poverty it was a common observation of those em-
ployers who were making a good-faith effort to train disadvantaged
workers that it was easy to teach cognitive job skills (how to run the
machine); but next to impossible to teach good work habits (show up on
time, do not cuss the boss, work hard, etc.). Since poor work habits
tended to drive out good work habits, employers found that the poor
work habits, if tolerated, spread to the rest of the labor force. Hence
some firms even went so' 'far as to establish what were essentially en-
try factories to provide a place for teaching good work habits where
the teaching would not corrupt the rest of the labor force. In general
this is such an expensive way to teach good work habits, or to deter-
mine who has good work habits', that few employers are willing to use it
in any wholesale'way. Most of.the employers who had such training planti
in the 1960's have in-fact abandoned them as too expensive.
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Industrial discipline is also one of those factors for which it is
:impossible to test upon entry into the work force. If you are told that
you'are being tested as to whether you will listen to your alarm clock,
you will listen. The only way to determine whether workers do or do
not have the desired characteristics is to look at their behavior in an
activity where they think they are not being tested or where the acti-
vlty lasts so long that basiehabits overwhelm the imperative to "test
out well." 14

Because the habits of industrial discipline are important and be-
cause they are not subject to entry testing, there ig an important role
for vocational education in teaching induStrial discipline or in certi-
fying that some or all of its'students have it. While it is' probably
too strong to say that vocational education should be run like the ,
Prussian army, it is not, too strong to say that the graduates of voca-
tional education should have learned those characteristics necessary to
survive in the Prussian army before they graduate. It is exactly these
characteristics that are some of the most 'salable "skills" in our
economy.

Thus there is a three-pronged role for vocational education. (1)
In some limited areas actual salable skills can be created. (2) Upon
completion of vocational education, literacy standards must be as high
or higher than thote of students who come from academic educational
tracks. (3) Upon completion of, vocational education, standards of
industrial discipline must be as high or higher than those of students
from academic educational tracks. If these latter two conditions are
not met, or cannot be met,, then much of vocational education should be
abandoned. It costs more than.conVentional education and is not deli-
vering a superior economic product.

To Tell or Not to Tell a Lie

Unfortunately, to achieve either of the last two functions vocational
education must tell what the Classical. Greeks would have called a none .

lie. To provide an incentive to improve literacy skills and to acquire
industrial discipline students must be told that they are acquiring
marketable cognitive job skills. Yet in fact they will not, in general,
be able to sell their cognitive job skills; If, on the other hand, they
were told the truth--i.e., that the only salable skills are literacy.and
industrial discipline--they would not be willing to learn the desired
characteristics.

While one generation of students can be conned into believing that
they are *learning cognitive job skills, succeeding generations cannot.
They simply have to look at what happens to their older brothers and
sisters and their friends. Even if they get jobs, they are not getting
jobs where their "skills" are being .put to use. Therefore, students
can conclude that there is no reason to learn the cognitive job skills;
but if there is no reason to learn the cognitive job skills,,the valu-
able background characteristiCs--literacy and industrial discipline--
will not be:learned either.
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How to confront and solve this dilemma is the fundamental problem
within vocational education. Unless it is solved, vocational education
can have little payoff in reducing poverty.

The Necessary External Conditions

Up to this point we have been looking at the internal conditions
that are necessary to make vocational education a successful instrument
in reducing poverty. To be an effective instrument for reducing the
handicaps of the disadvantaged, it must lower their relative potential
training costs. While there are some areas where tneWMITacquired
in formal education can be directly sold, this usually means raising
relative standards ofliteracy and industrial discipline.

There are, however, a set of external conditions that must be met ,

if vocational education is to be successful. Unless these conditions
are met, even a perfectly run program of vocational education cannot be
successful. Without these conditions vocational education is useless
from a social economic perspective.

,

The first condition, is something approaching full emplOyment. In

an economy with a 7 percent unemployment rate, one can make a good argu-
ment that all government training prograMs are simply .a waste of money,.
In such an economy, there are surpluses of all types oflabor, and employ-
ment is essentially a zere-sum game. If one personlets a job, another
person does not. In this environment, government training programs are
simply a 'case of what I call "punch in; push out."

Suppose a training program succeeds in placing a trainee in a job.
Someone else who otherwise would have had a job now does not have a job:

If one looks at the characteristics (age, race, sex, eta.) of the worker,
who is crowded out of employment by the government trainee, one will see
that.he or she has approximately the same handicaps as the one.who was
being helped. In the process' of helping,a client, the training program
creates a client. The trainee benefits, but from the point of view of
society there is no net gain. Unemployment and poverty remain unaffec-

ted: What the training, program has done is to reshuffle unemployment
and low earnings within the disadvantaged population. There would be

some benefit to a program that reshuffled poverty if it reshuffled
poverty between the disadvantaged population and the advantaged popu-
lation, but this4is unlikely to happen unless the programs are exten-
sive enough to raise the relative'credentials of aEof the disadvantaged.
population. Simply because of the expenditures that would be reOired,
this is unlikely to happen.

Training programs can only affect society and the overall distri-
bution of income in a'society with a surplus of jobs and a shortage
of. employees. If-government monetary and fiscal policies are not to

be used to create the necessary labor shortage, then goVernment train-
ing programs will be a waste of money. Government employment programs

hive merit, but programs to train people to move into the private eco-
nomy have no merit since there will Joe no effective private economy

into which movement can occur.,.



Only labor shortages create an environment in which employers will
seek to eliminate low-earning jobs and to create good jobs in their place.
As long as there are surpluses of labor, raising the quality of the
potential labor force simply induces increases in the credentials that
employers demand. When enough high school graduates are available, em-
ployers shift to a "high school only" hiring rule. If enough college
graduates were to become available they would shift to a "college only"
hiring rule. By doing so employers, on averaae, increase the quality--
i.e., lower the potential training costs--of their labor force without
additional expense.

Thus an increase in the labor force credentials creates an equiva,.
lent increase in the demand for labor force credentials. But even in this '

situation vocational education could playa role, if not in reducing
poverty, at least in reshuffling it if it were not for another.fact of
life. The supply of labor force credentials by the advantaged portion
of the labor force is not independent of the supply:of labor force cre-
dentials by the disadvantaged portion of the labor -Rime,: The advantaged
portion of the population knows that it is playing a zero-sum relative
game: If I want to hold my Current. positton and you increase your cre-
dentials,1 must in response increase mine.. When you move from high
school dropout to high school graduate,-I move froM high school graduate
to college graduate. In the process you end up with a high school
degree and I end. up with a college degree, but we both end up with'

exactly the same jobs' we wouldhave had i.f neither of us had acquired
-the extra credentials.

As a result it is difficult, if not impossible, for vocational, edu-
cation or other training programs to raise the relative credentials of
disadvantaged groups. To do so it would be necessary to place a limit
on the credentials that could be acquired by the advantaged portion of
the population. Since the advantaged are also a majority, this is
extremely unlikely to occur

As 'a result, full employment or overly full employment is an abso-
lute precondition to successful vocational education programs for 'the
disadvantaged. Without full employment vocational education cannot
reduce poverty. Relative-credentials might nqt change during a period
of full' employment, but employers have an incentive to redesign jobs
and make them more attractive since they are facing a labor shortage.
In a period of full employment, relative credentials become less impor-
tant and absolute credentials become more important. The zero-sum
nature of the game gradually changes into a positiVe-sum game where
every economic winner is not counterbalanced by an economic loser.

,,Supply Side Versus.Demand Side Strategies

While any total strategy to eliminate poverty would have some human
investment programs as one part of that strategy, human investment pro-
grams do not by themselves constitute a strategy for' eliminating poverty.
If one thinks of the labor market as a set Of exogenously given supply and
demand curves, it is in principle possible to create any distribution of
earnings by operating in the supply side of the market. But in practice
this is not possible for a. number of reasons.
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First, supply curves are not independent of each other. To raise
the training of the-disadvantaged is to generate an increase in the
training of the advantaged.. Second, supply and demand curves are not.
independent of one another. To raise the supply of college degrees is
to increase the number of labor markets in which a college degree is
required as a prerequisite. Finally, since laboring skills are mostly
acquired on the job, the supply curve is often a function of the demand
curve. When job openings exist, skills are taught. When job openings
do not exist, skills are not taught.

As_a result_of these three interdependencies, any strategy to re-
duce poverty mustaperate on the demand side of the market as well as
on the supply side. As has beeh said, one strategy for operating on
the demand side of the market is to create full employment. Macro-
economic-policies are used to alter the nature of labor demands. Another
strategy is some form of "affirmative action." In this strategy, govern-
ment orders replace the full-employment desire for maximum profits as
the incentive for altering relative labor demands.

The affirmative action strategy, however, is the paradigm case of
a zero-sum game. Poverty is not to be reduced but to be reshuffled be-
tweerradvantaged groups and disadvantaged groups. Even if the program
is successful in reshuffling between groups, it is unlikely to be success-
ful at the individual level. Within the advantaged group there are
obviously disadvantaged individuals just as within the disadvantaged
group there are obviously advantaged individuals. In any affirmative
action the actual reshuffling is apt to be between the disadvantaged
among the advantaged and the advantaged among the disadvantaged, and
not a replacement of the advantaged by,the disadvantaged. As a result
the affirmative-action demand side strategy is apt to be.much less suc-
cessful than the full-employment demand side strategy. Effective
affirmative action programs are also highly unlikely to be put in place
in a high-unemployment society. The zero-sum nature of the programs is
too direct in a_ world where a person placed is some other person thrown
out of work.

the third demand side strategy is government employment. In this
case the government seeks to alter the structure of labor demands by
directly creating demands for labor. If government tilts its employ -.
ment toward disadvantaged groups, it can alter the overall demand curves
for labor. While this is an eminently lcgical strategy for raising the
earnings of the disadvantaged, it requires a government employment pro-
gram substantially different from.: that now being constructed in the U.S.

First, for many people the jobs are not going to be temporary short--
term jobs occupied.until the individuals get into private employment.
Since there are not enough private jobs to go around, many of the em-
ployees are going to be long-term employees. Second; if the jobs are
to have an inlpacVon poverty, they.must have a wage structure in which
many of the wages are substantially above the minimum wage. Given a
minimum wage of $2.30 per hour, 2000 hours of work-per year, and one
earner, earnings are still substantially below the poverty line for a



family of four.- Third, if the jobs are to eliminate the gap between
the advantaged and the disadvantaged they cannot be or seem to be
second-class jobs. This means the jobs have to be organized with
chances for-advancement and promotion, and with a real product being
produced. Using language that is slightly pejorative in the American
context, the government must set up a socialized sector of production
whose main task is to guarantee employment to low-income workers. Given
the number of such workers, the cost of such a sector would be coriti-
derable.

The final demand side strategy is a variant on the full employment
strategy. Those who advocate high unemployment do so partly because
they believe that efforts to stimulate the economy would simply pro-
duce labor shortages among adult white males. Given the resultant
labor shortages, inflation would break out in the wages of adult white
les and then spread across the economy. While this argument is not
lid at a 7 percent Unemployment rate, it does become a valid argument

i unemployment is reduced below 5 to 5-1/2 percent.

he solution to the problem, however, is not to keep unemployment
rates .ermanently above 5-1/2 percent, but to find techniques for re-
shuffli unemployment toward adult white males. If this could be done,
monetary nd fiscal policies could proVide more stimulus and lower
national unemployment rates without creating shortages of adult white
male worker and hence inflation.

Wage subs dies are the standard market technique for redistributing
unemployment. If a wage subsidy were offered for the employment of youth,
for examplle, employers would alter their employment demands to hire
more young 'people and fewer adults. If private employers changed their
demands for labor of different ages, then government macroeconomic
policies could be used to stimulate aggregate demand and increaSe total
employment for both young people and adults.

It should be clearly understood that a general wage subsidy for
youth is not the same thing as a reduction in the minimum wage for youth.
Reducing youth minimum wages increases some employers' incentive to
hire young people, but it reduces youth's incentive to work (they jet
less).. With a wage subsidy the work incentive for youth is maintained.
But even more important, a wage subsidy is a general device which en-
courages all employers to hire more of the workers who are eligible for
the subsidy.. Reducing the legal\minimum wage only increases employment
desires for those employers who actually hire people at the legal minimum
wage.

Part of.the reason thatthe minimum wage does not have more of an
effect than it does have is that most employers--and practically all .

large employers--have de facto minimum wages which are far above the
legal minimum wage. ThesiTTI-vate minimum wages may be negotiated in
labor union contracts or be a competitive\necessity to get the quality
Of labor the employer desires. A lower. legal minimum wage simply would
not- make,any difference to most employers--and all of the best employers.
In contrast, a wage subsidy encourages everyone to more young
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people. A general wage subsidy rather than a lower legal minimum wage
also gets around the argument that the program is really being run for
the benefit of the low-wage non-union employer who provides little or
no training and few lifetime career opportunitieS.

With a.wage subsidy program it is possible substantially to reshuffle
unemployment. In a country like.'Japan where young workers are.cheap rel-
ative to older workers, unemployment is concentrated among%those 55 to
65 years of age and not 'among the young. There is nothing intrinsic that
says' unemployment must be concentrated among the young. And with a dif-

'ferent wage structure ft would not be concentrated among the young.

,There are, however, objections. One springs.from the observation
that to lower the relative cost of younger workers vis-a-vis older wdr-
kers is not to reduce unemploYment, but to transfer unemployment from
the young to those who are older. It is this transfer that lies at the
heart 'of the labor movement's objections to wage subsidies for young
adults. Sons and daughters take the jobs of fathers and mothers.

:But it is exactly this reshuffling of unemployment that is desired
from the point of view of the economy. If unemployment differentials
could be reduced using wage subsidies, some of the inflationary pressures
that now afflict our economy as it moveS:toward capacity would be removed.
The policy pays off not in terms of directly increasing employment, but
in terms of reckicing inflationary pressures and allowing monetary and
fiscal policies to be used to reduce unemployment for everyone. As .a
result, a wage subsidy can be supported even though it causes no di-
rect reduction in unemployment.

Private wage subsidy proposals suffel'ff-diniffie other fundamental
objection.. Normally, government programs startsmall and then,if suc-
cessful, are expanded. 'But one.of the peculiarities of a wage subsidy
is that no small-scale program can be successful. To start small, a
wage subsidy must be restricted to something less than the total supply
of young.workers. The usual suggestions are to limit eligibility to
those who come from poverty families and who have been unemployed for
long periods of time. But any system of limited eligibility 'simply
reshuffles unemployment among young adults with no enhancement of their
job prospects vis-a-vis adults and hence no reductions in inflationary
pressures. EmilZYriTiEire those youths eligible for benefits and re-
fuse to hire those yoyths not eligible for benefits.

The within-group reshuffling problem also has a large impact on
the relative costs of private versus public employment. Wage subsidies
would seem to have a cost advantage over direct public employment. To
pay some fraction of a young person's wages (say 10 percent) would seem
to be cheaper than paying'100 percent of his or.her wages in a direct
public employment program. But this is only true if both programs are
universally available to all youths. Regardless of the legal subsidy
per employee, the costs per extra youth hired are apt to be very large
in a wage subsidy if the program mainly reshuffles employment among the
young'. Limited programs simply end up paying for those who would have
been hired anyway, with no-net increase in employment. Paradoxically,
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if one is only willing to fund a small program it is cheaper per extra
person hired to.hire people directly and pay 100 percent of their employ-
ment cost than to subsidize private employment and pay only part of
their salary. Conversely, if one were going to hire all young people,
the opposite would be true: The wage subsidy is cheaper than direct
public employment.

When one reviews the four demand side strategies, they all have what
some would considerunacceptable costs. Full employment is opposed on
the grounds that it is not compatibla with price stabilkty. Affirmative
action is opposed on the grounds that it is ,reverse distritination and
inefficient (does not allocate jobs to those with the lowest training
costs). Government employment is opposed on, the grounds that it is too
costly or is back-door socialism. Wage subsidies are fought on the grounds
that they only reshuffle'-misery and that they are expensive. The real
question, however, is how to pick the least objectionable option. Un-
less one of the four is picked, it is not possible to alter labor mar-
ket earnings no matter how extensive the policy of human capital invest-
ment.

Productivity and Vocational Education
1

. .

Interestingly, the first national.interest in manpower training
programs sprang not from an interestin 'poverty or minority groups, but
froM an interestin stimulating economic growth. :In'particular, the
first programs were adopted as partiof our national strategy forstay-

.ing ahead of the RusSians economically in the late 1950's. As one might
expect, 'however, the role of vocational education is:quite different in
a poverty strategy as ,opposed to a strategy for accelerating productivity
and growth. 'In a poVerty strategy, manpower training programs focus on
those who have low earning abilities. In a growth strategy, manpower
training ,programs focus on those whose skills can be most easily up-
graded regardless of whether they currently 'have low or high earnings.

But here again manpower training must confront the fact that most
skills are learned in an informal, process of On-the-job training and
upgrading rather than in formal education and training. Vocational
education is relevant to the extent that it makes this training less
costly, but this will in .generalfmean.creating the right kind of back-
ground characteristics (literacy, good work-habits, etc.) rather than
in creating the cognitive job skills themselves. To be'useful beyond
this point; vocational education would have to be very closely linked
to the work place so that it could.provide that part Of.the-instruction
process that can. only be inefficiently provided in.the work place and'
leaveout.that part of instruction that can be provided efficiently in
the work place.

While there are probably slight improvementsthat could be made in
the efficiency with which workers learn skills, the real bottlenecks in
productivity arenotin the process of skill acquisition. The real bot-
tlenecks lie in%our willingness to accept new higher - productivity pro-
cesses that Make. old skills and processes obsolete and in the speed with
whiCh we eliminate low..-Oroductivity activities frail the economy. Both
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of these sources of productivity growth have something in common--they
lead-to substantial reductions :in real incomes for someone in the economy
and are hence resisted with:all of : :the accumulated political and economic

muscle of the groups involved.. The U.S. rate of growth of productivity
is below the average of other industrialized countries partly because
we have-been less successful at getting out of obsolete low-productivity
industries (textiles, shoes, etc;) and more resistant to using the newest
labor-saving technologies (ships, Steel, etc.).

To raise the rate of growth of productivity we have to become more
efficient at eliminating or reducing the real economic losses that occur
when productivity advances. This means eliMinating long periods of un-
employment and the netAestruction of skills when productivity changes
occur. The relevant question is the extent to'which vocational educa-

--don can play a role in speeding up the process'of adjustment and redu-
cing associated economic, losses

Obviously, the problem of alternative employment is one that is
outside the competence or purview Of vocational education. But what
about the.process of creating new skills when old skills are made obso-
lete? Here again the existence of on-the-job training becomes relevant;
Vocational education is not the place to create the new job skills, but
it may be the place to give older workers the background characteristics
that are necessary to learn new .skills. Many skilled older workers do
not have the literacy skills necessary to create new skills. Perhaps
they can most usefully learn the necessary background skills in an edu-
cational environment that seems more job- related than that of the con-
ventional 9ademic educational institution.`

Summary

. Because skills are not in fact exogenously acquired in formal edu-
cation and,training and then sold in an auction-type labor market, there
-is'a limited role for vocational education in an anti-poverty campaign.
The prime purpose of vocational education must be creating those back
ground characteristics--high levels/of. literacy arid ,good work habits--
that make an individual worker a row-cost trainee. If vocational educa-
tion succeeds in raising the relative position of its clients, it will
succeed in getting them on the good job ladders of the economy and hence
on the road to good lifetime eantngs.

Improving the relativebankground characteristics of disadvantaged
workers is, however, almost impossible since any improvement in their
characteristics tends to induce increases in.the quality of the back-
ground characteristics of the advantaged population. As a result,
realistically,.vocational education can only play an anti-poverty role
in a.world of full. employment (with or without wage subsidies). In an'
economy with high unemployment, background characteristics area zero
sum game in which only relative:credentials count. When oneperSon gets
a job, someone else does not get a job since'the basic problewit a.lack
of jobs. In an econonly.with a labor shortage, background, characteristics
are a positive-sumAame in which absolute qualities begin to count fdr
more than.relative.qualities. tiven that workers' background character-
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istics'are high enough, employers will respond to labor shortages by
upgrading employment and eliminating low-productivity employment. When
one person is employed, another is not unemployed. One person's wage

`gain is_not another person's wage reduction.
o

As a result, to some considerable extent the success or failtire of
vocational education depends upon the existence or nonexistence of a
fully employed economy. From a social. perspective, but: not an indivi-
dual perspective, vocational education is a waste of resources in an
underemployed economy. ---

The other demand side strategies (affirmative action and government
employment) create a role for vocational education, but it is a slightly
different role. Depending' upon the industries that the government in-
fends'tO set up to provide employment, vocational education might be
geared up to provide some of the necessary skills. But in government
employment as well as private employment, on-the-job training is apt
to prove preferable. In the affirmative action strategy, vocational
education could play a role in providing the needed background charac-
teristics for those members of disadvantaged groups who do not have
them. As I mentioned, however, neither of these two strategies is
likely to be adopted.

In terms of accelerating productivity, I see v y little role for
vocational education. The real limits to productiv y growth spring
not from an inefficient process of skill acquisitio but from opposi-
tion to productivity improvements (new processes or the elimination
Of old processes) on the grounds that large economic.losses are im-
posed. The only way to reduce these losses is quickly to find new jobs
for those who are displaced. Vocational education may have a sub-
sidiary role to play in providing background characteristics for older
workers who do not have the desired background characteristids, but it
is not a solution to the problem by itself.

In the end vocational education must be judged on two grounds.
Firsto.in those cases where skills are acquired exogenous.ly and. then
sold to employers, is it good at creating the desired skills? Second,
are 'there a group of ,people who will, not .acquire the desired litergCy
and work habits in an\academic environment but will acquire the desired
habits in a vocational education environment? To a great extent voca-
tional education stands or falls based on its ability successfully to

'answer the second question.
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